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ᒻᓇ “ᐃᒍᐊᖅᖅᑎ: ᓇᑦᕠᓕᖕᒥᐅᑐᑦ ᑭᑦᕿᒃᐅᑎᑦ” ᑲᑎᑕᐅᒪᖪᑦ ᐃᖢᐊᖅᖅᑕᐅᕙᓪᓕᐊᖪᑦ ᑲᑎᑕᐅᕙᓪᓕᐊ’ᓗᑎᒡᓗ ᐅᑉᓗᒥᒧᑦ ᑎᑭ’ᓗᒍ. 
ᑕᒻᓇ ᑕᐃᒪᑉ1ᒪᓂᖕᖑᖅᑐᖅ ᓇᖬᐅᕙᓪᓕᐊᓕᖅᑐᖅ ᒥᐊᕆᔭᒻ ᓂᓚᐅᓛᖅ ᐊᒡᓗᒃᑲᒥᑦ, ᑕᖮᕙᐅᕈᖅ ᐃᑲᔪᖅᑎᒌᒃᑐᑦᑯᑦ ᓐᓇᖃᑎᒌᖑᖪᑦ 
ᐃᖢᐊᖅᖅᖢᓂᒋᑦ ᑎᑎᕋᖅᐸᓪᓕᐊ’ᓗᓂᒋᑦ ᖃᕆᑕᐅᖬᕐᒧᑦ. ᐃᓚᕋᐅᕙᓪᓕᐊᓗᓂ ᑕᒻᓇ ᓕ ᐃᓂᖅᑎᖅᑕᐅᕙᓕᐅᕈᖅ.  

This Natchliingmiut Uqauhingit/ Natchilingmiutut Dictionary is just a part of a larger collection of words that is 
still being verified, edited, and updated. The Dictionary was based on a collection of Natchilingmiutut 
terminology collected by Miriam Nilaulaaq Aglukkaq over many years. Because terminology is continually being 
added to this dictionary, each updated version has more terms.  

 

ᐃᒍᐊᖅᖅᑎ: ᓇᑦᕠᓕᖕᒥᐅᑐᑦ ᑭᑦᕿᒃᐅᑎᑦ 

ᐃᒍᐊᖅᖅᑎ ᑐᑭᖃᖅᑐᖅ ᐃᓅᒃᑐᖅ ᐃᓄᑐᕐᑲᒥᑦ ᑕᐅᖅᖢᓂ ᕗ’ᒨᖅᑎᑦᑎᖪᖅ. ᑖᒻᓇ ᑕᐃᒎᒃᖅ ᐊᑐᖅᑕᐅᓂᐊᖅᑐᖅ ᐆᒧᖓᑦ ᑭᑦᕿᒃᐅᑎᒃᒧᑦ, 
ᐊᑦᕠᖅᑕᐅᖪᖅ  ᑖᒥ ᑕᕙᓗᒃᒥᑦ ᐅᖅᖅᑑᒥᐅᑕᒥᑦ, ᐅᓇ ᐊᑐᖅᑕᐅᖪᖅ ᓇᑦᕠᓕᖕᒥᐅᑕᑦ ᐅᖃᐅᒪᕆᐊ’ᓂᓐᖔᖅᖢᓂ ᑎᑎᕋᐅᒃᐃᓂᒡᓗ ᐊᑐᖅᓗᑕ 
ᐅᖃᐅᒻᒪᕆᑉᑎ’ᓂ ᒪᓕᒃᑐᓂᒃ, ᐅᕙᓂ ᐆᒃᑐᕋᖅᒪᖪᒍᑦ ᐊᑐᕈᖕᓇᖅᑕᑉᑎ’ᓂ ᓇᓗᓇᐃᖅᓇᐊᖅᖢᑕ ᑎᑎᕋᑦᑎᐊᖁ’ᓗᑕ ᐅᖃᐅᑉᑎ’ᓂᒃ 
ᒪᓕᑦᑎᐊᖅᑐᒥᒃ. (ᑕᑯᓗᒍ ᒪᒃᐱᕌᖅ 5-ᒦᑦᑐᖅ) 

 

Iguaqšuqti: Natchlingmiutut Kitqikhautit 

Iguaqšuqti is a term that is used to describe a younger person guiding a blind person to where they want to go. It could 
also be used to describe a seeing-eye dog. Tommy Tavalok, of Gjoa Haven, chose this name for the first publication of 
this dictionary, as the dictionary was acting like a guide for the Natchlingmiutut to be accurately documented according to 
the spoken language. A large part of the project involved providing additional symbols in both Roman and Syllabic writing 
systems, in order to record and see all the sounds of each word. (see page 5) 
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ᓂᓚᐃᓛᖅ ᐅᕙᑉᑎᓂᑦ ᐃᑲᔪᖅᑕᐅᔪᒪ’ᓗᓂ ᐊᐱᕆᒪ’ᒪᑦ, ᐊᖮᕋᒎᓕᖅᑐᑦ ᐊᕙᑎᑦ ᖃᓂᖓᓂ ᖄᖏᐅᒪᓕᕐᑐᓂ ᐅᖃᐅᐅᕙᒃᑐᑦ ᓇᑦᕠᓕᖕᒥᐅᓂᑦ 
ᑲᑎᑦᑎᕈᑐᖃᐅᓕᕋᒥ ᐃᖢᐊᖅᐃᑦᖁᖨᓗᓂ ᖃᕆᑕᐅᖬᒃᑯᑦ. 

ᐃᓕᐃᕋᑦᑕᓕᖃᒻᒦᖅᑐᖅ ᐃᓄᒃᑐᑦ ᑕᓗᕐᖪᐊᓂᓗ, ᐅᖅᖅᑑᒥᓗ ᐊᔾᕋᒍᓄᑦ ᐊᒥᖑᑐᓄᑦ, ᐊᑦᖁᓇᕈᑎᖃᑦᑎᐊᕐᖢᓂ ᓇᑦᕠᓕᖕᒥᐅᑦ ᐅᖃᐅ ᐊᑐᖅᖢᒋᑦ 
ᐃᓕᐃᕙᑑᒐᓗᐊᖅ ᐳᐃᒍᑕᐅᖁᖏᖢᓂᒋᑦ ᐅᖃᐅᑦ ᕗᓂᒃᑉᑎᓄᑦ ᐊᑐᖅᑕᐅᖁᖨᓗᓂ. ᐃᑲᔪᖅᑎᒌᒃᓄᑦ ᕗᓕᖅᑎᐅᕈᖅ ᐅᖃᐅᓕᕆᖩᓄᑦ. 

ᐅᓇ ᐊ’ᖨᓕᐅᖅᒪᖪᖅ 2007-ᒥ. ᓂᓚᐅᓛᖅ ᑲᑎᑦᑎᑎᓗᒍ ᐅᖃᐅᓂᑦ. ᑖᑉᑯᐊᑦ ᐃᓄᑐᖃᐃᑦ ᑲᑎᖃᑎᒋ’ᓗᒋᑦ ᑲᑎᑦᑎᒪᖪᒍᑦ, ᑖᑉᑯᐊᑦ ᐅᖃᐅᕐᒧᑦ 
ᖃᐅᖨᒪᖪᖅᖪᐊᓂᑦ ᑕᐃᒍᖅᑕᒃᑯᑦ. ᑖᑉᑯᐊᑦ ᐅᕙᑉᑎᓄᑦ ᑲᑎᑦᑎᕈᑎᑉᑎᓄᑦ ᐃᑲᔪᖅᑐᐃᓗᐊᖅᒪᕈᑦ ᐊᑦᖁᓇᖅᖢᑎᒃ, ᓇᑦᕠᓕᖕᒥᐅᑦ ᐅᖃᐅᓂᑦ 
ᕿᒪᒃᑎᖁᖨᖏᒪᑕ 

ᐃᑲᔪᖅᑎᒌᒃᑯᑦ ᑲᑎᑕᐅᒪᖪᓂᑦ ᐊᒥᓂᑦ ᑐᓂᐅᕋᐃᒪᖪᑦ, ᖃᓂᒃᑯᑦ ᖃᕆᑕᐅᖬᒃᑯᑦ ᐃᑭᐊᖅᐹᕐᕕᒃᑯᑦ ᐃᓕᖬᐅᔪᒦᖅᑐᑦ ᒥᑐᐃᓇᖅ ᑕᑯᖬᐅᔪᓇᕐᓂᐊᒪᑕ. 
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It was almost 20 years ago, that we were approached by Miriam Aglukkaq/Nilaulaaq, asking for our help to create a 
dictionary of the Natchilingmiutut words that she had been collecting for many years.  

Having been an Inukttut language teacher in the communities of Talurřuaq and Uqšuqtuuq for many years, Miriam has 
always been passionate about preserving her Natchilingmiutut dialect for the future generations. She is the team leader for 
all the Ikajuqtigiit Project work.   

The photo on the right was taken in Kuugaarřuk in 2007. With Miriam/Nilaulaaq leading, we gathered with Natchilingmiutut 
elders, whom we called our professors. These professors generously offered us so much knowledge and terminology.  

They told us that the reason they wanted to help us so much, is because they did not want Natchilingmiutut to fall 
behind among the dialects. 

 

 

Thank you to all the elders of Kuugaarřuk, Talurřuaq and Uqšuqtuuq who provided so much 
valuable help with this project.  

 

Ikajuqtigiit Project team 
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ᐃᓄᒃᑐᑦ ᑎᑎᕋᐅᖏᑦ ᐊᑐᖢᒋᑦ  

ᑎᑎᕋᖅᑕᐅᖪᑦ (ᐃᓚᖬᐅᖪᒃᑦ ᐃᓚᐅᑎ’ᓗᒋᑦ) 

Inuktut Syllabics used in this dictionary 
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ᓇᖬᐅᖪᑦ ᑕᑯᔭᒃᐅᖁ’ᓗᒋᑦ ᓄᓇᓕᖕᓃᑦᕠᓂᑦ ᓇᑦᕠᓕᖕᒥᐅᑕᐃᑦ ᓄᓇᐃ’ᓃᑦᕤᓂᖓᖅᑐᑦ. ᐅᑉᓗᒥ ᑕᖮᕙ ᐃᓄᒃᑐᑦ ᑎᑎᕋᑦᑎᐊᓚᐃ’ᓇᑉᑕ 
ᑎᑎᕋᐅᐅᖁᖬᐅᖪᑦ ᐊᑐᖅᖢᒋᑦ. ᐅᑯᐊᑦ ᓇᑦᕠᓕᖕᒥᐅᑦ ᐅᖃᐅᑕ ᓂᐱᖏᑦ ᐊᑐᖅᖢᒋᑦ ᑎᑎᕋᖅᑕᐅᖮᖪᑎᒃᑦ ᐊᑐᖅᑕᐅᖪᑦ: 

This work is the result of community consultations from the Natchilik communities. There was no way to accurately write 
the Natchilingmiutut dialect using the ICI standard system. The additional Natchilingmiutut sounds have been identified, 
and there has been agreement in how they can be represented in syllabics. (There may be updated changes in the 
Roman representation.) The additional syllabic characters all have unicode status since October 2020. 

ᐅᖃᐅᑦ ᐅᑯᐊᑦ ᐊᑖᓂ ᑎᑎᕋᖅᒪᖪᑦ ᐆᒃᑐᑎᑐᐃᓐᓇᐅ’ᓗᑎᒃ   /   Word examples 

qajuq          ᖃᔪᖅ                       qarřuqšaq      ᖃᕐᖪᖅᖅ        

ikajurumařuq   ᐃᑲᔪᕈᒪᖪᖅ     iřraviit      ᐃᖮᕋᕖᑦ   

hikšik     ᒃᒃ        utkuhikšaq     ᐅᑦᑯᒃᖅ        

arřak      ᐊᕐᖬᒃ          ařraagut       ᐊᖮᕌᒍᑦ     

iřgak        ᐃᖮᒐᒃ        Uqšuqtuuq       ᐅᖅᖅᑑᖅ      

Talurřuaq    ᑕᓗᕐᖪᐊᖅ        Kuugaarřuk     ᑰᒑᕐᖪᒃ    

atchiqtaa   ᐊᑦᕠᖅᑖ      hukaitchuq      ᑲᐃᑦᕤᖅ                    

Sabina     ᓴᐲᓇ      haunnuaq    ᐅᓐᓄᐊᖅ 

naujarřuaq      ᓇᐅᔭᕐᖪᐊᖅ        arřivikšaq      ᐊᕐᖨᕕᒃᖅ      

iři              ᐃᖨ    puařrit         ᐳᐊᖮᕆᑦ                      
natchiq         ᓇᑦᕠᖅ         haumngutikšaq  ᐅᒻᖑᑎᒃᖅ 
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Sound Combinations of n and ng 

This chart shows the possible sounds when the two sounds, n and ng, come together in a word:  

 n 
 

ng 

n nn 
 

nng 

ng ngn 
 

ngng 

 

*the sound ng is a single sound in Inuktut 

There are four sound combinations formed when the sounds of n and ng come together in Natchilingmiutut. Each 
combination sounds different. This dictionary will write these four sound combinations to match the oral language.  

nn – n is voiced twice                  

ngn – voiced ng, followed by voiced n      

nng - voiced n followed by voiced ng   

ngng – ng is voiced twice 

 ᓂ 
ᓄ 
ᓇ  

ᖏ 
ᖑ 
ᖓ 

ᓐ ᓐᓂ 
ᓐᓄ 
ᓐᓇ 

ᓐᖏ 
ᓐᖑ 
ᓐᖓ 

ᖕ ᖕᓂ 
ᖕᓄ 
ᖕᓇ 

ᖕᖏ 
ᖕᖑ 
ᖕᖓ 
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ᐅᖃᐅᑦ ᐅᑯᐊᑦ ᐊᑖᓂ ᑎᑎᕋᖅᒪᖪᑦ ᐆᒃᑐᑎᑐᐃᓐᓇᐅ’ᓗᑎᒃ   /   Word examples 

ᑐᖕᖏᑦᕤᖅ  tuhaangngitchuq 

ᐊ’ᖨᒌᖕᖏᑦᕤᒃ  a'řigiingngitchuk 

ᐃᓐᖑᑕᖅ  inngutaq 

ᐊᐃᓐᓂᖅ  ainniq 

ᐸᖕᓂᕐᓄᑦ  pangnirnut      

ᐊᖓᔪᓐᖑᖅ  angajunnguq        

ᐋᓐᓈᒃᖠᖅ  aannaakłiq        

ᐊᑖᓄᖕᖓᐅᖪᖅ ataanungngauřuq 

ᐊᖁᑦᕤᖕᓇᖅᑐᖅ aqutchungnaqtuq 

ᐊᕕᓐᖓᖅ  avinngaq     

        

 

 
*Some Inuktut dialects have only two combinations when the sounds of n and ng come together in a word. The combination results in either 
nn or ngng, due to the practice of gemination of sounds when forming words. These dialects use nng as a short cut for the ngng sound.  

However, this is confusing for dialects that pronounce nng and ngng as two different sounds.. Some dialects use n’ng for the combination of n 
and ng, and continue to use nng for the ngng sound. This is confusing for dialects that actually use a glottal stop as a distinct sound.  

So, we had a decision to make, in order to write the sounds to match the oral language with accuracy. Since ng in Inuktut, is one single 
sound, a double ng is simply two single sounds together, ngng. Another choice to represent this sound could be to use ŋ to replace ng. (ngng 
could be written as ŋŋ.). We chose to write the double ng sound simply as ngng.  



aahivak ᐋᕙᒃ spider
aajuraq ᐋᔪᕋᖅ crack in winter ice that opens and then freezes
aaktuq ᐋᒃᑐᖅ has skinned something
aaktuqtuq ᐋᒃᑐᖅᑐᖅ skinning something
aaktuut ᐋᒃᑑᑦ skinning knife
aangařuq ᐋᖓᖪᖅ is hard of hearing
aannaakłiq ᐋᓐᓈᒃᖠᖅ young whitefish
aannguaq ᐋᓐᖑᐊᖅ amulet
aariaq ᐋᕆᐊᖅ the surface of your back which corresponds to your chest 

area, the top of the river, the source
aarluk ᐋᕐᓗᒃ killer whale
aarluktuq ᐋᕐᓗᒃᑐᖅ catches a killer whale, also aarluktuq  refers to the action of 

raising head to look forward while laying on stomach, or 
bending head back to look upwards when body is vertical  

aarlungařuq ᐋᕐᓗᖓᖪᖅ he/she/it/ is looking upwards with head bent back 
aatataa ᐋᑕᑖ expression: ouch, from heat or burning, uutiktuq  means 

he/she was burnt
aggiřiřuq ᐊᒡᒋᖨᖪᖅ brings something home
agiaq ᐊᒋᐊᖅ file; tool used in carving
agiaqtaa ᐊᒋᐊᖅᑖ he/she is filing it
agiaqtuq ᐊᒋᐊᖅᑐᖅ files something
agiaraq ᐊᒋᐊᕋᖅ fiddle, violin
agiaraqtuq ᐊᒋᐊᕋᖅᑐᖅ plays a fiddle, violin
agiuppiniq ᐊᒋᐅᑉᐱᓂᖅ avalanche

This section is organized by the Natchilik word: see left hand column
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agliqtuq ᐊᒡᓕᖅᑐᖅ a young woman is having her first period, older term not 
often used, also means the peice that is hidden in the game 
nakunguaqtut

agliqtuq ᐊᒡᓕᖅᑐᖅ the piece that is hidden (seal flipper bone game), she/he/it is 
hiding

agliruq ᐊᒡᓕᕈᖅ jawbone
agliřuq ᐊᒡᓕᖪᖅ grows big, like a child
aglu ᐊᒡᓗ seal's breathing hole
aglualiuqtuq ᐊᒡᓗᐊᓕᐅᖅᑐᖅ makes a fishing hole
agluhiuqtuq ᐊᒡᓗᐅᖅᑐᖅ seals' breathing holes (he/she/it looks for...)
agluliuqtuq ᐊᒡᓗᓕᐅᖅᑐᖅ preparing the seal hole in early spring time  
agluqtuq ᐊᒡᓗᖅᑐᖅ it dives under water; bird plunges & person puts his/her head 

in water
agluraqtuq ᐊᒡᓗᕋᖅᑐᖅ a person repeatedly puts face in water
agřaqtaa ᐊᒡᖬᖅᑖ carries him/her/it; hauls him/her/it; brings him/her/it
agřaqtaa ᐊᒡᖬᖅᑖ she/he delivers it, brings it
agřaqtuq ᐊᒡᖬᖅᑐᖅ brings something; carries something 
ahiani ᐊᐊᓂ somewhere else
ahiaptauq ᐊᐊᑉᑕᐅᖅ and another thing; another one
ahiqangngitchuq ᐊᖃᖕᖏᑦᕤᖅ is alone
ahiqqut ᐊᖅᕐᑯᑦ pieces of a broken object
ahiruiřuq ᐊᕈᐃᖪᖅ has an abortion or miscarriage; s/he it has broken an object

ahiruqhimařuq ᐊᕈᖅᒪᖪᖅ is broken
ahiruqtaa ᐊᕈᖅᑖ breaks it
ahiruqtuq ᐊᕈᖅᑐᖅ is damaged; is broken
ahivaqtaa ᐊᕙᖅᑖ takes it off; removes it
ahivaqtuq ᐊᕙᖅᑐᖅ it comes off; it has come off
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ahivarlugu ᐊᕙᕐᓗᒍ take it off or remove it
ahu ᐊ That’s it; yes you are right, is that right?
ahummarik ᐊᒻᒪᕆᒃ surely
ahummarik/ijja ᐊᒻᒪᕆᒃ/ᐃᔾᔭ no wonder; it's not surprising.
ai ᐊᐃ hey you, see uumaak and uumaannuaq
aihimaniaqtunga ᐊᐃᒪᓂᐊᖅᑐᖓ home (I will be at...)
aihimařuq ᐊᐃᒪᖪᖅ he/she is at home (in the house)
aihiqtuq ᐊᐃᖅᑐᖅ s/he wants to go home, also angiřaqhiřuq
aik ᐊᐃᒃ brother in law,(female speaker), my sister-in-law (male speaker) 

my brother-in-law is aiga. Can have descriptive variations e.g. 
ainnuaq, ainayuk. Note: a sister-in law of a female speaker is 
ukuaq.

aikłiqtuq ᐊᐃᒃᖠᖅᑐᖅ fetches; goes to get something
aikłirniaqtunga ᐊᐃᒃᖠᕐᓂᐊᖅᑐᖓ get someone (I will go...)
aikłiutiřaa ᐊᐃᒃᖠᐅᑎᖭ fetches, or gets something for someone
ailugu ᐊᐃᓗᒍ Go get it (command)
ainga ᐊᐃᖓ sleeve to a parka, jacket
aingata paanga ᐊᐃᖓᑕ ᐹᖓ fur trim on parka sleeve edge
aingitchuq ᐊᐃᖏᑦᕤᖅ has no sleeves, vest
ainniq ᐊᐃᓐᓂᖅ crack in ice that remains opened
ainnuaq ᐊᐃᓐᓄᐊᖅ sister-in-law of a male speaker, brother-in-law of a female 

speaker, an endearing version, see aik
aippaa ᐊᐃᑉᐹ the other one -(iglua is for one of a pair)
aippiut ᐊᐃᑉᐱᐅᑦ Tuesday
aiřaa ᐊᐃᖭ fetches him/her/it
airaq ᐊᐃᕋᖅ Yellow oxytrope, has a white, tapered root that is stringy and 

tastey.  Airaq can also be used for the word carrot, or other 
long root vegetables.
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aiřuq ᐊᐃᖪᖅ goes home
aitchaqtuq ᐊᐃᑦᑕᖅᕤᖅ opens her/his/its mouth
aitchauqtuq ᐊᐃᑦᑕᐅᖅᑐᖅ yawns
aitchiiřuq ᐊᐃᑦᕢᖪᖅ waits for someone to come home
aitchuqtaa ᐊᐃᑦᕤᖅᑖ she/he is giving a piece of meat/food, to him/her (present 

tense)
aitchuqtuq ᐊᐃᑦᕤᖅᑐᖅ he/she/it is giving a piece of meat/food, [to someone] 

(present tense)
aitchuuhiaq ᐊᐃᑦᕥᐊᖅ some meat/food that is physically given [to someone by 

someone], see aitchuqtuq
aitchuuhiaqtuq ᐊᐃᑦᕥᐊᖅᑐᖅ she/he has given the meat/food, (present tense) see 

aitchuuhiaq
aitchuut ᐊᐃᑦᕥᑦ the meat/food that has been given, see aitchuuhiaq

aitchuutigiřaa ᐊᐃᑦᕥᑎᒋᖭ food/meat was given by him or her, see aitchuut
aivaktuq ᐊᐃᕙᒃᑐᖅ s/he got a walrus
Aivilik ᐊᐃᕕᓕᒃ coast between Chesterfield Inlet and Repulse Bay 
aiviq ᐊᐃᕕᖅ walrus
aiviqhiuqtuq ᐊᐃᕕᖅᐅᖅᑐᖅ walrus hunting (s/he has gone...)
ajagaq ᐊᔭᒐᖅ a bone game with a stick tied to a string that has a bone on 

the end. You try and swing the bone to poke it with the stick.

ajagauhiit ᐊᔭᒐᐅᑦ patterns played with the ajagaq bone and string game, word 
game patterns

ajagutchiqtuq ᐊᔭᒍᑦᕠᖅᑐᖅ there are two rim pieces, one on either side of the sun, sun 
dog

ajaktaa ᐊᔭᒃᑖ he/she/it nudges it/he/she
ajaraaq ᐊᔭᕌᖅ string made for a string game,  e.g.cat’s cradle
ajaraaqtuq ᐊᔭᕌᖅᑐᖅ plays string games
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ajauppiaq ᐊᔭᐅᑉᐱᐊᖅ walking stick, or cane, also the name for great, great 
grandchild, also great, great grandparent

ajuaq ᐊᔪᐊᖅ a boil, abscess, different from u'nguq, wart
ajugaitchuq ᐊᔪᒐᐃᑦᕤᖅ is intelligent; is bright; is smart
ajuqhittuq ᐊᔪᖅᑦᑐᖅ is stuck
ajuqtuq ᐊᔪᖅᑐᖅ cannot; is incapable; is unable
ajurna’mat ᐊᔪᕐᓇ’ᒪᑦ it can't be helped, a saying
ajurnangngitpat ᐊᔪᕐᓇᖕᖏᑦᐸᑦ if it's possible, if it is not impossible
ajurnaqtuq ᐊᔪᕐᓇᖅᑐᖅ is difficult or hard, or impossible
ajuruiqhaqtaa ᐊᔪᕈᐃᖅᖅᑖ trains him/her/it
ajuttuqtuq ᐊᔪᑦᑐᖅᑐᖅ In the spring, where there is a seal's breathing hole, for 

example, if it ajuttuq- (ice hole gets bigger), it is said that the 
hole is ajuřrutiřuq.  Another example of its use came from our 
research [in Kuugaarřuk], where it could refer to the 
enlargement of a pittaq (which is a hole in any ice that is 
naturally made), or by a chisel. It was clarified that this term 
ajuřrutiřuq can also refer to a burrow type hole in the snow 
that has been made by a person. People would shovel a 
burrow in the snow to sleep sometimes and it was said they 
were ajuřrutiřuq, or shovelling the hole wider was ajuřrutilugu. 
So the term can relate to both ice and snow examples 
(natural and human-made). A related word is ajuttuqtuq which 
is what anything is called when its hole or opening has been 
widened. An example of this is a snow mobile part that has 
been re-bored; that part is called ajuttuqtuq.

aki’naq  ᐊᑭ’ᓇᖅ wall  (ava`lu is fence)
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akia ᐊᑭᐊ price (what is exchanged for something of equal value); other 
side of a body of water

akiani ᐊᑭᐊᓂ across; on the other side (of a body water); on the opposite 
shore from you

akihaqtuq ᐊᑭᖅᑐᖅ takes revenge against someone on behalf of someone else

akiitchuq ᐊᑮᑦᕤᖅ something that needs to be paid such as a bill, a debt. also 
means: it is free (depends on context)

akiitchuqtaaqtuq ᐊᑮᑦᕤᖅᑖᖅᑐᖅ gets into debt
akikigiřauřuq ᐊᑭᑭᒋᖬᐅᖪᖅ they got something cheaper than they expected 

akikitchuq ᐊᑭᑭᑦᕤᖅ it is cheap; it is inexpensive, very little aki
akikitchuqtaariřaa ᐊᑭᑭᑦᕤᖅᑖᕆᖭ gets it on sale
akikłigiaqhimařuq ᐊᑭᒃᖠᒋᐊᖅᒪᖪᖅ on sale

akiliakšaq ᐊᑭᓕᐊᒃᖅ debt, owing someone, something needed to pay, a bill
akiliqtaa ᐊᑭᓕᖅᑖ pays for it
akiliuhiariřaa ᐊᑭᓕᐅᐊᕆᖭ receives it as a payment
akiliutiřaa ᐊᑭᓕᐅᑎᖭ trades it- trades it; exchanges something for it. Uses 

akilliq ᐊᑭᓪᓕᖅ located at the opposite side
akingngitchuq ᐊᑭᖕᖏᑦᕤᖅ loses a game
akiqattaqtuq ᐊᑭᖃᑦᑕᖅᑐᖅ always wins
akiřaa ᐊᑭᖭ wins it
akiraq ᐊᑭᕋᖅ opponent
akiraqtuqtaa ᐊᑭᕋᖅᑐᖅᑖ takes revenge on him/her/it; fights back at him/her/it

akiraqtuqtuq ᐊᑭᕋᖅᑐᖅᑐᖅ fights; fights back ; takes revenge
akirariik ᐊᑭᕋᕇᒃ two opponents; two enemies
akirariřaa ᐊᑭᕋᕆᖭ has him/her/ it as an opponent
akiřuq ᐊᑭᖪᖅ wins a game, wins a prize, the winner (first place)
akit ᐊᑭᑦ pillow
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akitit ᐊᑭᑎᑦ your pillow
akituřuq ᐊᑭᑐᖪᖅ is expensive
akituvallaaqtuq ᐊᑭᑐᕙᓪᓛᖅᑐᖅ is too expensive
akkak ᐊᒃᑲᒃ uncle (father’s brother)
akła ᐊᒃᖤ grizzly bear
akłaqtuq ᐊᒃᖤᖅᑐᖅ he/she/it got a grizzly bear
akłunaaq ᐊᒃᖢᓈᖅ rope
akpiu’řuqtaa ᐊᒃᐱᐅ’ᖪᖅᑖ questions someone, see also huaktuqtaa
akpiutiřaa ᐊᒃᐱᐅᑎᖭ questioned the person  see akpiu'řuqtaa
akšaktuq ᐊᖅᒃᑐᖅ something fell, it fell
akšaliktaq ᐊᒃᓕᒃᑕᖅ dried plants rolled and crushed, ready for the qulliq  lamp wick

akšalukaaqtuq ᐊᒃᓗᑳᖅᑐᖅ it is rolling
akšaluut ᐊᒃᓘᑦ ski-doo, snow machine, or generic word for vehicle
akšaluut ᐊᒃᓘᑦ motorized vehicle
akšaluutitkut ᐊᒃᓘᑎᑦᑯᑦ via snowmobile/truck/car/vehicle
akšaluutituqtuq ᐊᒃᓘᑎᑐᖅᑐᖅ goes by ski-doo/vehicle
akšatquq ᐊᒃᑦᖁᖅ upper arm, humerus
aktuaqtaq ᐊᒃᑐᐊᖅᑕᖅ female seal
aktuqtaa ᐊᒃᑐᖅᑖ touches him/her/it
aku ᐊᑯ tail piece of clothing; 
akuaq ᐊᑯᐊᖅ area of abdomen in the center just below the navel (chi area)

akukitchuq ᐊᑯᑭᑦᕤᖅ has a short tailpiece, word for Greenland because they have 
short tailpieces

Akukitchuq ᐊᑯᑭᑦᕤᖅ Greenland (Kalaallit Nunaat)
akulaitchuq ᐊᑯᓚᐃᑦᕤᖅ there is not much space in between two things
akulaitpallaariaqangngitchuq ᐊᑯᓚᐃᑦᐸᓪᓛᕆᐊᖃᖕᖏᑦᕤᖅ it is not supposed to be too close together
akuliaq ᐊᑯᓕᐊᖅ the bridge of your nose
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akulik ᐊᑯᓕᒃ amaut (long tailed style)
akulliq ᐊᑯᓪᓕᖅ the one in the middle, the most middle one
akunganiittuq ᐊᑯᖓᓃᑦᑐᖅ between (it is...)
akunniqtuřuq ᐊᑯᓐᓂᖅᑐᖪᖅ there is a wide space in between
akupliriit ᐊᑯᑉᓕᕇᑦ food that is mixed together e.g stew
akuqhiřuq ᐊᑯᖅᖪᖅ he/she catches ball
akurhuktuq ᐊᑯᕐᒃᑐᖅ she/he is a great ball catcher
akutchiřuq ᐊᑯᑦᕠᖪᖅ punches dough; kneads dough; mixes something, stirs 

something
akuttuq ᐊᑯᑦᑐᖅ stirs
a'languqtaqtuq ᐊ'ᓚᖑᖅᑕᖅᑐᖅ something always changes, not dependendable
a'liitchup tugliani ᐊ'ᓖᑦᕤᑉ ᑐᒡᓕᐊᓕ  second  to the bottom, in regards to layers, see qaliriit 

(anything with layers)
a'liitchuq ᐊ'ᓖᑦᕤᖅ the bottom layer of a number of layers, see qaliriit  (anything 

with layers)
alikharaitchuq ᐊᓕᒃᕋᐃᑦᕤᖅ it tears easy, paper, fabric, leather
alikšaq ᐊᓕᒃᖅ young bearded seal, just born, still white 
aliktaa ᐊᓕᒃᑖ s/he, it; tears it
aliktaqtuq ᐊᓕᒃᑕᖅᑐᖅ zipper
a'liniq ᐊ'ᓕᓂᖅ a mattress, used to refer to a caribou skin mattress
a'liq ᐊ'ᓕᖅ the one below it
aliqti ᐊᓕᖅᑎ duffle sock, sock
aliřařuq ᐊᓕᖬᖪᖅ paper

allaijaiřuq ᐊᓪᓚᐃᔭᐃᖪᖅ mending clothing
allalaqivalliařuq ᐊᓪᓚᓚᕿᕙᓪᓕᐊᖪᖅ the weather is clearing up
allaqhiřuq ᐊᓪᓚᖅᖪᖅ wipes something
allaqtaa ᐊᓪᓚᖅᑖ wipes him/her/it
allaqtuq ᐊᓪᓚᖅᑐᖅ she/he wipes something down,also, clear sky
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allarut ᐊᓪᓚᕈᑦ towel
allarutikšaq ᐊᓪᓚᕈᑎᒃ something to wipe something down with, allarut is  towel

aluaq ᐊᓗᐊᖅ coal
aluijarvik ᐊᓗᐃᔭᕐᕕᒃ foot matt, see natiraq for rug
aluiqtuq ᐊᓗᐃᖅᑐᖅ sole is worn out (shoe)
aluktaa ᐊᓗᒃᑖ licks him/her/it once
aluktuq ᐊᓗᒃᑐᖅ lick once
aluktuqtaa ᐊᓗᒃᑐᖅᑖ licking him/her/it repeatedly
aluktuqtuq ᐊᓗᒃᑐᖅᑐᖅ licks repeatedly
aluq ᐊᓗᖅ sole of a boot; sole of a foot, or kamik
aluut ᐊᓘᑦ spoon
aluutinnuaq ᐊᓘᑎᓐᓄᐊᖅ teaspoon
amaaqtuq ᐊᒫᖅᑐᖅ packs a baby on his/her/its back
amaqhiřuq ᐊᒪᖅᖪᖅ s/he is putting baby on back (right now)
amaruaq ᐊᒪᕈᐊᖅ young wolf; wolf cub
amaruq ᐊᒪᕈᖅ wolf
amaut ᐊᒪᐅᑦ parka for packing a baby on the back
amiatkut ᐊᒥᐊᑦᑯᑦ pieces left over; remnants
amiijaiřuq ᐊᒦᔭᐃᖪᖅ skins something
amiiqtaa ᐊᒦᖅᑖ he/she/it takes the skin off
amiiqtuq ᐊᒦᖅᑐᖅ wears out; is worn out (clothes); is skinned, a peice of skin 

comes off
amilik ᐊᒥᓕᒃ made of leather; has some leather on it
amiliraq ᐊᒥᓕᕋᖅ the smaller bone in both the lower arm and lower leg (fibula)

amiq ᐊᒥᖅ animal's hide
amiq ᐊᒥᖅ leather, also the generic name for seal skin, with fur
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amiraijaiřuq ᐊᒥᕋᐃᔭᐃᖪᖅ peels a fruit, vegetable
amiraijaqtaa ᐊᒥᕋᐃᔭᖅᑖ peeling the fruit
amiraijarvik: pangnirnut ᐊᒥᕋᐃᔭᕐᕕᒃ ᐸᖕᓂᕐᓄᑦ Natchilingmiutut name for the moon cycle occurring during the 

amiraijarvik: uhualignut ᐊᒥᕋᐃᔭᕐᕕᒃ ᐅᐊᓕᒡᓄᑦ Natchilingmiutut name for the moon cycle occurring during the 
present month of October. This moon name refers to the time 
when the young male caribou lose their antlers.

amiraq ᐊᒥᕋᖅ peel of fruit, vegetable; skin of a fish; bark of a tree
amiřraqtut ᐊᒥᖮᕋᖅᑐᑦ many, lots
ammiakuq ᐊᒻᒥᐊᑯᖅ leftover
a'muktaa ᐊ'ᒧᒃᑖ lowers him/her/it

amuřaa ᐊᒧᖭ pulls it out; received it as a prize
amuřaqtuq ᐊᒧᖬᖅᑐᖅ chest of drawers, drawer
a'mut ᐊ'ᒧᑦ downward to a lower area; 
a'muuřuq ᐊ'ᒨᖪᖅ going down
anaana ᐊᓈᓇ mother

anaanakšaq ᐊᓈᓇᒃᖅ step-mother
anaaq ᐊᓈᖅ the first bowel movement of a new born (black colored)
anaq ᐊᓇᖅ excrement
anaqtaut ᐊᓇᖅᑕᐅᑦ sewage truck
anaqtuq ᐊᓇᖅᑐᖅ defecates

anarnaqtuq ᐊᓇᕐᓇᖅᑐᖅ laxative
anarvik ᐊᓇᕐᕕᒃ toilet; bathroom; washroom, see quijaqturvik
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anauligaaq ᐊᓇᐅᓕᒑᖅ A ball game with one bat one ball and two bases. Teams are 
made up of two people, and there can be unlimited teams. 
Batting team is determined by throwing the ball in the air. A 
catcher can throw it back, and if the ball is not caught, the 
thrower and their partner get to run to first base and bat. If 
they are tagged by the ball before arriving at the base, the 
tagger gets to be the batting team. If when anyone bats, if 
they are tagged by the ball while running, the taggers usurp 
their batting turn. No scores are kept. People just notice who 
is batting more and running the best, or catching well, etc. It 
is a game of skill not competition for winning.

anauřaa ᐊᓇᐅᖭ he/she/it clubs him/her/it
anautaq ᐊᓇᐅᑕᖅ a bat, club or stick used to clean snow off caribou parka, or 

bat for playing anuligaaq
angajugiik ᐊᖓᔪᒌᒃ siblings of the same sex
angajuk ᐊᖓᔪᒃ older sister of a female speaker / older brother of a male 

speaker,  my older sibling of the same sex is angajuga

angajukŁiitchuq ᐊᖓᔪᒃᖡᑦᕤᖅ eldest sibling
angajukšaq ᐊᖓᔪᒃᖅ older step-siblings of the same sex
angajunnguq ᐊᖓᔪᓐᖑᖅ brother-in-law of wife’s older sister, also sister-in-law of 

husband's older brother
angajuqqaat ᐊᖓᔪᖅᑳᑦ parents
angak ᐊᖓᒃ uncle on mother's side; mother's brother
angatkuq ᐊᖓᑦᑯᖅ shaman
anginiqšaitchuq ᐊᖏᓂᖅᐃᑦᕤᖅ the biggest one
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anginiqšaitchuuřuq ᐊᖏᓂᖅᐃᑦᕥᖪᖅ biggest one in the group
angiqtuq ᐊᖏᖅᑐᖅ agrees
angiřaqhiřuq a person at home waiting for someone to get home
angiřrahiqtuq ᐊᖏᖮᕋᖅᑐᖅ homesick
angiřraq ᐊᖏᖮᕋᖅ home
angiřraqtuq ᐊᖏᖮᕋᖅᑐᖅ s/he/it is back home

angiřrauliqtuq ᐊᖏᖮᕋᐅᓕᖅᑐᖅ is on the way home
angiřrauřuq ᐊᖏᖮᕋᐅᖪᖅ gone home
angiřuq ᐊᖏᖪᖅ s/he it is big
angitigiřuq ᐊᖏᑎᒋᖪᖅ is as tall as...;is as big as...
angitqiřaq ᐊᖏᑦᕿᖬᖅ taller
angitqiřauřuq ᐊᖏᑦᕿᖬᐅᖪᖅ taller (he/she/it is...)
angivallaaqtuq ᐊᖏᕙᓪᓛᖅᑐᖅ too big (it is...)
angmaluqtuq ᐊᖕᒪᓗᖅᑐᖅ circle, is round, i.e. ball
angmaluqtuq kibliqtuq ᐊᖕᒪᓗᖅᑐᖅ ᑭᑉᓕᖅᑐᖅ CD; compact disk
angmanaaq ᐊᖕᒪᓈᖅ small hollow at front base of neck
angmaniq ᐊᖕᒪᓂᖅ opening, e.g. a natural  opening in ice. (A chiseled hole in the 

ice is called agluaq ). An opening in tent wall from being worn 
is angmaniq.

angmaqtaa ᐊᖕᒪᖅᑖ s/he, it, is opening it
angmaqtiriřuq ᐊᖕᒪᖅᑎᕆᖪᖅ s/he is opening cans, bottles
angmaqtirut ᐊᖕᒪᖅᑎᕈᑦ can or bottle opener
angmarniq ᐊᖕᒪᕐᓂᖅ tear  e.g.in a tear in clothing. A tear in the seam is called 

kiluarniq.
angmařuq ᐊᖕᒪᖪᖅ is open; open crack in ice
angngutikšaq ᐊᖕᖑᑎᒃᖅ animal
anguaqtuq ᐊᖑᐊᖅᑐᖅ moving its legs in and out from pain
anguhalluq ᐊᖑᓪᓗᖅ male animal
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anguhuqtuq ᐊᖑᖅᑐᖅ is a skilled hunter
angulařuq ᐊᖑᓚᖪᖅ chews a skin or kamik to soften it
angunahuaqti ᐊᖑᓇᐊᖅᑎ hunter
angunahuaqtuq ᐊᖑᓇᐊᖅᑐᖅ she/he is out hunting
angunahuarvik ᐊᖑᓇᐊᕐᕕᒃ area where wildlife is hunted
anguřaa ᐊᖑᖭ the person behind catches up to the person in front
anguřuq ᐊᖑᖪᖅ catches a game animal
angut ᐊᖑᑦ boy, man,  human male
angutihiutit ᐊᖑᑎᐅᑎᑦ men's clothing, or things pertaining to men/male
angutiik ᐊᖑᑏᒃ two men
aniga ᐊᓂᒐ my brother (for female speaker)
aniguutiřuq ᐊᓂᒎᑎᖪᖅ perseveres through a difficult time
anik ᐊᓂᒃ brother of a female
anikait ᐊᓂᑲᐃᑦ Get out! also anigguit, anilutit
anikannuaqtuq ᐊᓂᑲᓐᓄᐊᖅᑐᖅ went out for a while -kannuaq - (for a while)
anikšaq ᐊᓂᒃᖅ step-brother of a female
aniqhaaqtuq ᐊᓂᖅᖅᑐᖅ he/she/it took a breath
aniqhaaqtuqtuq ᐊᓂᖅᖅᑐᖅᑐᖅ she/he/it is breathing 
aniqhaumiřaaqtuq ᐊᓂᖅᐅᒥᖭᖅᑐᖅ deep breathing
a'niqtuq ᐊ'ᓂᖅᑐᖅ hurts himself/herself/itself
a'nirnaqtuq ᐊ’ᓂᕐᓇᖅᑐᖅ hurts (it...)
anirniq ᐊᓂᕐᓂᖅ breath; soul
a'niruhuktuq ᐊ’ᓂᕈᒃᑐᖅ he/she/it is in pain
aniřuq ᐊᓂᖪᖅ goes out; is born
anitaa/anititaa ᐊᓂᑖ/ᐊᓂᑎᑖ puts him/her/it outside
aniutaqtuq ᐊᓂᐅᑕᖅᑐᖅ fetches snow, ice to make water
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aniuvak ᐊᓂᐅᕙᒃ large section of snow on its own in the springtime , e.g in the 
side of a  hill when snow around it has all melted

annaktuq ᐊᓐᓇᒃᑐᖅ escapes; is safe
anniruhuktuq ᐊᓐᓂᕈᒃᑐᖅ is stingy; won't share
annirutiřaa ᐊᓐᓂᕈᑎᖭ refuses to give him/her/it, holds something back from 
annirutiřauřuq ᐊᓐᓂᕈᑎᖬᐅᖪᖅ is refused something
annivik ᐊᓐᓂᕕᒃ way out, exit
annuttuq ᐊᓐᓄᑦᑐᖅ frowns; not smiling
annuutiřut ᐊᓐᓅᑎᖪᑦ tries not to smile first
anu ᐊᓄ dog harness
anuhiřuq ᐊᓄᖪᖅ harnesses something
anuqŁilaqiřuq ᐊᓄᖅᖠᓚᕿᖪᖅ is getting windy
anuqłillaqu'řauřuq  ᐊᓄᖅᖠᓪᓚᖁ’ᖬᐅᖪᖅ in summer cannot travel due to the heavy winds causing 

rough water. 
anuqłiqtuq ᐊᓄᖅᖠᖅᑐᖅ is windy
anuqŁiuqtuq ᐊᓄᖅᖠᐅᖅᑐᖅ a breeze outside interferes with the lighting of a stove/qulliq

anuřaa ᐊᓄᖭ he/she/it harnessing it
anuraakitchuq ᐊᓄᕌᑭᑦᕤᖅ very little wind, see anurikitchuq
a'nuraangijaqtuq ᐊ'ᓄᕌᖏᔭᖅᑐᖅ undresses; takes off his/her (own) clothes
a'nuraangiqtuq ᐊ'ᓄᕌᖏᖅᑐᖅ is naked; has undressed; see uhiqtuq
a'nuraanut uarvik ᐊ’ᓄᕌᓄᑦ ᐅᐊᕐᕕᒃ washing machine
a'nuraaq ᐊ'ᓄᕌᖅ an article of clothing
a'nuraaqarvik ᐊ'ᓄᕌᖃᕐᕕᒃ a place for clothing
a'nuraaqtaaqtuq ᐊ'ᓄᕌᖅᑖᖅᑐᖅ is already dressed, or received new clothing
anuraaqtuq ᐊᓄᕌᖅᑐᖅ there is a light breeze
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a'nuraaqtuq ᐊ'ᓄᕌᖅᑐᖅ has already put on his/her its own clothes; dresses 
himself/herself/itself

a'nuraaqtuqtuq ᐊ'ᓄᕌᖅᑐᖅᑐᖅ dresses 
a'nuraat ᐊ’ᓄᕌᑦ clothing, clothes
anuraiqtuq ᐊᓄᕋᐃᖅᑐᖅ no more wind
anuri ᐊᓄᕆ wind
anurikitchuq ᐊᓄᕆᑭᑦᕤᖅ not much wind, see anuraakitchuq
anurilik ᐊᓄᕆᓕᒃ there is wind
apihimařuq ᐊᐱᒪᖪᖅ snow-covered
apiqqut ᐊᐱᖅᖁᑦ a question
apiqšuiři ᐊᐱᖅᐃᖨ judge of a court
apiqšuivik ᐊᐱᖅᐃᕕᒃ court; courtroom
apiqšuqtuq ᐊᐱᖅᖅᑐᖅ asks; questions; interrogates
apirigguuk ᐊᐱᕆᒡᒎᒃ Ask him/her (command)
apiriřaa ᐊᐱᕆᖭ asks him/her/it
apiriřuq ᐊᐱᕆᖪᖅ asks a question
apiřuq ᐊᐱᖪᖅ snow (falls and covers)
aplaangařuq ᐊᑉᓛᖓᖪᖅ has his/her/its legs spread
apluqtuq ᐊᑉᓗᖅᑐᖅ takes a step
apluqturniitchuq ᐊᑉᓗᖅᑐᕐᓃᑦᕤᖅ takes small steps
aplurturniqtuq ᐊᑉᓗᖅᑐᕐᓂᖅᑐᖅ takes large steps
apquhaaqtaa ᐊᑉᖁᖅᑖ comes across it along the way
apquhiuqtuq ᐊᑉᖁᐅᖅᑐᖅ makes a road
apqut ᐊᑉᖁᑦ street, road, trail, path
apqutailliuqtuq ᐊᑉᖁᑕᐃᓪᓕᐅᖅᑐᖅ cannot conitnue on a road due to obstruction or has lost the 

pathway
apqutaitchuq ᐊᑉᖁᑕᐃᑦᕤᖅ there is no road
apu'miuřuq ᐊᐳ'ᒥᐅᖪᖅ hibernates
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apu'miuvik ᐊᐳ'ᒥᐅᕕᒃ polar bear den
aput ᐊᐳᑦ snow
aputaijaiřuq ᐊᐳᑕᐃᔭᐃᖪᖅ s/he taking the snow off
aputaijaqtaa ᐊᐳᑕᐃᔭᖅᑖ takes the snow off him/her/it
aputaitchuq ᐊᐳᑕᐃᑦᕤᖅ there is no snow
aputimiittuq ᐊᐳᑎᒦᑦᑐᖅ it is on the snow
aqagu ᐊᖃᒍ tomorrow
aqagu hunau'niamat? ᐊᖃᒍ ᓇᐅᓂᐊ’ᒪᑦ What day is it tomorrow?
aqagu huniaq? ᐊᖃᒍ ᓂᐊᖅ What is she doing tomorrow?
aqagu ublaatkut ᐊᖃᒍ ᐅᑉᓛᑦᑯᑦ tomorrow morning
aqagu unnukpat ᐊᖃᒍ ᐅᓐᓄᒃᐸᑦ tomorrow evening
aqagua'ni ᐊᖃᒍᐊ'ᓂ day after tomorrow
aqaguaniviannuaq ᐊᖃᒍᐊᓂᕕᐊᓐᓄᐊᖅ next week
aqaguli? ᐊᖃᒍᓕ What about tomorrow?
aqajak ᐊᖃᔭᒃ seaweed
aqhaaqtaa ᐊᖅᖅᑖ s/he/it takes it away from s/he/it forceably
aqhaaqtauřuq ᐊᖅᖅᑕᐅᖪᖅ he/she/it has had something taken away in a forceful manner

aqiamuk ᐊᕿᐊᒧᒃ belly of the fish
aqiaqqiniq ᐊᕿᐊᖅᕿᓂᖅ ice carved by flowing water
aqiaruaqtuq ᐊᕿᐊᕈᐊᖅᑐᖅ starves to death
aqiaruijaiřuq ᐊᕿᐊᕈᐃᔭᐃᖪᖅ s/he is taking the stomach out
aqiaruijaqtaa ᐊᕿᐊᕈᐃᔭᖅᑖ s/he takes the stomach out of it
aqiaruq ᐊᕿᐊᕈᖅ stomach
aqiattuqtunga ᐊᕿᐊᑦᑐᖅᑐᖓ full (I am...)
aqiattuqtuq ᐊᕿᐊᑦᑐᖅᑐᖅ is full after eating

aqiatuhuktuq ᐊᕿᐊᑐᒃᑐᖅ still feels full
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aqiaviniq ᐊᕿᐊᕕᓂᖅ membrane of lower part of the abdomen, caribou and seal 
also have this membrane

aqihiřuq ᐊᕿᖪᖅ she/he/it’s kicking
aqilluqqaq ᐊᕿᓪᓗᖅᑲᖅ fresh soft snow
aqiřaa ᐊᕿᖭ kicks him/her/it
aqiřgiq ᐊᕿᖮᒋᖅ ptarmigan
aqittuq ᐊᕿᑦᑐᖅ is tender or soft
aqłaqtuq ᐊᖅᖤᖅᑐᖅ it is drafty indoors
aqpik ᐊᖅᐱᒃ cloudberry
aqšalaqiřualuk ᐊᖅᓚᕿᖪᐊᓗᒃ lots of northern lights are out
aqšat ᐊᖅᑦ northern lights, aurora borealis

aqtlailitaq ᐊᖅᖤᐃᓕᑕᖅ fur trim on parka bottom edge
aquijurvik ᐊᖁᐃᔪᕐᕕᒃ Natchilingmiutut name for the moon cycle occurring during the 

present month of November. This moon name refers to the 
time when people pick up their caches.

aquiqtuqtaa ᐊᖁᐃᖅᑐᖅᑖ  s/he ordered it from a catalogue
aquiqtuqtuq ᐊᖁᐃᖅᑐᖅᑐᖅ he/she ordered from a catalogue
aquphaaqtuq ᐊᖁᑉᖅᑐᖅ the legs split apart, causing a fall

aqupilli ᐊᖁᐱᓪᓕ a dog command, telling them to sit back down
aqupiřuq ᐊᖁᐱᖪᖅ any mammal laying down, eg. qi`miq aqupiřuq  - dog, laying 

down
aquplaaqtuq ᐊᖁᑉᓛᖅᑐᖅ someone hurt their leg and fell down 
aqut ᐊᖁᑦ steering wheel or handle bars, 
aqutchungnaqtuq ᐊᖁᑦᕤᖕᓇᖅᑐᖅ drive (she is able to...)
aquti ᐊᖁᑎ driver; captain of a boat aquti is person driving the vehicle- it 

aquttuq ᐊᖁᑦᑐᖅ drives a vehicle; pilots a plane; steers a boat
ařgaaq ᐊᖮᒑᖅ glove, ařgaak for two gloves
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ařgaikhiřuq ᐊᖮᒐᒃᖪᖅ has cold hands
ařgak      ᐊᖮᒐᒃ      hand
ařgau'miaq ᐊᖮᒐᐅ’ᒥᐊᖅ wrist watch; bracelet
ařgaut ᐊᖮᒐᐅᑦ wrist (human)
ařgiq ᐊᖮᒋᖅ Old Squaw duck
ařgu ᐊᖮᒍ headwind
ařguani ᐊᖮᒍᐊᓂ someone is downwind from something
ařguqtuq ᐊᖮᒍᖅᑐᖅ travels against the wind
a'řia ᐊ'ᖨᐊ looks like him/her/it; resembles him/her/it
a'řigihuiqtaa ᐊ'ᖨᒋᐃᖅᑖ It has changed, does not look like it used to 
a'řigiik ᐊ'ᖨᒌᒃ two same ones
a'řigiiktuuk ᐊ'ᖨᒌᒃᑑᒃ two identical or the same
a'řigiingngitchuk ᐊ'ᖨᒌᖕᖏᑦᕤᒃ two different (things)
a'řigingngiliqtaa ᐊ'ᖨᒋᖕᖏᓕᖅᑖ it has [just] changed, is not the same as before
a'řigingnginnahugiřaa ᐊ'ᖨᒋᖕᖏᓐᓇᒋᖭ s/he /it thought it was something else
a'řigingngitaa ᐊ'ᖨᒋᖕᖏᑖ the other one; a different one; another one
a'řigingngitavalua ᐊ'ᖨᒋᖕᖏᑕᕙᓗᐊ it's a different one yet
a'řiliuqtaa ᐊ'ᖨᓕᐅᖅᑖ takes his/her/its picture
a'řiliut ᐊ'ᖨᓕᐅᑦ camera
arli'naqtuq ᐊᕐᓕ'ᓇᖅᑐᖅ overwhelmed by demands
arnait ᐊᕐᓇᐃᑦ ladies ( three or more)
arnalluq ᐊᕐᓇᓪᓗᖅ female animal
arnaq ᐊᕐᓇᖅ woman
arnaqhiut ᐊᕐᓇᖅᐅᑦ woman's clothing
arnaqtuqtuq ᐊᕐᓇᖅᑐᖅᑐᖅ has sex with a woman
arnarviga ᐊᕐᓇᕐᕕᒐ my aunt (my mother’s sister)
arnarvik ᐊᕐᓇᕐᕕᒃ aunt; mother's sister
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arnatquaqšaaq ᐊᕐᓇᑦᖁᐊᖅᖅ old woman;  (in Nattilik ningiuq  only means grandmother. 
arnatquaqšaaq  is old woman) 

arniqiřuq ᐊᕐᓂᕿᖪᖅ goes after a woman
ařraagutamaat ᐊᖮᕌᒍᑕᒫᑦ every year
arřaangařuq ᐊᕐᖭᖓᖪᖅ greyish
ařraangutqitpat ᐊᖮᕌᖑᑦᕿᑦᐸᑦ the year after next
ařraani ᐊᖮᕌᓂ last year
ařraaq ᐊᖮᕌᖅ afterbirth
ařragu naallugu ᐊᖮᕋᒍ  ᓈᓪᓗᒍ all year
ařragut ᐊᖮᕋᒍᑦ next year
arřaijarvik ᐊᕐᖬᐃᔭᕐᕕᒃ ashbin, or arřavik
arřak ᐊᕐᖬᒃ ashes
arřakšaq ᐊᕐᖬᒃᖅ gun powder
arřakuurvik ᐊᕐᖬᑰᕐᕕᒃ ashtray
ařruřaliriři ᐊᖮᕈᖬᓕᕆᖨ electrician
ařruřaq ᐊᖮᕈᖬᖅ electrical cord
arvaaq ᐊᕐᕚᖅ young bowhead whale
arvak ᐊᕐᕙᒃ outer edge of hand, the karate chop line
arvatquttuq ᐊᕐᕙᑦᖁᑦᑐᖅ the shot or arrow went to the right, e.g. when shooting, 

missed the target to the right side
Arvialiaqtuq ᐊᕐᕕᐊᓕᐊᖅᑐᖅ goes to Arviat (he/she...)
Arviat ᐊᕐᕕᐊᑦ Arviat
arvinilik ᐊᕐᕕᓂᓕᒃ six, arvinilik , means there is one digit showing along the outer 

edge/arvak  of the other hand, besides the first full hand of 
five fingers,  see: arvak/ outer edge of hand
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arvinilik mařruk ᐊᕐᕕᓂᓕᒃ ᒪᖮᕈᒃ seven, arvinilik mařruk  describes how there are two digits 
showing on the other hand, counting from outer edge/arvak , 
besides the first hand that has all five digits showing, see 
arvinilik / six

arvinilik pingahut ᐊᕐᕕᓂᓕᒃ ᐱᖓᑦ eight, arvinilik pingahut describes how there are three digits 
showing on the other hand, counting from the outer 
edge/arvak , besides the full hand of five fingers, see arvinilik

arviq ᐊᕐᕕᖅ bowhead whale
arviqtuq ᐊᕐᕕᖅᑐᖅ gets a bowhead whale
ata ᐊᑕ listen; hush
ataaguuqtaa ᐊᑖᒎᖅᑖ passes under him/her/it
ataani ᐊᑖᓂ underneath
ataaniittuq ᐊᑖᓃᑦᑐᖅ underneath (it is)
ataanungngauřuq ᐊᑖᓄᖕᖓᐅᖪᖅ in the process of going under something, in the process of 

going down 
ataata ᐊᑖᑕ father
ataatakšaq ᐊᑖᑕᒃᖅ step-father
atai ᐊᑕᐃ “let's go”; ready
atailitaq ᐊᑕᐃᓕᑕᖅ skirt 
atailu ᐊᑕᐃᓗ let’s go again, some more, and again
atali! ᐊᑕᓕ I'm envious!
atangiqtuq ᐊᑕᖏᖅᑐᖅ comes apart; comes loose, like a dog is stray or something 

fails to adhere to something
ataniq ᐊᑕᓂᖅ manager; supervisor, boss
atařřutaa ᐊᑕᖮᖪᑖ the part that holds it together
atařřutiřut ᐊᑕᖮᖪᑎᖪᑦ row house
atařuq ᐊᑕᖪᖅ sticks to something
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atauhiinnaq ᐊᑕᐅᓐᓇᖅ only one
atauhiq ᐊᑕᐅᖅ one
atauřuq ᐊᑕᐅᖪᖅ travels from the land to the sea
atautchikkut ᐊᑕᐅᑦᕠᒃᑯᑦ in unison; all together
atautchikkuuqtut ᐊᑕᐅᑦᕠᒃᑰᖅᑐᑦ are doing somthing at the same time
atautchimik ᐊᑕᐅᑦᕠᒥᒃ I'll have 'one', also atauhirmik  e.g. I want [only] 'one'.
atchak ᐊᑦᕦᒃ aunt from father's side
atchiaq ᐊᑦᕠᐊᖅ The person who chose a name for someone, and that person, 

(who was named), call each other, “atchiaq” 

atchiniq ᐊᑦᕠᓂᖅ lower section/area
atchiqtaa ᐊᑦᕠᖅᑖ gives him/her/it a name
atchiqtuiřuq ᐊᑦᕠᖅᑐᐃᖪᖅ giving some one more than one person's name 
atia ᐊᑎᐊ his/her name
atigi ᐊᑎᒋ parka
atigit aliktaqturlugu ᐊᑎᒋᑦ ᐊᓕᒃᑕᖅᑐᕐᓗᒍ Zip up your jacket. (command)
atiliuqtara ᐊᑎᓕᐅᖅᑕᕋ sign it (I...)
atiq ᐊᑎᖅ name
atiqqatigiik ᐊᑎᖅᖃᑦᑎᒌᒃ two people who partially share names, do not share all of 

their names
atiqqattik ᐊᑎᖅᖃᑦᑎᒃ partially share a name (do not share all names)
atiqtaq ᐊᑎᖅᑕᖅ polar bear cub
atiquřaanga ᐊᑎᖁᖭᖓ she/he tells me to go out seal hunting on ice
atiraq ᐊᑎᕋᖅ lower leg from knee down to ankle (calf), shin
atit ᐊᑎᑦ your name
atqaqtuq ᐊᑦᖃᖅᑐᖅ dives down into the water
atqauřuq ᐊᑦᖃᐅᖪᖅ going to check with someone to find out who, (a third 

person), has arrived
atqunaqtuq ᐊᑦᖁᓇᖅᑐᖅ straining the body while lifting, strong waves at sea, someone 
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atqunarlutit ᐊᑦᖁᓇᕐᓗᑎᑦ try hard; more effort

attuarut ᐊᑦᑐᐊᕈᑦ ice along the shore of the ocean is rough from the tide

attungakšaq ᐊᑐᖓᒃᖅ bearded seal material, used a sole for kamiks
atuarut ᐊᑐᐊᕈᑦ ice build up broken by the tide
atuarut ᐊᑐᐊᕈᑦ along the shore, where there are cracks and broken up ice 

from the tide coming in and out
atungaq ᐊᑐᖓᖅ boot sole made from sealskin

atuni ᐊᑐᓂ separate
atuni ᐊᑐᓂ each separate, e.g. traveling separately
atuqšauřuq ᐊᑐᖅᐅᖪᖅ mild, travelable weather conditions e.g. Hila atuqšauřuq

atuqtaa ᐊᑐᖅᑖ uses it; sings it
atuqtauřuq ᐊᑐᖅᑕᐅᖪᖅ It is used (passive)
atuqtitaa ᐊᑐᖅᑎᑖ leads something to him/her/it
atuqtuq ᐊᑐᖅᑐᖅ uses
atuqtuuřaq ᐊᑐᖅᑑᖬᖅ record player
atuqtuuřaqtuq ᐊᑐᖅᑑᖬᖅᑐᖅ s/he, it playing music
aturnilik ᐊᑐᕐᓂᓕᒃ it has been used
augiaq ᐊᐅᒋᐊᖅ blood clot
auguiqtuq ᐊᐅᒍᐃᖅᑐᖅ stops bleeding
aujuitchuq ᐊᐅᔪᐃᑦᕤᖅ glacier
Aujuittuq ᐊᐅᔪᐃᑦᕤᖅ Grise Fiord place name
auk ᐊᐅᒃ blood

aukhiqtaatchiaqtuq ᐊᐅᒃᖅᑖᑦᕠᐊᖅᑐᖅ is completely thawed
aukhiqtuq ᐊᐅᒃᖅᑐᖅ thawing out
aukhirialiqattangngitchunga ᐊᐅᒃᕆᐊᓕᖃᑦᑕᖕᖏᑦᕤᖓ sugar (I do not take ...)
aukhirialiqattaqpit? ᐊᐅᒃᕆᐊᓕᖃᑦᑕᖅᐱᑦ sugar (Do you take...?)
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aukhirialiqattaqtunga ᐊᐅᒃᕆᐊᓕᖃᑦᑕᖅᑐᖓ sugar (I take ... with my coffee/tea)
aukhiriaq ᐊᐅᒃᕆᐊᖅ sugar,comes from 'something that melts'
aukhitchiaqhimangngitchuq ᐊᐅᒃᑦᕠᐊᖅᒪᖕᖏᑦᕤᖅ is not completely thawed, or aukhitchiaqhimaiitchuq,  is not 

thawed
auktuliqtuq ᐊᐅᒃᑐᓕᖅᑐᖅ melting snow
auktuq ᐊᐅᒃᑐᖅ bleeds, or thawed
auktuqtaaqtuq ᐊᐅᒃᑐᖅᑖᖅᑐᖅ is already thawed out
auktuqtuq ᐊᐅᒃᑐᖅᑐᖅ is melting, thawing
aulahaqtuq ᐊᐅᓚᖅᑐᖅ s/he it is jigging for fish
aulahaut ᐊᐅᓚᐅᑦ jigging stick
aulařuq ᐊᐅᓚᖪᖅ someone travels a long distance
aulattiřuq ᐊᐅᓚᑦᑎᖪᖅ the person is moving the jigging/fishing stick, this is regarding 

aulattuq ᐊᐅᓚᑦᑐᖅ is loose, is moveable, is wobbly
aullaaqhimařuq ᐊᐅᓪᓛᖅᒪᖪᖅ stays out in a camp
aullaaqtuq ᐊᐅᓪᓛᖅᑐᖅ en route to camping
aullalihaaqtuq ᐊᐅᓪᓚᓕᖅᑐᖅ departing, he/she...(shortly ago)
aullaliqtuq ᐊᐅᓪᓚᓕᖅᑐᖅ departing (she/he is,[right now] in process of departing)
aullaqtuq ᐊᐅᓪᓚᖅᑐᖅ departed; he/she left
aullarniaqtuq ᐊᐅᓪᓚᕐᓂᐊᖅᑐᖅ depart, she/he will... (today or tomorrow)
aullarumaaqtuq ᐊᐅᓪᓚᕈᒫᖅᑐᖅ depart, he/she will.... (tomorrow or later)
aullauqatigiřaa ᐊᐅᓪᓚᖃᑎᒋᖭ he/she/it has left with him/her/it (on a trip)
auma ᐊᐅᒪ live coal; ember
aumařuq ᐊᐅᒪᖪᖅ is thawed out
aunaaqtuq ᐊᐅᓈᖅᑐᖅ bleeds; menstruates, also menstruate is agliqtuq
aunginnaruqtuq ᐊᐅᖏᓐᓇᕈᖅᑐᖅ is covered with blood
aupajaaqtunnuaq ᐊᐅᐸᔮᖅᑐᓐᓄᐊᖅ penny,  (copper colored)
aupajaaqtuq ᐊᐅᐸᔮᖅᑐᖅ colour orange
aupalaaqtuq ᐊᐅᐸᓛᖅᑐᖅ red
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auparvajuktuq ᐊᐅᐸᕐᕙᔪᒃᑐᖅ purple
auraktuq ᐊᐅᕋᒃᑐᖅ bent over forwards from hips
auřaq ᐊᐅᖬᖅ summer
auřaq naallugu “auraa” ᐊᐅᖬᖅ ᓈᓪᓗᒍ “ᐊᐅᕌ” all summer
auřaqtamaat ᐊᐅᖬᖅᑕᒫᑦ every summer
auřaqtuq ᐊᐅᖬᖅᑐᖅ it is summer time
auřijaqtuqtuq ᐊᐅᖨᔭᖅᑐᖅᑐᖅ goes to spend the summer
auřiřuq ᐊᐅᖨᖪᖅ spends the summer
auřuq ᐊᐅᖪᖅ is rotten; is ripe
auřviq ᐊᐅᖮᕕᖅ caterpillar with thick fur

auvikšaqtuq ᐊᐅᕕᒃᖅᑐᖅ cuts snow blocks for iglu
auvikšarvik ᐊᐅᕕᒃᕐᕕᒃ place to cut snow blocks for iglu

auviq ᐊᐅᕕᖅ snow block for iglu
avaalaqiak ᐊᕚᓚᕿᐊᒃ Long straight branches that used to be tied together to make 

qilaktat, a mat, put under the caribou skins to keep them off 
the ground moisture, plural: avaalaqiat  

avalliq ᐊᕙᓪᓕᖅ in a grouping, the ones at either end
avalu ᐊᕙᓗ fence, circumference, outside border
ava'luruhiqtuq ᐊᕙ'ᓗᕈᖅᑐᖅ the sun, or moon, has a full whitish hazy rim around it

avataani ᐊᕙᑖᓂ on the far side of it
avatiliriřitkut ᐊᕙᑎᓕᕆᖨᑦᑯᑦ Department of the Environment
avatit ᐊᕙᑎᑦ fingers and toes, phalanges, also the word for twenty
avguiřuq ᐊᕝᒍᐃᖪᖅ cuts something up
avguqtaa ᐊᕝᒍᖅᑖ slices it; cuts it up
aviktaa ᐊᕕᒃᑖ cuts it; divides it
aviktuk ᐊᕕᒃᑐᒃ two are separated 
aviktuq ᐊᕕᒃᑐᖅ s/he is divorced, it is divided
aviktutchiarlugu ᐊᕕᒃᑐᑦᕠᐊᕐᓗᒍ share equally; be fair
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avinngaq ᐊᕕᓐᖓᖅ lemming
avitaa ᐊᕕᑖ divorces him/her; separates from him/her
avunnivik ᐊᕗᓪᓂᕕᒃ Natchilingmiutut name for the moon cycle occurring during the 

present month of March. This moon name refers to the time 
when premature seal pups are being born.

avvaqutauhimařuq ᐊᕝᕙᖁᑕᐅᒪᖪᖅ kinship term for two people who partially share a name, 
meaning not all their names are shared

haangani ᖓᓂ in front of
haattuq ᑦᑐᖅ is flat, is thin,  e.g thin ice, thin paper

haavittaa ᕕᑦᑖ launches it (e.g pushes the boat out), or contributes a prize to 
a game, haavittiřuq- has contributed a prize to a game 

haavittuq ᕕᑦᑐᖅ drifts away; is launched
haavraq ᕝᕋᖅ Red Phalarope
haki ᑭ parents-in-law
hakiak ᑭᐊᒃ brisket bone
hakiak ᑭᐊᒃ brother-in-law from my wife's side (husband is speaker)/ 

brother-in-law (wife’s brother) sister in law from my husband’s 
side (wife is speaker)/ sister-in-law (husband’s sister),

hakik ᑭᒃ father-in-law; mother-in-law
hakivak ᑭᕙᒃ grandparents-in-law (one generation past hakik)
haligutit ᓕᒍᑎᑦ cleaning supplies
haliguut ᓕᒎᑦ seal skin scraper
halikti ᓕᒃᑎ janitor, custodian, cleaner
haliktuq ᓕᒃᑐᖅ cleans (he...)
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halliq ᓪᓕᖅ Coral Harbour, also means the one further out from the shore, 
i.e.of two islands, and the one further out from shore

halliq  ᓪᓕᖅ the farthest out at sea
halumaitchuq ᓗᒪᐃᑦᕤᖅ is dirty
halumařuq ᓗᒪᖪᖅ is clean
haluuqtuq ᓘᖅᑐᖅ says hello
hamani ᒪᓂ over here
hamanirmiut ᒪᓂᕐᒥᐅᑦ people from here
hamma ᒻᒪ these right here
hamna ᒻᓇ this place; here
hamungngauliqtuq ᒧᖕᖓᐅᓕᖅᑐᖅ is coming here
hanainnariaqaqtuq ᓇᐃᓐᓇᕆᐊᖃᖅᑐᖅ needs frequent repairs
hanajaqtuqtuq ᓇᔭᖅᑐᖅᑐᖅ she/he/it is going to place of work..
hanalluaqtuq ᓇᓪᓗᐊᖅᑐᖅ is very busy
hananiangngitchuq ᓇᓂᐊᖕᖏᑦᕤᖅ working (he won't be...)
hananngaut ᓇᓐᖓᐅᑦ Monday
hanaqati ᓇᖃᑎ co-worker
hanaqšuqtuq ᓇᖅᖅᑐᖅ preparations to leave (she is making...)
hanařaa ᓇᖭ s/he it working on it. s/he made it
hanařara ᓇᖬᕋ working on it (I am...)
hanaři ᓇᖨ worker; employee
hanařrutit ᓇᖮᕈᑎᑦ tools
hanařuliriřitku'ni hanařunga ᓇᖪᓕᕆᖨᑦᑯ’ᓂ ᓇᖪᖓ work at the Dept. of Human Resources (I...)
hanařuq ᓇᖪᖅ he/she is working
hanataaqtuq ᓇᑖᖅᑐᖅ has finished working
hanataaruma ᓇᑖᕈᒪ When I am done work.
hanataaruvit ᓇᑖᕈᕕᑦ when you are done work
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hanaugakšaraluit  ᓇᐅᒐᒃᕋᓗᐃᑦ odd jobs
hanauřaaq ᓇᐅᖭᖅ carving
hanavit? ᓇᕕᑦ? working (are you...?)
hangngiitchuq ᖕᖐᑦᕤᖅ is weak; is not strong
hangngiřuq ᖕᖏᖪᖅ is strong
hanguatitaqhimařuq ᖑᐊᑎᑕᖅᒪᖪᖅ written out in cursive handwriting
hangungařuq ᖑᖓᖪᖅ something is twisty or winding, like a road
hanguřuq ᖑᖪᖅ changes direction
hangutaililutit ᖑᑕᐃᓕᓗᑎᑦ straight (go...)
haniani ᓂᐊᓂ beside him/her/it
hanianiitchuq ᓂᐊᓃᑦᕤᖅ beside (it is...)
Hanikiluaq ᓂᑭᓗᐊᖅ Sanikiluaq
hanimut ᓂᒧᑦ sideways
haniraa ᓂᕌ its side
Hanirajak ᓂᕋᔭᒃ Hall Beach
haniraq ᓂᕋᖅ front side of your rib cage, chest
hanivaiřuq ᓂᕙᐃᖪᖅ puts it aside  
hanmiřuq ᓐᒥᖪᖅ faces toward me
hanmitiřuk ᓐᒥᑎᖪᒃ they're wrestling (two are wrestling)
hanniani ᓐᓂᐊᓂ on the side
hanningařulik ᓐᓂᖓᖪᓕᒃ has a cross
hanningařuq ᓐᓂᖓᖪᖅ perpendicular
hanniqtuq ᓐᓂᖅᑐᖅ sweeps
hanniut ᓐᓂᐅᑦ broom
hapiliqtuq ᐱᓕᖅᑐᖅ gives up, discouraged
haput ᐳᑦ fish weir
haqalikitaaq ᖃᓕᑭᑖᖅ butterfly, you would say qituhu-qituhu-qituhu when you chase 

to catch them.
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haqpiaq ᖅᐱᐊᖅ tail of a whale, fluke
haqpingařuq ᖅᐱᖓᖪᖅ is splay-footed; feet turned outward
hatku ᑦᑯ harpoon head
hatqaq ᑦᖃᖅ chest
hatqiqtuq ᑦᕿᖅᑐᖅ shows up; comes into sight;
hatqummiqhiřuq ᑦᖁᒻᒥᖅᖪᖅ brings something/someone into view
hatqummiqtaa ᑦᖁᒻᒥᖅᑖ shows it; puts it in view;
hatuqtuq ᑐᖅᑐᖅ he/she/it is very thankful and excited 
haturnaqtuq ᑐᕐᓇᖅᑐᖅ it’s wonderful, very thankful 
hauhimařuq ᐅᒪᖪᖅ is covered over with something packed down like dirt or snow

haulluqtuq ᐅᓪᓗᖅᑐᖅ takes the marrow out of a bone
haulluut ᐅᓪᓘᑦ tool to take the marrow out of a bone
haumiani ᐅᒥᐊᓂ on his/her/its left
haumik ᐅᒥᒃ left side
haumikłiq ᐅᒥᒃᖠᖅ the one on the left
haumimni ᐅᒥᒻᓂ on my left side
haumi'ni ᐅᒥ'ᓂ on your left side
haumi'nut hangulutit ᐅᒥ’ᓄᑦ ᖑᓗᑎᑦ Turn left. (command)
haunaaq ᐅᓈᖅ the shell of the egg
hauniq ᐅᓂᖅ bone, also fruit pit or eggshell  (also used as reference to 

someone who has your same name, e.g. see haunitchiaq )
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haunitchiaq ᐅᓂᑦᕠᐊᖅ a personalized version of the word, hauniq , for a special 
person you share a name with. Hauniq  is a kinship term 
indicating that two people are named after the same person, 
they can call each other, "hauniq". However a person might 
create different versions of this word, for various people they 
share the name with.  

haunitchiariik ᐅᓂᑦᕠᐊᕇᒃ two people with the same name, refers to how they are 
related 

haunngiligaq ᐅᓐᖏᓕᒐᖅ space between ribs and hip bones, abdomen
hauřaa ᐅᖭ buries it
havaut ᕙᐅᑦ pill

havautitaarvik ᕙᐅᑎᑖᕐᕕᒃ pharmacy

havgiiřaa ᕝᒌᖭ loses it
havgut ᕝᒍᑦ metal stick to measure the depth of snow, or the consistancy 

of hardness in the snow layers 
havgutauřaq ᕝᒍᑕᐅᖬᖅ A winter seal hunting instrument used to determine the centre 

of a seal hole that is covered with ice amd snow. It is also 
used for indicating a layer of ice crystal in water, or if the 
hole is fresh from a seal breathing not long ago.

havik ᕕᒃ iron; metal
haviqquuřaq ᕕᖅᑰᖬᖅ rice
hia ᐊ caribou hair, when there's lots of loose ones making a mess 

you say hianaluk
higaakšaq ᒑᒃᖅ cigarette paper
higaaq ᒑᖅ cigarette
higaaqtuq ᒑᖅᑐᖅ smokes a cigarette
higaarřuaq ᒑᕐᖪᐊᖅ cigar
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higaat ᒑᑦ cigarettes
higguk ᒡᒍᒃ snout
higguqquqtuřuq ᒡᒍᖅᑯᖅᑐᖪᖅ has a long-snout
higřaaq ᒡᖭᖅ dinner plate, surface to eat from
higřami ᒡᖬᒥ at the water shore
higřariaq ᒡᖬᕆᐊᖅ White-rumped Sandpiper, shorebird, also tuittuaq  is a type of 

sandpiper
higřariktuq ᒡᖬᕆᒃᑐᖅ land-fast ice floe
hii  oh, I see, also see qiii
hiiktaa ᒃᑖ split it open, eg, cutting a seal
hiimiit ᒦᑦ knuckles
hiimik ᒥᒃ one finger knuckle,  ball of the foot
hiimiutit ᒥᐅᑎᑦ finger joints
hiirnaqtuq ᕐᓇᖅᑐᖅ is sweet; sweet food, or sour
hiirnat ᕐᓇᑦ mountain sorrel, a plant with red seeds and green leaves that 

tastes tart.  (Latin name, Oxyria digyna)
hiitquaq ᑦᖁᐊᖅ knee cap
hiitquaqtuq ᑦᖁᐊᖅᑐᖅ hurts his/her/its knee
hiitqungařuq ᑦᖁᖓᖪᖅ is kneeling
hiitquq ᑦᖁᖅ knee
hiitquqtuq ᑦᖁᖅᑐᖅ gets down on his/her/knee
hikŝik ᒃᒃ ground squirrel
hiku ᑯ ice, there are many other specific terms for ice such as: sea 

ice - tuvaq , candle ice- illauřaq , ice attached to land in 
spring- pattiniq ,  ice carved by flowing water - aqiaqqiniq , ice 
build up broken by tide - atuaqtaq , and more.....
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hikuaqtuq ᑯᐊᖅᑐᖅ Ice forms at the top layer of liquid in a bucket; also a broken 
lens of a pair of glasses or binoculars.

hikuliaq ᑯᓕᐊᖅ freshly frozen; also bottle glass
hikuliaqtuq ᑯᓕᐊᖅᑐᖅ ice is forming
hikulihaaq ᑯᓕᖅ just froze over

hikunngiqtuq ᑯᓐᖏᖅᑐᖅ closes his/her/its eyes
hikutuqaq ᑯᑐᖃᖅ multiyear ice
hila ᓚ ouside; weather; atmosphere
hila nirumiktuq ᓚ ᓂᕈᒥᒃᑐᖅ warm weather
hila qanuritpa? ᓚ ᖃᓄᕆᑦᐸ What's the weather like?
hilahiut ᓚᐅᑦ something intended for outside; barometer or weather 

instrument
hilaiqtauřuq ᓚᐃᖅᑕᐅᖪᖅ caribou intestine being flushed/cleared
hilakhi qanuritpa taikani? ᓚᒃ ᖃᓄᕆᑦᐸ ᑕᐃᑲᓂ How's the weather where you are?
hilalliq ᓚᓪᓕᖅ the outermost layer, or outermost position

hilaluktuq ᓚᓗᒃᑐᖅ it is raining

hilami ᓚᒥ outside; outdoors
hilamiitchuq ᓚᒦᑦᕤᖅ is outside; is outdoors ( speaker is indoors)
hilarřuaq ᓚᕐᖪᐊᖅ skies; world
hilataani ᓚᑖᓂ on the outside of him/her/it (at a distance from speaker)

hilataaniittuq ᓚᑖᓃᑦᑐᖅ outside of (it is...)
hilatchaungngitchuq ᓚᑦᕦᐅᖕᖏᑦᕤᖅ is bad weather, (stormy weather is piqhiqtuq )
hilatchiavak ᓚᑦᕠᐊᕙᒃ the weather is really nice (not cold, clear and no wind)
hiliktuq ᓕᒃᑐᖅ wide e.g lake, rope
himik ᒥᒃ plug
hinaa ᓈ ocean shore; floe edge
hinaaguuqtuq ᓈᒎᖅᑐᖅ goes along the shore
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hinaani ᓈᓂ at the floe edge
hingaiřuq ᖓᐃᖪᖅ is pregnant
hingiq ᖏᖅ kamik strap, a tie to keep boots in place
hingiq ᖏᖅ ankle tie on a boot, kamik strap, a tie to keep boots in place

hingirniq ᖏᕐᓂᖅ ankle
hinigluaqtuq ᓂᒡᓗᐊᖅᑐᖅ deep sleep
hinigvik ᓂᒡᕕᒃ bedroom; place to sleep
hinikšaaqtuq ᓂᒃᖅᑐᖅ sleeps for a long time, slept in, over slept
hinikšaq ᓂᒃᖅ material trim/design on outer parka (made from material)

hiniktariaqhimařuq ᓂᒃᑕᕆᐊᖅᒪᖪᖅ stays overight somewhere (he/she...)
hiniktarvik ᓂᒃᑕᕐᕕᒃ hotel
hiniktuq ᓂᒃᑐᖅ sleeps
hiniliqtuq ᓂᓕᖅᑐᖅ falls asleep
hinitchiaqtuq ᓂᑦᕠᐊᖅᑐᖅ sleeping well, slept well
hinnaktu'ni ᓐᓇᒃᑐ'ᓂ in your dreams
hinnaktuq ᓐᓇᒃᑐᖅ a dream
hinnaktuqtuq ᓐᓇᒃᑐᖅᑐᖅ he/she/it dreaming

hinnaktuumařuq ᓐᓇᒃᑑᒪᖪᖅ he/she/it has been dreaming (for long time)
hiqiak ᕿᐊᒃ contents of the small intestine
hiqinaut ᕿᓇᐅᑦ east (direction)
hiqiningngitchuq ᕿᓂᖕᖏᑦᕤᖅ sunny (It is not ...)
hiqiniq ᕿᓂᖅ sun
hiqiniq nipiliqtuq ᕿᓂᖅ  ᓂᐱᓕᖅᑐᖅ sun setting, sun is sinking down, also hiqiniq pulaliqtuq
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hiqinnaut ᕿᓐᓇᐅᑦ Natchilingmiutut name for the moon cycle occurring during the 
present month of January. This moon name refers to the time 
when the sun returns

hiqinngiluut ᕿᓐᖏᓘᑦ Natchilingmiutut name for the moon cycle occurring during the 
present month of December. This moon name refers to the 
time when sun does not come up anymore. 

hiqinniqtuq ᕿᓐᓂᖅᑐᖅ sunny (it's...)
hiqiqtuq ᕿᖅᑐᖅ makes a splash
hiqiraqtuq ᕿᕋᖅᑐᖅ splashes repeatedly
hiqquqtaa ᖅᑯᖅᑖ shoots it with a gun
hiqquqtiřřut ᖅᑯᖅᑎᖮᖪᑦ gun, rifle
hiqquqtuq ᖅᑯᖅᑐᖅ shoots with a gun
hiqquriaqtaa ᖅᑯᕆᐊᖅᑖ going out to shoot it
hiqulaaq ᖁᓛᖅ biscuit
hiqulauřaq ᖁᓚᐅᖬᖅ cookie, literally 'like a hiqulaaq /biscuit'
hiquphiraq ᖁᑉᕋᖅ the little orangish round eggs inside a bird that will become 

the eggs
hirluaq ᕐᓗᐊᖅ storage shed
hitamat ᑕᒪᑦ four

hitammiut ᑕᒻᒥᐅᑦ Thursday
hitchuqittuq ᑦᕤᕿᑦᑐᖅ chokes while drinking; spits up
hitchuqtaqtuq ᑦᕤᖅᑕᖅᑐᖅ Russian dance (kicking one's heels)
hiti ᑎ burrow
hitiliuqtuq ᑎᓕᐅᖅᑐᖅ digging a burrow
hitiřuq ᑎᖪᖅ hard
hitquaq ᑦᖁᐊᖅ whale fluke
hitquq ᑦᖁᖅ seal back flipper
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hituaq ᑐᐊᖅ landslide, where there is an old crack on a mountain side, 

hituraqtuq ᑐᕋᖅᑐᖅ sliding down hill (continuous action)
hituraut ᑐᕋᐅᑦ sled; toboggan
hituřuq ᑐᖪᖅ sliding down hill
hiu'luktuq ᐅ'ᓗᒃᑐᖅ has an earache
hiuraq ᐅᕋᖅ sand
hiu'řariktuq ᐅ'ᖬᕆᒃᑐᖅ had good hearing
hiurřuk ᐅᕐᖪᒃ primus stove; gas stove
hiurřuktuuq ᐅᕐᖪᒃᑑᖅ small cod fish
hiut ᐅᑦ ear
hiutirutik ᐅᑎᕈᑎᒃ earrings
hivajaqtaaqtuq ᕙᔭᖅᑖᖅᑐᖅ finished ringing

hivajaqtuq ᕙᔭᖅᑐᖅ she/he phoned, she/he made the bell ring 

hivajaquviuk? ᕙᔭᖁᕕᐅᒃ Do you want him to call you back?
hivajarviginga ᕙᔭᕐᕕᒋᖓ Call me. (command)
hivajarvigiřara ᕙᔭᕐᕕᒋᖬᕋ calling him (I am...)
hivajaut ᕙᔭᐅᑦ bell; alarm; buzzer; phone
hivajaut kauttuarmiaq ᕙᔭᐅᑦ ᑲᐅᑦᑐᐊᕐᒥᐊᖅ cell phone; mobile phone
hivajautima naahautaa….. ᕙᔭᐅᑎᒪ ᓈᐅᑖ ...... My phone number is ……..

hivataarvik ᕙᑖᕐᕕᒃ Saturday
hivataarvingmi ubluriřaanilu ᕙᑖᕐᕕᖕᒥ ᐅᑉᓗᕆᖭᓂᓗ weekend e.g hivataarvingmi ubluriřaanilu huniaqpit? , meaning 

what are you doing on the weekend?
hi'viaq 'ᕕᐊᖅ the hip bones (entire hip), just the ball joint is the makittiq

hivituřuq ᕕᑐᖪᖅ long distance (really far)
hivuani ᕗᐊᓂ before him/her/it; in front of him/her/it
hivuaq ᕗᐊᖅ tooth; front incisor
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hivuliitchuuřuq ᕗᓪᓖᑦᕥᖪᖅ first one (the...)
hivuliqti ᕗᓕᖅᑎ lead dog; leader of a group, (people), for the lead on a team 

it is ihuraqtuřuq , the one with the long trace
hivuliqtiliuqtuq ᕗᓕᖅᑎᓕᐅᖅᑐᖅ trains someone/something to be a leader
hivuliqtuq ᕗᓕᖅᑐᖅ leading (first one) travel, the person leading the way

hivuliriřaa ᕗᓕᕆᖭ arrives before him/her/it
hivulliq ᕗᓪᓕᖅ the first one
hivullirmik ᕗᓪᓕᕐᒥᒃ first one…[it is the…]
hivulliuřuq ᕗᓪᓕᐅᖪᖅ is the first; is ahead of others
hivunia ᕗᓂᐊ the nose of an object e.g plane
hivunikhamut ᕗᓂᒃᒧᑦ to the future
hivunikhaqhiuqtuq ᕗᓂᒃᖅᐅᖅᑐᖅ decides; makes plans; leads the way
hivunipti’ni ᕗᓂᑉᑎ’ᓂ it is in front of…
hivuniq ᕗᓂᖅ front part of something; the future; what lies ahead
hivunnga ᕗᓐᖓ bow (boat)
hivvuqtaa ᕝᕗᖅᑖ wrings it out
hivvuqtuqtuq ᕝᕗᖅᑐᖅᑐᖅ wrings something out
hu`lulik 'ᓗᓕᒃ has a tunnel or pipe 
hu’mat 'ᒪᑦ why, what for?
huaktuqtaa ᐊᒃᑐᖅᑖ reprimands, scolds someone, stronger than akpiu'řuqtaa
huaktuqtuq ᐊᒃᑐᖅᑐᖅ s/he/it is scolding, confronting, reprimanding someone
hugaluaqpit? ᒐᓗᐊᖅᐱᑦ What did you do?
hukailigannirlutit  ᑲᐃᓕᒐᓐᓂᕐᓗᑎᑦ Slow down!
hukailiqtuq /kigailiqtuq ᐃᓕᖅᑐᖅ /ᑭᒐᐃᓕᖅᑐᖅ slows down (it...)
hukaitchumik uqarlugu  ᑲᐃᑦᕤᒥᒃ  ᐅᖃᕐᓗᒍ Say it slowly.
hukaitchuq ᑲᐃᑦᕤᖅ slow
hukařuq ᑲᖪᖅ he/she/it is fast/quick
hukařutkuurut ᑲᖪᑦᑰᕈᑦ fax machine
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hukatirriřuq ᑲᑎᕐᕆᖪᖅ a person is tightening  a srcew, twisting top etc. (anything 
that tightens and loosens by twisting)

hukatirut ᑲᑎᕈᑦ something used to tighten something, a tightener 
hukattuq ᑲᑦᑐᖅ is tight
hukkahautiřut ᒃᑲᐅᑎᖪᑦ number of people competing at racing
hukkuruqpit ᒃᑯᕈᖅᐱᑦ by which way ? By which route did you come/go?
hukkut ᒃᑯᑦ by where?
huli ᓕ still, yet
hulilu ᓕᓗ and, also, again..
huliptauq ᓕᑉᑕᐅᖅ still (duration); more of...
huliřakhaqhiuqtuq ᓕᖬᒃᖅᐅᖅᑐᖅ is looking for something to do
huliřakšaqaqpallaaqtunga ᓕᖬᒃᖃᖅᐸᓪᓛᖅᑐᖓ busy (I am very...)
huliriřiuvit ᓕᕆᖨᐅᕕᑦ What do you do for a living?
huliřuq ᓕᖪᖅ tells the truth
huliungngichtuq ᓕᐅᖕᖕᒋᑦᕤᖅ is not doing anything, huliřuq - is doing something
huliva ᓕᕙ what is he/she/it doing
hulivit ᓕᕕᑦ what are you doing? are you sure?
huluk ᓗᒃ long feather of tail or wing

hu'mat 'ᒪᑦ what for, why

hu'matkiaq 'ᒪᑦᑭᐊᖅ I wonder why; I don't know
humi ᒥ where; in what place
humi hanavit? ᒥ ᓇᕕᑦ Where do you work?
humi inuuliravit? ᒥ ᐃᓅᓕᕋᕕᑦ Where were you born?
humiitpa ᒦᑦᐸ where is he/she/it
humiitpit? ᒦᑦᐱᑦ Where are you?
humiittukiaq ᒦᑦᑐᑭᐊᖅ I don't know where it is
humik ᒥᒃ what …(in relation to questions such as what do you want, 

what do you see, what did you hear etc) ]
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humimmarik?/ hukutchianiitpa? ᒥᒻᒪᕆᒃ/ ᑯᑦᕠᐊᓃᑦᐸ Where exactly is it? The first word is for an enclosed or 
defined space, hukutchianiitpa- asks which direction is it in 
relation to a certain place, or designated spot 

humi'ngaaqpit ᒥ'ᖔᖅᐱᑦ Where did you come from?

huminngaaqpit ᒥᓐᖓᖅᐱᑦ where are you coming from?

humit ᒥᑦ from where
humit piřat ᒥᑦ ᐱᖬᑦ where did you get it from
humituinnaq ᒥᑐᐃᓐᓇᖅ from anywhere; from all over
humiutammariugavit? ᒥᐅᑕᒻᒪᕆᐅᒐᕕᑦ Where are you originally from?
humiutauvit ᒥᐅᑕᐅᕕᑦ where are you from
humungngaqpa ᒧᖕᖓᖅᐸ where did she/he/it go? What time is it?
humungngaqpat ᒧᖕᖓᖅᐸᑦ? at what time? (in the future)
humungngauliqpit ᒧᖕᖓᐅᓕᖅᐱᑦ where are you going now
humungngauřukiaq ᒧᖕᖓᐅᖪᑭᐊᖅ  (ᐅᕐᓂᒃᑐᖅ, 

ᐃᓐᓂᐊᖅᑐᖅ )
goes somewhere (he/she...) urniktuq (drops by), inniaqtuq 
(gone to another community to visit relatives)

humunngauvit ᒧᓐᖓᐅᕕᑦ where are you going
humut ᒧᑦ where to; in which direction
huna ᓇ what (is it)?
huna hivajautivit naahautaa? ᓇ ᕙᔭᐅᑎᕕᑦ ᓈᐅᑖ What's your phone number?

huna? ᓇ who?
huna? huna taimna? ᓇ ᓇ ᑕᐃᒪ What is it? What was that?
hunalikiaq ᓇᓕᑭᐊᖅ I don’t know what it is.
hunaturumavit? ᓇᑐᕈᒪᕕᑦ What would you like to eat?
hunaugavit ᓇᐅᒐᕕᑦ Can I get your name?
hunauva ᓇᐅᕙ what is it?
hunauvva ᓇᐅᕝᕙ oh, I see
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hungaq ᖓᖅ gall blader
hungngitchuq ᖕᖏᑦᕤᖅ nothing happens
huniaqpit? ᓂᐊᖅᐱᑦ What will you be doing?
hupiřuq  ᐱᖪᖅ it is drafty
huppivik ᑉᐱᕕᒃ a container, with a mixture of dried plants, used to start a fire 

by blowing the embers once a spark lands on the plant 
mixture. The spark could be caused by using stones or 
striking a piece of steel with the appropriate type of stone.

huqulařuq ᖁᓚᖪᖅ drum dancing, qilaut is the word for the drum 
huquttaungngitchułuk ᖁᑦᑕᐅᖕᖏᑦᕤᖢᒃ he/she is good for nothing (expression)
huřiraaluk ᖨᕌᓗᒃ you/they are too much, expression
hurluk ᕐᓗᒃ nose; nasal cavity
hurluktuq ᕐᓗᒃᑐᖅ female eider duck

hurungahuiqtuq ᕈᖓᐃᖅᑐᖅ she/he doesn't get sick
hurungajaaqtuq ᕈᖓᔮᖅᑐᖅ sick (he feels...)
hurungařuq ᕈᖓᖪᖅ is sick; is ill
hurungngaktailiniq ᕈᖕᖓᒃᑕᐃᓕᓂᖅ the state of being healthy; staying healthy; preventing illness; 

taking good care of oneself
hutaqaruiqtuq ᑕᖃᕈᐃᖅᑐᖅ there is non left
hutkuk ᑦᑯᒃ who (two people),also, by where, which part?
hutkut ᑦᑯᑦ who (more than two people); also, by where, which part?  

huttaitchuq/hutaqangngitchuq ᑕᐃᑦᑐᖅ/ᑕᖃᖕᖏᑦᑐᖅ nothing, there is none

huungngitchuq ᖕᖏᑦᕤᖅ it's nothing; there's nothing there, also a teasing word to 
someone, "good for nothing"

huup ᑉ whose
huup ukua? ᑉ ᐅᑯᐊ Whose are these?
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huup una nahaa? ᑉ ᐅᓇ ᓇ Whose hat is this?
huup una? ᑉ ᐅᓇ Whose is this?
huva ᕙ what
huvaguuq ᕙᒎᖅ what do you want/what can I do for you? Or what did 

he/she say (or mean?)
huvak ᕙᒃ fish eggs; roe
huvalik ᕙᓕᒃ food seasoned with fish eggs
huviiturlutit ᕖᑐᕐᓗᑎᑦ Hurry!
huvit ᕕᑦ what are you doing?
i`naut ᐃ`ᓇᐅᑦ flint
i’nialuk ᐃ’ᓂᐊᓗᒃ empty gun shell
iakak  ᐃᐊᑲᒃ no,  also see iiqi
igalaaq ᐃᒐᓛᖅ window
igalaaq ukkuaqhimařuq ᐃᒐᓛᖅ ᐅᒃᑯᐊᖅᒪᖪᖅ closed (the window is...)
igalaaq ukkuaqtaa ᐃᒐᓛᖅ ᐅᒃᑯᐊᖅᑖ closes the window (he/she...)
igalaaq ukkuaruk ᐃᒐᓛᖅ ᐅᒃᑯᐊᕈᒃ close the window. (command)
igalaaq ukkuiqhimařuq ᐃᒑᓛᖅ ᐅᒃᑯᐃᖅᒪᖪᖅ open (the window is...)
igalaaq ukkuiqtaa ᐃᒑᓛᖅ ᐅᒃᑯᐃᖅᑖ opens the window (she/he...)
igalaaq ukkuiruk ᐃᒑᓛᖅ ᐅᒃᑯᐃᕈᒃ open the window. (command)
igaři ᐃᒐᖨ a cook
igařuq ᐃᒐᖪᖅ he/she it cooking
iggavik ᐃᒡᒐᕕᒃ kitchen, outdoor cooking place, heather cooking place 
iggiaq ᐃᒡᒋᐊᖅ throat
igillugu ᐃᒋᓪᓗᒍ command, you throw it away
igitaa ᐃᒋᑖ throws it away
iglaqtitchiřuq ᐃᒡᓚᖅᑎᑦᕠᖪᖅ makes people laugh; is comical. See tiphinaqtuq
iglaqtuq ᐃᒡᓚᖅᑐᖅ laughs
iglautigiřaa ᐃᒡᓚᐅᑎᒋᖭ laughs at him/her/it, mocking, teasing, or just chuckling at 

someone else’s behavior
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igliaq ᐃᒡᓕᐊᖅ uterus; womb
igliq ᐃᒡᓕᖅ bed, top bedcover made of caribou skin
igliqturaq ᐃᒡᓕᖅᑐᕋᖅ liitle lumps you can feel on the front of the shin bone
iglu ᐃᒡᓗ snowhouse; house; iglu
iglua ᐃᒡᓗᐊ the other of the pair
igluanut ᐃᒡᓗᐊᓄᑦ to the other side
igluaq ᐃᒡᓗᐊᖅ a small room, bedroom, any room
igluarmiittunga ᐃᒡᓗᐊᕐᒦᑦᑐᖓ bedroom (I’m in the...)
iglugiik ᐃᒡᓗᒌᒃ a pair
iglugiingngitchuk ᐃᒡᓗᒌᖕᖏᑦᕤᒃ   not a matching pair
igluinnaq ᐃᒡᓗᐃᓐᓇᖅ one of a pair
igluit atařřutiřut ᐃᒡᓗᐃᑦ ᐊᑕᖮᖪᑎᖪᑦ apartment building
igluitchuq ᐃᒡᓗᐃᑦᕤᖅ one of a pair is missing; has no house
iglukitaqtuq ᐃᒡᓗᑭᑕᖅᑐᖅ is juggling
iglukšaq ᐃᒡᓗᒃᖅ snow ideal for making snowhouse
igluktut ᐃᒡᓗᒃᑐᑦ with both hands, with both sides
igluligaarřuk ᐃᒡᓗᓕᒑᕐᖪᒃ Chesterfield Inlet
Iglulik ᐃᒡᓗᓕᒃ Igloolik
igluliriři ᐃᒡᓗᓕᕆᖨ house maintenance person (occupation)
igluliuqti ᐃᒡᓗᓕᐅᖅᑎ house-builder
iglumiuqatik ᐃᒡᓗᒥᐅᖃᑎᒃ house mate
iglup hanianiittuq ᐃᒡᓗᑉ ᓂᐊᓃᑦᑐᖅ beside the house (it's...)
iglupiaqtuqtuq ᐃᒡᓗᐱᐊᖅᑐᖅᑐᖅ uses only one of a pair
iglupiaqtuut ᐃᒡᓗᐱᐊᖅᑑᑦ pistol
igluqpak ᐃᒡᓗᖅᐸᒃ house
igluqpannualiaqta ᐃᒡᓗᖅᐸᓐᓄᐊᓕᐊᖅᑕ cabin (Let’s go to the...)
igluqpannuaq ᐃᒡᓗᖅᐸᓐᓄᐊᖅ cabin
iglurřuaq ᐃᒡᓗᕐᖪᐊᖅ building
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igluup iluaniittuq ᐃᒡᓘᑉ ᐃᓗᐊᓃᑦᑐᖅ inside the house
ignirvik  ᐃᒡᓂᕐᕕᒃ stove
ignirvik qaminngařuq ᐃᒡᓂᕐᕕᒃ ᖃᒥᓐᖓᖪᖅ off (the stove is...)
igřuk ᐃᒡᖪᒃ testicle
iguaqšuqti  ᐃᒍᐊᖅᖅᑎ  someone who iguaqšuqtuq - see iguaqšuqtuq
iguaqšuqtuq  ᐃᒍᐊᖅᖅᑐᖅ  a younger person holding the hand of an older person to 

move forward somewhere. It can also mean a seeing-eye dog. 
Iguaqšuqtuq  is a verb: to kindly guide someone who needs 
physical assistance, due to blindness or physical frailty.

igunaq ᐃᒍᓇᖅ aged meat
igutchaq ᐃᒍᑦᕦᖅ bee
ihaaqtuq ᐃᖅᑐᖅ eating everything e.g. the dog/person went in without 

permission and was eating something in the house
iharuq ᐃᕈᖅ bird wing; plane wing
iharutaq ᐃᕈᑕᖅ branch of a tree
ihigak ᐃᒐᒃ foot
ihiqtuq ᐃᖅᑐᖅ enters, comes in  (he/she...)
ihirvik ᐃᕐᕕᒃ entrance (door)
ihivřuktuq ᐃᕝᖪᒃᑐᖅ speaks with a low voice; quietly; whispers
ihua ᐃᐊ end of it e.g rope, movie
ihuani ᐃᐊᓂ at the end of it
ihuma ᐃᒪ thought; idea
ihumaalugiřaa ᐃᒫᓗᒋᖭ is concerned about him/her/it; worries about him/her/it

ihumaaluktuq ᐃᒫᓗᒃᑐᖅ worries; is concerned
ihumaalu'mat ᐃᒫᓗ'ᒪᑦ someone is thinking negatively towards someone
ihumagiřaa ᐃᒪᒋᖭ thinks about him/her/it
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ihumagiřautchiaqtuq ᐃᒪᒋᖬᐅᑦᕠᐊᖅᑐᖅ be well thought-of
ihumaitchuq ᐃᒪᐃᑦᕤᖅ being bad, naughty
ihumakitchuq ᐃᒪᑭᑦᕤᖅ is mentally disabled; is thoughtless
ihuma'nik ᐃᒪ'ᓂᒃ it's up to you, literally, what's your way of thinking
ihumaqšuqtuq ᐃᒪᖅᖅᑐᖅ makes decisions on their own, does what they please. A host 

may say ihumaqšuqtutit , you are to do as you please, look 
after yourself, be welcome

ihumařuq ᐃᒪᖪᖅ he/she is thinking, ihumařunga /ᐃᒪᖪᖓ, I am thinking, I 
thought 

ihummanaitchuq ᐃᒻᒪᓇᐃᑦᕤᖅ expression, amazing; unbelievable (it is...)
ihunngaq ᐃᓐᖓᖅ bird called Jaeger,
ihuqangngitchumut ᐃᖃᖕᖏᑦᕤᒧᑦ forever; without end; endless
ihuraqtuřup tuglia ᐃᕋᖅᑐᖪᑉ ᑐᒡᓕᐊ second lead dog
ihuraqtuřuq ᐃᕋᖅᑐᖪᖅ lead dog, the long trace one
ii ᐄ yes, yes indeed
iihałuuřaaqtuq ᐄᖣᖭᖅᑐᖅ maybe, also for "I believe it is so" or "maybe so", and 

taimaqa for "perhaps"
iihammarik ᐄᒻᒪᕆᒃ that’s right, for sure!
iihaugaluaq ᐄᐅᒐᓗᐊᖅ possibly (answer to a question)
iihiřuq ᐄᖪᖅ she/he/it swallows something
iiqi ᐄᕿ no, also, "no" can be communicated by a facial expression of 

a wrinkled nose, also see iakak
iiřaa ᐄᖭ swallows it
ijaruvak ᐃᔭᕈᕙᒃ pupil of the eye
ijjammarik ᐃᔾᔭᒻᒪᕆᒃ it is for sure
ikaaqtaa ᐃᑳᖅᑖ goes across it; crosses over it
ikaaqtuq ᐃᑳᖅᑐᖅ goes across; crosses over
ikaarniq ᐃᑳᕐᓂᖅ hour
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ikaarniup nappaa ᐃᑳᕐᓂᐅᑉ ᓇᑉᐹ half hour

ikaarut ᐃᑳᕈᑦ bridge, also ikaarvik, ikauti
ikajuqtaa ᐃᑲᔪᖅᑖ helps him/her/it
ikajuqtaujumařunga ᐃᑲᔪᖅᑕᐅᔪᒪᖪᖓ help (I'd like some ...)
ikajuqti ᐃᑲᔪᖅᑎ helper
ikajuqtia ᐃᑲᔪᖅᑎᐊ partner in doing or making something
ikajuqtuq ᐃᑲᔪᖅᑐᖅ he/she/it helping
ikařřittuq ᐃᑲᖮᖨᑦᑐᖅ it hit a shallow (the bottom)
ikauřaq part of the winter seal hunting tools - made from a caribou 

knee tendon, providing a place to insert the single strand of a 
swan feather from the qivviutaq

ikauřuq ᐃᑲᐅᖪᖅ crosses over,e.g. going across the bay, going from island to 
island, going from island to mainland

ikhivařuq ᐃᒃᕙᖪᖅ is sitting; is seated
ikhivautaq ᐃᒃᕙᐅᑕᖅ chair
ikhivautarřuaq ᐃᒃᕙᐅᑕᕐᖪᐊᖅ couch, literally big chair
ikhivavik ᐃᒃᕙᕕᒃ a place to sit
iki ᐃᑭ open wound
ikiaqpaarvik ᐃᑭᐊᖅᐹᕐᕕᒃ Natchilingmiutut name for the moon cycle occurring during the 

present month of February. This moon name refers to the 
time when the sun is able to achieve half of its full height in 
the sky.

ikigguuk ᐃᑭᒡᒎᒃ turn it on (command).
ikihimařuq ᐃᑭᒪᖪᖅ is on board
ikilik ᐃᑭᓕᒃ is wounded; has a wound
ikiliqtuq ᐃᑭᓕᖅᑐᖅ got on board; embarks
ikipkagaa ᐃᑭᑉᑲᒑ puts him/her/it on board
ikipkaqtaa ᐃᑭᑉᑲᖅᑖ sets fire to him/her/it
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ikiqtuuq ᐃᑭᖅᑑᖅ wide (object is…)

ikirahak ᐃᑭᕋᒃ narrow passage; strait
ikiřaqtuq ᐃᑭᖬᖅᑐᖅ lighter
ikitaa ᐃᑭᑖ lights it
ikitchiřuq ᐃᑭᑦᕠᖪᖅ lights a fire
ikittaaqtuq ᐃᑭᑦᑖᖅᑐᖅ has already boarded
ikittaut ᐃᑭᑦᑕᐅᑦ electrical switch
ikittuq ᐃᑭᑦᑐᖅ is on fire; is burning
ikittut ᐃᑭᑦᑐᑦ a few; they are on fire; they are burning
ikkařřinniq ᐃᒃᑲᖮᖨᓐᓂᖅ ice is piled up over a shallow area of the ocean

Ikkařřuq ᐃᒃᑲᖮᖪᖅ shallow reef
ikkikhat ᐃᒃᑭᒃᑦ wood alcohol; medicinal alcohol, (not for drinking)
ikkiriktuq ᐃᒃᑭᕆᒃᑐᖅ flammmable
ikkiřřut ᐃᒃᑭᖮᖪᑦ fire starter
ikkitit ᐃᒃᑭᑎᑦ matches
ikpat ᐃᒃᐸᑦ table
ikpiarřuk ᐃᒃᐱᐊᕐᖪᒃ Arctic Bay
ikpiguhuktuq ᐃᒃᐱᒍᒃᑐᖅ senses something; feels something is affected; is impacted

ikpiguhungniq ᐃᒃᐱᒍᖕᓂᖅ (see ikpingnarniq) feeling; emotion; sensation
ikpingnarniq ᐃᒃᐱᖕᓇᕐᓂᖅ something that causes you to feel discomfort 
ikšut ᐃᒃᑦ Arctic Heather (fire-starter)
ikšutitaqtuq ᐃᒃᑎᑕᖅᑐᖅ s/he is gathering heather for a fire i.e. picking and shaking off 

dirt
iktariktuq ᐃᒃᑕᕆᒃᑐᖅ is heavy
ikualařuq ᐃᑯᐊᓚᖪᖅ burns up; burns down
ikuallaktuq ᐃᑯᐊᓪᓚᒃᑐᖅ something suddenly burning
ikuhik ᐃᑯᒃ elbow
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ikuhingmiktaa ᐃᑯᖕᒥᒃᑖ pokes him/her/it with his/her/its elbow
ikuma ᐃᑯᒪ flame
ikumařuq ᐃᑯᒪᖪᖅ is turned on; is burning; is lit
ikumařut ᐃᑯᒪᖪᑦ flames are on, lights are on
ikutchiaqtuq ᐃᑯᑦᕠᐊᖅᑐᖅ hurts his/her/its elbow
ikuutaq ᐃᑰᑕᖅ drill, wood drill
ikuutaqtuq ᐃᑰᑕᖅᑐᖅ drills
ikuutat ᐃᑰᑕᑦ drill bits
ikuvriqtuqtuq ᐃᑯᕝᕆᖅᑐᖅᑐᖅ prop something up by putting something under
ila ᐃᓚ relative; 
ilaa ᐃᓛ a part/piece of it
ilaa'nik ᐃᓛ'ᓂᒃ from your relative
ilaaqtuqtaa ᐃᓛᖅᑐᖅᑖ patches it; adds a piece to it
ilaat ᐃᓛᑦ some of them
ilagiik ᐃᓚᒌᒃ two related persons
ilagiit ᐃᓚᒌᑦ family,  team
ilai'nunngaqtaa ᐃᓚᐃ'ᓄᓐᖓᖅᑖ he/she/it places a person to their relative
ilait ᐃᓚᐃᑦ your relative 
ilaktuq ᐃᓚᒃᑐᖅ is tangled
ilaliuřauhimařuq ᐃᓚᓕᐅᖬᐅᒪᖪᖅ added into a mixture
ilannaq ᐃᓚᓐᓇᖅ friend
ilannariik ᐃᓚᓐᓇᕇᒃ two friends
ilapti'ni ᐃᓚᑉᑎ’ᓂ at our relatives’ place
ilatka ᐃᓚᑦᑲ extended family (my relatives) 
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ilaunnguřaq ᐃᓚᐊᓐᖑᖬᖅ The ilaunnguřaq is the smallest region of the sternum, or 
breastbone. It's made up of cartilage at birth but develops 
into bone in adulthood. It's located where the lower ribs 
attach to the breastbone. The tip of the xiphoid process 
resembles the shape of  a sword.

ilauqtuq ᐃᓚᐅᖅᑐᖅ scooping the ice from a fishing hole
ilauřuq ᐃᓚᐅᖪᖅ accompanies someone (she...)
ilaut ᐃᓚᐅᑦ scoop to remove ice from a fish hole
iliarřuk ᐃᓕᐊᕐᖪᒃ orphan; abandoned child, someone without relatives

ilihaiři ᐃᓕᐃᖨ teacher
ilihaiřuq ᐃᓕᐃᖪᖅ teaches
ilihaqtaa ᐃᓕᖅᑖ learns it
ilihaqtuliriřitkut ᐃᓕᖅᑐᓕᕆᖨᑦᑯᑦ Department of Education
ilihaqtuq ᐃᓕᖅᑐᖅ learns, is in school
iliharvigiřaa ᐃᓕᕐᕕᒋᖭ learns from him/her/it; it is his/her school
iliharvik ᐃᓕᕐᕕᒃ school
iliharvingmungngauřuq ᐃᓕᕐᕕᖕᒧᖕᖓᐅᖪᖅ on the way to the school (she...)
ilihaut ᐃᓕᐅᑦ curriculum
ilihautiřaa ᐃᓕᐅᑎᖭ teaches him/her/it
iliktiqtaa ᐃᓕᒃᑎᖅᑖ she/he cut fabric or skin into pattern pieces for sewing

ililugu ᐃᓕᓗᒍ place it down, put it in place, command
ili'nik ᐃᓕ'ᓂᒃ you (as the object of a sentence); by yourself; on your own

ili'niunganit ᐃᓕ’ᓂᐅᖓᓂᑦ than you (comparison)
iliphi ᐃᓕᑉ you (plural)
iliphili? ᐃᓕᑉᓕ what about you all ? (3+)
iliptigli? ᐃᓕᑉᑎᒡᓕ what about you two?
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iliptik ᐃᓕᑉᑎᒃ the two of you
iliptik ᐃᓕᑉᑎᒃ both of you
ilipti'niunganit ᐃᓕᑉᑎ’ᓂᐅᖓᓂᑦ than you two
iliřaa ᐃᓕᖭ places it; puts it down
ilirahuktuq ᐃᓕᕋᒃᑐᖅ is afraid to ask him/her.
iliranaitchuq ᐃᓕᕋᓇᐃᑦᕤᖅ is kind; is nice; is friendly
iliranaqtuq ᐃᓕᕋᓇᖅᑐᖅ is intimidating, is unkind
ilita'naqtuq ᐃᓕᑕ'ᓇᖅᑐᖅ looks familiar; can be recognized; is recognizable
ilitariřaa ᐃᓕᑕᕆᖭ recognizes him/her/it
ilitkuuqtuq ᐃᓕᑦᑰᖅᑐᖅ is independent
ilitquhiliriřitkut ᐃᓕᑦᖁᓕᕆᖨᑦᑯᑦ Department of Heritage and Culture
ilitquhiq ᐃᓕᑦᖁᖅ culture, tradition, as in Inuit ilitquhingit , Inuit culture; character, 

if someone has a physical disabiltiy/handicap they say 
ilitquhirluktuq , or if someone has a good foundation/ tradition 
that forms their character, they say ilitquhitchiariktuq

illaigut ᐃᓪᓚᐃᒍᑦ a comb, brush
illaq ᐃᓪᓚᖅ a seal hunting tool that functions similar to the use of an 

ikauřaq  and qivviutaq . The illaq  is often made with a  thin 
metal rod, that has a piece of muskox horn attached on the 
top that a piece of string is attached to.  The movement of 
water as the seal rises to breathe, causes the rod to wiggle 
back and forth. When the rod is pushed up,  the hunter 
harpoons the seal. 

illauřaq ᐃᓪᓚᐅᖬᖅ candle ice
illuktuq ᐃᓪᓗᒃᑐᖅ is snowblind
illuq ᐃᓪᓗᖅ cousin same sex
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illuriik ᐃᓪᓗᕇᒃ cousins,  describes relationship of two same sex cousins

ilu ᐃᓗ frost formed inside the house; the interior
ilu ᐃᓗ condensation
iluani ᐃᓗᐊᓂ inside of it
iłuaqhaiři ᐃᖢᐊᖅᐃᖨ doctor
iłuaqhaqtuq ᐃᖢᐊᖅᖅᑐᖅ gets ready
iłuaqhiřaa ᐃᖢᐊᖅᖭ corrects it; fixes it; smoothes it out
iłuaqhiřuq ᐃᖢᐊᖅᖪᖅ is ready
iłuaqtuq ᐃᖢᐊᖅᑐᖅ is correct; is right; is comfortable
iluiliq ᐃᓗᐃᓕᖅ mainland
iluitchuq ᐃᓗᐃᑦᕤᖅ is whole; is complete
iłuitchuq ᐃᖢᐃᑦᕤᖅ does feel right; not right; uncomfortable; concerning
ilukitchuq ᐃᓗᑭᑦᕤᖅ can contain only a small quantity
iluliitchuq ᐃᓗᓖᑦᕤᖅ has nothing inside
ilulilik ᐃᓗᓕᓕᒃ has something inside
iluliq ᐃᓗᓕᖅ great, great, great grandchild/grandparent
ilulliq ᐃᓗᓪᓕᖅ the innermost (opposite of hilalliq , the outermost)
ilupaaq ᐃᓗᐹᖅ undershirt/underwear, also see uvinařuq
ilupiruq ᐃᓗᐱᕈᖅ inner slipper, ankle height, between duffle and outer kamik, 

made out of seal skin with the fur outside
iłurringngitchunga ᐃᖢᕐᕆᖕᖏᑦᕤᖓ I don’t feel well
ilutammiktuq ᐃᓗᑕᒻᒥᒃᑐᖅ the shot or arrow went to the left eg, when shooting, missed 

the target to the left side
ilutuřuq ᐃᓗᑐᖪᖅ can hold a lot, can contain a lot, said of pregnant women 

who don't show much
iłuuq ᐃᖣᖅ big lake trout
iłuuraarřuk ᐃᖣᕌᕐᖪᒃ trout
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i'luut ᐃ'ᓘᑦ slingshot
iluviq ᐃᓗᕕᖅ (d. iluviik , pl. iluviit ) grave
iluviqarvik ᐃᓗᕕᖃᕐᕕᒃ graveyard
iluviqtaa ᐃᓗᕕᖅᑖ buries him/her/it ( a body)
iluvruaq ᐃᓗᕝᕈᐊᖅ clothing liner
imaaqtuq ᐃᒫᖅᑐᖅ fell in water
imaiqtaa ᐃᒪᐃᖅᑖ empties it
imaiqtuq ᐃᒪᐃᖅᑐᖅ has been emptied of liquid contents
ima'na ᐃᒪ'ᓇ like this; this is how; in this way; do it this way
imaq ᐃᒪᖅ water (for drinking), also an expanse of water
imarmi ᐃᒪᕐᒥ water (in the...)

imarmiutait ᐃᒪᕐᒥᐅᑕᐃᑦ creatures that live in water

imarmiutat ᐃᒪᕐᒥᐅᑕᑦ lives in water
imaruqtuq ᐃᒪᕈᖅᑐᖅ has turned to water; has melted (ice or snow)
imatchiavak ᐃᒪᑦᕠᐊᕙᒃ good fresh water
imigaq qalaaqtuq ᐃᒥᒐᖅ ᖃᓛᖅᑐᖅ pop
imigaut ᐃᒥᒐᐅᑦ glass (for drinking)
imingařuq ᐃᒥᖓᖪᖅ is intoxicated, is drunk
imiqtaa ᐃᒥᖅᑖ drinks it
imiqtaqti ᐃᒥᖅᑕᖅᑎ water delivery person
imiqtaqtuq ᐃᒥᖅᑕᖅᑐᖅ fetches water
imiqtaut ᐃᒥᖅᑕᐅᑦ water truck
imiqtuq ᐃᒥᖅᑐᖅ (also -taq- e.g tiitaqtuq , niuqqaqtuq , niuqhiřuq ) drinks

imiraq ᐃᒥᕋᖅ broth, also qajuq
imirukpit? ᐃᒥᕈᒃᐱᑦ water (would you like...?)
imiruktunga ᐃᒥᕈᒃᑐᖓ water (I would like ...)
imiruktuq ᐃᒥᕈᒃᑐᖅ is thirsty
imirumangngitchunga ᐃᒥᕈᒪᖕᖏᑦᕤᖓ water (I don't want ...)
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imirvik ᐃᒥᕐᕕᒃ bar
imitqutailaq ᐃᒥᑦᖁᑕᐃᓚᖅ Arctic Tern
imitqutak ᐃᒥᑦᖁᑕᒃ crease between hips and upper leg
immaktuq ᐃᒻᒪᒃᑐᖅ infected (it is...) (also means boots got wet inside)
immiqtaa ᐃᒻᒥᖅᑖ fills it
immitqiktaa ᐃᒻᒥᑦᕿᒃᑖ refills it
immiugaq ᐃᒻᒥᐅᒐᖅ A liquid made from a process, water or like homebrew

immiuqtuq ᐃᒻᒥᐅᖅᑐᖅ melts ice or snow to make water; makes homebrew
imnaiq ᐃᒻᓇᐃᖅ sheep (cliff - dweller)
imngiut ᐃᒻᖏᐅᑦ song; hymn
imnguhiq ᐃᒻᖑᖅ (also im'ngun) cup
imuniq ᐃᒧᓂᖅ wrinkles (on face...)
imuřaa ᐃᒧᖭ coils it, gathers it (rope)
imuřaa ᐃᒧᖭ coils it; spins it around something
i'naaruq ᐃ’ᓈᕈᖅ cliff  (low) 
inakŝaq ᐃᓐᓇᒃᖅ elderly man
inaluaq ᐃᓇᓗᐊᖅ small intestine
ingattaqtuq ᐃᖓᑦᑕᖅᑐᖅ is getting worse
ingilluhi ᐃᖏᓪᓗ Sit down. (command, addressing 3+)
ingillutik ᐃᖏᓪᓗᑎᒃ Sit down. (command, addressing two people)
ingillutit ᐃᖏᓪᓗᑎᑦ Please sit down. (to one person)
ingiq ᐃᖏᖅ where the front of pelvis bone meets the ridge of the 

cartilage
ingiřrařuq ᐃᖏᖮᕋᖪᖅ in motion; moves (it...)
ingittit \ ingigguit ᐃᖏᑦᑎᑦ / ᐃᖏᒡᒍᐃᑦ Sit down. (command to "you", addressing one person)
ingittuq ᐃᖏᑦᑐᖅ sits down
ingiuqti ᐃᖏᐅᖅᑎ singer
ingiuqtuq ᐃᖏᐅᖅᑐᖅ s/he/it is chanting/singing
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ingniquhiuqti ᐃᖕᓂᖁᐅᖅᑎ mechanic
ingniqut ᐃᖕᓂᖁᑦ motor, any motor
ingniqutilik ᐃᖕᓂᖁᑎᓕᒃ it has a motor
ingniqutiqarvik ᐃᖕᓂᖁᑎᖃᕐᕕᒃ power plant
ingulaqtuq ᐃᖑᓚᖅᑐᖅ she/he/it is stirring
inguliqtuq ᐃᖑᓕᖅᑐᖅ something moving (example, turbulance in plane)
inguriq ᐃᖑᕆᖅ something used on a sled to put things on. It is folded over 

the top of the load and tied down with cross crossing rope.
inguttuq ᐃᖑᑦᑐᖅ              motion (it's in...) inguttuq for any kind of motion/movement, 

see ingiřrařuq  (is moving)
ini ᐃᓂ place; space
inikšaqhiřuq ᐃᓂᒃᖪᖅ she/he found space
i'niq ᐃ’ᓂᖅ spark
iniqtaa ᐃᓂᖅᑖ finished it
iniqtuq ᐃᓂᖅᑐᖅ finishes; is finished; is ready; is complete, finished growing

iniqunaitchuq ᐃᓂᖁᓇᐃᑦᕤᖅ is ugly; is unattractive
iniqunaqtuq ᐃᓂᖁᓇᖅᑐᖅ is attractive; is nice to look at
inirniq ᐃᓂᕐᓂᖅ adult
inituřuq ᐃᓂᑐᖪᖅ there is a lot of room/space
inminik ᐃᓐᒥᓂᒃ doing things by themselves, talking about themselves
innakšaq ᐃᓐᓇᒃᖅ old man
innangařuq ᐃᓐᓇᖓᖪᖅ laying down in bed
in'naq ᐃ'ᓇᖅ cliff

innaqtuq ᐃᓐᓇᖅᑐᖅ goes to bed; is lying in bed
inngaut ᐃᓐᖓᐅᑦ a place for qulliq  to drip oil onto
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inngumařuq ᐃᓐᖑᒪᖪᖅ not being as mobile as a person would wish to, not moving 
around very much due to some limiting circumstances, e.g. 
losing a family member and feeling very down, or physically 
being unable to do things anymore, due to a phsyical 
limitation,(but, is not sad.)

inngutaq ᐃᓐᖑᑕᖅ grandchild, grandchild of a sibling -pronouncing the n and the 
ng(ng) separately, not as a double ng 

inniaqtuq ᐃᓐᓂᐊᖅᑐᖅ has gone to another community to visit relatives
innitaq ᐃᓐᓂᑕᖅ a wooden frame woven with rope, hung above the qulliq to 

dry boots & mitts etc.
inuaqtaa ᐃᓄᐊᖅᑖ (see tuqutaa ) kills him/her, a human kills a human
inuaqtauřuq ᐃᓄᐊᖅᑕᐅᖪᖅ (see tuqutauřuq ) is killed
inuaqtuq ᐃᓄᐊᖅᑐᖅ (see tuquuttiřuq ) kills someone
inugaaluit ᐃᓄᒑᓗᐃᑦ many people, an expression of awe, inugaalułłuit !
inugait ᐃᓄᒐᐃᑦ fingers and toes (phalanges), also the name of the seal flipper 

bones which is a game.
inugaq ᐃᓄᒐᖅ (pl. inukkat) toe; finger
inugaru'lik ᐃᓄᒐᕈ'ᓕᒃ the little people; Inuit mythical character
inugiaktuq ᐃᓄᒋᐊᒃᑐᖅ there are many people, also see expression inugaaluit
inuhaaq ᐃᓄᖅ newborn
inuilaq ᐃᓄᐃᓚᖅ uninhabited place; place where nobody lives
inuit ᐃᓄᐃᑦ people (more than two)
inuk ᐃᓄᒃ person; human being
inukkat ᐃᓄᒃᑲᑦ fingers and toes (phalanges), plural, inclusive of all, same as 

inukpahugřuk ᐃᓄᒃᐸᒡᖪᒃ giant
inukšuit ᐃᓄᒃᐃᑦ more than three inukshuks,a plural form of inukshuk, dual form 

is inukšuuk
inukšuk ᐃᓄᒃᒃ rock cairn; land marker
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inuktut ᐃᓄᒃᑐᑦ like the real people
inuktuurungnaqpit? ᐃᓄᒃᑑᕈᖕᓇᖅᐱᑦ Inuktitut/ Inuktut/Do you speak... ?
inuktuurungnaqtunga ᐃᓄᒃᑑᕈᖕᓇᖅᑐᖓ Inuktitut (I speak...)
inuliriřituqatkut ᐃᓄᓕᕆᖨᑐᖃᑦᑯᑦ Department of Indian and Northern Affairs
inummarik ᐃᓄᒻᒪᕆᒃ a real person, a "real" Inuk
inungmut haattuq ᐃᓄᖕᒧᑦ ᑦᑐᖅ oriented towards a person, e.g. qi`miq inungmut haattuq – dog 

facing a person 
inungnguaq ᐃᓄᖕᖑᐊᖅ pretend human, doll
inutuqaq ᐃᓄᑐᖃᖅ old person
inuuhuiqajaqtuq ᐃᓅᐃᖃᔭᖅᑐᖅ nearly dies (human)
inuuhuktuq ᐃᓅᒃᑐᖅ teenager
inuulirvikhiuqtuq ᐃᓅᓕᕐᕕᒃᐅᖅᑐᖅ it's his/her birthday, having a party, also see nalliutiřuq

inuuqati ᐃᓅᖃᑎ person of the same age; partner; spouse, person lived with

inuuqatigiřaa ᐃᓅᖃᑎᒋᖭ accompanies him/her; is his/her spouse; lives with him/her

inuuřuq ᐃᓅᖪᖅ is alive; is a person; is an Inuk
ipigluk ᐃᐱᒡᓗᒃ shin, kanaaq  for whole leg 
ipiiqtuq ᐃᐲᖅᑐᖅ dog has gone loose
ipikhaiřuq ᐃᐱᒃᐃᖪᖅ sharpens something
ipikhaqtaa ᐃᐱᒃᖅᑖ sharpens it
ipikhaut ᐃᐱᒃᐅᑦ sharpener
ipiktuq ᐃᐱᒃᑐᖅ is sharp, anything sharp, e.g knife, ulu, see ipkittuq , meaning 

dull
ipiliqtuq ᐃᐱᓕᖅᑐᖅ sweats (person)
ipiq ᐃᐱᖅ chain (as in dog chain)
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ipiqtatkat ᐃᐱᖅᑕᑦᑲᑦ I chained them up (dogs), I waded through a series of ponds,  
see ipiqtuq

ipiqtuq ᐃᐱᖅᑐᖅ s/he it is (the dog is) being chained up, also a person is 
wading in water, see ipiqtatkat- wading through series of 
ponds

ipirakšaq ᐃᐱᕋᒃᖅ wick for an oil lamp; a wick used for a qulliq  lamp, made 
from arctic cotton mixed with other dry plants

ipiraq ᐃᐱᕋᖅ the installed wick that is ready to light in either qulliq or 
other lanterns

ipirauhiq ᐃᐱᕋᐅᖅ waterproof boots
ipirautaq ᐃᐱᕋᐅᑕᖅ whip (dog team)
ipiřuq ᐃᐱᖪᖅ suffocates; smothers
ipiuta ᐃᐱᐅᑕ optic nerve of the eye
ipiutaq ᐃᐱᐅᑕᖅ chain or rope to tie dogs or boats
ipiuttat  ᐃᐱᐅᑦᑕᑦ traces (dog team)
ipkitchuq ᐃᑉᑭᑦᕤᖅ is dull, e.g knife is dull, see ipiktuq, is sharp
iplauq ᐃᑉᓚᐅᖅ baby seal, still in its mother's stomach
iptiiqtuq ᐃᑉᑏᖅᑐᖅ is no longer moist
ipu ᐃᐳ handle
ipualik ᐃᐳᐊᓕᒃ frying pan, has a long handle shaped like oar
ipuřvik ᐃᐳᖮᕕᒃ oarlock
iput ᐃᐳᑦ oar -pauq  is paddle
iputtuq ᐃᐳᑦᑐᖅ rows (with oars)
iqakuuqtaqti ᐃᖃᑰᖅᑕᖅᑎ garbage truck
iqalliaqtuq ᐃᖃᓪᓕᐊᖅᑐᖅ fishing (she goes...)
iqalliarvik ᐃᖃᓪᓕᐊᕐᕕᒃ good place for fishing
iqaluini ᐃᖃᓗᐃᓂ in Iqaluit
Iqaluit ᐃᖃᓗᐃᑦ Iqaluit
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iqaluk ᐃᖃᓗᒃ fish
iqalukhiuqtuq ᐃᖃᓗᒃᐅᖅᑐᖅ is fishing
iqalukpik ᐃᖃᓗᒃᐱᒃ Arctic Char, land-locked char
iqaluktaarvik ᐃᖃᓗᒃᑖᕐᕕᒃ fish store
iqaluktuq ᐃᖃᓗᒃᑐᖅ catches a fish
Iqaluktuutchiaq ᐃᖃᓗᒃᑑᑦᕠᐊᖅ many, big fish (place name for Cambridge Bay)

iqaluuk ᐃᖃᓘᒃ two fish
iqaluuřaq ᐃᖃᓘᖬᖅ ivory lure on the jigging stick, with no hook
iqhigiřaa ᐃᖅᒋᖭ is frightened by him/her/it
iqhinaqtuq ᐃᖅᓇᖅᑐᖅ is scary; is frightening
iqhiřunga ᐃᖅᖪᖓ afraid (I am...)
iqhiřuq ᐃᖅᖪᖅ is scared; is frightened; is afraid
iqiagiřait ᐃᕿᐊᒋᖬᐃᑦ You find it dreary.
iqiahuktuq ᐃᕿᐊᒃᑐᖅ is lazy
iqianaqtuq ᐃᕿᐊᓇᖅᑐᖅ it is boring
iqihulingařuq ᐃᕿᓕᖓᖪᖅ hair that is naturally curly
iqingařuq ᐃᕿᖓᖪᖅ is in a kneeling position
iqitaa ᐃᕿᑖ hugs him/her/it
iqitquq ᐃᕿᑦᖁᖅ little finger
iqłaaqtiqtut ᐃᖅᖥᖅᑎᖅᑐᑦ many pieces of skin peeling back from more than one finger 

nail edge e.g when picking heather
iqłaaqtuq ᐃᖅᖥᖅᑐᖅ a piece of skin peeling back from edge of finger nail 
iqłu ᐃᖅᖢ rectum area of the large intestine
iqqaiřuq ᐃᖅᖃᐃᖪᖅ throwing objects
iqqakuurvik ᐃᖅᑲᑰᕐᕕᒃ garbage can, waste bucket
iqqua ᐃᖅᖁᐊ the rear of an object e.g. sled, plane
iqquani ᐃᖅᖁᐊᓂ in the stern; in the rear part of a boat
iqšak ᐃᖅᒃ temple (on human head)
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iquutikšaq ᐃᖂᑎᒃᖅ toilet paper
iřgak ᐃᖮᒐᒃ eyeglasses, in Natchilingmiut eyeglasses is a singular form, not 

dual like other dialects. You say,”nauk iřgaga ”, (where is my 
glasses.)

iři ᐃᖨ eye
i'ři ᐃ'ᖨ the cold temperature
iřigiřuq ᐃᖨᒋᖪᖅ looks attentively (at something that is moving)
iřikšuqtuq ᐃᖨᒃᖅᑐᖅ stares, looks attentively 
i'řililaqiřuq ᐃ'ᖨᓕᓚᕿᖪᖅ the weather is very cold
iriliqtuq ᐃᕆᓕᖅᑐᖅ starting to shed.., usually refers to dogs
iřiluktuq ᐃᖨᓗᒃᑐᖅ has a sore eye
irinihuktunga ᐃᕆᓂᒃᑐᖓ hurry (I have to...)
irinihuktuq ᐃᕆᓂᒃᑐᖅ rushes around; is in a hurry
iřiqhimařuq ᐃᖨᖅᒪᖪᖅ hides; keeps from being seen
iřiqtaa ᐃᖨᖅᑖ hides him/her/it/ puts it out of view
iřiqtuq ᐃᖨᖅᑐᖅ hides themselves from view
i'řiraaluk ᐃ'ᖨᕌᓗᒃ the weather is extremely cold

iriřuq ᐃᕆᖪᖅ shedding lots
iřiruqtuq ᐃᖨᕈᖅᑐᖅ hurts his/her/its eye; pokes his/her/its eye
iritaaqtuq ᐃᕆᑖᖅᑐᖅ has finished shedding, new fur is in
iritaqtuq ᐃᕆᑕᖅᑐᖅ plucks a bird

iřituuq ᐃᖨᑑᖅ capelin
irmiut ᐃᕐᒥᐅᑦ soap; detergent
irnijaqtuqtuq ᐃᕐᓂᔭᖅᑐᖅᑐᖅ she is gone away to give birth
irnikšaq ᐃᕐᓂᒃᖅ step-son

irniq ᐃᕐᓂᖅ son
irnituaq ᐃᕐᓂᑐᐊᖅ only son
iřraviijaiřuq ᐃᖮᕋᕖᔭᐃᖪᖅ he/she is taking the guts out of any speicies
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iřraviit ᐃᖮᕋᕖᑦ guts, of animal or human
iřukkaqtuq ᐃᖪᒃᑲᖅᑐᖅ he/she/it falls from something higher, e.g. cliff, ladder, chair 

etc.
iřvilli ᐃᖮᕕᓪᓕ what about you?
iřvit ᐃᖮᕕᑦ you (singular)
itchaq ᐃᑦᕦᖅ the summer tent that is made out of seal or caribou skins. 
itcharnitaqarvik ᐃᑦᕦᕐᓂᑕᖃᕐᕕᒃ museum
itchavik: piarraitchunut ᐃᑦᕦᕕᒃ :ᐱᐊᕋᐃᑦᕤᓄᑦ Natchilingmiutut name for the moon cycle occurring during the 

present month of July. This moon name refers to the time 
when adult birds that do not have young, are molting. e.g. 
geese

itchavik:piaralignut ᐃᑦᕦᕕᒃ: ᐱᐊᕋᓕᒡᓄᑦ Natchilingmiutut name for the moon cycle occurring during the 
present month of August. This moon name refers to the time 
when the adult birds that have young are molting. e.g. geese

itchaviniq ᐃᑦᕦᕕᓂᖅ an itchaviniq used to be an itchaq/ skin tent and is used  
like a large tarp for packing things on a sled, -the itchaviniq is 
placed skin side down and the items are placed on the fur, 
and then items are covered, fur side down,  wrapped securely, 
and tied down (skin side on outside)

itchiq ᐃᑦᕠᖅ egg yolk (yellow)
itchuaqtuq ᐃᑦᕤᐊᖅᑐᖅ looks in
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itchurit ᐃᑦᕤᕆᑦ go out to check the weather !  (imperative form), itchuqtuq- 
she/he went outside to check on the weather so he could 
come back and give detailed oral report. (Young children were 
traditionally trained to do this as a way to become more and 
more observant about the weather)

itimak ᐃᑎᒪᒃ palm of a hand
itipliq ᐃᑎᑉᓕᖅ portage between lakes
itiq ᐃᑎᖅ anus
itiqhiniq ᐃᑎᖅᓂᖅ curved, thick part of stomach that connects to intestine

itiruq ᐃᑎᕈᖅ strong urine
itiřuq ᐃᑎᖪᖅ is deep
itiviani ᐃᑎᕕᐊᓂ the other end of the portage.....where you are portaging to

itkařruq ᐃᑦᑲᖮᕈᖅ shallow water; reef; sandbar
itkattuq ᐃᑦᑲᑦᑐᖅ the water is shallow
itkiq ᐃᑦᑭᖅ gum (of the mouth)
itkit ᐃᑦᑭᑦ match; lighter
itpakšaa'ni ᐃᑦᐸᒃ'ᓂ day before yesterday
itpakšaq ᐃᑦᐸᒃᖅ yesterday

itqaqhaiřuq ᐃᑦᖃᒃᐃᖪᖅ tries to remember
itqaqtaa ᐃᑦᖃᖅᑖ s/he remembers something suddenly
itqaumangngitara ᐃᑦᖃᐅᒪᖕᖏᑕᕋ remember (I don’t ... it.)
itqaumařaa ᐃᑦᖃᐅᒪᖭ he/she/it remembers it
itqaumařara ᐃᑦᖃᐅᒪᖬᕋ remember (I... it).
itqaumařuq ᐃᑦᖃᐅᒪᖪᖅ he/she/it remembers, he/she thinks about something
itqaumavit? ᐃᑦᖃᐅᒪᕕᑦ? remember (Do you ...?)
Itqilliq ᐃᑦᕿᓪᓕᖅ a First Nations person; a Dene person
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itqiq ᐃᑦᕿᖅ louse egg; nit
Ittarnitaliriřit ᐃᑦᕦᕐᓂᑕᓕᕆᖨᑦ Inuit Heritage Trust
ittuq ᐃᑦᑐᖅ grandfather; also, ittuq is for  grand uncle; the word for old 

man is either innakšaq  or inutuqaq
ittura ᐃᑦᑐᕋ my grandfather
ituk ᐃᑐᒃ milk
ituliqattangngitchunga ᐃᑐᓕᖃᑦᑕᖕᖏᑦᕤᖓ I do not take milk.
ituliqattaqpit? ᐃᑐᓕᖃᑦᑕᖅᐱᑦ Do you take milk?
ituliqattaqtunga ᐃᑐᓕᖃᑦᑕᖅᑐᖓ I take milk.
ivalu ᐃᕙᓗ sinew (for sewing)
ivalukšaq ᐃᕙᓗᒃᖅ thread
ivalukšaut ᐃᕙᓗᒃᐅᑦ spool for thread
ivařuq ᐃᕙᖪᖅ laying an egg
ivařut ᐃᕙᖪᑦ a bird brooding on eggs, family cuddling together in a bed

ivgut ᐃᕝᒍᑦ napkin; wiper; rag; cloth for wiping face
iviangiik ᐃᕕᐊᖐᒃ breasts
iviangilitaq ᐃᕕᐊᖏᓕᑕᖅ brassiere
iviangiq ᐃᕕᐊᖏᖅ a breast
ivik ᐃᕕᒃ blade of grass (pl. ivgit)
ivitaaruq ᐃᕕᑖᕈᖅ red char
ivřuq ᐃᕝᖪᖅ soil
ivřuqhiřuq ᐃᕝᖪᖅᖪᖅ putting soil on qamut runners (sled runners) he/she is.....

ivřuqtittuq ᐃᕝᖪᑎᑦᑐᖅ the ice is thick
ivřuřuq ᐃᕝᖪᖪᖅ thick
kaajuaq ᑳᔪᐊᖅ rough-legged hawk
kaakpit ᑳᒃᐱᑦ are you hungry? (verb stem: kaak -)
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kaaktunga ᑳᒃᑐᖓ hungry (I am...)
kaaktuq ᑳᒃᑐᖅ is hungry
kaaktut ᑳᒃᑐᑦ they are hungry
kaapi ᑳᐱ (also kaaphi ) coffee
kaapiliuqtuq ᑳᐱᓕᐅᖅᑐᖅ makes coffee (he...)
kaapiliut ᑳᐱᓕᐅᑦ coffee pot

kaapimut aukhirialiqattaqpit? ᑳᐱᒧᑦ ᐊᐅᒃᕆᐊᓕᖃᑦᑕᖅᐱᑦ Do you take sugar with your coffee?

kaapituqtuq ᑳᐱᑐᖅᑐᖅ drinks coffee (he/she...)
kaapiturumangngitchunga ᑳᐱᑐᕈᒪᖕᖏᑦᕤᖓ coffee (I don't want...)
kaapiturumařunga ᑳᐱᑐᕈᒪᖪᖓ coffee (I would like...)
kaapiturumavit? ᑳᐱᑐᕈᒪᕕᑦ coffee (Would you like...?)
kaapiturvik ᖄᐱᑐᕐᕕᒃ coffee shop
kaavřiq ᑳᕝᖨᖅ cowlick at the crown of you head
kablataqtuq ᑲᑉᓚᖅᑕᖅᑐᖅ goes red berry picking
kaglulik ᑲᒡᓗᓕᒃ loon (Arctic)
kahaktaa ᑲᒃᑖ barely touches him/it; grazes him/her/it
kahuqtaa ᑲᖅᑖ comes across him/her/it; meets him/her/it
kaivittuq ᑲᐃᕕᑦᑐᖅ circling around,  goes around something (e.g island, table…)

kaivluaqtuq ᑲᐃᕝᓗᐊᖅᑐᖅ pushes, moves object forward, e.g.sled
kajuqtuq ᑲᔪᖅᑐᖅ the colour, brown
kakaktuq ᑲᑲᒃᑐᖅ carries someone on his/her/it's shoulders
kakilahaiřuq ᑲᑭᓚᐃᖪᖅ gets pins and needles in a limb
kakilahak ᑲᑭᓚᒃ smelt (small fish)
kakiliqtuq ᑲᑭᓕᖅᑐᖅ has a runny nose, snifles
kakillarnaq ᑲᑭᓪᓚᕐᓇᖅ plant, has thorn-like bristles, long ago was used to brew tea 
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kakiniq ᑲᑭᓂᖅ tattoo
kakivak ᑲᑭᕙᒃ a two pronged fishing spear, with two curved outer prongs, 

and one centre sharp point to keep fish stabilized.  Muskox 
horn was often used to form the two curved outer prongs due 
to its pliable nature. Naulinngiut  is the term for the straight 
fishing spear that is thrown.

kakiviaq ᑲᑭᕕᐊᖅ bridge of nose
kakkik ᑲᒃᑭᒃ snot
kakkiktuq ᑲᒃᑭᒃᑐᖅ blows his/her/its nose
kakkiut ᑲᒃᑭᐅᑦ tissue; kleenex
kakkiviaq ᑲᒃᑭᕕᐊᖅ the area above upper lip and below the nostils, including the 

mid-groove
kaliku   ᑲᓕᑯ store bought outer material for parka
kalikuq ᑲᓕᑯᖅ outer shell of a parka
kalitaa ᑲᓕᑖ he/she towing it
kalittuq ᑲᓕᑦᑐᖅ pulling a sled
kalliqtuq ᑲᓪᓕᖅᑐᖅ it is thundering, there is thunder
kalluk ᑲᓪᓗᒃ lightning
kalluk ᑲᓪᓗᒃ thunder
kamaaluk ᑲᒫᓗᒃ store bought type of footwear
kamaaluuk ᑲᒫᓘᒃ boots (rubber)
kamaaluuk ukiuqhiut ᑲᒫᓘᒃ ᐅᑭᐅᖅᐅᑦ boots (winter) (from store)
kamagiřaa ᑲᒪᒋᖭ she/he/it pays attention to, looks after, he/she /it
kamiik ᑲᒦᒃ boots (skin) 
kamik ᑲᒥᒃ (d. kamiik; pl. kamit) boot; shoe
kamiktuq ᑲᒥᒃᑐᖅ has his/her/its boots or shoes on

kamiktuqtuq ᑲᒥᒃᑐᖅᑐᖅ puts his/her/its boots or shoes on
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kamillangngilutit ᑲᒥᓪᓚᖕᖏᓗᑎᑦ boots (Don't take your... off.)
kamillarlutit ᑲᒥᓪᓚᕐᓗᑎᑦ boots (Please take your ... off.)
kanaaq ᑲᓈᖅ whole lower leg
kanajuraq ᑲᓇᔪᕋᖅ sculpin,also known as kanajuq
kana'ngaqtuq ᑲᓇ'ᖓᖅᑐᖅ wind is blowing from south
Kangiqłiniq ᑲᖏᖅᖠᓂᖅ Rankin Inlet
kangiqługaapik ᑲᖏᖅᖢᒑᐱᒃ Clyde River
kangiqłuk ᑲᖏᖅᖢᒃ bay
kanguq ᑲᖑᖅ Snow Goose
kanguuřaq ᑲᖒᖬᖅ Arctic Cotton 
kanivaut ᑲᓂᕙᐅᑦ thin layer of muscle that separates the stomach area from the 

chest cavity, diaphram
kanna ᑲᓐᓇ that one down there
kanngalařuq ᑲᓐᖓᓚᖪᖅ refers to the spring time shedding of caribou
kanngugiřaa ᑲᓐᖑᒋᖭ he/she makes you feel shy
kannguhuktuq ᑲᓐᖑᒃᑐᖅ is shy
kannguhuktutit ᑲᓐᖑᒃᑐᑎᑦ shy (you are ...)
kannujaq ᑲᓐᓄᔭᖅ copper
kapihiřuq ᑲᐱᖪᖅ stabs someone/something, caught a fish with harpoon, or 

kakivak
kapilugit ᑲᐱᓗᒋᑦ poke/pick them out e.g  with a fork
kapiřaa ᑲᐱᖭ she/he/it gives injection with needle
kapiřuq ᑲᐱᖪᖅ stabs himself/herself/itself; gives oneself and injection
kapla ᑲᑉᓚ bearberry
kapuraut ᑲᐳᕋᐅᑦ fork, also kakiak
kataaq ᑲᑖᖅ guitar
kataiřaa ᑲᑕᐃᖭ she/he/it drops something (object) kataiřutit , you dropped 

something
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kataktuq ᑲᑕᒃᑐᖅ drops; falls; falls off, (not used for a person) e.g  while 
travelling, dropped a jerry can - different from iřukkaqtuq ,- 
she/he/it drops from higher place.

katauraq ᑲᑕᐅᕋᖅ rainbow
katchuaq ᑲᑦᕤᐊᖅ bicep, upper arm 
katihimařut ᑲᑎᒪᖪᑦ a pile that has been gathered
katimařut ᑲᑎᒪᖪᑦ are having a meeting; are gathered together
katimavik ᑲᑎᒪᕕᒃ meeting place; gathering place
katitchiiřuq ᑲᑎᑦᕢᖪᖅ waiting for it to gather, e.g caribou waiting for the rest of the 

herd to cross the river 
katitchiřuq ᑲᑎᑦᕠᖪᖅ gathers something
katittait ᑲᑎᑦᑕᐃᑦ gathered them
katittiqtai ᑲᑎᑦᑎᖅᑕᐃ he or she is physically gathering them 
katittut ᑲᑎᑦᑐᑦ are gathered
katuktuq ᑲᑐᒃᑐᖅ beats the drum
katuut ᑲᑑᑦ beater for a drum; drum stick
kaugvik ᑲᐅᒡᕕᒃ anvil
kaunga ᑲᐅᖓ egg white
kautauřaq ᑲᐅᑕᐅᖬᖅ hammer
kauttuaq ᑲᐅᑦᑐᐊᖅ pocket
kauttuarmiutariřaa ᑲᐅᑦᑐᐊᕐᒥᐅᑕᕆᖭ has it in their pocket
Kavamatuqaku'ni 
Minnguiqhirviliriřitkut

ᑲᕙᒪᑐᖃᑯ'ᓂ 
ᒥᓐᖑᐃᖅᕐᕕᓕᕆᖨᑦᑯᑦ

Parks Canada

kavihiaq ᑲᕕᐊᖅ tissue casing of the heart
kavihik ᑲᕕᒃ fish scale
kavihilik ᑲᕕᓕᒃ whitefish; a fish that has scales
ki`mik ᑭ`ᒥᒃ heel
kiahik ᑭᐊᒃ shoulder blade
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kiakhiřuq ᑭᐊᒃᖪᖅ after cleaning the seal skin, it is put in hot water, almost 
boiling, to begin the process of taking off the fur and black 
top of skin to create a white colored seal skin. He/she is 
doing this process of removing that layer of fur and skin-top.

kiakpaa ᑭᐊᒃᐹ the process of taking fur off seal skin, to make a white 
colored surface is completed. See kiakhiřuq

kiattik ᑭᐊᑦᑎᒃ two shoulder blades
kigiaq ᑭᒋᐊᖅ beaver
kigiqtuq ᑭᒋᖅᑐᖅ dog chews their rope off
kiglingani ᑭᒡᓕᖓᓂ at its edge; on his/her/its border
kigliq ᑭᒡᓕᖅ boundary
kiglukkuuqtuq ᑭᒡᓗᒃᑰᖅᑐᖅ goes the wrong way
kiguhirivik ᑭᒍᕆᕕᒃ dentist's office
kiguhirriři ᑭᒍᕐᕆᖨ dentist
kigu'liuqtuq ᑭᒍ'ᓕᐅᖅᑐᖅ has a toothache
kigut ᑭᒍᑦ (pl. kigutit) tooth
kigutaijaqtaa ᑭᒍᑕᐃᔭᖅᑖ pulls out his/her/its tooth
kigutaitchuq ᑭᒍᑕᐃᑦᕤᖅ has no more teeth
kigutangirnaq ᑭᒍᑕᖏᕐᓇᖅ blueberry
kigutigikhaqtuq ᑭᒍᑎᒋᒃᖅᑐᖅ brushes his/her/its teeth
kigutigikhaut ᑭᒍᑎᒋᒃᐅᑦ toothbrush
kigutit ᑭᒍᑎᑦ teeth
kihaq ᑭᖅ anchor
kihaqtuq ᑭᖅᑐᖅ (a boat) is anchored
kiharvik ᑭᕐᕕᒃ place to anchor
kihiani ᑭᐊᓂ but
kihianik ᑭᐊᓂᒃ but, on the other hand
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kihimi ᑭᒥ only him/her/it
kihimiujumařuq ᑭᒥᐅᔪᒪᖪᖅ wants to be alone
kihimiuřuq ᑭᒥᐅᖪᖅ he/she/it is alone
kiihiřuq ᑮᖪᖅ bites someone/something
kiinaq ᑮᓇᖅ face
kiinaqpak ᑮᓇᖅᐸᒃ mask
Kiinauřaliriřitkut ᑮᓇᐅᖬᓕᕆᖨᑦᑯᑦ Department of Finance
kiinauřaq ᑮᓇᐅᖬᖅ  money
kiinauřaqarvik ᑮᓇᐅᖬᖃᕐᕕᒃ bank
kiipkaqhit ᑮᑉᑲᖅᑦ pliers
kiiřaa ᑮᖭ bites him/her/it

kikiak ᑭᑭᐊᒃ nail (for building)

kikiakhit ᑭᑭᐊᒃᑦ stapler
kikiaktaa ᑭᑭᐊᒃᑖ nails it
kikiaktuqtaa ᑭᑭᐊᒃᑐᖅᑖ nails it in several places
kikłu ᑭᒃᖢ fireplace: three rocks positioned for heather fire (spaced so 

kettle can sit on top)
kikłurnak ᑭᒃᖢᕐᓇᒃ square
kikturiaq ᑭᒃᑐᕆᐊᖅ mosquito
kiliqtaa ᑭᓕᖅᑖ cuts him/her/it
kiliqtunga ᑭᓕᖅᑐᖓ cut myself (I...)
kiliqtuq ᑭᓕᖅᑐᖅ cuts himself/herself/itself
killaijaqtaa ᑭᓪᓚᐃᔭᖅᑖ mends little holes 
kilua ᑭᓗᐊ seam in a sewn item
kiluaqtirut ᑭᓗᐊᖅᑎᕈᑦ a seam ripper, something to cut a seam open with
kiluaqtuq ᑭᓗᐊᖅᑐᖅ becomes unstitched
kiluarniq ᑭᓗᐊᕐᓂᖅ A tear in the seam is called kiluarniq . A hole or tear,e.g in 

clothing, is called angmarniq.
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ki'mik ᑭ’ᒥᒃ heel
ki'mitquq ᑭ'ᒥᑦᖁᖅ achilles tendon
kingitqiřřauřuq ᑭᖏᑦᕿᖬᐅᖬᖅ something is higher than the other, e.g two mountains, and 

one is higher than the other
kingmingnak ᑭᖕᒥᖕᓇᒃ cranberry
Kingmirut ᕿᖕᒥᕈᑦ Kimmirut

kingmitquq ᑭᖕᒥᑦᖁᖅ heel bone
kingngait ᑭᖕᖓᐃᑦ mountains, also name for Cape Dorset
kingngaq  ᑭᖕᖓᖅ mountain

kingngaq taika ᑭᖕᖓᖅ ᑕᐃᑲ the mountain is over there
kinguani ᑭᖑᐊᓂ in the rear part of...; at the end of..., afterwards in time

kinguk ᑭᖑᒃ krill (resembles a small shrimp)

kingulliitchuq ᑭᖑᓪᓖᑦᕤᖅ last one (the...)
kingulliq ᑭᖑᓪᓕᖅ the one behind
kingullirmik ᑭᖑᓪᓕᕐᒥᒃ not the first one, after the first one
kingu'mut ᑭᖑ'ᒧᑦ backwards direction
kinguniq ᑭᖑᓂᖅ rear end
kiniqtittuq ᑭᓂᖅᑎᑦᑐᖅ a liquid that thickens by itself
kinittuq ᑭᓂᑦᑐᖅ wet almost draining 
kiniutiřuq ᑭᓂᐅᑎᖪᖅ sweats (he...)
kipihimařuq ᑭᐱᒪᖪᖅ has been cut, (with something sharp) is severed 
kipiřaa ᑭᐱᖭ cuts it
kipkagakšaq ᑭᑉᑲᒐᒃᖅ bone with meat and fat, good for gnawing
kipkaq ᑭᑉᑲᖅ bone for gnawing or picking
kipkaqtaa ᑭᑉᑲᖅᑖ gnaws it; picks at it; chews on it
kipkaqtuq ᑭᑉᑲᖅᑐᖅ cleaning the bone, while eating,so there is no more meat, or 

soft bone on it 
kipkaqtuq ᑭᑉᑲᖅᑐᖅ gnaws (a bone); picks (a bone); chews (a bone)
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kipuktaaq ᑭᐳᒃᑖᖅ meaning, a thing to let it cross over. In the game, kiputaaq, a 
person has two weights, each on a string and with one hand, 
has one swinging one way and the other swinging in the 
opposite way, but the two weights do not touch each other 

kipuktaqtuk ᑭᐳᒃᑕᖅᑐᒃ keep missing each other on the trail
kipuktuk ᑐᐳᒃᑐᒃ they crossed each other, traveling in opposite directions,  but 

did not  see each other  e.g two people crossed each other 
while travelling but did not see each other due to a hill 
between them. In the game of kipuktaaq the two weights cross 
each other, moving in opposite directions, but do not touch

ki'řaqtaa ᑭ'ᖬᖅᑖ s/he cut it with scissors
ki'ȓaut ᑭ’ᖬᐅᑦ one pair of scissors
kiřgaviarřuk ᑭᖮᒐᕕᐊᕐᖪᒃ Peregrine falcon
kiřgavik ᑭᖮᒐᕕᒃ Gyrfalcon
kitqithaut ᑭᑦᕿᒃᐅᑦ something to help with making straight, precise, orderly.

kitqittuq ᑭᑦᕿᑦᑐᖅ well processed, well made. e.g. trim sewn on very nice and 
parallel to the edge. precise, clear, orderly, straight

kiuřaa ᑭᐅᖭ answers him/her/it
kiuřuq ᑭᐅᖪᖅ answers
kiva'mut ᑭᕙ'ᒧᑦ eastward
kivgaluk ᑭᕝᒐᓗᒃ muskrat
kivgaqtuqtuq ᑭᕝᒐᖅᑐᖅᑐᖅ representing (a communmity,.. etc) kivgaqtuiřuq  - he/she is 
kiviktaa ᑭᕕᒃᑖ lifts him/her/it up,  see qangattaqta a he/she/it lifted it up
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kiviliqtuq ᑭᕕᓕᖅᑐᖅ pants are beginning to fall down, or something is sinking in 
the water (e.g. seal)

kiviřuq ᑭᕕᖪᖅ something sunk in the water, (e.g. seal),  or pants have fallen 
down

kivvitaa ᑭᕝᕕᑖ weight for a fish net
ku’řaqtuq ᑯ’ᖬᖅᑐᖅ fall forward on hands
kuhiqtaqtuq ᑯᖅᑕᖅᑐᖅ drips repeatedly
kuhiqtuq ᑯᖅᑐᖅ drips
kuhirniq ᑯᕐᓂᖅ a drop; a drip
kuhirnirit ᑯᕐᓂᕆᑦ puddles made by something dripping
kujaktuq ᑯᔭᒃᑐᖅ has sex
kujapigaq ᑯᔭᐱᒐᖅ whale vertebrae
kukiijaut ᑯᑮᔭᐅᑦ nail clipper
kukik ᑯᑭᒃ fingernail; toenail; claw; hoof; talon, plural kukit
kukiuřaq ᑯᑭᐅᖬᖅ mussel
kukukpaalik ᑯᑯᒃᐹᓕᒃ a boy's parka with a pointed hood
kukukpaaq ᑯᑯᒃᐹᖅ pointed hood of a parka
kulavak ᑯᓚᕙᒃ female caribou (cow)
kumak ᑯᒪᒃ louse
kumiktuq ᑯᒥᒃᑐᖅ scratches an itch
kuniktaa ᑯᓂᒃᑖ kisses him/her/it
kuniktuq ᑯᓂᒃᑐᖅ kisses
kuplu ᑯᑉᓗ thumb
kupřaq ᑯᑉᖬᖅ fish net
kupřiqtuq ᑯᑉᖨᖅᑐᖅ sets a fish net
kupřiut ᑯᑉᖨᐅᑦ netting needle (to repair fish nets)
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kuřangařuq ᑯᖬᖓᖪᖅ a body is facing downwards, slanted downwards, with head 
lowest point, nivingařuq, body is hanging head down, vertically, 
could be suspended by a rope

kutaktuq ᑯᑕᒃᑐᖅ someone is not speaking clearly, is mispronouncing in a 
"childish" manner.

kuttuq ᑯᑦᑐᖅ chewing gum
kuugaarřuk ᑰᒑᕐᖪᒃ creek, also the standardized spelling of the place name, 

Kuugaarřuk, formerly Pelly Bay.
kuugaq ᑰᒐᖅ river
kuugauřaq ᑰᒐᐅᖬᖅ tiny creek
kuuttiq ᑰᑦᑎᖅ pelvis
kuuttuřuq ᑰᑦᑐᖪᖅ walks pigeon-toed, toes pointing inward
kuviřaa ᑯᕕᖭ spills it; pours it out
kuviřuq ᑯᕕᖪᖅ spills; runs over; overflows
maajuuq ᒫᔫᖅ blue fox
maani ᒫᓂ over here
maanirmiutauřunga ᒫᓂᕐᒥᐅᑕᐅᖪᖓ I'm from here.
mahik ᒪᒃ fish gill
mahit ᒪᑦ gills of a fish
majuaqhimařuq ᒪᔪᐊᖅᒪᖪᖅ someone on top of something they climbed up on, e.g a hill, 

a huge rock, a house
majuaqtuq ᒪᔪᐊᖅᑐᖅ she/he/it has reached the top of hill  
majuqqaq ᒪᔪᖅᑲᖅ slope of a mountain
majuqtuq ᒪᔪᖅᑐᖅ goes up river e.g. fish
majuraqpara ᒪᔪᕋᖅᐸᕋ I have climbed up it
majuraqtuq ᒪᔪᕋᖅᑐᖅ in the process of climbing uphill 
majuraut ᒪᔪᕋᐅᑦ stairs, ladder
makitaa ᒪᑭᑖ sets it upright; stands it up
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makitařuq ᒪᑭᑕᖪᖅ person is up, not laying down 
makitchiq ᒪᑭᑦᕠᖅ the ball joint of the hip bones, see hi'viaq which is the entire 

hip, (including the joint) 
makittiq ᒪᒃᑭᑦᑎᖅ the ball joint of the hip, the entire hip bones are called the 

hi'viaq
makittunga ᒪᑭᑦᑐᖓ I am up
makittuq ᒪᑭᑦᑐᖅ gets up from a prone or sitting position;
makkak ᒪᒃᑲᒃ diaper, also quingilitaq
makpiqtuq ᒪᒃᐱᖅᑐᖅ rises on one side (lid)
makpiraaq ᒪᒃᐱᕌᖅ book; magazine, also see uqalimaagaq
makpiraqtuq ᒪᒃᐱᕋᖅᑐᖅ turns the pages
maktaaq ᒪᒃᑖᖅ edible part of whale skin; not blubber
maligaliriřitkut ᒪᓕᒐᓕᕆᖨᑦᑯᑦ Department of Justice
maligaliuqti ᒪᓕᒐᓕᐅᖅᑎ Member of the Legislative Assembly
maligaliurvik ᒪᓕᒐᓕᐅᕐᕕᒃ Legislative Assembly
maligaq ᒪᓕᒐᖅ law
maliglugu ᒪᓕᒡᓗᒍ follow it
malik ᒪᓕᒃ wave
maliktaa ᒪᓕᒃᑖ follows behind him/her/it
maliktuq ᒪᓕᒃᑐᖅ follows (she/he...)
malliqtuq ᒪᓪᓕᖅᑐᖅ it is wavey, rough water
mamaitchuq ᒪᒪᐃᑦᕤᖅ has a bad taste; smells bad
mamaqtuq ᒪᒪᖅᑐᖅ is delicious; tastes good; smells good
mamariřaa ᒪᒪᕆᖭ she/he/it likes the taste/smell of it
mamariřara ᒪᒪᕆᖬᕋ I like the taste of it.
mamariviuk? ᒪᒪᕆᕕᐅᒃ? Do you like the smell/taste of it?
mamaruhuktunga ᒪᒪᕈᒃᑐᖓ I like the smell/taste of it.
mamittuq ᒪᒥᑦᑐᖅ is cured; heals
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mammaaqtuq ᑕᒻᒫᖅᑐᖅ spring time shedding of ring seal 
maniilaq ᒪᓃᓚᖅ small, new ice, iceberg (from last fall),  old, taller iceberg is 

piqalujaq,  and old, flat icebergs are called hikutuqaq

maniilat ᒪᓃᓚᑦ patches of rough ice, e.g.maniittuq
maniktuq ᒪᓂᒃᑐᖅ flat, smooth
maniraq ᒪᓂᕋᖅ smooth surface; flat ground
mannik ᒪᓐᓂᒃ (pl. manniit) egg
manniliuqtuq ᒪᓐᓂᓕᐅᖅᑐᖅ cooking an egg
mannit ᒪᓐᓂᑦ eggs
manuilitalik ᒪᓄᐃᓕᑕᓕᒃ Lapland Longspur
manuilitaq ᒪᓄᐃᓕᑕᖅ attachment on clothing to protect chin from frost, or draft (or 

from zipper, from cold)
mapha ᒪᑉ pancreas
maqiřuq ᒪᕿᖪᖅ oozes; leaks; something that is a thick liquid substance, not 

watery
maqqaitchuq ᒪᖅᖃᐃᑦᕤᖅ the hunter has been out for quite some time  

maqqailiqqamiiqtuq- the hunter has been out for quite some 
time now.

marluk ᒪᕐᓗᒃ mud, clay
mařriak ᒪᖮᕆᐊᒃ twins
mařriřuq ᒪᖮᕆᖪᖅ has twins
mařruiqtuq ᒪᖮᕈᐃᖅᑐᖅ does it twice
mařruk ᒪᖮᕈᒃ two
mařruraaqtuq ᒪᖮᕈᕌᖅᑐᖅ catches, gets two of something
matu ᒪᑐ lid
mauliqtuq \ atiqtuq ᒪᐅᓕᖅᑐᖅ / ᐊᑎᖅᑐᖅ hunts seals in the winter, when the breathing holes are 
maunait ᒪᐅᓇᐃᑦ flesh area under the finger and toe nails
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maunaq ᒪᐅᓇᖅ the flesh under one toe or finger nail
mihiktuq ᒥᒃᑐᖅ jumps in the air
mihuraq ᒥᕋᖅ aged blubber (used to dip food in)
mikigaq ᒥᑭᒐᖅ raw meat; raw fish

mikiliraq ᒥᑭᓕᕋᖅ ring finger
mikilirarmiaq ᒥᑭᓕᕋᕐᒥᐊᖅ ring
mikiřumik ᒥᑭᖪᒥᒃ little bit (a...)
mikiřunnuaq ᒥᑭᖪᓐᓄᐊᖅ tiny one, hardly, scarcely
mikiřuq ᒥᑭᖪᖅ (also -nnuaq) is small
mikivallaaqtuq ᒥᑭᕙᓪᓛᖅᑐᖅ too small (it's...)
mikłiřuq ᒥᒃᖠᖪᖅ shrinks; gets smaller
mikšaani ᒥᒃᓂ in the direction of.....
mikšaani ᒥᒃᓂ towards 

mikšaanut ᒥᒃᓄᑦ toward it
mikšaanut ᒥᒃᓄᑦ in regards to, in the matter of, subject, topic 
milugiaq ᒥᓗᒋᐊᖅ black fly
milukaqtuq ᒥᓗᑲᖅᑐᖅ a baby nurses; baby sucks milk
milukaqtuq ᒥᓗᑲᖅᑐᖅ sucks
milukaut ᒥᓗᑲᐅᑦ baby bottle
miluktaa ᒥᓗᒃᑖ sucking on something
miluqtaa ᒥᓗᖅᑖ throws something at it
mimiq ᒥᒥᖅ one side of buttock

minguaq ᒥᖑᐊᖅ paint 
minguaqtaa ᒥᖑᐊᖅᑖ paints it
minguliqtuq ᒥᖑᓕᖅᑐᖅ drizzle of rain

miniřuq ᒥᓂᖪᖅ drizzles
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minnaqtuq ᒥᓐᓇᖅᑐᖅ takes home some food they were given from someone else's 
catch or cooking. e.g it used to be that while a seal was 
being cut up, children would wait in the iglu entrance for a 
piece to be given to their mouth. They would carry it home 
that way (by mouth).

minnguihiqtuq ᒥᓐᖑᐃᖅᖅᑐᖅ he/she/it is resting
minnguiqhiqtuq ᒥᓐᖑᐃᖅᖅᑐᖅ vacation; holidays (she/he/it is resting...)
minnguiqhirvik ᒥᓐᖑᐃᖅᕐᕕᒃ park
minnguiqhitchiarit ᒥᓐᖑᐃᖅᑦᕠᐊᕆᑦ Have a great holiday! Have a great rest
minnguqtuqtuq ᒥᓐᖑᖅᑐᖅᑐᖅ is very physically tired; , see uinngaqtuq , is very sleepy

mipku ᒥᑉᑯ dry meat
miqšuqtaa ᒥᖅᖅᑖ sews it; stitches him/her/it up
miqšuqtuq ᒥᖅᖅᑐᖅ sews
miqšuut ᒥᖅᑦ sewing machine
miriannguřuq ᒥᕆᐊᓐᖑᖪᖅ is nauseous
miriaqtuq ᒥᕆᐊᖅᑐᖅ vomits
miřvik ᒥᖮᕕᒃ airstrip; landing strip, place
mitaaqtuq ᒥᑖᖅᑐᖅ teases, mocks
mitiq ᒥᑎᖅ female king eider duck , male king eider is qingalik
mitit ᒥᑎᑦ female eider ducks (3+)
mitqiaqtuq ᒥᑦᕿᐊᖅᑐᖅ spring time shedding of bearded seal
mitquijaiřuq ᒥᑦᖁᐃᔭᐃᖪᖅ scrapes hair or fur off a hide

mitquiqtaa ᒥᑦᖁᐃᖅᑖ scraped the hair or fur off it (a hide)
mitquiqtuq ᒥᑦᖁᐃᖅᑐᖅ has no more hair, fur, feathers; has shed all its hair, fur, 

feathers
mitquq ᒥᑦᖁᖅ fur; human body hair, down
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Mittimatalik ᒥᑦᑎᒪᑕᓕᒃ Pond Inlet

mittuq ᒥᑦᑐᖅ bird or plane lands
mumiktiriřuq ᒧᒥᒃᑎᕆᖪᖅ is flipping things over, like pancakes
mumiktuq ᒧᒥᒃᑐᖅ flips over, turns over, e.g flip over a pancake
mumiqtuq ᒧᒥᖅᑐᖅ dances
munaqhi ᒧᓇᖅ nurse
munaqhiqarvik ᒧᓇᖅᖃᕐᕕᒃ nursing station, (aanniarvik is only for hospital)
muqpak ᒧᖅᐸᒃ A ball. Traditionally it was made from caribou skin and filled 

with sand. The word for bannock, muqpauřaq comes from 
muqpak because the traditional ball/sand bag from flat and 
round like what the bannock looks like.

muqpauřaq ᒧᖅᐸᐅᖬᖅ bannock; bread (resembles a ball)
muqpauřaqšaq ᒧᖅᐸᐅᖬᖅᖅ flour
muqpauřaqturit ᒧᖅᐸᐅᖬᖅᑐᕆᑦ Have some bannock. (command)
muqpauřaqturumangngitchunga ᒧᖅᐸᐅᖬᖅᑐᕈᒪᖕᖏᑦᕤᖓ I don't want bannock.
muqpauřaqturumařunga ᒧᖅᐸᐅᖬᖅᑐᕈᒪᖪᖓ I would like some bannock.
muqpauřiut ᒧᖅᐸᐅᖨᐅᑦ object to cook bannock with, e.g. frying pan
na`maut ᓇ`ᒪᐅᑦ something used for carrying carrying something on the back 

e.g. back pack, rope, 
naahaiřuq ᓈᐃᖪᖅ counts
naahaut ᓈᐅᑦ number

naalaktuq ᓈᓚᒃᑐᖅ listens, obeys
naalau'mik naalaktuq ᓈᓚᐅ’ᒥᒃ ᓈᓚᒃᑐᖅ radio (She listens to the...)

naalaut ᓈᓚᐅᑦ radio
naalautiqarvik ᓈᓚᐅᑎᖃᕐᕕᒃ radio station
naamařuq ᓈᒪᖪᖅ it's all accounted for, it's all there
naammaktuq ᓈᒻᒪᒃᑐᖅ is enough; is sufficient; is all right; is fine
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naaq ᓈᖅ exterior abdomen, belly
naarliuqtunga ᓈᕐᓕᐅᖅᑐᖓ stomach ache (I have a ...)
naarliuqtuq ᓈᕐᓕᐅᖅᑐᖅ has stomach ache, see mirianguřuq
naaruqtuq ᓈᕈᖅᑐᖅ full moon
naattuq  ᓈᑦᑐᖅ trips (he...)

nagligiřaa ᓇᒡᓕᒋᖭ loves/has compassion for or pities him/her/it
nagligiřara ᓇᒡᓕᒋᖬᕋ I love it / him / her. ungagiřara  is also used for 'love'.
nagligiřauřuq ᓇᒡᓕᒋᖬᐅᖪᖅ loved (she/he is...)
naglingnaqtuq ᓇᒡᓕᖕᓇᖅᑐᖅ is endearing or pitiful
naglingnaraluaqłuni ᓇᒡᓕᖕᓇᕋᓗᐊᖅᖢᓂ even though it is pitiful………

nagřuit ᓇᒡᖪᐃᑦ antlers

nagřuk ᓇᒡᖪᒃ antler; horn
nahaq ᓇᖅ parka hood; hat, cap
nahitchaqtuqtuq ᓇᑦᕦᖅᑐᖅᑐᖅ going to a high place to have a good look around, where one 

can see well and far in all directions 
naimařuq ᓇᐃᒪᖪᖅ smells something
naitchuq ᓇᐃᑦᕤᖅ is short
naitqiřaq ᓇᐃᑦᕿᖬᖅ shorter, short one, short hand (clock)
naitqiřauřuq ᓇᐃᑦᕿᖬᐅᖪᖅ shorter (it's...)
najaga ᓇᔭᒐ my sister, a male speaker only
najak ᓇᔭᒃ sister of a male
najakšaq ᓇᔭᒃᖅ step-sister of a male
najugaq ᓇᔪᒐᖅ place where one resides
najummiřaa ᓇᔪᒻᒥᖭ catching someone who almost falls
najuqtaa ᓇᔪᖅᑖ stays with him/her/it; lives with him/her/it
nakahuk ᓇᑲᒃ bladder
nakhiuřauřuq ᓇᒃᐅᖬᐅᖪᖅ email attachment, a person took it along
nakungařuq ᓇᑯᖓᖪᖅ cross-eyed
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nakunguaqtut ᓇᑯᖑᐊᖅᑐᑦ set aside the more valuable pieces (seal flipper bone game)

nakuruhiqtuq ᓇᑯᕈᖅᑐᖅ a gift presented to an elder or shaman when requesting 
healing or support

nalaani ᓇᓛᓂ parallel to it
nalařuq ᓇᓚᖪᖅ falling (while walking)

nallaqtuq ᓇᓪᓚᖅᑐᖅ lies down (she...)
nalliak ᓇᓪᓕᐊᒃ which one (of two)
nalliat ᓇᓪᓕᐊᑦ which one (of many)
nalliutiřuq ᓇᓪᓕᐅᑎᖪᖅ is his/her/it's birthday, see also inuulirvighiuqtuq
nalluut ᓇᓪᓘᑦ fishing rod
na'luk ᓇ'ᓗᒃ joint,  na'luit for 3+ joints
naluktuq ᓇᓗᒃᑐᖅ is swimming
naluliqtunga ᓇᓗᓕᖅᑐᖓ I'm confused.
nalunaipkuhiqtaa ᓇᓗᓇᐃᑉᑯᖅᑖ marks it for a purpose, or a reminder of something
nalunaipkutaq ᓇᓗᓇᐃᑉᑯᑕᖅ marker for recognition or indentification
nalunaqtuq ᓇᓗᓇᖅᑐᖅ is difficult to find, is hard to understand
naluřaa ᓇᓗᖭ does not know him/her/it; cannot figure it out, finds it 

confusing
naluřuq ᓇᓗᖪᖅ she/he is confused; cannot figure it out; does not know what 

to do
naluuřaqtuq ᓇᓘᖬᖅᑐᖅ he/she is swimming, having fun
na'maktaq ᓇ'ᒪᒃᑕᖅ Two pieces of wood or antler that have inserts on the top 

filled with artctic cotton. these are used to hold the harpoon 
while waiting for a seal. The arctic cotton muffles any sound. 

na'maktuq ᓇ'ᒪᒃᑐᖅ packs something on the back; carries something on the back

nangiaqtuitchuq ᓇᖏᐊᖅᑐᐃᑦᕤᖅ brave; not scared of going in boats, planes or on thin ice
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nangiaqtuq ᓇᖏᐊᖅᑐᖅ is afraid to go on ice, boat or plane; e.g. is afraid of 
falling/crashing

nangiarnaqtuq ᓇᖏᐊᕐᓇᖅᑐᖅ is dangerous (ice, water, boat, plane, height )
nangiqhigguit ᓇᖏᖅᒡᒍᐃᑦ stand up. (command)

nangiqhiřuq ᓇᖏᖅᖪᖅ stands (she/he...)
nangiqhiřuq ᓇᖏᖅᖪᖅ gets up from the seat
nangiqtuq ᓇᖏᖅᑐᖅ is standing upright
nangirvigiřaa ᓇᖏᕐᕕᒋᖭ stands on it
nangittaqtuq ᓇᖏᑦᑕᖅᑐᖅ aggressively demanding, saying repeatedly, over and over

naniřaa ᓇᓂᖭ he/she/it found he/she/it
naniřara ᓇᓂᖬᕋ I found it (I...) naniřara  = found something that was misplaced 

\ nařvaaqtara  = found something, random, like beach 
combing.

naniriaq ᓇᓂᕆᐊᖅ trap

naniriaqturvik ᓇᓂᕆᐊᖅᑐᕐᕕᒃ trap line
naniruut ᓇᓂᕉᑦ flashlight
nanniaqtuq ᓇᓐᓂᐊᖅᑐᖅ polar bear hunting (he has gone out looking for polar bear)

nannuktuq ᓇᓐᓄᒃᑐᖅ caught a polar bear

nanuq ᓇᓄᖅ polar bear
nanuraq ᓇᓄᕋᖅ polar bear hide

nanurmik takupqaliqpit? ᓇᓄᕐᒥᒃ ᑕᑯᑉᖃᓕᖅᐱᑦ Have you ever seen a polar bear?
nanuup niqia ᓇᓅᑉ ᓂᕿᐊ polar bear meat
napaaqtuq ᓇᐹᖅᑐᖅ upright; tree
napariaq ᓇᐸᕆᐊᖅ upright tent pole, rocks piled up for drying rack
napařuq ᓇᐸᖪᖅ stands upright
napiřuq ᓇᐱᖪᖅ something breaks off
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nappaq ᓇᑉᐸᖅ half
nappaqtaa ᓇᑉᐸᖅᑖ puts it upright
nappaqtaq ᓇᑉᐸᖅᑕᖅ candle

napu ᓇᐳ cross-piece on a sled

napuliut ᓇᐳᓕᐅᑦ rope for tying cross-pieces of a sled

naqitiqtauřuq ᓇᕿᑎᖅᑕᐅᖪᖅ Being pressed down
naqitiriřuq ᓇᕿᑎᕆᖪᖅ not wanting a child to be tall
naqittaut ᓇᕿᑦᑕᐅᑦ keyboard (computer)
naqŝait ᓇᖅᐃᑦ valleys
naqšaq   ᓇᖅᖅ valley
nařvaaqtaa ᓇᖮᕚᖅᑖ finds it by chance, something found is called nařvaaqtaq , like 

a treasured find
natchialirvik ᓇᑦᕠᐊᓕᕐᕕᒃ Natchilingmiutut name for the moon cycle occurring during the 

present month of April. This moon name refers to the time 
when the seal pups are being born.

natchiaq ᓇᑦᕠᐊᖅ seal pup
natchiaviniq ᓇᑦᕠᐊᕕᓂᖅ a seal has shed
Natchilik ᓇᑦᕠᓕᒃ ocean between Talurřuaq and Gjoa Haven, also lake south-east 

of Talurřuaq
natchilingmiut ᓇᑦᕠᓕᖕᒥᐅᑦ people of the seal, the dialect is called Natchilingmiutut 

natchiq ᓇᑦᕠᖅ ringed seal ,some  terms for; nattiaq -baby seal, utajurraq - 
born that year, aktuaqtaq uhualik - full grown male (both 
winter and summer), aktuaqtaq - full grown female (both 
summer and winter), iplauq  - unborn seal, still in mother's 
stomach, iplaulik - pregnant female, nattialik - female with a 
young one, tiggak - mature male (has strong smell)
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natchiqhiuriaqtuq ᓇᑦᕠᖅᐅᕆᐊᖅᑐᖅ seal hunting (she/he has gone out looking for a seal)
natchiqtuq ᓇᑦᕠᖅᑐᖅ caught s a seal
natchirmik qajuliuqtuq ᓇᑦᕠᕐᒥᒃ ᖃᔪᓕᐅᖅᑐᖅ seal broth (he makes...)
natchirmik qajuqtuqtuq ᓇᑦᕠᕐᒥᒃ ᖃᔪᖅᑐᖅᑐᖅ seal broth (he drinks...)
natchiup niqia ᓇᑦᕠᐅᑉ ᓂᕿᐊ ringed seal meat
natiq ᓇᑎᖅ floor, ocean bottom

natiraq ᓇᑎᕋᖅ rug -see: aluijarvik  for foot mat
natirmut ᓇᑎᕐᒧᑦ to the floor
natirnaq ᓇᑎᕐᓇᖅ lower flat area of a valley
natirviaq ᓇᑎᕐᕕᐊᖅ drifting snow
natirviaqtuq ᓇᑎᕐᕕᐊᖅᑐᖅ drifting snow, ground wind
natqikšuqtuq ᓇᑦᕿᒃᖅᑐᖅ when ill, voicing things from inside self that have not been 

spoken, in an attempt to feel better
natquq ᓇᑦᖁᖅ bullet tip; arrowhead
Naujaat ᓇᐅᔮᑦ Repulse Bay
naujaq ᓇᐅᔭᖅ seagull
nauk ᓇᐅᒃ where
nauk taimna ᓇᐅᒃ ᑕᐃᒻᓇ where is she/he/it [that thing]
nauliktaa ᓇᐅᓕᒃᑖ harpoons it
naulinngiut ᓇᐅᓕᓐᖏᐅᑦ a fish spear/ harpoon, is attached to handle with rope and is 

thrown like a harpoon, different from kakivak

nautchiaq ᓇᐅᑦᕠᐊᖅ cultivated plant
nautchiat ᓇᐅᑦᕠᐊᑦ growing things
navguaq ᓇᕝᒍᐊᖅ joint, singular
navguat ᓇᕝᒍᐊᑦ joints, plural
ni’liqtuq ᓂ’ᓕᖅᑐᖅ she/he made a sound
niaqunnguřuq ᓂᐊᖁᓐᖑᖪᖅ has a headache
niaquq ᓂᐊᖁᖅ head
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niaquuhiqtuq ᓂᐊᖂᖅᑐᖅ when a person has a headache, a peice of rope is tightened 
around the head to ease the pain

nigaq ᓂᒐᖅ snare
nigaqtaa ᓂᒐᖅᑖ catches it in a snare
nigaqtuq ᓂᒐᖅᑐᖅ snares something
nigaqtuqtuq ᓂᒐᖅᑐᖅᑐᖅ uses snares
niggiq ᓂᒡᒋᖅ east wind
niggiqtuq ᓂᒡᒋᖅᑐᖅ wind is blowing from the east
niglaqtuq ᓂᒡᓚᖅᑐᖅ becomes cold (not weather)

niglinaqtuq ᓂᒡᓕᓇᖅᑐᖅ cool (liquid).
nigřalik ᓂᒡᖬᓕᒃ parka with a fringe
niguqtiqtuq ᓂᒍᖅᑎᖅᑐᖅ he/she ignores someone while passing each other
niguqtittuq ᓂᒍᖅᑎᑦᑐᖅ a broken object is mended but the mend is off a bit
nigvik ᓂᒡᕕᒃ membrane that keeps the stomach and intestines in place 

(peritoneum)
nigviuraq ᓂᒡᕕᐅᕋᖅ outside part of the nigvik membrane (peritoneum)
nikallungařuq ᓂᑲᓪᓗᖓᖪᖅ sad (he is...)

nikaluutigiřaa ᓂᑲᓪᓘᑎᒋᖭ sad (it makes him...)
nikhaaqtuq ᓂᒃᖅᑐᖅ belches or burps
nikhik ᓂᒃᒃ a big single hook attached to a stick handle
nikhiktaa ᓂᒃᒃᑖ catches it with a hook
nikpaqtuq ᓂᒃᐸᖅᑐᖅ waits at a seal's breathing hole
nilavittuq ᓂᓚᕕᑦᑐᖅ moist
niliqtuq ᓂᓕᖅᑐᖅ farts
ningaqtut ᓂᖓᖅᑐᑦ they fought each other
ningauk ᓂᖓᐅᒃ male speaker referring to son-in-law, and  brother-in-law  

(sister's spouse) 
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ningauvak ᓂᖓᐅᕙᒃ for both sex speakers is the  grand-daughter's spouse, also 
for a male speaker, is a female cousin's spouse

ningiqtitaa ᓂᖏᖅᑎᑖ the person who caught an animal gives his/her hunting 
partner a part of the catch

ningiqtuq ᓂᖏᖅᑐᖅ receives a part of the animal his/her hunting partner caught 

ningiuq ᓂᖏᐅᖅ grandmother
ningiura ᓂᖏᐅᕋ my grand mother
ningngaktuq ᓂᖕᖓᒃᑐᖅ is angry
ningngalařuq ᓂᖕᖓᓚᖪᖅ gets angry very easily
ningngaumařuq ᓂᖕᖓᐅᒪᖪᖅ angry (she is...)
nipi ᓂᐱ voice; sound; noise

nipikšaq ᓂᐱᒃᖅ blank recording tape; blank cassette tape;

nipiliuqtuq ᓂᐱᓕᐅᖅᑐᖅ tape-records; records audio
nipiliut ᓂᐱᓕᐅᑦ tape-recorder; audio-recorder

nipinngařuq ᓂᐱᓐᖓᖪᖅ sticks to something; is stuck to something
nipitaqtuq ᓂᐱᑕᖅᑐᖅ magnet
nipitqarnaqtuq ᓂᐱᑦᖃᕐᓇᖅᑐᖅ sticky
nipittuq ᓂᐱᑦᑐᖅ sunset, also means stuck to ice e.g licking frozen ice 
nipiut ᓂᐱᐅᑦ glue, tape
niptaitchuq ᓂᑉᑕᐃᑦᕤᖅ weather with low visibility
niptařuq  ᓂᑉᑕᖪᖅ clear skies
niqi ᓂᕿ food; meat
niqia ᓂᕿᐊ her/his/its food, also that person's body meat
niqiliaq ᓂᕿᓕᐊᖅ porridge, e.g oatmeal, cream of wheat
niqiliuqtuq ᓂᕿᓕᐅᖅᑐᖅ (see igařuq ) makes food to eat; cooks; prepares food
niqłiuqtuq ᓂᖅᖠᐅᖅᑐᖅ cooks (he...)
niqłiurniaqtunga ᓂᖅᖠᐅᕐᓂᐊᖅᑐᖓ food (I will make...)
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niqłiurvik     ᓂᖅᖠᐅᕐᕕᒃ kitchen
niqłiurvingmiitchunga ᓂᖅᖠᐅᕐᕕᖕᒦᑦᕤᖓ kitchen (I’m in the...)
niqturalik ᓂᖅᑐᕋᓕᒃ golden eagle
ni'řaaqtitaq ᓂ’ᖭᖅᑎᑕᖅ accordian
niriniaqtuq ᓂᕆᓂᐊᖅᑐᖅ will eat

niriphaaqtuq ᓂᕆᑉᖅᑐᖅ s/he eats more
niripkaqtaa ᓂᕆᑉᑲᖅᑖ feeds him/her/it
niriřaa ᓂᕆᖭ he/she/it eats it
niriřřutit ᓂᕆᖮᖪᑎᑦ (pl. nirritit ) table knife; eating utensil
niriřuguk ᓂᕆᖪᒍᒃ eat, we (2)...
niriřugut ᓂᕆᖪᒍᑦ eat, we (3+)...
niriřuhi ᓂᕆᖪ eat, you (3+)...
niriřuhik ᓂᕆᖪᒃ eat, you (2)...
niriřuk ᓂᕆᖪᒃ eat, they (2)...
niriřunga ᓂᕆᖪᖓ eat, I...
niriřuq ᓂᕆᖪᖅ he/she/it eats (note, "eats" can be expressed by using the 

infix, "-tuq -" as in tuktutuqtuq  or iqaluktuqtuq )

niriřut ᓂᕆᖪᑦ eat, they (3+)...
niriřutit ᓂᕆᖪᑎᑦ eat, you...
niriuřaaqtuq ᓂᕆᐅᖭᖅᑐᖅ she/he has a premonition that someone will be arriving, from 

the root word niriuk-  which is to anticipate, and niriungngittuq 
she/he had not expected/anticipated or was surprised 

nirivigřuaqtut ᓂᕆᕕᒡᖪᐊᖅᑐᑦ feast (community event)
nirivingmiitchunga ᓂᕆᕕᖕᒥᑦᕤᖓ I’m in the dining room.
nirlirnaq ᓂᕐᓕᕐᓇᖅ Black Brant
nirlivik ᓂᕐᓕᕕᒃ White-fronted Goose

nirritit ᓂᕐᕆᑎᑦ dishes
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nirrivik ᓂᕐᕆᕕᒃ restaurant
nirřutit ᓂᕐᖪᑎᑦ game animal, something to eat from
niruaqtauřuq ᓂᕈᐊᖅᑕᐅᖪᖅ chosen; elected
niruaqtuq ᓂᕈᐊᖅᑐᖅ chooses; elects (he/she)
nirukitchuq ᓂᕈᑭᑦᕤᖅ there is little room
nirumiktuq ᓂᕈᒥᒃᑐᖅ is soft (and warm)
nirutuřuq ᓂᕈᑐᖪᖅ there is space; there is room 
niu ᓂᐅ skin of a caribou leg (one leg)
niuphaktuq ᓂᐅᑉᒃᑐᖅ bent
niuqhiřuq ᓂᐅᖅᖪᖅ sips; takes a sip, drinks
niuqqaqtuq ᓂᐅᖅᑲᖅᑐᖅ drinks
niuřauřuq ᓂᐅᖬᐅᖪᖅ is allowed to disembark; is let off a boat
niuřuq ᓂᐅᖪᖅ gets off a vehicle, boat; gets out of a vehicle, disembarks

niururiaq ᓂᐅᕈᕆᐊᖅ seal skin boots with fur
niuviaq ᓂᐅᕕᐊᖅ something bought, niuviariřara, my bought thing
niuviqtaa ᓂᐅᕕᖅᑖ buys it
niuviqtuq ᓂᐅᕕᖅᑐᖅ buys
niuviriaqtuq ᓂᐅᕕᕆᐊᖅᑐᖅ shopping (she goes...)
niuvirvik ᓂᐅᕕᕐᕕᒃ store
niuvirvik ukkuaqtuq ᓂᐅᕕᕐᕕᒃ ᐅᒃᑯᐊᖅᑐᖅ closed (The store is...)
niuvirvinnuaq ᓂᐅᕕᕐᕕᓐᓄᐊᖅ corner store
nivgunnitchuq ᓂᕝᒍᓐᓂᑦᕤᖅ fish tastes like nuna, see nivguq
nivguq ᓂᕝᒍᖅ the slippery coating on fish
niviaqhiaq ᓂᕕᐊᖅᐊᖅ teenage girl
nivingařuq ᓂᕕᖓᖪᖅ hung up
nivinngaqtaa ᓂᕕᓐᖓᖅᑖ hangs it up (on a wall)
niviqtuq ᓂᕕᖅᑐᖅ falls backward
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niviurnaqtuq ᓂᕕᐅᕐᓇᖅᑐᖅ is cute
niviuvak ᓂᕕᐅᕙᒃ house fly
nivralařuq ᓂᕝᕋᓚᖪᖅ person laying on his back
nuglugaq ᓄᒡᓗᒐᖅ a traditional game where a few players try to be the first to 

poke into a moving target that has holes, e.g holes carved 
into bone or peice of wood. Players sometimes make a poker 
by attaching a nail to the end of a long stick. 

nuhuglugu ᓄᒡᓗᒍ pull it
nuitařuq ᓄᐃᑕᖪᖅ shows up; is visible; is showing e.g. the seal's head is staying 

nujaiqtuq ᓄᔭᐃᖅᑐᖅ has gone bald; has no more hair

nujait kajuqtuq ᓄᔭᐃᑦ ᑲᔪᖅᑐᖅ your hair is brown

nujaitchuq ᓄᔭᐃᑦᕤᖅ has no hair; is bald

nujakitchuq ᓄᔭᑭᑦᕤᖅ short hair
nujangit qirnariktut ᓄᔭᖏᑦ ᕿᕐᓇᕆᒃᑐᑦ 

(ᕿᕐᓇᒃᑲᕆᒃᑐᖅ)
his/her hair is black (very black)

nujaq ᓄᔭᖅ hair on the head
nujaqquqtuřuq ᓄᔭᖅᑯᖅᑐᖪᖅ long hair
nujat ᓄᔭᑦ hair on head pl.
nukakšaq ᓄᑲᒃᖅ younger step-sister of a female; younger step brother of a 

male
nukaq ᓄᑲᖅ younger sibling same sex
nukaqłiitchuq ᓄᑲᖅᖡᑦᕤᖅ youngest sibling (the...)

nukariit ᓄᑲᕇᑦ siblings (of same sex)

nukatugaq ᓄᑲᑐᒐᖅ young caribou
nukiruaq ᓄᑭᕈᐊᖅ tendon
nulialik ᓄᓕᐊᓕᒃ married man; has a wife
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nuliangiqtuq ᓄᓕᐊᖏᖅᑐᖅ widower (man who has lost his wife)
nuliaq ᓄᓕᐊᖅ wife
nuliaqtut ᓄᓕᐊᖅᑐᑦ mating pair of animals; mates
nuliariik ᓄᓕᐊᕇᒃ spouse; partner; common-law -just nuliariik, no concept of an 

individual as "spouse", just "two spouses" (no aippaq term 
such as in Inuinnaqtun)

nuliiřganniq ᓄᓖᖮᒐᓐᓂᖅ bachelor
nullautchiqtut ᓄᓪᓚᐅᑦᕠᖅᑐᑦ they (3+) are having a snack together before bed, e.g a family 

having a snack before bed
nuluq ᓄᓗᖅ human buttock
nuna ᓄᓇ land, see 
nunagiřauřuq ᓄᓇᒋᖬᐅᖪᖅ someone owns that peice of land
nunamiutat ᓄᓇᒥᐅᑕᑦ from inland
nunaqqatigiit ᓄᓇᖅᑲᑎᒌᑦ people from the same community
nunaraq ᓄᓇᕋᖅ flower
nunarat ᓄᓇᕋᑦ flowers
nunatchiaq ᓄᓇᑦᕠᐊᖅ beautiful land
nunatchiavut ᓄᓇᑦᕠᐊᕗᑦ our beautiful land
Nunatsiaq ᓄᓇᑦᓯᐊᖅ place name for Northwest Territories
Nunatsiavut ᓄᓇᑦᓯᐊᕗᑦ place name for Labrador
nunavik ᓄᓇᕕᒃ a place where there is plenty of soil for rich plant life
Nunavik ᓄᓇᕕᒃ place name for Inuit arctic region of northern Quebec
nungnguani ᓄᖕᖑᐊᓂ at the end of something about to be finished or completed, 

tatqiup nunnguani  -at the end of the month

nungujuitchuq ᓄᖑᔪᐃᑦᕤᖅ gold
nungutaa ᓄᖑᑖ finishes it; uses it up; depletes it
nunguttuq ᓄᖑᑦᑐᖅ is used up; is depleted; is finished
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nuqarut ᓄᖃᕈᑦ ropes for securing a tent
nuqitaa ᓄᕿᑖ pulling it 
nuqittuq ᓄᕿᑦᑐᖅ pulls 
nurrakšaq ᓄᕐᕋᒃᖅ step-niece or step-nephew of a women

nurraq ᓄᕐᕋᖅ caribou calf; musk ox calf; a female sister's child
nurrirvik ᓄᕐᕆᕐᕕᒃ Natchilingmiutut name for the moon cycle occurring during the 

nutaaq ᓄᑖᖅ something new
nutaqqiřuq ᓄᑕᖅᑭᖪᖅ gives birth to a child
nutarait ᓄᑕᕋᐃᑦ your child; children
nutarani ᓄᑕᕋᓂ child (refers only to someone's own child)
nutaraq ᓄᑕᕋᖅ child
nutaraqarvik ᓄᑕᕋᖃᕐᕕᒃ daycare
nutqangařuq ᓄᑦᖃᖓᖪᖅ stops for a while; is still, motionless
nutqaqtuq ᓄᑦᖃᖅᑐᖅ it stopped 
nutqarit ᓄᑦᖃᕐᕆᑦ stop! (You stop, to one person)
nutqarvik ᓄᑦᖃᕐᕕᒃ stop sign
nuttaungngitchuq ᓄᑦᑕᐅᖕᖏᑦᕤᖅ something old
nuutaa ᓅᑖ moves it to another location
nuuttuq ᓅᑦᑐᖅ moves to another location
nuvaktunga ᓄᕙᒃᑐᖓ cold (I have a...)
nuvaktuq ᓄᕙᒃᑐᖅ is congested
nuvaliqtuq ᓄᕙᓕᖅᑐᖅ catches a cold
nuvihiřuq ᓄᕕᖪᖅ threads a needle
nuviqhaaq ᓄᕕᖅᖅ knitted or woven item
nuviqhaqtuq ᓄᕕᖅᖅᑐᖅ knits; weaves
nuviqłuit ᓄᕕᖅᖢᐃᑦ air passages associated with the lungs, singular form is 

nuviqłuk
nuviqšaaq ᓄᕕᖅᖅ sweater
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nuviřaa ᓄᕕᖭ threads it (a needle)
nuvuja ᓄᕗᔭ cloud
nuvujalaqiřuq ᓄᕗᔭᓚᕿᖪᖅ it got cloudy
nuvujařuq ᓄᕗᔭᖪᖅ it is cloudy
nuvuk ᓄᕗᒃ tip; point
nuvulikšaq ᓄᕗᓕᒃᖅ soft area of the lower ribs
paamnguliaq ᐹᒻᖑᓕᐊᖅ seal that crawls far from its breathing hole
paamnguqtuq ᐹᒻᖑᖅᑐᖅ crawls
paamnguqtuq ᐹᒻᖑᖅᑐᖅ crawls
paanga ᐊᑯᐊᖓ mouth of the river, an opening, outside doorway, portal

paaqqangařuq ᐹᖅᑲᖓᖪᖅ moon is in the shape of an upside down smile, bad weather 
portended

pahiřaa ᐸᖭ blames him/her/it
painnguqtuq ᐸᐃᓐᖑᖅᑐᖅ is tired of being alone waiting for family to return from a trip

paiřuq ᐸᐃᖪᖅ stays home while the others are going out
pajuktuq ᐸᔪᒃᑐᖅ is giving something to a neighbour
palaitchuq ᐸᓚᐃᑦᕤᖅ is voracious; is greedy
palangngaktaa ᐸᓚᖕᖓᒃᑖ is unlocking it
palluqtuq ᐸᓪᓗᖅᑐᖅ laid down on stomach
pamialluk ᐸᒥᐊᓪᓗᒃ tailbone; coccyx
pamiaq ᐸᒥᐊᖅ tip of the tailbone
pamiuq ᐸᒥᐅᖅ tail of land mammals (see papik , (bird tail), papiruq , (fish tail)

pa'ngaiqtaa ᐸ'ᖓᐃᖅᑖ is locking it 
pangaliktuq ᐸᖓᓕᒃᑐᖅ runs on all fours
pangngairut ᐸᖕᖓᐃᕈᑦ latch; lock
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pangniq ᐸᖕᓂᖅ bull caribou
pangniqtuuq ᐸᖕᓂᖅᑑᖅ Pangnirtung
Pangniqtuurmiutammarik ᐸᖕᓂᖅᑑᕐᒥᐅᑕᒻᒪᕆᒃ originally from Pangnirtung 
panik ᐸᓂᒃ daughter
panikšaq ᐸᓂᒃᖅ step-daughter
paningma ᐸᓂᖕᒪ my daughter’s
paniqhiit ᐸᓂᖅᑦ clothes dryer
paniqhiivik ᐸᓂᖅᕕᒃ drying rack; dryer
paniqhiqtuq ᐸᓂᖅᖅᑐᖅ dries; becomes dry
paniqtuq ᐸᓂᖅᑐᖅ is dry
panituaq ᐸᓂᑐᐊᖅ only daughter
papik ᐸᐱᒃ tail of a bird, see papiruq (fish tail), pamiuq  (animal tail)

papiruq ᐸᐱᕈᖅ tail of fish, see papik (bird tail), pamiuq (animal tail)
paqtirřak ᐸᖅᑎᕐᖪᒃ drawstring around top of boot
pařriaqtaa ᐸᖮᕆᐊᖅᑖ goes to meet him/her/it
pařriaqtauřut ᐸᖮᕆᐊᖅᑕᐅᖪᑦ travelers met by host village people
patiktaa ᐸᑎᒃᑖ pats him/her/it; slaps him/her/it
patinniq ᐸᑎᓐᓂᖅ lake ice is attached to bottom e.g ice is attached to lake 

bottom 
patiq ᐸᑎᖅ bone marrow
patqut  ᐸᑦᖁᑦ aged caribou fat & bone marrow
patuk ᐸᑐᒃ frost, e.g frost formed inside a house;  around parka face fur, 

rime, hoarfrost, 
patuktuq ᐸᑐᒃᑐᖅ frosty sparkling snow

pauktuqtauřuq ᐸᐅᒃᑐᖅᑕᐅᖪᖅ stretching a fresh skin on the ground with stakes
paunngaq ᐸᐅᓐᖓᖅ crow berry
pauq ᐸᐅᖅ soot
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pauqtuq ᐸᐅᖅᑐᖅ paddles 
paut ᐸᐅᑦ paddle, (d. pautik ), kayak paddle is qajarmut pautia
pauttuq ᐸᐅᑦᑐᖅ full of soot
pa'vinaqtuq ᐸ'ᕕᓇᖅᑐᖅ is bothersome; is annoying
pi ᐱ a place holder sound, also used for  saying ummmm
pia ᐱᐊ hers; his
piannagguhiq ᐱᐊᓐᓇᒡᒍᖅ the way the card game plays
piannak ᐱᐊᓐᓇᒃ playing cards
piannaktuq ᐱᐊᓐᓇᒃᑐᖅ plays cards
piannaqatigiřaa ᐱᐊᓐᓇᖃᑎᒋᖭ plays cards with him/her/it
piaraq ᐱᐊᕋᖅ young bird; young fowl, young wildlife
piga ᐱᒐ mine (possession)
pigaaqtuq ᐱᒑᖅᑐᖅ stays up late; stays up all night
pigiaqtuq ᐱᒋᐊᖅᑐᖅ begins, commences, starts
pigliqtaqtuq ᐱᒡᓕᖅᑕᖅᑐᖅ bounces repeatedly
pigliqtuq ᐱᒡᓕᖅᑐᖅ bounces once
pihimařaa ᐱᒪᖭ he/he/it has he/she /it (ownership), he/she/it is 

keeping (temporarily) he/she/it
pihiq ᐱᖅ drum dance song
pihugvik ᐱᒡᕕᒃ walking trail, walkway
pihuktuq ᐱᒃᑐᖅ s/he it is walking
pihuumařuq ᐱᒪᖪᖅ s/he is walking around
pihuuřaqtuq ᐱᖬᖅᑐᖅ she/he/it went for a walk
piit ᐲᑦ yours
pijumangngitchuq ᐱᔪᒪᖕᖏᑦᕤᖅ does not want...;refuses
pijumařaa ᐱᔪᒪᖭ wants it
pijumarauřuq ᐱᔪᒪᖬᐅᖪᖅ it is wanted
pijumařuq ᐱᔪᒪᖪᖅ wants; desires
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pika'naqtuq ᐱᑲ'ᓇᖅᑐᖅ wind coming from the north, north wind
pikhiktuq ᐱᒃᒃᑐᖅ bounces off, springs loose
pikiutuq ᐱᑭᐅᑐᖅ a person found a nest with eggs in it, note:nest with eggs is 

ublu ,
pikuk ᐱᑯᒃ the vertebrae at the base of the neck that pokes out
pilaglugu ᐱᓚᒡᓗᒍ cut it open
pilaktuq ᐱᓚᒃᑐᖅ butchers it

pilaut ᐱᓚᐅᑦ knife -(ukkutaq for pocket knife)

piliuhima ᐱᓕᐅᒪ police
piliuhimaqarvik ᐱᓕᐅᒪᖃᕐᕕᒃ police department

pimmariktuq ᐱᒻᒪᕆᒃᑐᖅ very neat and tidy
pinahuaruhiq ᐱᓇᐊᕈᖅ week
pinahuaruhiugaluaqtumi ᐱᓇᐊᕈᐅᒐᓗᐊᖅᑐᒥ last week
pinahuaruhiuniaqtumi ᐱᓇᐊᕈᐅᓂᐊᖅᑐᒥ next week
pingahuiqtuqtuq ᐱᖓᐃᖅᑐᖅᑐᖅ does something three times e.g shooting three times in a row

pingahunik tiritqualik ᐱᖓᓂᒃ  ᑎᕆᑦᖁᐊᓕᒃ triangle has three corners/angles
pingahuraaqtuq ᐱᖓᕌᖅᑐᖅ catches, gets three of something
pingahut ᐱᖓᑦ three 
pingatchiu'mi takuniaqpagit ᐱᖓᑦᕠᐅ’ᒥ ᑕᑯᓂᐊᖅᐸᒋᑦ See you on Wednesday.

pingatchiut ᐱᖓᑦᕠᐅᑦ Wednesday
pinguq ᐱᖑᖅ hill
pinguřaa ᐱᖑᖭ he/she/it pushed it
piniq ᐱᓂᖅ A slipper that goes over the duffle sock inside the kamik or 

boot
piniraq ᐱᓂᕋᖅ short duffle sock
pinngaqtuq ᐱᓐᖓᖅᑐᖅ does[it] for the first time
piphaarumařuq ᐱᑉᕈᒪᖪᖅ wants more
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piphi ᐱᑉ dried fish
piqaitchuq ᐱᖃᐃᑦᕤᖅ someone is very flexible, e.g very athletic
piqalujaq ᐱᖃᓗᔭᖅ old iceberg (small, new iceberg from last fall is maniilaq )

piqhingngitchuq ᐱᖅᖕᖏᑦᕤᖅ blizzarding (It is not...)
piqhiqpa ᐱᖅᖅᐸ blizzard (Is there a...?)
piqhiqtuq ᐱᖅᖅᑐᖅ there is a blizzard
piqtuliaq ᐃᖅᑐᓕᐊᖅ later in fall after ocean and lakes frozen, when there is a 

strong ground storm, the snow builds up with many hard 
bumps, e.g the hard snow tongue shaped drifts  

piqtuq ᐱᖅᑐᖅ storm
piqutaat ᐱᖁᑖᑦ belonging to them
piquuqtuq ᐱᖂᖅᑐᖅ chicken pox (he has...)
piringařuq ᐱᕆᖓᖪᖅ bent
piřitchiqattaqtuq ᐱᖨᑦᕠᖃᑦᑕᖅᑐᖅ waiter/ the one that helps
piřitchiqti ᐱᖨᑦᕠᖅᑎ waiter in restaurant, piřitchiqtuq, he/she /it is helping, or 

serving
piřraaq ᐱᖮᕌᖅ sled runner
piřraqtuq ᐱᖮᖬᖅᑐᖅ braids
piřřariktuq ᐱᖮᖬᕆᒃᑐᖅ he/she is amazing to watch (the person’s moving fast)

piřřarluktuq ᐱᖮᖬᕐᓗᒃᑐᖅ cluttered, messy
piřřarnilik ᐱᖮᖬᕐᓂᓕᒃ has a braid 
piruqtuq ᐱᕈᖅᑐᖅ grows (it...)
piruqtut ᐱᕈᖅᑐᑦ growing plants
pirut ᐱᕈᑦ rocks for securing a tent (piruq for one rock)
pitaaqtaa ᐱᑖᖅᑖ has already got it
pitchaugiřara ᐱᑦᕦᐅᒋᖬᕋ I like it.

pitchauhuiqtuq ᐱᑦᕦᐅᐃᖅᑐᖅ turned bad; deteriorated
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pitchauniqšaitchuq ᐱᑦᕦᐅᓂᖅᐃᑦᕤᖅ best (it is the...)
pitchauřupanaluk ᐱᑦᕦᐅᖪᐸᓇᓗᒃ good (very...) e.g. well made
pitchauřuq ᐱᑦᕦᐅᖪᖅ something looks good, it is nice to look at
pitchautqiřaq ᐱᑦᕦᐅᑦᕿᖬᖅ better
pitchautqiřauřuq ᐱᑦᕦᐅᑦᕿᖬᐅᖪᖅ better (it's...)

pitchiangngitchuq ᐱᑦᕠᐊᖕᖏᑦᕤᖅ not being nice
pitchiaqtuq ᐱᑦᕠᐊᖅᑐᖅ doing right things
pitchiulaaq ᐱᑦᕠᐅᓛᖅ guillemot
pitikhimun angunahuaqtuq ᐱᑎᒃᒧᓐ ᐊᖑᓇᐊᖅᑐᖅ is hunting with a bow and arrow
pitikhit ᐱᑎᒃᑦ bow and arrow
pitikhuqtuq ᐱᑎᒃᖅᑐᖅ good at hunting with bow and arrow
pitiktaa ᐱᑎᒃᑖ strike something with a arrow  
pitquhiq ᐱᑦᖁᖅ habit; custom; tradition, see also ilitquhiq
pitquřaa ᐱᑦᖁᖭ commands, tells, orders someone to do something
pitquřaungngitchuq ᐱᑦᖁᖬᐅᖕᖏᑦᕤᖅ not to be touched, or disturbed, or played with
pittaq ᐱᑦᑕᖅ the natural holes formed in the spring time in the ice that 

drain the water into the lake
pituutaq ᐱᑑᑕᖅ the ties for a a hat
pituutaq ᐱᑑᑕᖅ two strings tying sides of parka hood together below the chin

pivallaaqtuq ᐱᕙᓪᓛᖅᑐᖅ is too much, doing too much, character trait of excessive 
behaviour

pivalliařuliriřitkut ᐱᕙᓪᓕᐊᖪᓕᕆᖨᒃᑯᑦ Department of Economic Development
pualu ᐳᐊᓗ mitten
pualuliuqtuq ᐳᐊᓗᓕᐅᖅᑐᖅ makes mittens
pualup quliutaa ᐳᐊᓗᑉ ᖁᓕᐅᑖ fur trim for mitts
pualuuk ᐳᐊᓘᒃ mittens (a pair of)
puařriqšuqtaa ᐳᐊᖮᕆᖅᑖ shovels it
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puařriqšuqtuq ᐳᐊᖮᕆᖅᖅᑐᖅ he/she/it is shoveling
puařrit ᐳᐊᖮᕆᑦ shovel
puhinngařuq ᐳᓐᖓᖪᖅ object is upside down, e.g.vehicle is upside down, cup is 

upside down
puhitaq ᐳᑕᖅ fur trim around parka hood
puigulaittagit ᐳᐃᒍᓚᐃᑦᑕᒋᑦ I do not forget you
puigulaittammaripkit ᐳᐃᒍᓚᐃᑦᑕᒻᒪᕆᑉᑭᑦ you are one I truly will never forget 
puiguqtaa ᐳᐃᒍᖅᑖ forgets him/her/it
puiguqtuq ᐳᐃᒍᖅᑐᖅ forgets
puinaqtuq ᐳᐃᓇᖅᑐᖅ an expression: makes one feel sweaty, puinaqturaaluk - makes 

one feel very sweaty
puiniq ᐳᐃᓂᖅ the white hardened fat on the top of broth
puinirniq ᐳᐃᓂᕐᓂᖅ boiled caribou fat (hardened)  also for store bought lard

puiřuq ᐳᐃᖪᖅ a sea animal surfaces to breathe, see piuji
puja ᐳᔭ sticky old fat
pu'juit ᐳ'ᔪᐃᑦ finger tips
pujuq ᐳᔪᖅ smoke
pujurvik ᐳᔪᕐᕕᒃ chimney
pujuuqtuq ᐳᔫᖅᑐᖅ vapour that rises from open water as the weather gets cold in 

the fall time, ( qihuktuq is the term for salt water), forming 
dark clouds in the distance over the water.  Also used to 
describe the fog that is created from the chimney heat of the 
houses in a community when it is very cold

pukak ᐳᑲᒃ under layer of  soft snow, next to the ground 
pukik ᐳᑭᒃ the white fur on a caribou belly
pukkitchuq ᐳᒃᑭᑦᕤᖅ something low
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puktařuq ᐳᒃᑕᖪᖅ something floating on top of water
puktat ᐳᒃᑕᑦ a float device
pukuktuq ᐳᑯᒃᑐᖅ seals or sea mammals that feed on the ocean floor are 

coming up for air repeatedly in the same area, indicating that 
they are feeding on something on the ocean floor in that area

pulaaqtauřunga ᐳᓛᖅᑕᐅᕈᖓ visitors (I have...) 
pulaaqtuq ᐳᓛᖅᑐᖅ visits

pulaaqtuq ᐳᓛᖅᑐᖅ  visiting
pulaarvik ᐳᓛᕐᕕᒃ living room
pulaarvingmiittunga ᐳᓛᕐᕕᖕᒦᑦᑐᖓ I’m in the living room.
pulaliqtuq ᐳᓚᓕᖅᑐᖅ something alive is submerging in water
pulařuq ᐳᓚᖪᖅ enters inside i.e lemming hole, under blanket, inside sleeping 

bag, seal head going under water
punniq ᐳᓐᓂᖅ lard
puplak ᐳᑉᓚᒃ gas, air bubble
puplakhaut ᐳᑉᓚᒃᐅᑦ air pump, rising agent such as yeast baking powder, baking 

soda
puplaktuq ᐳᑉᓚᒃᑐᖅ is pumped up

puplaumařuq ᐳᑉᓚᐅᒪᖪᖅ is puffed up, full of air
puplaut ᐳᑉᓚᐅᑦ baking powder, baking soda, yeast
puqtuřuq ᐳᖅᑐᖪᖅ something high in the air
putu ᐳᑐ natural or manmade hole through something
putuguq ᐳᑐᒍᖅ big toe
puukattak ᐴᑲᑦᑕᒃ bag; sack
puuq ᐴᖅ bag
puvagluktuq ᐳᕙᒡᓗᒃᑐᖅ tuberculosis (he has...)
puvait ᐳᕙᐃᑦ lungs
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puvak ᐳᕙᒃ lung
puvalařuq ᐳᕙᓚᖪᖅ is fat (animal or human)
puvallaqtuq ᐳᕙᓪᓚᖅᑐᖅ gains weight
puviqhimařuq ᐳᕕᖅᒪᖪᖅ is inflated
puviqtaa ᐳᕕᖅᑖ he/she/it inflated it
puviqtaq ᐳᕕᖅᑕᖅ balloon
puvittuq ᐳᕕᑦᑐᖅ swells; is swollen
puvvitquqtittuq ᐳᕝᕕᑦᖁᖅᑎᑦᑐᖅ when you grab something very cold, like iron outside and the 

top of the skin sticks and is frost bitten
puvvittuq ᐳᕝᕕᑦᑐᖅ a broken part of a nail is entering the skin and is sore (finger 

or toe)
qaanga ᖄᖓ on the top, vamp of shoe/boot
qaangani ᖄᖓᓂ on its top; above
qaanganiittuq ᖄᖓᓃᑦᑐᖅ on top (it is...)
qaanganiittut ᖄᖓᓃᑦᑐᑦ they are on top
qaangiqtaa ᖄᖏᖅᑖ overtakes him/her/it; passes him/her/it
qaaptittuq ᖄᑉᑎᑦᑐᖅ water has flooded an ice surface and, for example, drowned 

the fishing holes
qaaqtittuq ᖄᖅᑎᑦᑐᖅ something has burst or exploded on its own
qaaqtuq ᖄᖅᑐᖅ explodes
qaattuq ᖄᑦᑐᖅ peeling off , e.g, in the springtime the ice, by the shore on 

body of water, that has stuck to the bottom, peels away from 
the bottom

qagaaqtuq ᖃᒑᖅᑐᖅ waves are cresting; whitecaps
qahuqłak ᖃᖅᖤᒃ sharp ice, sticking out, being frozen and broken and frozen 

together
qaigguit ᖃᐃᒡᒍᐃᑦ Come! (command)
qaillugu ᖃᐃᓪᓗᒍ bring it here; Give it to me.
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qaimnguliqtuq ᖃᐃᒻᖑᓕᖅᑐᖅ In the fall time, there is a layer of  frost forming and ice 
piling along the the shore edge of the ocean and lakes.  (This 
layer forms and piles due to the action of the waves on the 
shore edge.)  qaumnulihaaqtuq- just finally started frosting, 
qaimnguliqtuq- is [just]frosting right now, qaimnguqtuq- has 
been frosted, and forming for awhile

qainnginnaq ᖃᐃᓐᖏᓐᓇᖅ when an itchaq/ skin tent, is converted to be used as the 
first layer of bedding in an iglu it is called qainnginnaq. The 
itchaq is cut in two, and sewn together to  form a rectangle  
The qainnginnaq is placed fur side down, on the snow bed 
and the caribou skin is placed on top of it,  skin side down. 
This way the furs do not slip. 

qaiqtuq ᖃᐃᖅᑐᖅ esker, smooth rock outcrop
qairniq ᖃᐃᕐᓂᖅ smooth hill on the horizon
qairulik ᖃᐃᕈᓕᒃ harp seal
qaiřuq ᖃᐃᖪᖅ he/she/it comes, is coming
qaitchiřuq ᖃᐃᑦᕠᖪᖅ he/she/gave me a piece
qaitkik ᖃᐃᑦᑭᒃ bring the two of them here.
qaitkit ᖃᐃᑦᑭᑦ bring all of them here.
qaitpaa ᖃᐃᑦᐹ he/she/it brought it to me
qaitqurauvia ᖃᐃᑦᖁᕋᐅᕕᐊ appointment (his/her)
qaitquřiřuq ᖃᐃᑦᖁᖨᖪᖅ he/she wants something/someone to come 
qajakkut ᖃᔭᒃᑯᑦ boat (by...)
qajakšaqtuq ᖃᔭᒃᖅᑐᖅ is careful
qajangnaqtuq ᖃᔭᖕᓇᖅᑐᖅ is fragile
qajannuaq ᖃᔭᓐᓄᐊᖅ small boat
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qajaq ᖃᔭᖅ kayak; canoe, a regular sized boat, (umiaq would be used for 
40 ft. wooden boat)

qajaqtuqtuq ᖃᔭᖅᑐᖅᑐᖅ goes by canoe; goes by kayak
qajuq ᖃᔪᖅ broth
qakipqařuq ᖃᑭᑉᖃᖪᖅ seal is lying on the ice surface
qakkuriktuq ᖃᒃᑯᕆᒃᑐᖅ pure white
qaku ᖃᑯ when? (in future) qanga for when? (in past)
qakugu ᖃᑯᒍ when (in future) e.g.qakugu utirniaqpa? When will she be 

back?, qakugu nalliutiniaqpit  When is your birthday?  

qakuguptauq ᖃᑯᒍᑉᑕᐅᖅ see you sometime
qakugutuinnaq ᖃᑯᒍᑐᐃᓐᓇᖅ anytime  e.g in response to question, "When will that 

happen?" and there is no certain date known
qakuqhiřuq ᖃᑯᖅᖪᖅ turns white
qakuqtaq ᖃᑯᖅᑕᖅ snow bunting
qakuqtuq ᖃᑯᖅᑐᖅ white
qalahiq ᖃᓚᖅ belly button; navel (umbilicus)
qaliriit ᖃᓕᕇᑦ anything stacked or piled up in  layers, e.g. pile of bannock 

stacked one on top of another, pile of furs, etc

qalliaq ᖃᓪᓕᐊᖅ when one finds good snow to build an igloo, the soft layer of 
snow that is removed before building the iglu is called qalliaq

qallut ᖃᓪᓗᑦ cup
qallutiqarvik ᖃᓪᓗᑎᖃᕐᕕᒃ dish cupboard
qaluiraqtuq ᖃᓗᐃᕋᖅᑐᖅ takes the fat off the top of broth (see puiniq)
qaluraut ᖃᓗᕋᐅᑦ cup, ladle
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qa'luviaq ᖃ'ᓗᕕᐊᖅ blood vessel that goes along side the spine (not inside the 
spine)

qa'luvik ᖃ'ᓗᕕᒃ main artery of the heart and the aorta
qamani’tuaq ᖃᒪᓂ’ᑐᐊᖅ Baker Lake
qamaniq ᖃᒪᓂᖅ an inlet that has a narrow opening to the main body of water

qamigguuk ᖃᒥᒎᒃ turn it off. (command)
qaminngařuq ᖃᒥᓐᖓᖪᖅ off (It's turned...)
qamittuq ᖃᒥᑦᑐᖅ is extinguished; is out (of fire); light is off
qamnguinginaqtuq ᖃᒻᖑᐃᖏᓇᖅᑐᖅ habitually snores
qamnguiřuq ᖃᒻᖑᐃᖪᖅ snores
qamniq ᖃᒻᓂᖅ the vertebrae right next to the tip of the tailbone
qamut ᖃᒧᑦ sled
qamutikkut ᖃᒧᑎᒃᑯᑦ by way of sled
qamutingnguaq ᖃᒧᑎᖕᖑᐊᖅ child’s sled; imitation of a sled
qanait ᖃᓇᐃᑦ vertyical tent poles (3+)
qanak ᖃᓇᒃ vertical pole of canvas tent
qanga ᖃᖓ when (in past) e.g. qanga iqaluinut nuktiravit?  When did you 

move to Iqaluit? qakugu when (in future)
qangattaiřuq ᖃᖓᑦᑕᐃᖪᖅ lifts something (she/he/it...), more specific than qangattaqtaa

qangattaqtaa ᖃᖓᑦᑕᖅᑖ she/he/it lifted it up
qangattaqtuq ᖃᖓᑦᑕᖅᑐᖅ went up, ascended in the air, e.g. plane, bird, kite, balloon.....

qangiak ᖃᖏᐊᒃᒃ nephew of a male
qangiakšaq ᖃᖏᐊᒃᖅ step-nephew of a male
qangiama ᖃᖏᐊᒪ my nephew’s........ ( male speaker)
qaningani ᖃᓂᖓᓂ near it, close to it
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qanipiaqtuq ᖃᓂᐱᐊᖅᑐᖅ is snowing softly
qaniq ᖃᓂᖅ mouth
qanirluktuq ᖃᓂᕐᓗᒃᑐᖅ has a sore mouth
qaniřrukkut ᖃᓂᖮᕈᒃᑯᑦ by the shortest way
qaniřrumi ᖃᓂᖮᕈᒥ nearby; close by; in the surrounding  area
qaniřruq ᖃᓂᖮᕈᖅ surrounding area; vicinity; proximity
qaniřřutiřuk ᖃᓂᖮᖪᑎᖪᒃ two are close to each other, two are near each other
qanittuq ᖃᓂᑦᑐᖅ close by (it is...), near
qaniut ᖃᓂᐅᑦ light soft snow
qanniniqšaq ᖃᓐᓂᓂᖅᖅ the closer one, one nearest 
qanniq ᖃᓐᓂᖅ falling snow
qanniqpaa ᖃᓐᓂᖅᐹ snowing (Is it...?)
qanniqtuq ᖃᓐᓂᖅᑐᖅ it snows
qanniut ᖃᓐᓂᐅᑦ a layer of fresh snowfall 
qanukiaq ᖃᓄᑭᐊᖅ I don't know.
qanuq ᖃᓄᖅ How
qanuq akiqaqpa ᖃᓄᖅ ᐊᑭᖃᖅᐸ how much does it cost
qanuq hivituniqarniaqtuq? ᖃᓄᖅ ᕕᑐᓂᖃᕐᓂᐊᖅᑐᖅ for how long?
qanuq ihumavit? ᖃᓄᖅ ᐃᒪᕕᑦ What do you think?
qanuq taiřauva ᖃᓄᖅ ᑕᐃᖬᐅᕙ what do you call it?
qanurilaitchuq ᖃᓄᕆᓚᐃᑦᕤᖅ does not easily react or get bothered by things, easy going

qanurililaitchuq ᖃᓄᕆᓕᓚᐃᑦᕤᖅ never reacts or gets bothered by things 
qanuriliuqtaugupta ᖃᓄᕆᓕᐅᖅᑕᐅᒍᑉᑕ if we are bothered.....; if anything is done to us
qanurilivit? ᖃᓄᕆᓕᕕᑦ What did you say?
qanuringngitchuguk ᖃᓄᕆᖏᑦᕤᒍᒃ We (2) are fine.
qanuringngitchugut ᖃᓄᕆᖏᑦᕤᒍᑦ We (3+) are fine.
qanuringngitchunga ᖃᓄᕆᖕᖏᑦᕤᖓ I'm fine.
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qanuringngitchuq ᖃᓄᕆᖕᖏᑦᕤᖅ s/he is fine

qanuritpa ᖃᓄᕆᑦᐸ how is s/he/it
qanuritpak? ᖃᓄᕆᑦᐸᒃ How are the two of them?
qanuritpat? ᖃᓄᕆᑦᐸᑦ How are they (3 or more people)?
qanuritpihi? ᖃᓄᕆᑦᐱ How are all of you?
qanuritpit ᖃᓄᕆᑦᐱᑦ how are you (singular)
qanuritpitik? ᖃᓄᕆᑦᐱᑎᒃ How are the two of you?
qanurittułukiaq ᖃᓄᕆᑦᑐᖢᑭᐊᖅ I don't know what she/he/ is upset about
qaphinik ᖃᑉᓂᒃ How many?e.g.  qaphinik pijumavit?  How many do you want?

qaphit ᖃᑉᑦ how many?
qapiaqtittuq ᖃᐱᐊᖅᑎᑦᑐᖅ it is starting to mirage, mirage,e.g in the spring time, islands 

in the ocean can look like they are up in the air , qapiaqtuq 
is a mirage

qapiřřaq ᖃᐱᖮᖬᖅ a term to describe the extreme cold 
qaplu ᖃᑉᓗ eyebrow
qaplu ᖃᑉᓗ eyebrow
qaplunaaq ᖃᑉᓗᓈᖅ people who are non-Inuit, and not of the original peoples of 

region. (people from somewhere else)
qaplunaarak ᖃᑉᓗᓈᕋᖅ Inuk person of mixed blood, part white
qaplunaatut ᖃᑉᓗᓈᑐᑦ English language
qaplunaatuurungnaqpit? ᖃᑉᓗᓈᑑᕈᖕᓇᖅᐱᑦ English (Do you speak...?)
qaplunaq ᖃᑉᓗᓇᖅ     (ᕿᓐᖑᖅ) brow, qaplunaq is brow bone (qinnguq is the crease between 

the two eye brows)
qaptiriřitkut ᖃᑉᑎᕆᖨᑦᑯᑦ fire department
qaptirut ᖃᑉᑎᕈᑦ fire extinguisher
qapuk ᖃᐳᒃ foam
qaqłu ᖃᖅᖢ lip
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qaqqulaaq ᖃᕐᖁᓛᖅ something crunchy to eat, like cartilage
qaqšauq ᖃᖅᐅᖅ Red-throated loon (see tuu'lik, kaglulik )
qaqšungaut ᖃᖅᖓᐅᑦ fastener for the tie/belt on a packing parka, traditionally made 

from ivory
qařgiq ᖃᖮᒋᖅ large iglu for gatherings and celebration 
qařgitalaarnaqtuq ᖃᔾᒋᑕᓛᕐᓇᑐᖅ a surface full of pit holes that causes a continuous bumpy 

rhythm when driving  (root word is qařgitalaaq)

qaritaq ᖃᕆᑕᖅ brain
qaritauřakkut takugiarviat ᖃᕆᑕᐅᕋᒃᑯᑦ ᑕᑯᒋᐊᕐᕕᐊᑦ website
qaritauřakkut titiqqat ᖃᕆᑕᐅᖬᒃᑯᑦ ᑎᑎᖅᖅᑲᑦ e-mail
qaritauřakkut titirarviginiaqpara ᖃᕆᑕᐅᖬᒃᑯᑦ 

ᑎᑎᕋᕐᕕᒋᓂᐊᖅᐸᕋ
e-mail (I will send him/her an...)

qaritauřakut titiraut ᖃᕆᑕᐅᖬᑯᑦ ᑎᑎᕋᐅᑦ computer printer
qaritauřap igalauřa ᖃᕆᑕᐅᖬᑉ ᐃᒐᓚᐅᖬ screen; monitor (computer)
qaritauřaq ᖃᕆᑕᐅᖬᖅ computer
qarlik ᖃᕐᓕᒃ pants; trousers
qarliktunga ᖃᕐᓕᒃᑐᖓ I put my pants on
qarlivik ᖃᕐᓕᕕᒃ wind pants
qarmaq ᖃᕐᒪᖅ an iglu with the top made of skins, or a tarp. This type of 

iglu is good for springtime so that the roof cannot drip or for 
overnight in not so cold conditions. 

qarritiřaa ᖃᕐᕆᑎᖭ brings it
qarřuq ᖃᕐᖪᖅ arrow, bullet
qarřuršaq ᖃᕐᖪᕐᖅ fishing hook
qařruttuq ᖃᖮᕈᑦᑐᖅ shooting too high e.g. when shooting, missed the target, 

shooting too high 
qatanngutigiit ᖃᑕᓐᖑᑎᒌᑦ sibling
qatchiktuq ᖃᑦᕠᒃᑐᖅ high up on something
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qatigak ᖃᑎᒐᒃ chest
qattaq ᖃᑦᑕᖅ bucket; pail; pot
qattarřuaq ᖃᑦᑕᕐᖪᐊᖅ barrel; 45 gallon size drum
qattauřaq ᖃᑦᑕᐅᖪᖅ small barrel, e.g small 10 gallon
qauhiqtugut ᖃᐅᖅᑐᒍᑦ we got wet
qauhiqtuq ᖃᐅᖅᑐᖅ wet, soaked with liquid
qauhuitchuq ᖃᐅᐃᑦᕤᖅ Resolute Bay, the sun never rises
qaujimaguit ᖃᐅᔨᒪᒍᐃᑦ you know that!!
qaumařuq ᖃᐅᒪᖪᖅ light (it gives off...)
qauq ᖃᐅᖅ forehead
qauřihaqtaa ᖃᐅᖨᖅᑖ examines him/her/it
qauřihaqti ᖃᐅᖨᖅᑎ researcher; examiner
qauřihaqtuq ᖃᐅᖨᖅᑐᖅ examines something, investigates 
qauřimangngitchuq ᖃᐅᖨᒪᖕᖏᑦᕤᖅ does not know (how); is not familiar with
qauřimařuq ᖃᐅᖨᒪᖪᖅ knows (she/he...)
qauřuq ᖃᐅᖪᖅ dawns; it is daylight
qaurutit ᖃᐅᕈᑎᑦ decorative headband, usually worn by women
qavaařvik ᖃᕚᖮᕕᒃ Natchilingmiutut name for the moon cycle occurring during the 

present month of May. This moon name refers to the time 
when the seal pups are shedding.

qa'vik ᖃ'ᕕᒃ wolverine
qavvaaqtuq ᖃᕝᕚᖅᑐᖅ a seal is starting to shed
qi`mingnguaq ᕿ`ᒥᖕᖑᐊᖅ imitation of a dog, drawing of a dog 
qi`mitkat ipiqtatkat ᕿ`ᒥᑦᑲᑦ ᐃᐱᖅᑕᑦᑲᑦ chained/tied down dogs
qi`mitkat pitukpatkat ᕿ`ᒥᑦᑲᑦ ᐱᑐᒃᐸᑦᑲᑦ hooked up dogs to sled
qi’miq ᕿ’ᒥᖅ dog
qi’miřřuaq ᕿ’ᒥᖮᖪᐊᖅ horse, also see qi'miqpak
qi’ngua ᕿ’ᖑᐊ end of inlet
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qiakšuukaaqtuq ᕿᐊᒃᑳᖅᑐᖅ when a child has a very bad chest cold, and can hardly 
breathe, they make a certain rasping sound while trying to 
breathe

qiamiqšuqtaa ᕿᐊᒥᖅᖅᑖ making him/her/it cry
qiařuq ᕿᐊᖪᖅ cries, (see quřviliuqtuq)
qigguq ᕿᒡᒍᖅ rocky terrain, e.g. field of boulders, that you may hop on to 

walk
qiharuaq ᕿᕈᐊᖅ layer of fat around the stomache
qii ᖀ "Really?" An expression used when one is surprised by 

something that makes sense
qiihaanaluk ᖀᓇᓗᒃ "Really? Too bad...."  One is surprised by something that 

makes sense but disappointed at the realization. See qiii. 

qiihaphuałłuk ᖀᑉᐊᖦᖢᒃ "Really? What an indignity" One is surprised by something that 
makes sense but is disappointed because the person should 
have known better.

qiiq ᖀᖅ gray/white hair on a human
qikhimiktuq ᕿᒃᒥᒃᑐᖅ looks away sideways (after looking at someone)
qikhimingařuq ᕿᒃᒥᖓᖪᖅ moving just the eyes to look sideways, (sign of being angry)

qikiqtaq ᕿᑭᖅᑕᖅ island
qikiqtarřuaq ᕿᑭᖅᑕᕐᖪᐊᖅ qikiqtarřuaq (name of island) e.g. the biggest island in the 

surrounding islands
qikuq ᕿᑯᖅ hard clay or concrete
qilagniq ᕿᓚᒡᓂᖅ a knot (as in rope)
qilak ᕿᓚᒃ sky; heaven; roof of mouth
qilaktaa ᕿᓚᒃᑖ ties it up (a package)
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qilaktat ᕿᓚᒃᑕᑦ a mat made out of tied willow branches, avaalaqiat, to put 
under the caribou skin bedding to keep it dry

qilau'řaaqtuq ᕿᓚᐅ'ᖭᖅᑐᖅ has a faulty drum ( e.g. broken)
qilaut ᕿᓚᐅᑦ drum, qilaut is the term for just the drum , the term for drum 

dancing is huqulařuq 
qillaaqtaq ᕿᓪᓛᖅᑕᖅ fresh caribou skins tied up. When there are lots of fresh 

caribou skins they are tied together in a certain way to 
prevent flies from laying eggs in the fresh skins. The smaller 
skins are piled up fur to fur, and placed on the largest skin. 
The larger skin is folded over the bundle, fur side facing 
inside, and tied tightly. This is what qillaaqtaq  refers to.  

qillaiqtaa ᕿᓪᓚᐃᖅᑖ unties it
qiluktuq ᕿᓗᒃᑐᖅ it is barking
qimaařuq ᕿᒫᖪᖅ s/he runs away from someone/something
qimaařut ᕿᒫᖪᑦ they are running away from someone/something
qi'miarřuk ᕿ'ᒥᐊᕐᖪᒃ puppy
qi'miqpak ᕿ'ᒥᖅᐸᒃ horse (big dog), also qi'mirřuaq
qimirakhiřuq ᕿᒥᕋᒃᖪᖅ This refers to the condition in the fall time,  when there is a 

bit of wind and a layer forms in long lines with ripples of 
water on both sides 

qimiriaq ᕿᒥᕆᐊᖅ eyelash
qimiriat ᕿᒥᕆᐊᑦ eyelashes
qimirluk ᕿᒥᕐᓗᒃ backbone; spine; spinal column, vertebrae
qimiřruaq ᕿᒥᖮᕈᐊᖅ magazine
qimirut ᕿᒥᕈᑦ the tent's long ridge pole 
qimugřuk ᕿᒧᒡᖪᒃ snow drift carved by the wind; sastrugi, from Russian zastrugi)
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qimukhiqtuq ᕿᒧᒃᖅᑐᖅ goes by dog team
qimuktuq ᕿᒧᒃᑐᖅ dogs pulling a sled, dog is a good puller
qinalugaaq ᕿᓇᓗᒑᖅ young beluga whale/narwhal
qinalugaq ᕿᓇᓗᒐᖅ beluga whale or narwhal, beluga can be called qinalugaq 

qakuqtuq . A narwhal can be called qinalugaq tuugaalik , or 
qinalugaq qirniqtuq .

qinalugaqtuq ᕿᓇᓗᒐᖅᑐᖅ gets a beluga whale/narwhal
qinalukkiaqtuq   ᕿᓇᓗᒃᑭᐊᖅᑐᖅ she/he has gone whale hunting.
qingalik ᕿᖓᓕᒃ male King Eider duck
qingaq ᕿᖓᖅ nose
qingaqti ᕿᖓᖅᑎ sharp edge of the shin bone
qi'ngaqtuq ᕿ'ᖓᖅᑐᖅ is dazzled by the sun's reflection
qi'ngarnaqtuq ᕿ'ᖓᕐᓇᖅᑐᖅ dazzling
Qingaut ᕿᖓᐅᑦ Bathurst Inlet
qi'ngu'miktuq ᕿ'ᖑ'ᒥᒃᑐᖅ looks through binoculars, a scope
qi'ngut ᕿ'ᖑᑦ binoculars, telescope; telescopic sight
qinikauk ᕿᓂᑲᐅᒃ look for it 
qiniqhiq ᕿᓂᖅᖅ lymph nodes
qiniqhiut ᕿᓂᖅᐅᑦ tonsils
qiniqtaa ᕿᓂᖅᑖ searches for him/her/it; looks for him/her/it
qiniqtuq ᕿᓂᖅᑐᖅ looks for; searches
qipahuktuq ᕿᐸᒃᑐᖅ a person got angrry at someone
qiphiřuq ᕿᑉᖪᖅ the person is wide awake now (from sleeping)
qipik ᕿᐱᒃ blanket; cover
qipikhimařuq ᕿᐱᒃᒪᖪᖅ a person has blanket/skins on, [person] is under a blanket

qipiktaa ᕿᐱᒃᑖ covers him/her/it with a skin, blanket, etc...
qipiluktuq ᕿᐱᓗᒃᑐᖅ refused, says no
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qipingařuq ᕿᐱᖓᖪᖅ is twisted
qipingnguq ᕿᐱᖕᖑᖅ appendix
qipittuq ᕿᐱᑦᑐᖅ twisted
qiplarikhiřuq ᕿᑉᓚᕆᒃᖪᖅ is becoming shiny
qipliqtuq ᕿᑉᓕᖅᑐᖅ plastic, like a bag or a CD, also anything shiny
qiqiqattaqtuq ᕿᕿᖃᑦᑕᖅᑐᖅ keeps freezing
qiqiřaqtuq ᕿᕿᖬᖅᑐᖅ keeps freezing
qiqiřuq ᕿᕿᖪᖅ freezes; is frozen
qi'řaahit ᕿ'ᖭᑦ wrench
qi'řaaqhiřuq ᕿ'ᖭᖅᖪᖅ a person is loosening a srcew, twisting top etc. (anything that 

tightens and loosens by twisting)
qi'řaliqtuq  (kikiagmut) ᕿ'ᖬᓕᖅᑐᖅ  ᑭᑭᐊᒡᒧᑦ screw is starting to come off
qi'řaluktitaqtuq  (iřimut) ᕿ'ᖬᓗᒃᑎᑕᖅᑐᖅ  ᐃᖨᒧᑦ moving the eye balls around, and not sure where to look, e.g 

when nervous
qi'řaqhit ᕿ'ᖬᖅᑦ screw driver
qiřgiqtaqtuq ᕿᖮᒋᖅᑕᖅᑐᖅ jumps repeatedly

qiřgiqtuq ᕿᖮᒋᖅᑐᖅ jumps once
qirnariktuq ᕿᕐᓇᕆᒃᑐᖅ black
qirniqtittaaqtuq ᕿᕐᓂᖅᑎᑦᑖᖅᑐᖅ when there are gusting winds on top of water, you can see 

dark spots of ripples
qirniqtittuq ᕿᕐᓂᖅᑎᑦᑐᖅ s/he is tanned
qiřřaaqtuq ᕿᖮᖭᖅᑐᖅ has grown alot of gray/white hair
qiřuk ᕿᖪᒃ wood
qiřuktaqtuq ᕿᖪᒃᑕᖅᑐᖅ fetches wood
qiřuqut ᕿᖪᖁᑦ suitcase
qitauřaq ᕿᑕᐅᖬᖅ dress, qitauřaqhimařuq - putting on a dress  
qitauřaq ᕿᑕᐅᖬᖅ skirt
qitauřaqhimařuq ᕿᑕᐅᖬᖅᒪᖪᖅ the person has a skirt on now
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qitia ᕿᑎᐊ his/her/its back
qitiq ᕿᑎᖅ waist; middle
qitiqłiq ᕿᑎᖅᖠᖅ middle finger
qitirluktunga ᕿᑎᕐᓗᒃᑐᖓ sore back (I have a...)
qitirmiut ᕿᑎᕐᒥᐅᑦ person or people at the center, central arctic region
qitqa ᕿᑦᖃ its middle
qituhukpa ᕿᑐᒃᐸ tired (Is she/he ...?)
qituhuktuq ᕿᑐᒃᑐᖅ tired, weary.
qituhuktuqtuq ᕿᑐᒃᑐᖅᑐᖅ got very tired (exhausted)
qituhuliqtuq ᕿᑐᓕᖅᑐᖅ mentally or physically getting tired, getting low energy
qituhungnaqtuq ᕿᑐᖕᓇᖅᑐᖅ It is tiring
qitulilugu ᕿᑐᓕᓗᒍ make it soft
qitulinahuarlugu ᕿᑐᓕᓇᐊᕐᓗᒍ try to make it soft 
qitunnga'nut ᕿᑐᓐᖓ'ᓄᑦ to your offspring
qitunngaq ᕿᑐᓐᖓᖅ offspring
qituttuq ᕿᑐᑦᑐᖅ flexible
qiviaqtuq ᕿᕕᐊᖅᑐᖅ looks back, turns ones' head to look back, qiviaqtuqtuq  turns 

one's head to look back for an extended period of time

qiviaqtuq ᕿᕕᐊᖅᑐᖅ turning back, (neck and head turnied)
qiviaqtuqtuq ᕿᕕᐊᖅᑐᖅᑐᖅ keep looking back, see qiviaqtuq 
qiviqtuq ᕿᕕᖅᑐᖅ ignoring someone that he/she is angry at.
qivittuq ᕿᕕᑦᑐᖅ a person who does not want anythIng to do with something, 

gets mad and walks away
qiviuq ᕿᕕᐅᖅ down of bird, musk ox, etc...
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qivviutaq ᕿᕝᕕᐅᑕᖅ a small piece of swan skin containing the small down used for 
winter seal hunting when there is a layer of snow over the ice 
and seal holes. The one single little piece of down  is 
attached to an instument, called ikauřaq , and indicates the 
movement of the water as the seals are coming up to 
breathe.

quagřuk ᖁᐊᒡᖪᒃ acute angle; sharp edge, see quagřulik
quagřulik ᖁᐊᕐᖪᓕᒃ leather sewing needle, has angles
quajaqittuq ᖁᐊᔭᕿᑦᑐᖅ slipped (she/he...)
quajaut ᖁᐊᔭᐅᑦ lichen, the word relates to slippery, quajaq-
quaq ᖁᐊᖅ frozen fish or meat
quaqhiivik ᖁᐊᖅᕕᒃ freezer
quaqšaqtuq ᖁᐊᖅᖅᑐᖅ sudden shock ( e.g. remembering something)
quaqtaq ᖁᐊᖅᑕᖅ pinworm
quaqtařuq ᖁᐊᖅᑕᖪᖅ is itchy around anus from a pin worm infestation
quaqtařuq ᖁᐊᖅᑕᖪᖅ itchy anus , e.g from pin worms
quglugiaq ᖁᒡᓗᒋᐊᖅ small caterpillar, (see auřviq)
quglugniq ᖁᒡᓗᒡᓂᖅ ice pressure ridge 
quglukharaitchuq ᖁᒡᓗᒃᕋᐃᑦᕤᖅ is easy to startle
quglukhivik ᖁᒡᓗᒃᕕᒃ iglu storage area for kamiks, atigi, etc
qugluktitaa ᖁᒡᓗᒃᑎᑖ startles him/her/it
qugluktuq ᖁᒡᓗᒃᑐᖅ someone is startled
qugniq ᖁᒡᓂᖅ reindeer
qugřuk ᖁᒡᖪᒃ Swan
quijaqturvik ᖁᐃᔭᖅᑐᕐᕕᒃ bathroom, see anarvik
quinaktuq ᖁᐃᓇᒃᑐᖅ someone is ticklish, squeamish
quinangnaqtuq ᖁᐃᓇᖕᓇᖅᑐᖅ gives a tickling sensation; makes flesh crawl
quiqtuqtuq ᖁᐃᖅᑐᖅᑐᖅ is coughing
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quiřuq ᖁᐃᖪᖅ urinating
qujaginnaqtuq ᖁᔭᒋᓐᓇᖅᑐᖅ doing something any which way, haphazardly
qujagiřaa ᖁᔭᒋᖭ is thankful to him/her/it
qujanaitchuq ᖁᔭᓇᐃᑦᕤᖅ is stingy, greedy
qujanaqquq ᖁᔭᓐᓇᖅᖁᖅ thanks, expression of general appreciation
qujanaqqutit ᖁᔭᓇᖅᑯᑎᑦ thank you, you are gracious, I appreciate you e.g qujanaqqutit 

nirigama  -thank for the meal, qujanaqqutit qauřiti'na'ma – thank 
you for letting me know, qujanaqtuq - is grateful, 
qujanaqturaaluk - Thank you very much.

qukturaq ᖁᒃᑐᕋᖅ leg; thigh, qukturak - dual form of thighs
qulaani ᖁᓛᓂ above it
qulaaniittuq ᖁᓛᓃᑦᑐᖅ above (it is...)
qulaunnginnuaqtuq ᖁᓚᐅᖕᖏᓐᓄᐊᖅᑐᖅ nine (there are two ways to describe the number nine, could 

also be arvinilik hitamat )
qulillu atauhiq ᖁᓕᓪᓗ ᐊᑕᐅᖅ eleven
qulillu mařruk ᖁᓕᓗ ᒪᖮᕉᒃ twelve
qulimiguulik ᖁᓕᒥᒎᓕᒃ helicopter
quliruaq ᖁᓕᕈᐊᖅ shelf
qulit ᖁᓕᑦ ten
qulitchaq ᖁᓕᑦᕦᖅ outside caribou-skin parka
qullingnguaq ᖁᓪᓕᖕᖑᐊᖅ pretend qulliq e.g. girls used to make a toy qulliq from a seal 

bone to “play" with 
qullingnguqtuq ᖁᓪᓕᖕᖑᖅᑐᖅ half moon, turned to qulliq
qulliq ᖁᓪᓕᖅ traditional soapstone lamp (used for cooking, heat, light; lamp, 

lantern), also, the one above it
qulliuřuq ᖁᓪᓕᐅᖪᖅ the one above it
qu'muktuq ᖁ'ᒧᒃᑐᖅ goes up; ascends
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qu'mut ᖁ`ᒧᑦ up
qu'mut ᖁ'ᒧᑦ upward
qu'muuřuq ᖁ'ᒨᖪᖅ upstream
qu'muuřutikuurlutit ᖁ'ᒨᖪᑎᒃᑰᕐᓗᑎᑦ go up the elevator
qungattuq ᖁᖓᑦᑐᖅ smiles
qunguhiaqtaut ᖁᖑᐊᖅᑕᐅᑎᑦ dog collar
qunguhiilitaq ᖁᖑᓕᑕᖅ scarf
qunguhiq ᖁᖑᖅ neck
qunguhirut ᖁᖑᕈᑦ men's tie
qunngiaqtuq ᖁᓐᖏᐊᖅᑐᖅ watches; is in an audience watching something
qupiřruq ᖁᐱᖮᕈᖅ worm
quppirniq ᖁᑉᐱᕐᓂᖅ a natural parting in a person's hair
qupumiřaaqtuq ᖁᐳᒥᖭᖅᑐᖅ a feeling of unease, being unsure, rises up, see qupumiřuq 

qupumiřuq ᖁᐳᒥᖪᖅ got shocked by some news
quq ᖁᖅ urine
quqhungnitchuq ᖁᖅᖕᓂᑦᕤᖅ smells like urine
quqhuqtuq ᖁᖅᖅᑐᖅ yellow
qurluqtuq ᖁᕐᓗᖅᑐᖅ waterfall
qurvik ᖁᕐᕕᒃ urinating bucket
quřvik ᖁᖮᕕᒃ tear
quřviuliqtuq ᖁᖮᕕᐅᓕᖅᑐᖅ (see. qiařuq) cries; makes tears
quřvlliqtuq ᖁᖮᕕᓕᖅᑐᖅ started having tears  
qutuk ᖁᑐᒃ clavicle; collarbone
quuqšuqtiqtuq ᖂᖅᖅᑎᖅᑐᖅ a sound made for calling someone really far
quviagiřaa ᖁᕕᐊᒋᖭ enjoys him/her/it  quviagiřara-  I enjoy it.  quviagiřauřuq- the 

thing that creates happiness
quviahugvik ᖁᕕᐊᒡᕕᒃ a time for happiness , e.g Christmas
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quviahugvikhiutchiarit ᖁᕕᐊᒡᕕᒃᐅᑦᕠᐊᕆᑦ expression used to say, “Merry Christmas”
quviahugvingmi ᖁᕕᐊᒡᕕᖕᒥ at Christmas time
quviahuktuq ᖁᕕᐊᒃᑐᖅ he/she/it is happy
quviahuuhiaqšaq ᖁᕕᐊᐊᖅᖅ Christmas present
quvianaitchuq ᖁᕕᐊᓇᐃᑦᕤᖅ is unpleasant, grievous
quvianaqtuq ᖁᕕᐊᓇᖅᑐᖅ it creates happiness
quviqšiqtuq ᖁᕕᖅᖅᑐᖅ has cataract in the eye
quviqti ᖁᕕᖅᑎ cataract, quviqhiqtuq - cannot see anymore because of 

cataract
ta’naiłukarli ᑕ'ᓇᐃᖢᑲᕐᓕ leave it at that for now
taalutaq ᑖᓗᑕᖅ curtain
taamna ᑖᒻᓇ that one there taamna qailugu -pass that to me
taapkuat ᑖᑉᑯᐊᑦ those
taaqhiřuq ᑖᖅᖪᖅ becomes dark
taaqtuq ᑖᖅᑐᖅ is dark
taavani ᑖᕙᓂ over there
taavungavaalliq ᑖᕗᖓᕚᓪᓕᖅ to the farther area, more over there
tagiuq ᑕᒋᐅᖅ caribou nose worm; larva of 
tagiuqtuq ᑕᒋᐅᖅᑐᖅ sneezes
tagřaqtut ᑕᒡᖬᖅᑐᑦ a group of people walking inland to look for caribou, can be 

for several days or several weeks
tahamaniitchuq ᑕᒪᓃᑦᕤᖅ around there (it is...)
tahiařuk ᑕᐊᖪᒃ small lake, pond 
tahilugit ᑕᓗᒋᑦ stretch them (command)
tahiq ᑕᖅ lake

tahiřaa ᑕᖭ he/she/it stretches it
tahiřuaq ᑕᖪᐊᖅ elastic
tahitiriřuq ᑕᑎᕆᖪᖅ stretches something
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tahiuqtaa ᑕᐅᖅᑖ holds his/her hand
taiguiřuq ᑕᐃᒍᐃᖪᖅ mentions their name, says it out loud
taiguuhiq ᑕᐃᒎᖅ way of saying something
taima ᑕᐃᒪ actually; in fact; also a sentence linking phrase, to connect 

two thoughts, hearing something that was mentioned arrive

taima’nammarrik ᑕᐃᒪ'ᓇᒻᒪᕐᕆᒃ it’s like that, for sure
taimalu ᑕᐃᒪᓗ also
taimaluunniit ᑕᐃᒪᓘᓐᓃᑦ or
taima'na ᑕᐃᒪ'ᓇ stop; that's enough
taima'naa? ᑕᐃᒪ’ᓈ Is that all?
taima'naikaqqaarli ᑕᐃᒪ’ᓇᐃᑲᖅᖄᕐᓕ That's all for now. (just leave it for now)
taima'nailiuqtuq ᑕᐃᒪ'ᓇᐃᓕᐅᖅᑐᖅ does so; does this; does that
taima'nałuuniit ᑕᐃᒪ'ᓇᖣᓃᑦ just let it be just as it is
taima'natut ᑕᐃᒪᓇ'ᑐᑦ like that
taima'nauřruungngitchuq ᑕᐃᒪ’ᓇᐅᖮᕈᖕᖏᑦᕤᖅ probably not; I don't think it’s like that.
taimaptauq ᑕᐃᒪᑉᑕᐅᖅ and also; what's more
taimaqaa ᑕᐃᒪᖄ perhaps
taimmalukiaq ᑕᐃᒻᒪᓗᑭᐊᖅ maybe, perhaps
taimna ᑕᐃᒻᓇ that one (whose name isn't remembered); remote in place or 

time
tai'na ᑕᐃ'ᓇ that one over there
taipšumani ᑕᐃᑉᒪᓂ sometime ago, long ago
taiřaa ᑕᐃᖭ says his/her/ its name
taiřuq ᑕᐃᖪᖅ says the name of a thing or person; names someone or 

something
takhiq ᑕᒃᖅ fog
takhiqtuq ᑕᒃᖅᑐᖅ is foggy
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takinia ᑕᑭᓂᐊ its length, also used for long hand on clock
takiřuq ᑕᑭᖪᖅ It’s long
takkuuk ᑕᒃᑰᒃ look! (command form)
takłigiaqtaa ᑕᒃᖠᒋᐊᖅᑖ added, lengthens
takpiitchuq ᑕᒃᐲᑦᕤᖅ cannot see well; sees very little
takpiktuq ᑕᒃᐱᒃᑐᖅ sees well; has good vision
takugapku ᑕᑯᒐᑉᑯ when I saw it
takujumaarivuguk ᑕᑯᔪᒫᕆᕗᒍᒃ See you later (sometime in the future)
takuřaa ᑕᑯᖭ sees him//her/it
takuřait ᑕᑯᖬᐃᑦ see (you...it)
takuřuq ᑕᑯᖪᖅ sees
ta'ligaktuq ᑕ'ᓕᒐᒃᑐᖅ has several scratches e.g from an accident
ta'liktuq ᑕ'ᓕᒃᑐᖅ got a scratch, e.g. from an accident
taliq ᑕᓕᖅ arm, (taliq  is arm; ařgaut  is wrist ; forearm is talliphiaq , upper 

arm is katchuaq ) 
taliqpi`nit ᑕᓕᖅᐱ`ᓂᑦ from your right side
taliqpiani ᑕᓕᖅᐱᐊᓂ on his/her/its right side
taliqpik ᑕᓕᖅᐱᒃ is right handed
taliqpikłiq ᑕᓕᖅᐱᒃᖠᖅ the one on the right
taliqpikɫiuřuq ᑕᓕᖅᐱᒃᖠᐅᖪᖅ right side
taliqpimni ᑕᓕᖅᐱᒻᓂ on my right
taliqpi'nut haallutit ᑕᓕᖅᐱ’ᓄᑦ ᓪᓗᑎᑦ turn right. (command)
taliqpiuřuq ᑕᓕᖅᐱᐅᖪᖅ the one on the right side
talirmiktut ᑕᓕᕐᒥᒃᑐᑦ they are arm pulling
taliruq ᑕᓕᕈᖅ front flipper of a seal
talittuq ᑕᓕᑦᑐᖅ disappears; hides
tallimat ᑕᓪᓕᒪᑦ five
tallimiut ᑕᓪᓕᒥᐅᑦ Friday
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talliphiaq ᑕᓪᓕᑉᐊᖅ (ᐊᖮᒐᐅᑎ, ᑲᑦᑐᐊᖅ) forearm  (taliq  is arm; ařgaut  is wrist; talliphiaq  is forearm; 
upper arm is katchuaq )

talu ᑕᓗ a blind for hunting
talurřuaq ᑕᓗᕐᖪᐊᖅ origional place name was paalliarřuk (referring to the far 

mountains that shield the town, the caribou blinds place there 
is actually called Taluarřuk)

tamaat ᑕᒫᑦ The whole thing, every (repeating) e.g upluq tamaat –every 
day 

tamaita ᑕᒪᐃᑕ all of them
tamaphi ᑕᒪᑉ all of you, 3+
tamapta ᑕᒪᑉᑕ all of us, 3+
tamarmik ᑕᒪᕐᒥᒃ both of them (there are only two)
tamatkiqtaa ᑕᒪᑦᑭᖅᑖ he/she/it took it all
tammaaqtuq ᑕᒻᒫᖅᑐᖅ camps for the night
tammaqtuq ᑕᒻᒪᖅᑐᖅ made a mistake
tammariitkut ᑕᒻᒪᕇᑦᑯᑦ instrument or object used for navigation
tamuahuktuq ᑕᒧᐊᒃᑐᖅ is feeling peckish, needs something to eat
tamuařuq ᑕᒧᐊᖪᖅ is eating something, chewing
taphi ᑕᑉ tie for an amaut - taph i;  see qaqšungaut - button for tie  

taplu ᑕᑉᓗ chin
taqak ᑕᖃᒃ vein; artery; blood vessel
taqšaa qanurittuuva? ᑕᖅ ᖃᓄᕆᑦᑑᕙ What colour is this?
taqšat ᑕᖅᑦ colours
taqtu ᑕᖅᑐ (d. taqtuk) kidney
taqtunaq ᑕᖅᑐᓇᖅ part covering your kidney
taquaq ᑕᖁᐊᖅ a snack brought along on a trip, any kind of food or special 

treat
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taqulariktuq ᑕᖁᓚᕆᒃᑐᖅ white brows on a dog, the real white contrast e.g. on 
sled/husky dogs

tariup hinaa ᑕᕆᐅᑉ ᓈ seashore
tariuq ᑕᕆᐅᖅ salt, or sea water, ocean
tariurmi ᑕᕆᐅᕐᒥ in the sea/ocean
tariurmiutaq ᑕᕆᐅᕐᒥᐅᑕᖅ something from the sea', example a char (iqalukpik) 
tariurmiutat ᑕᕆᐅᕐᒥᐅᑕᑦ all sea wildlife (mammals, fish, etc)
tariurnitchuq ᑕᕆᐅᕐᓂᑦᕤᖅ smells like the sea, kind of salty
tariutkuuqtuq ᑕᕆᐅᑦᑰᖅᑐᖅ travels by sea
tařřaaq ᑕᖮᖭᖅ ocean swell; wave
tařřaaqtuq ᑕᖮᖭᖅᑐᖅ there are swells; there are waves
tarraq ᑕᕐᕋᖅ shadow
tarraqtuqtuq ᑕᕐᕋᖅᑐᖅᑐᖅ gazing in the mirror
tarraqtuut ᑕᕐᕋᖅᑑᑦ mirror
tarriřaqtuq ᑕᕐᕆᖬᖅᑐᖅ is watching a movie
tarriřarvik ᑕᕐᕆᖬᕐᕕᒃ movie theatre
tarriřaut ᑕᕐᕆᖬᐅᑦ film; movie
tařva ᑕᖮᕙ now, that one
tařva ᑕᖮᕙ now
tařvalu ᑕᖮᕙᓗ that one too
tařvaniingngitchuq ᑕᖮᕙᓃᖕᖏᑦᕤᖅ She/he is not here.
tařvaniitpa ᑕᖮᕙᓃᑦᐸ Is she/he here/there? e.g when phoning and asking for 

someone,  "…….., tařvaniitpa "? 
tařvaniittuq ᑕᖮᕙᓃᑦᑐᖅ It / she / he is here.
tařvaniittutit ᑕᖮᕙᓃᑦᑐᑎᑦ you are there!
tařvapituaq ᑕᖮᕙᐱᑐᐊᖅ that's all; only that
tařvauvutit \ taavauvutit ᑕᖮᕙᐅᕗᑎᑦ/ ᑖᕙᐅᕗᑎᑦ good-bye (for now)
tařvunga ᑕᖮᕗᖓ right there
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tatattuq ᑕᑕᑦᑐᖅ is full
tatiřgaq ᑕᑎᖮᒐᖅ Sandhill Crane
tatpaunga ᑕᑦᐸᐅᖓ up the hill
tatqaani ᑕᑦᖄᓂ out there
tatqamunga ᑕᑦᖃᒧᖓ to the inside of that one
tatqiilaruqtuq ᑕᑦᖀᓚᕈᖅᑐᖅ the moon just ended being visable
tatqiilauřuq ᑕᑦᖀᓚᐅᖪᖅ no moon
tatqiniktuq ᑕᑦᕿᓂᒃᑐᖅ new moon is starting to show
tatqiq ᑕᑦᕿᖅ moon
tatqiq tamaat ᑕᑦᕿᖅ ᑕᒫᑦ every month
tatqiqhiut ᑕᑦᕿᖅᐅᑦ calendar
tatqiqšuqtuq ᑕᑦᕿᖅᖅᑐᖅ tending the qulliq, fixing the edge that is lit so it burns well

tatqiuhaaqtumi ᑕᑦᕿᐅᖅᑐᒥ last month
tatqiuniaqtumi ᑕᑦᕿᐅᓂᐊᖅᑐᒥ next month
tatqiup nungnguani ᑕᑦᕿᐅᑉ ᓄᙳᐊᓂ end of the month (at the...)
taunani ᑕᐅᓇᓂ down in there
taununga ᑕᐅᓄᖓ down the hill
tautkuat ᑕᐅᑦᑯᐊᑦ these things below (slightly out of reach)
tautuktuq ᑕᐅᑐᒃᑐᖅ watches; looks at
tautungna`mat ᑕᐅᑐᖕᓇ`ᒪᑦ it is visible
tautungnaitchuq ᑕᐅᑐᖕᓇᐃᑦᕤᖅ is invisible; is not visible
tautungngitchuq ᑕᐅᑐᖕᖏᑦᕤᖅ blind
tiggak ᑎᒡᒐᒃ rutting male seal
tiggut ᑎᒡᒍᑦ pliers
tiggutik ᑎᒡᒍᑎᒃ pliers, also see kiipkaqhit
tigliktaa ᑎᒡᓕᒃᑖ she/he/it steals it
tigliktuq ᑎᒡᓕᒃᑐᖅ he/she/it steals
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tigluktaa ᑎᒡᓗᒃᑖ punches him/her/it with a fist
tigluutiřut ᑎᒡᓘᑎᖪᑦ competion where people hit each other to see who lasts the 

longest e.g on the shoulder
tiguahiga ᑎᒍᐊᒐ my adopted parent
tiguanguřuq ᑎᒍᐊᖑᖪᖅ adopted (he was...)
tiguaq ᑎᒍᐊᖅ adopted child
tiguaqhiik ᑎᒍᐊᖅᒃ adoptive parents
tiguaqtaa ᑎᒍᐊᖅᑖ adopts him/her/it
tigulaqtut ᑎᒍᓚᖅᑐᑦ the players are collecting pieces   (seal flipper bone game)

tigumiaqtaa ᑎᒍᒥᐊᖅᑖ holds it in his/her hands
tigummivia ᑎᒍᒻᒥᕕᐊ its handle
tiguutiřuq ᑎᒎᑎᖪᖅ shakes hands with...; says hello
tigvahiktuq ᑎᒡᕙᒃᑐᖅ highlands
tigvaqtuq ᑎᒡᕙᖅᑐᖅ goes further inland
tii ᑏ tea
tii uunarluaqtuq ᑏ ᐆᓇᕐᓗᐊᖅᑐᖅ The tea is very hot.
tiiliuqtuq ᑏᓕᐅᖅᑐᖅ makes tea
tiiliurvik ᑏᓕᐅᕐᕕᒃ place to make tea
tiiliut ᑏᓕᐅᑦ kettle/teapot
tiituqtuq ᑏᑐᖅᑐᖅ drinks tea
tiiturumangngitchunga ᑏᑐᕈᒪᖕᖏᑦᕤᖓ tea (I would not like...)
tiiturumařunga ᑏᑐᕈᒪᖪᖓ tea (I would like...)
tiiturumavit? ᑏᑐᕈᒪᕕᑦ Would you like tea?
ti'jaaqtuq ᑎ'ᔮᖅᑐᖅ stinks
tikilihaaqtuq ᑎᑭᓕᖅᑐᖅ just arrived (she has...)
tikiq ᑎᑭᖅ index finger; thimble
tikiraq ᑎᑭᕋᖅ point of land
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tikirarřuaq ᑎᑭᕋᖅᖪᐊᖅ name of long peice of pointed land 
tikitaa ᑎᑭᑖ reaches it; arrives at it
tikitqaaqtuq ᑎᑭᑦᖄᖅᑐᖅ arrives first
tikittuq ᑎᑭᑦᑐᖅ arrives, arrived- came/arrived is the same, qaiřuq/urniktuq 

have no past tense
tikittut ᑎᑭᑦᑐᑦ arrived ( three or more, they have...)
timi ᑎᒥ body
timimut uarvik ᑎᒥᒧᑦ ᐅᐊᕐᕕᒃ bathtub
tingiq ᑎᖏᖅ pubic hair
tingiřuq ᑎᖏᖪᖅ flies; blows away
tingmiaq ᑎᖕᒥᐊᖅ bird
tingmiaqhiuqtuq ᑎᖕᒥᐊᖅᐅᖅᑐᖅ hunts birds
tingmiaqtuq ᑎᖕᒥᐊᖅᑐᖅ gets a bird by hunting
tingmiřulik ᑎᖕᒥᖪᓕᒃ pilot
tingmiřuq ᑎᖕᒥᖪᖅ airplane, also, it is flying
tingmiřutkuuqtuq ᑎᖕᒥᖪᑦᑰᖅᑐᖅ goes by airplane
tinguk ᑎᖑᒃ liver
tininngařuq ᑎᓂᖓᖪᖅ tide is out; low tide
tinittuq ᑎᓂᑦᑐᖅ tide is down, tinilliqtuq , tide is going down
tiphihuktuq ᑎᑉᒃᑐᖅ feels like laughing
tiphinaqqaaqłuni ᑎᑉᓇᖅᖄᖅᖢᓂ it was funny
tiphinaqtumarinaluk ᑎᑉᓇᖅᑐᒻᒪᕆᓇᓗᒃ how very funny, in a sarcastic sense
tiphinaqtuq ᑎᑉᓇᖅᑐᖅ comical, funny, humorous, situation or person
tiphułuit ᑎᑉᖢᐃᑦ a swear or joking word, or one to make someone shy or self 

conscious or embarrassed, also tuługvalułłuani
tipilik ᑎᐱᓕᒃ it has smell; scent; odor; taste, e.g fermented meat
tippakhaut ᑎᑉᐸᒃᐅᑦ perfume
tiriaq ᑎᕆᐊᖅ weasel; ermine (also tiriřřak)
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tiriaraq ᑎᕆᐊᕋᖅ young weasel; young ermine
tirikšaq ᑎᕆᒃᖅ belt
tiringanniaq ᑎᕆᖓᓐᓂᐊᖅ white fox
tiringanniarřuaq ᑎᕆᖓᓐᓂᐊᕐᖪᐊᖅ red fox, also used for cross fox
tiringanniarřuaq ᑎᕆᖓᓐᓂᐊᕐᖪᐊᖅ red fox
tiriřraaq ᑎᕆᔾᕌᖅ young bearded seal, after the first shed
tiritquq ᑎᕆᑦᖁᖅ corner, angle

tiritquq ᑎᕆᑦᖁᖅ angle, you can say pignahunik tiqitqualik, three angles, for 
triangle

tiřvuaqtuq ᑎᕝᕗᐊᖅᑐᖅ spitting a small peice of non edible particle out of mouth

tiřvuaqtuqtuq ᑎᕝᕗᐊᖅᑐᖅᑐᖅ repeatedly spitting small particles out of mouth 
tiřvuluktuq ᑎᕝᕗᓗᒃᑐᖅ trying very hard to spit out a small annoying particle out of 

mouth, but it is taking long
titiqqat ᑎᑎᖅᑲᑦ letters; correspondence; papers with writing (mail)
titiraq ᑎᑎᕋᖅ letter; document
titiraqhiurvik ᑎᑎᕋᖅᐅᕐᕕᒃ post office
titiraqhiurviliaqpit? ᑎᑎᕋᖅᐅᕐᕕᓕᐊᖅᐱᑦ? Are you going to the post office?
titiraqhiurvingmungngauřuq ᑎᑎᕋᖅᐅᕐᕕᖕᒧᖕᖓᐅᖪᖅ she's/he's enroute to post office.
titiraqtaa ᑎᑎᕋᖅᑖ writes it
titiraqtatka ᑎᑎᕋᖅᑕᑦᑲ I wrote them
titiraqti ᑎᑎᕋᖅᑎ secretary
titiraqtuq ᑎᑎᕋᖅᑐᖅ writes
titirarvigiřara ᑎᑎᕋᖅᕕᒋᖬᕋ writing to him (I am...)
titirarvik ᑎᑎᕋᕐᕕᒃ office
titirarvingmi ᑎᑎᕋᕐᕕᖕᒥ at the office
titirarvingmit ᑎᑎᕋᕐᕕᖕᒥᑦ from the office
titirarvingmut ᑎᑎᕋᖅᕕᖕᒧᑦ to the office
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titirauhiq ᑎᑎᕋᐅᖅ writing system
titirauřaqtuq ᑎᑎᕋᐅᖬᖅᑐᖅ draws
titiraut ᑎᑎᕋᐅᑦ pen or pencil, writing instrument
titirautiga ᑎᑎᕋᐅᑎᒐ my pen
titirautiik ᑎᑎᕋᐅᑏᒃ two pens (or pencils)
titirautikkak ᑎᑎᕋᐅᑎᒃᑲᒃ my two pens
titirautikkat ᑎᑎᕋᐅᑎᒃᑲᑦ my pens
titirautikkik ᑎᑎᕋᐅᑎᒃᑭᒃ your two pens
titirautiqangngitchunga ᑎᑎᕋᐅᑎᖃᖕᖏᑦᕤᖓ I don't have a pen.
titirautiqaqpit? ᑎᑎᕋᐅᑎᖃᖅᐱᑦ do you have a pen?
titirautiqaqtunga ᑎᑎᕋᐅᑎᖃᖅᑐᖓ I have a pen.
titirautit ᑎᑎᕋᐅᑎᑦ your pen
titirautit ᑎᑎᕋᐅᑎᑦ several pens (or pencils)
titiravigiřaa ᑎᑎᕋᕕᒋᖭ writes to him/her/it
tu’miqqiqtuqtuq ᑐ’ᒥᖅᕿᖅᑐᖅᑐᖅ use something to stand higher
tu’miraq ᑐ’ᒥᕋᖅ stepstool
tuapak ᑐᐊᐸᒃ stones; gravel
tuapaktaqti ᑐᐊᐸᒃᑕᖅᑎ gravel truck driver
tuatqiřaq ᑐᐊᑦᕿᖬᖅ skinny one
tuattuq ᑐᐊᑦᑐᖅ narrow, slim
tuavikait ᑐᐊᕕᑲᐃᑦ hurry up, also tuaviurit
tuaviq ᑐᐊᕕᖅ hurry!, quick!
tuaviuqtuq ᑐᐊᕕᐅᖅᑐᖅ hurries; hastens
tuglia ᑐᒡᓕᐊ second one
tugliitchuq ᑐᒡᓖᑦᕤᖅ the nearest one in a group of things e.g. in a group of 

caribou, the nearest one, in a group of Qitirmiut 
communities, the nearest one

tugliq ᑐᒡᓕᖅ the closer one (of two)
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tuhaařaa ᑐᖭ hears, listens to him/her/it (continuous sound)

tuhaaři ᑐᖨ interpreter; translator, one who listens
tuhaařuq ᑐᖪᖅ hears, listens (a continuous sound)

tuhaattiangngitchuq ᑐᑦᑎᐊᖕᖏᑦᕤᖅ is hard of hearing
tuhaqtaa ᑐᖅᑖ hears him/her/it (short sound)
tuhaqtuq ᑐᖅᑐᖅ hears (he/she...)
tuharnaqtuq ᑐᕐᓇᖅᑐᖅ audible
tuharniqtuq ᑐᕐᓂᖅᑐᖅ nice sounding, pleasant sounding
tuharniriřara ᑐᕐᓂᕆᖬᕋ I like the sound of it.
tuhiattunga ᑐᐊᑦᑐᖓ limping (I am...)
tuhiattuq ᑐᐊᑦᑐᖅ she/he/it is limping (due to a sore foot)
tuhugiřaa ᑐᒋᖭ is envious of him/her/it
tuhunnaq ᑐᓐᓇᖅ expression, how lucky; I'm envious
tuhuřuq ᑐᖪᖅ is envious
tui ᑐᐃ shoulder, (d. tuik)
tu'jaaqtuq ᑐ'ᔮᖅᑐᖅ slow walking due to tender sore feet e.g. dogs walk like this 

when they have cuts from sharp ice or having ice/ snow build 
up between toes 

tujuqtuq ᑐᔪᖅᑐᖅ sending something to someone out of town
tukhiariaqtuq ᑐᒃᐊᕆᐊᖅᑐᖅ goes to church (she...)
tukhiarvik ᑐᒃᐊᕐᕕᒃ church
tukhiarvingmi'ngaaqtuq ᑐᒃᐊᕐᕕᖕᒥ’ᖔᖅᑐᖅ comes from church (she...)
tukhiqtuq ᑐᒃᖅᑐᖅ asks for something
tukiani ᑐᑭᐊᓂ in the axis of (straight line)
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tukihingngitchunga ᑐᑭᖕᖏᑦᕤᖓ understand (I don't...)
tukihiřunga ᑐᑭᖪᖓ understand (I...)
tukihivit? ᑐᑭᕖᑦ understand (Do you...?)
tukiliriik ᑐᑭᓕᕇᒃ in a row, in line with each other, e.g. D.E.W. line barrels

tukimuaktittiři ᑐᑭᒧᐊᒃᑎᑦᑎᖨ director (job title)
tukimut ᑐᑭᒧᑦ straight forward

tukkaliqtuq ᑐᒃᑲᓕᖅᑐᖅ kicking/pushing with heel
tukkaqtaa ᑐᒃᑲᖅᑖ kicks it with his/her heel
tukkattukaqtuq ᑐᒃᑲᑦᑐᑲᖅᑐᖅ temper tantrum with loud stamping of feet
tukkattukauřaqtuq ᑐᒃᑲᑦᑐᑲᐅᖬᖅᑐᖅ temper tantrum with fast stamping of feet (not loud)
tuktu ᑐᒃᑐ caribou
tuktuhiurvik ᑐᒃᑐᐅᕐᕕᒃ where caribou are hunted

tuktukpa? ᑐᒃᑐᒃᐸ caribou (Did he get a ...?)

tuktuktuq ᑐᒃᑐᒃᑐᖅ caribou (he caught a...)
tuktuliaqtuq ᑐᒃᑐᓕᐊᖅᑐᖅ caribou hunting (He has gone...)

tuktuliarvik ᑐᒃᑐᓕᐊᕐᕕᒃ caribou hunting camp
tuktup niqia ᑐᒃᑐᑉ ᓂᕿᐊ caribou meat
tuktuřuq ᑐᒃᑐᖪᒃ crane flies; look like mosquitoes with long legs, but do not 

bite
tuktuttuq ᑐᒃᑐᑦᑐᖅ gets a caribou
tuktuttut ᑐᒃᑐᑦᑐᑦ they got caribou
tuktutut ᑐᒃᑐᑐᑦ like a caribou
tuktuvak ᑐᒃᑐᕙᒃ moose
tuktuvalik ᑐᒃᑐᕙᓕᒃ hasa moose hide sole
tulagvik ᑐᓚᒡᕕᒃ dock; landing place for boat
tulagvikšaqhiuqtuq ᑐᓚᒡᕕᒃᖅᐅᖅᑐᖅ looks for a place to land a boat
tulaktuq ᑐᓚᒃᑐᖅ a boat lands
tulimaaq ᑐᓕᒫᖅ rib
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tulimaat ᑐᓕᒫᑦ rib cage
tu'liriřuq  amirmik ᑐ'ᓕᕆᖪᖅ  ᐊᒥᕐᒥᒃ stepping on skins, lightly and evenly to smooth them out

tullik ᑐᓪᓕᒃ Golden Plover
tulugaq ᑐᓗᒐᖅ raven
tuluqtuq ᑐᓗᖅᑐᖅ bumps [into something], tuluqtaa- bumps into it
tuluriaq ᑐᓗᕆᐊᖅ canine tooth
tumi ᑐᒥ track; footprint
tumiit ᑐᒦᑦ tracks, (of an animal)
tu'miraq ᑐ'ᒥᕋᖅ single step, tu'miraqtaa - going up or down it
tu'miraqtaa ᑐ'ᒥᕋᖅᑖ stepped on something that you should not have stepped on

tungaaniittuq ᑐᖔᓃᑦᑐᖅ before, in a spacial sense, it is before another area/object

tungauttuq ᑐᖓᐅᑦᑐᖅ a moving object falls short of its target
tungujuqtuq ᑐᖑᔪᖅᑐᖅ green
tunguqtuq ᑐᖑᖅᑐᖅ blue
tunihiřuq ᑐᓂᖪᖅ gives something
tuniit ᑐᓃᑦ people from long ago, the Tuniit, they were said to be tall, 

strong  and gentle
tunikauk ᑐᓂᑲᐅᒃ give it (to....).
tuniřaa ᑐᓂᖭ gives it
tunirřuk ᑐᓂᕐᖪᒃ beast bone
tunitkik ᑐᓂᑦᑭᒃ Give the two of them (to....).
tunitkit ᑐᓂᑦᑭᑦ Give them all (to....).
tunngahugit ᑐᓐᖓᒋᑦ welcome
tunngahugitti ᑐᓐᖓᒋᑦᑎ welcome (addressing more than 2 people).
tunngahugittik ᑐᓐᖓᒋᑦᑎᒃ welcome (addressing 2 people)
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tunngařuq ᑐᓐᖓᖪᖅ something/someone is standing very sturdy, stable
tunngauttuq ᑐᓐᖓᐅᑦᑐᖅ shooting short e.g. when shooting, missed the target, shooting 

short
tunngavitku'ni hanařunga ᑐᓐᖓᕕᑦᑯ’ᓂ ᓇᖪᖓ work at Nunavut Tunngavik (I...)
tunnuq ᑐᓐᓄᖅ fat of land animals such as caribou, wolf, musk-ox, rabbit. Sea 

mammal fat is called uqšuq . Dripping fat from fox, wolverine 
also called uqšuq .-the word choice depends on the type of 
fat, hard or sticky/dripping

tunua ᑐᓄᐊ back area
tunuani ᑐᓄᐊᓂ behind him/her/it, in the back area
tunuhitaq ᑐᓄᑕᖅ first stomach of caribou; rumen
tunuhuk ᑐᓄᒃ nape of the neck
tunulliq ᑐᓄᓪᓕᖅ referring to a place name in Gulf of Boothia area, also refers 

to one person standing behind another person

tunutaa ᑐᓄᑖ turns his/her/its back to him/her/it
tunuttuq ᑐᓄᑦᑐᖅ turns his/her/its back
tupaaqtaa ᑐᐹᖅᑖ wakes him/her/it up
tupakhiuqtuq ᑐᐸᒃᒃᑐᖅ wakes up early
tupaktuq ᑐᐸᒃᑐᖅ he/she/it wakes up
tupikšaq ᑐᐱᒃᖅ tent canvas
tupilak ᑐᐱᓚᒃ devil
tupiq ᑐᐱᖅ tent
tupiqhimařuq ᑐᐱᖅᒪᖪᖅ camp (she/he has a tent...)
tupiqpak ᑐᐱᖅᐸᒃ tent frame
tupiqtuq ᑐᐱᖅᑐᖅ has set up a tent
tupirvik ᑐᐱᕐᕕᒃ tent site
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tupittuq ᑐᐱᑦᑐᖅ chokes
tuppuhiřaqtuq ᑐᑉᐳᖬᖅᑐᖅ something is stuck in throat and it is hard to breathe
tupřaqhiřuq ᑐᑉᖬᖅᖪᖅ follows tracks
tuqłuk ᑐᖅᖢᒃ trachea
tuqłulaaqtuq ᑐᖅᖢᓛᖅᑐᖅ yelling loudly 
tuqšuk    ᑐᖅᒃ entrance; porch
tuqšununngaqtuq ᑐᖅᓄᓐᖓᖅᑐᖅ it is placed in the porch
tuquhaiřuq ᑐᖁᐃᖪᖅ kills someone/something
tuqungařuq ᑐᖁᖓᖪᖅ something/someone is dead
tuquřrajaqtuq ᑐᖁᖮᕋᔭᖅᑐᖅ nearly dies (animal)
tuquřuq ᑐᖁᖪᖅ dies; passes away
tuqutaa ᑐᖁᑖ kills him/her/it
tuquuraq ᑐᖂᕋᖅ sharp edge of knife, axe; cutting edge of a knife/axe
tutak ᑐᑕᒃ lower jaw
tutihiřuq ᑐᑎᖪᖅ stepped on something sticky or messy
tutiřaa ᑐᑎᖭ stepped on it, e.g he/she/it stepped on my camera
tutiriaq ᑐᑎᕆᐊᖅ A bag for seal hunting tools about two and a half feet square. 

This is usually made from winter caribou skin taken from the 
back of a caribou. It is also used for standing on while seal 
hunting so the hunter does not get cold feet.  

tuugaalik ᑑᒑᓕᒃ narwhal, can be called qinalugaq tuugaalik, or qinalugaq 

tuugaaq ᑑᒑᖅ tusk
tuu'lik ᑑ'ᓕᒃ Yellow-billed Loon; Common Loon (see qaqšauq, kaglulik )

tuuq ᑑᖅ ice chisel
tuuqtaa ᑑᖅᑖ chisels it, punches it
tuuqtuq ᑑᖅᑐᖅ works with a chisel
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tuutauřaq ᑑᑕᐅᖬᖅ button
tuutuhiiřuq  iglumi ᑑᑐᖅᖪᖅ    ᐃᒡᓗᒥ fixing snow for bed in iglu, shredding the snow with a snow 

knife , and leveling/hardening it by evenly stepping it with 
feet, see haumngutikšaq, the snow bed in the iglu

tuvaaq ᑐᕚᖅ seal hunting partners on ice, 

tuvaq ᑐᕙᖅ mass of ocean ice, or lake ice that is strong enough to travel 
on

u`lainnaqtuq ᐅ`ᓚᐃᓐᓇᖅᑐᖅ he/she ran all the way
ua'naqłiqtuq ᐅᐊ'ᓇᖅᖠᖅᑐᖅ main wind, the north, northwest wind
ua'naqtuq ᐅᐊ'ᓇᖅᑐᖅ wind coming from west, west wind
uaqhiřuq ᐅᐊᖅᖪᖅ washes something
uaqhit ᐅᐊᖅᑦ washing machine
uaqtaa ᐅᐊᖅᑖ washes him/her/it
uaqtakšat ᐅᐊᖅᑕᒃᑦ dirty laundry
uaqtiqtuq ᐅᐊᖅᑎᖅᑐᖅ rinsing hands, e.g. after skinning caribou
uaqtuq ᐅᐊᖅᑐᖅ (see uaqtiqtuq) washes
uarvik ᐅᐊᕐᕕᒃ sink

ublaaruliqtuq ᐅᑉᓛᕈᓕᖅᑐᖅ after midnight 
ublukkut ᐅᑉᓗᒃᑯᑦ day (through the day)

ublumi hunauva? ᐅᑉᓗᒥ ᓇᐅᕙ What is the date today?
ubluq naallugu ᐅᑉᓗᖅ ᓈᓪᓗᒍ all day
ubluqatchiarit ᐅᑉᓗᖃᑦᑎᕠᐊᕆᑦ Have a good day (to one person).
ubluqatchiaritchi ᐅᑉᓗᖃᑦᕠᐊᕆᑦᕠ Have a good day (to 3+)
ubluqatchiaritchik ᐅᑉᓗᖃᑦᕠᐊᕆᑦᕠᒃ Have a good day (to two people)
ubluqhiut ᐅᑉᓗᖅᐅᑦ clock
ubluqtamaat ᐅᑉᓗᖅᑕᒫᑦ every day
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ubluriřuq ᐅᑉᓗᕆᖪᖅ Sunday
ublutkut ᐅᑉᓗᑦᑯᑦ during the day
ubluut ᐅᑉᓘᑦ nest with eggs
uglauřuq ᐅᒡᓚᐅᖪᖅ he/she/ has gone visiting
ugřiaqtuq  ᐅᒡᖨᐊᖅᑐᖅ bearded seal hunting (He/she has gone...)
ugřuk ᐅᒡᖪᒃ bearded seal
ugřuktuq ᐅᒡᖪᒃᑐᖅ bearded seal (He/she caught a...)
uhiaq ᐅᐊᖅ multiyear ice floe coloured blue
uhiijaqtuq ᐅᔭᖅᑐᖅ unloads
uhijaut ᐅᔭᐅᑦ freight hauler
uhiliqpallaaqtuq ᐅᓕᖅᐸᓪᓛᖅᑐᖅ is overloaded
uhinngařuq ᐅᓐᖓᖪᖅ is naked; is underdressed; has no clothes on
uhiqtiqtuq ᐅᖅᑎᖅᑐᖅ in the process of taking off his/her clothes
uhiqtuq ᐅᖅᑐᖅ is undressed is naked
uhituvallaaqtuq ᐅᑐᕙᓪᓛᖅᑐᖅ overloaded
uhuk ᐅᒃ penis
uigiřřauřuq ᐅᐃᒋᖮᖬᐅᖪᖅ he is someone's husband
uilik ᐅᐃᓕᒃ married woman
uingngittuq ᐅᐃᖕᖏᑦᑐᖅ has no husband
uinguřuq ᐅᐃᖑᖪᖅ he is a husband
uinngangngitchunga ᐅᐃᓐᖓᖕᖏᑦᕤᖓ sleepy (I am not...)
uinngaqpit? ᐅᐃᓐᖓᖅᐱᑦ sleepy (Are you...?)
uinngaqtuq ᐅᐃᓐᖓᖅᑐᖅ he/she/it is sleepy
uiqaqpit? ᐅᐃᖃᖅᐱᑦ husband (Do you have a...?)
uiřgahuk ᐅᐃᖮᒐᒃ widow
uitařuq ᐅᐃᑕᖪᖅ eyes wide open
uittuq ᐅᐃᑦᑐᖅ s/he opened her/his eyes
uivřaaqtuq ᐅᐃᕝᖭᖅᑐᖅ turning around 360 degrees, circling in one spot
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uivvaani ᐅᐃᕝᕚᓂ around it
ujamik ᐅᔭᒥᒃ necklace
ujamiřriqtuq ᐅᔭᒥᖮᖨᖅᑐᖅ when it has been storming, a sign of clearing is when the sun 

has like a spreading ring surrounding it that resembles the fur 
of a sunburst (on parka) 

ujaqqat ᐅᔭᖅᑲᑦ rocks, also ujarat
ujarahugřuk ᐅᔭᕋᒡᖪᒃ boulder
ujaraktuřuq ᐅᔭᕋᒃᑐᖪᖅ rocky area
ujaraq ᐅᔭᕋᖅ stone; rock
ujaumatchiaqtuq ᐅᔭᐅᒪᑦᕠᖅᑐᖅ oversees any other high objects, e.g. a high area that oversees 

any other hills
ujukpaa ᐅᔪᒃᐹ expression meaning "sorry"
ujuruk ᐅᔪᕈᒃ niece of a male
ujurukšaq ᐅᔪᕈᒃᖅ step-niece of a male
ukaliaq ᐅᑲᓕᐊᖅ young hare
ukaliq ᐅᑲᓕᖅ hare (Arctic)
ukaliqtuq ᐅᑲᓕᖅᑐᖅ hare (he/she caught a...)
ukalliaqtuq ᐅᑲᓪᓕᐊᖅᑐᖅ hare hunting (He/she has gone looking for...)
ukiakhaatkut ᐅᑭᐊᒃᑦᑯᑦ in the fall
ukiakshraaq ᐅᑭᐊᒃᖅ last fall
ukiaq ᐅᑭᐊᖅ fall; autumn
ukiaq ᐅᑭᐊᖅ early winter, falltime
ukiiřuq ᐅᑮᖪᖅ spends the winter
ukiup aippaani ᐅᑭᐅᑉ ᐊᐃᑉᐹᓇ two years ago
ukiuq ᐅᑭᐅᖅ year; winter
ukiuq naallugu ᐅᑭᐅᖅ ᓈᓪᓗᒍ all winter
ukiuqtamaat ᐅᑭᐅᖅᑕᒫᑦ every winter
ukiuqtuq ᐅᑭᐅᖅᑐᖅ winter has arrived
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ukiurmi  ᐅᑭᐅᕐᒥ this year
ukkuaq ᐅᒃᑯᐊᖅ door
ukkuaqhimařuq ᐅᒃᑯᐊᖅᒪᖪᖅ closed (it is...)
ukkuaqtuq ᐅᒃᑯᐊᖅᑐᖅ closes the door
ukkuiqhimařuq ᐅᒃᑯᐃᖅᒪᖪᖅ open (it is...)
ukkuiqtaa ᐅᒃᑯᐃᖅᑖ opens the door
ukkuttaq ᐅᒃᑯᑦᑕᖅ jack-knife, pocket knife
ukpat ᐅᒃᐸᑦ buttocks, two sides of one animal, (still intact), ukpatik  -two 

individual buttocks of two different animals
ukpatik ᐅᒃᐸᑎᒃ two individual buttocks of two different animals,  ukpat -
ukpik ᐅᒃᐱᒃ Snowy Owl
ukpiriřaa ᐅᒃᐱᕆᖭ believes him/her/it
ukpitaqtuq ᐅᒃᐱᑕᖅᑐᖅ stumbles, tripped
ukuak ᐅᑯᐊᒃ these two
ukuak hunauvak ᐅᑯᐊᒃ ᓇᐅᕙᒃ What are these two things?
ukuaq ᐅᑯᐊᖅ daughter-in-law; sister-in-law of a female
ukuara ᐅᑯᐊᕋ my daughter in-law
ukuat ᐅᑯᐊᑦ these (more than two)
ukuat hunauvat ᐅᑯᐊᑦ ᓇᐅᕙᑦ What are these? (three or more)
ukuavak ᐅᑯᐊᕙᒃ grandchild’s wife (daughter-n-law next more generation)

ukungařuq ᐅᑯᖓᖪᖅ he/she is bent over, bent down
ukuřuq ᐅᑯᖪᖅ   (ᐅᑯᖓᖪᖅ) bends down (he...) (he/she/it is bent over- ukungařuq)

u'lahiřuq ᐅ'ᓚᖪᖅ talking about the past-a person started running
u'laktuq ᐅ'ᓚᒃᑐᖅ runs
ulapqiřuliriři ᐅᓚᑉᕿᖪᓕᕆᖨ recreation coordinator
ulapqiřuq ᐅᓚᑉᕿᖪᖅ plays
ulapqiuřaq ᐅᓚᑉᕿᐅᖬᖅ toy
ulapqivik ᐅᓚᑉᕿᕕᒃ recreation centre
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ulapqutit ᐅᓚᑉᖁᑎᑦ things to play with
u'lautiřut ᐅ'ᓚᐅᑎᖪᑦ running races
ulikhimařuq ᐅᓕᒃᒪᖪᖅ it is covered up
uliktaa ᐅᓕᒃᑖ covers him/her/it with a blanket; puts a blanket on him/her/it

uliliqtuq ᐅᓕᓕᖅᑐᖅ tide is rising
ulimaut ᐅᓕᒪᐅᑦ axe
ulimmakkut ᐅᓕᒻᒪᒃᑯᑦ meat slivers from chopping meat with an axe
ulinngařuq ᐅᓕᓐᖓᖪᖅ tide (it's high...), also,- it is inside-out
uliqšuqtuq ᐅᓕᖅᖅᑐᖅ a small tide, e.g. in the gulf of Boothia the mid day tide goes 

only half way up, and it goes down again
ulittuq ᐅᓕᑦᑐᖅ tide is up, uliliqtuq -tide is going up, also, ulittuq- is put inside 

out 
uliuhiniq ᐅᓕᐅᓂᖅ strip of flesh on either side of the spine on most animals, 

back strap of meat
uliut ᐅᓕᐅᑦ sinew-like tissue along the spine of most animals 
ulivittitaa ᐅᓕᕕᑦᑎᑖ fills it up to overflowing
ulivittuq ᐅᓕᕕᑦᑐᖅ is filled up to overflowing
ulu ᐅᓗ woman's knife, wide curved cutting edge that has many uses, 

i.e. for cutting, scraping, cleaning meat, fish and skins, ulua/ᐅᓗᐊ  
her/his ulu

uluagu'lik ᐅᓗᐊᒍ'ᓕᒃ Canada Goose
uluak ᐅᓗᐊᒃ cheek bones (two), my cheek bone, uluara/ᐅᓗᐊᕋ, 

uluaq/ᐊᓚᐊᖅone cheek bone
uluaqtaa ᐅᓗᐊᖅᑖ saws it
uluaqtuq ᐅᓗᐊᖅᑐᖅ sawing
ulukšaqtuuq ᐅᓗᒃᖅᑑᖅ where there is plenty of material to make ulus; traditional 

name for Holman Island Ulukhaqtuuq
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uluriahuktuq ᐅᓗᕆᐊᒃᑐᖅ feels apprehensive because of danger
ulurianaq ᐅᓗᕆᐊᓇᖅ feeling that something is going to hit you
ulurianaqtuq ᐅᓗᕆᐊᓇᖅᑐᖅ something is dangerous , causes apprehension
uluut ᐅᓘᑦ saw
uluutauřaq ᐅᓘᑕᐅᖬᖅ hacksaw
umialik ᐅᒥᐊᓕᒃ one who has a big boat
umiaq ᐅᒥᐊᖅ 40 ft. wooden boat, peterhead boat
umiarřuaq ᐅᒥᐊᕐᖪᐊᖅ ship
umik ᐅᒥᒃ beard
umiktuq ᐅᒥᒃᑐᖅ is closed
umilik ᐅᒥᓕᒃ has a beard
umingmaaq ᐅᒥᖕᒫᖅ young musk ox
umingmak ᐅᒥᖕᒪᒃ musk ox
umingmaktuq ᐅᒥᖕᒪᒃᑐᖅ muskox (She/he caught a...)

Umingmaktuuq ᐅᒥᖕᒪᒃᑑᖅ Place name 
umingmiaqtuq ᐅᒥᖕᒥᐊᖅᑐᖅ musk ox hunting (She/he has gone...)
umiřruk ᐅᒥᖮᕈᒃ mustache
umngijaqtuq ᐅᒻᖏᔭᖅᑐᖅ shaves
umngijaut ᐅᒻᖏᔭᐅᑦ razor
una ᐅᓇ this one here
una hunauva? ᐅᓇ ᓇᐅᕙ What is this?
unaaq ᐅᓈᖅ harpoon 
unalu ᐅᓇᓗ this one too
unanaluk ᐅᓇᓇᓗᒃ this bothersome one, or one who should know better
unaphuatłuk ᐅᓇᑉᐊᑦᖢᒃ this annoying little one
unařuq ᐅᓇᖪᖅ dog is playing with another dog,  this word is used with some 

other wildlife e.g. wolf
unataqti ᐅᓇᑕᖅᑎ warrior; soldier
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unataqtut ᐅᓇᑕᖅᑐᑦ [they] are fighting a war
unatłuk ᐅᓇᑦᖢᒃ this terrible one
ungagiřaa ᐅᖓᒋᖭ misses him/her/it, e.g child crying for a parent
ungahikhiřuq ᐅᖓᒃᖪᖅ gets further away
ungahiktuq ᐅᖓᒃᑐᖅ is far away
ungahitqiřaq ᐅᖓᑦᕿᖬᖅ the one farther away 
ungaliqtagit ᐅᖓᓕᖅᑕᒋᑦ miss (I...you)
ungalliq ᐅᖓᓪᓕᖅ the farther one; the most distant one (of two)
ungalu ᐅᖓᓗ back edge of the qulliq
unganaqtuq ᐅᖓᓇᖅᑐᖅ this word describes the person you wish was present with you 

here, now, because you love them so much
ungataani ᐅᖓᑖᓂ the one that is farthest away, behind him/her/it
ungilaktuq ᐅᖏᓚᒃᑐᖅ it, (some part of your body), is itchy
ungirlaaq ᐅᖏᕐᓛᖅ a bag made from a whole sealskin; the sealskin is filled with 

cut-up fat and meat and buried for fermenting. The opening is 
at the head and the bag is  tied tightly so it does not drip

u'nguq ᐅ'ᖑᖅ wart, different than boil, abscess- ajuaq
uniaqtaa ᐅᓂᐊᖅᑖ drags him/her/it; pulls him/her/it on sled
uniaqti ᐅᓂᐊᖅᑎ last two dogs in the team of dogs in a dual line hitch

uniaqtuq ᐅᓂᐊᖅᑐᖅ drags
unipkaaq ᐅᓂᑉᑳᖅ story; legend
unipkaaqtuq ᐅᓂᑉᑳᖅᑐᖅ tells a legend; tells a story
uniq ᐅᓂᖅ arm pit

unnirluktuq ᐅᓐᓂᕐᓗᒃᑐᖅ complaining
unnuanga ᐅᓐᓄᐊᖓ all night
unnuaq ᐅᓐᓄᐊᖅ  last night
unnuaruqtuq ᐅᓐᓄᐊᕈᖅᑐᖅ became midnight [just]
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unnuk ᐅᓐᓄᒃ this evening
unnuk huniaqpit? ᐅᓐᓄᒃ ᓂᐊᖅᐱᑦ What are you doing tonight?
unnukkut ᐅᓐᓄᒃᑯᑦ in the evening
unnukpat ᐅᓐᓄᒃᐸᑦ when it becomes night
unnuktuq ᐅᓐᓄᒃᑐᖅ night has fallen
unnuliqtuq ᐅᓐᓄᓕᖅᑐᖅ it has become night [just]
unungngauřuq ᐅᓄᖕᖓᐅᖪᖅ going down that way (pointing)
upinngaaq ᐅᐱᓐᖔᖅ spring, upinngaatkut,  in the spring, through the spring
upinngaatkut ᐅᐱᓐᖔᑦᑯᑦ in the spring, through the spring
upinngakšaaq ᐅᐱᓐᖓᒃᖅ talking about early spring in the past tense of the current 

year, e.g referring back to April when temperature was rising

uplaaq ᐅᑉᓛᖅ morning; this morning
uplaaq ᐅᑉᓛᖅ morning
uplaarumitaqtuq ᐅᑉᓛᕈᒥᑕᖅᑐᖅ has breakfast
uplaatkut ᐅᑉᓛᑦᑯᑦ through morning, recently has been adopted within cross 

cultural workplaces to translate english expression of, "good 
morning"  

uplumi ᐅᑉᓗᒥ today
uplumiptauq ᐅᑉᓗᒥᑉᑕᐅᖅ until sometime again today
upluqhiut ᐅᑉᓗᖅᐅᑦ wrist-watch; clock
upluriaq ᐅᑉᓗᕆᐊᖅ star
upluriřuq ᐅᑉᓗᕆᖪᖅ Sunday
upluut ᐅᑉᓘᑦ nest
upluutiliuqtuq ᐅᑉᓘᑎᓕᐅᖅᑐᖅ makes a nest
uqajuitchuq ᐅᖃᔪᐃᑦᕤᖅ is mute; cannot speak
uqalimaagaq ᐅᖃᓕᒫᒐᖅ book, also see makpiraaq
uqalimaaqarvik ᐅᖃᓕᒫᖃᕐᕕᒃ library
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uqalimaaqtuq ᐅᖃᓕᒫᖅᑐᖅ reads (he...)
uqalluriktuq ᐅᖃᓪᓗᕆᒃᑐᖅ s/he is talkative
uqamajaihinnaqtuq ᐅᖃᒪᔭᐃᓐᓇᖅᑐᖅ they tend to talk on and on
uqaq ᐅᖃᖅ tongue
uqaqatigigguuk ᐅᖃᖃᑎᒋᒡᒎᒃ go talk to him
uqaqatigilagu ᐅᖃᖃᑎᒋᓚᒍ Let me speak to him.
uqaqatigiřaa ᐅᖃᖃᑎᒋᖭ talks with him/her/it
uqaqti ᐅᖃᖅᑎ interpreter; translator
uqaqtuq ᐅᖃᖅᑐᖅ speaks; talks
uqarahaktuq ᐅᖃᕋᒃᑐᖅ is telling stories
uqaratchaqtuut ᐅᖃᕋᑦᕦᖅᑑᖅ talks a lot
uqariulihaarami ᐅᖃᕆᐅᓕᕋᒥ because she/he is just learning to speak 
uqariuliqtuq ᐅᖃᕆᐅᓕᖅᑐᖅ she/he has began/learned to speak
uqarluktuq ᐅᖃᕐᓗᒃᑐᖅ has a sore tongue
uqarvigiřaa ᐅᖃᕐᕕᒋᖭ talks to him/her about it
uqauhiq ᐅᖃᐅᖅ word; language; speech
uqauhiriphaaruk ᐅᖃᐅᕆᑉᕈᒃ Please repeat that. (speach)
uqauhiriřaa ᐅᖃᐅᕆᖭ talks about him/her/it

uqauřaq ᐅᖃᐅᖬᖅ leaf, literally 'looks like a tongue' like an uqaq
uqautiřaa ᐅᖃᐅᑎᖭ told him/her/it something
uqitchuq ᐅᕿᑦᕤᖅ is light (weight)
uqpik ᐅᖅᐱᒃ willow
uqqarikhiřuq ᐅᖅᑲᕆᒃᖪᖅ speaks clearer; has improved his/her speech
uqqariktuq ᐅᖅᑲᕆᒃᑐᖅ speaks well
uqquani ᐅᖅᖁᐊᓂ something is downwind from something
uqqurmiutaq ᐅᖅᑯᕐᒥᐅᑕᖅ amaut (skirted style)
uqšuaqtuq ᐅᖅᐊᖅᑐᖅ the water is like glass, no wind
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uqšuq ᐅᖅᖅ blubber; whale fat; oil; fat of sea mammmals, fat of ducks, 
dripping fat- it depends on the type of mammal, land 
mammals such as caribou, wolf, musk-ox and rabbits have 
tunnuq

uqšuqqarvik ᐅᖅᕐᖃᕐᕕᒃ fuel tank
uqšuqtaut ᐅᖅᖅᑕᐅᑦ fuel truck
uqšuqtuuq ᐅᖅᖅᑑᖅ Place name for Gjoa Haven 
uqšuriaq ᐅᖅᕆᐊᖅ white marble
uqšurřualiriři ᐅᖅᕐᖪᐊᓕᕆᖨ fuel delivery man
uqšurřuaq ᐅᖅᕐᖪᐊᖅ fuel oil
uquiqtuq ᐅᖁᐃᖅᑐᖅ is no longer rusty
uquitchuq ᐅᖁᐃᑦᑐᖅ there is no heat in the building, tent, shelter etc. (uquittuq)

uqummiaq ᐅᖁᒻᒥᐊᖅ candy, something to suck on
uqummiaqtaa ᐅᖁᒻᒥᐊᖅᑖ keeps it in his/her/its mouth
uquq ᐅᖁᖅ rust
uquutaq ᐅᖂᑕᖅ windbreak, shelter from wind
u'řaq ᐅ’ᖬᖅ fermented edible food
urhiq ᐅᕐᖅ a piece of rope made from seal skin with two ends connected 

together (about 6" diameter.) When the seal is caught, the 
folded rope end is inserted between the inner lip and teeth 
(following a knife cut) and continues under the skin to the 
eye. The folded rope is looped through the other end and 
this is used to securely pull the seal out of the seal hole. 

uriaqtuq ᐅᕆᐊᖅᑐᖅ spits out
urnikhiřuq ᐅᕐᓂᒃᖪᖅ a person is going to where another person is
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urniktaa ᐅᕐᓂᒃᑖ rejoins him/her/it; catches up to; went up to them, a person 
is going to a specific person, or object

uřrujaattuq ᐅᖮᕈᔮᑦᑐᖅ staggers, is wobbly
urřuk ᐅᕐᖪᒃ moss
uřruřuq ᐅᖮᕈᖪᖅ falling from an upright position
uruluhunngunarluaqtuq ᐅᕈᓗᓐᖑᓇᕐᓗᐊᖅᑐᖅ he/she/it has been annoyoying for a long time creating deep 

feeling of dislike
urulunaqturaaluk ᐅᕈᓗᓇᖅᑐᕌᓗᒃ makes one feel very frustrated 
utaqqiřaa ᐅᑕᖅᑭᖭ waits for him/her/it
utaqqiřuq ᐅᑕᖅᑭᖪᖅ waits
utaqqivaktaa ᐅᑕᖅᕿᕙᒃᑖ repeatedly stays put and waits patiently for him/her/it

utchiqhuliqquq ᐅᑦᕠᖅᓕᖅᖁᖅ the water is boiling over e.g. while cooking some food in 
water, the water is boiling over

utchuk ᐅᑦᕤᒃ vagina
utimut ᐅᑎᒧᑦ on the way back; in the direction of the way back
utiqqaaqtillugu ᐅᑎᖅᖄᖅᑎᓪᓗᒍ after she/he returned
utiqtigguuk ᐅᑎᖅᑎᒡᒎᒃ Put it back/return it (command), utiqtitara-  I returned it
utiqtiphaarlugu ᐅᑎᖅᑎᑉᕐᓄᒍ return it again
utiqtuq ᐅᑎᖅᑐᖅ returns (he/she...)
utkuhik ᐅᑦᑯᒃ cooking pot, traditionally made of soapstone 
utkuhikšaq ᐅᑦᑯᒃᖅ soapstone, or pot stone
uugangiqhit/ kapurautirřuaq ᐆᒐᖏᑦ / ᑲᐳᕋᐅᑎᕐᖪᐊᖅ fork (big) - uugangiqhiit (very old term), newer: kapurautirřuaq

uugaq ᐆᒐᖅ tomcod
uuhimařut ᐆᒪᖪᑦ cooked food
uuktuqtaa ᐆᒃᑐᖅᑖ he/she/it measures him/her/it
uuktuut ᐆᒃᑑᑦ ruler; pattern; example; sample
uuliktuq ᐆᓕᒃᑐᖅ shivers; shakes
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uumaak ᐆᒫᒃ hey you!
uumaannuaq ᐆᒫᓐᓄᐊᖅ hey you little person!
uummat ᐆᒻᒪᑦ heart
uunai ᐆᓇᐃ expression: it's very cold
uunaihukpit ᐆᓇᐃᒃᐱᑦ cold (Are you ...?)
uunaihungngitchunga  ᐆᓇᐃᖕᖏᑦᕤᖓ cold (I am not...)
uunaiřřariktuq ᐆᓇᐃᖮᖬᕆᒃᑐᖅ it is cold (not extreme)
uunaitpa ᐆᓇᐃᑦᐸ is it cold?
uunalliqtuq ᐆᓇᓪᓕᖅᑐᖅ is getting warm, e.g. kettle is getting warm
uunaqtuq ᐆᓇᖅᑐᖅ is hot
uunaqut ᐆᓇᖁᑦ furnace
uunaruhukpit? ᐆᓇᕈᒃᐱᑦ hot (Are you...?)
uunaruhuktunga ᐆᓇᕈᒃᑐᖓ hot (I am...)
uunnaktunga ᐆᓐᓇᒃᑐᖓ fever (I have a...)
uuřuliuqtuq ᐆᖪᓕᐅᖅᑐᖅ boiled meat (she makes...)
uuřuq ᐆᖪᖅ cooked meat
uutittuq ᐆᑎᑦᑐᖅ she/he/it has been burnt by something hot
uvaguk ᐅᕙᒍᒃ both of us, we, the two of us (for emphasis)
uvagut ᐅᕙᒍᑦ we; the three or more of us
uvamnik ᐅᕙᒻᓂᒃ me, of my own
uvanga ᐅᕙᖓ I, me, myself
uvaniingngitchuq ᐅᕙᓃᖕᖏᑦᑐᖅ here (She's not...)
uvaniitpa? ᐅᕙᓃᑦᐸ here (Is she...?)
uvaniittuq ᐅᕙᓃᑦᑐᖅ here (she's...)
uvapti'ni ᐅᕙᑉᑎ’ᓂ at our place
uvapti'niittunga ᐅᕙᑉᑎ’ᓃᑦᑐᖓ my place (I am at...)
uvapti'nit ᐅᕙᑉᑎ’ᓂᑦ from our place
uvapti'nut ᐅᕙᑉᑎ’ᓄᑦ to our place
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uvatchiagu ᐅᕙᑦᕠᐊᒍ later
uvatchiagunnuaq ᐅᕙᑦᕠᐊᒍᓐᓄᐊᖅ in a minute/right after ('later' is uvittiagu )

uvatchiaguptauq ᐅᕙᑦᕠᐊᒍᑉᑕᐅᖅ see you later

uvatchiahaaq ᐅᕙᑦᕠᐊᖅ a little while ago
uvatchianginnannuaq ᐅᕙᑦᕠᐊᖏᓐᓇᓐᓄᐊᖅ surprisingly quick, right away
uvatchiaq ᐅᕙᑦᕠᐊᖅ a few minutes ago

uviluq ᐅᕕᓗᖅ seashell/clam

uvingařuq ᐅᕕᖓᖪᖅ slanted, tipped over to one side

uvingngiaqtuq ᐅᕕᖕᖏᐊᖅᑐᖅ whistles

uviniq ᐅᕕᓂᖅ epidermis, human skin
uviniruq  ᐅᕕᓂᕈᖅ underwear, also see ilupaaq 
uvva ᐅᕝᕙ here it is; here she is; here he is
uvvaluunniit ᐅᕝᕙᓘᓐᓃᑦ or this one

ᕿᖅᑯᑐᖅ plugging a little hole, e.g in an iglu, boat
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abdomen exterior abdomen, belly naaq ᓈᖅ
abdomen area of abdomen in the center just 

below the navel (chi area)
akuaq ᐊᑯᐊᖅ

abdomen space between ribs and hip bones, 
abdomen

haunngiligaq ᐅᓐᖏᓕᒐᖅ

abortion has an abortion or miscarriage; ahiruiřuq ᐊᕈᐃᖪᖅ
above above it qulaani ᖁᓛᓂ
above above (it is...) qulaaniittuq ᖁᓛᓃᑦᑐᖅ
above the one above it qulliuřuq ᖁᓪᓕᐅᖪᖅ
abscess, boil a boil, abscess, different from 

u'nguq, wart
ajuaq ᐊᔪᐊᖅ

accompanies accompanies someone (she...) ilauřuq ᐃᓚᐅᖪᖅ
accordian accordian ni'řaaqtitaq ᓂ’ᖭᖅᑎᑕᖅ
achiles tendon achilles tendon ki'mitquq ᑭ'ᒥᑦᖁᖅ
across opposites-across; on the other side 

(of a body water); on the opposite 
shore from you

akiani ᐊᑭᐊᓂ

added added into a mixture ilaliuřauhimařuq ᐃᓚᓕᐅᖬᐅᒪᖪᖅ
adoption my adopted parent tiguahiga ᑎᒍᐊᒐ
adoption adopted (he was...) tiguanguřuq ᑎᒍᐊᖑᖪᖅ
adoption adopted child tiguaq ᑎᒍᐊᖅ
adoption adoptive parents tiguaqhiik ᑎᒍᐊᖅᒃ
adoption adopts him/her/it tiguaqtaa ᑎᒍᐊᖅᑖ
adult adult inirniq ᐃᓂᕐᓂᖅ
afraid is scared; is frightened; is afraid iqhiřuq ᐃᖅᖪᖅ

this section is organized by English words and categoies: see left hand column
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afraid is afraid to go on ice, boat or 
plane; e.g is afraid of 
falling/crashing

nangiaqtuq ᓇᖏᐊᖅᑐᖅ

afraid/ afraid (I am...) iqhiřunga ᐃᖅᖪᖓ
afraid/ afraid to ask is afraid to ask him/her. ilirahuktuq ᐃᓕᕋᒃᑐᖅ
after not the first one, after the first 

one
kingullirmik ᑭᖑᓪᓕᕐᒥᒃ

afterbirth afterbirth ařraaq ᐊᖮᕌᖅ
again let’s go again, some more, and 

again
atailu ᐊᑕᐃᓗ

agrees agrees angiqtuq ᐊᖏᖅᑐᖅ
ahead front part of something; the future; 

what lies ahead
hivuniq ᕗᓂᖅ

air is puffed up, full of air puplaumařuq ᐳᑉᓚᐅᒪᖪᖅ
air something high in the air puqtuřuq ᐳᖅᑐᖪᖅ
air bubble gas, air bubble puplak ᐳᑉᓚᒃ
air pump air pump, rising agent puplakhaut ᐳᑉᓚᒃᐅᑦ
air pump is pumped up puplaktuq  ᐳᑉᓚᒃᑐᖅ
air strip airstrip; landing strip, place miřvik ᒥᖮᕕᒃ
airplane airplane, also, it is flying tingmiřuq ᑎᖕᒥᖪᖅ
airplane goes by airplane tingmiřutkuuqtuq ᑎᖕᒥᖪᑦᑰᖅᑐᖅ
Aivilik Aivilik-coast between Chesterfield 

Inlet and Repulse Bay
Aivilik ᐊᐃᕕᓕᒃ

alcohol/ medicinal wood alcohol; medicinal 
alcohol,(not for drinking)

ikkikhat ᐃᒃᑭᒃᑦ

all he/she/it took it all tamatkiqtaa ᑕᒪᑦᑭᖅᑖ
alone is alone ahiqangngitchuq ᐊᖃᖕᖏᑦᕤᖅ
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alone wants to be alone kihimiujumařuq ᑭᒥᐅᔪᒪᖪᖅ
alone he/she/it is alone kihimiuřuq ᑭᒥᐅᖪᖅ
alone is tired of being alone waiting for painnguqtuq ᐸᐃᓐᖑᖅᑐᖅ
also also taimalu ᑕᐃᒪᓗ
amaut/ belt fastener fastener for the tie/belt on a 

packing parka, traditionally made 
from ivory

qaqšungaut ᖃᖅᖓᐅᑦ

amaut/ long tailed amaut (long tailed style) akulik
amaut/ tie tie for an amaut - taphi;  see 

qaqšungaut- button for tie  
taphi ᑕᑉ

amazing expression, amazing; unbelievable 
(it is...)

ihummanaitchuq ᐃᒻᒪᓇᐃᑦᕤᖅ

amazing movement he/she is amazing to watch (the 
person’s moving fast)

piřřariktuq ᐱᖮᖬᕆᒃᑐᖅ

amout style amaut (skirted style) uqqurmiutaq ᐅᖅᑯᕐᒥᐅᑕᖅ
amulet amulet aannguaq ᐋᓐᖑᐊᖅ
anchor anchor kihaq ᑭᖅ
anchored (a boat) is anchored kihaqtuq ᑭᖅᑐᖅ
anchored/ place place to anchor kiharvik ᑭᕐᕕᒃ
anger/ action a person who does not want 

anythIng to do with something, 
gets mad and walks away

qivittuq ᕿᕕᑦᑐᖅ

anger/ action ignoring someone that he/she is 
angry at.

qiviqtuq ᕿᕕᖅᑐᖅ

anger/ action moving just the eyes to look 
sideways, (sign of being angry)

qikhimingařuq ᕿᒃᒥᖓᖪᖅ

anger/ temper temper tantrum with loud stamping 
of feet

tukkattukaqtuq ᑐᒃᑲᑦᑐᑲᖅᑐᖅ
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angle corner, you can say pingahunik 
tiqitqualik , three angles, for 
triangle

tiritquq ᑎᕆᑦᖁᖅ

angle acute angle; sharp edge, see 
quagřulik

quagřuk ᖁᐊᒡᖪᒃ

angry is angry ningngaktuq ᓂᖕᖓᒃᑐᖅ
angry gets angry very easily ningngalařuq ᓂᖕᖓᓚᖪᖅ
angry angry (she is...) ningngaumařuq ᓂᖕᖓᐅᒪᖪᖅ
angry a person got angrry at someone qipahuktuq ᕿᐸᒃᑐᖅ
animal animal angngutikšaq ᐊᖕᖑᑎᒃᖅ
animal/ female female animal arnalluq ᐊᕐᓇᓪᓗᖅ
animal/ four legged runs on all fours pangaliktuq ᐸᖓᓕᒃᑐᖅ
animal/ male male animal anguhalluq ᐊᖑᓪᓗᖅ
ankle ankle hingirniq ᖏᕐᓂᖅ
annoying is bothersome; is annoying pa'vinaqtuq ᐸ'ᕕᓇᖅᑐᖅ
annoying he/she/it has been annoyoying for 

a long time creating deep feeling 
of dislike

uruluhunngunarluaqtuq ᐅᕈᓗᓐᖑᓇᕐᓗᐊᖅᑐᖅ

another and another thing; another one ahiaptauq ᐊᐊᑉᑕᐅᖅ

answers answers him/her/it kiuřaa ᑭᐅᖭ
answers answers kiuřuq ᑭᐅᖪᖅ
antler antlers nagřuit ᓇᒡᖪᐃᑦ
antler antler; horn nagřuk ᓇᒡᖪᒃ
anus anus itiq ᐃᑎᖅ
anus/ itchy itchy anus , e.g from pin worms quaqtařuq ᖁᐊᖅᑕᖪᖅ

anvil anvil kaugvik ᑲᐅᒡᕕᒃ
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anytime anytime  e.g in response to 
question, "When will that happen?" 
and there is no certain date known

qakugutuinnaq ᖃᑯᒍᑐᐃᓐᓇᖅ

apart comes apart; comes loose, like a 
dog is stray or something fails to 
adhere to something

atangiqtuq ᐊᑕᖏᖅᑐᖅ

apartment building apartment building igluit atařřutiřut ᐃᒡᓗᐃᑦ ᐊᑕᖮᖪᑎᖪᑦ
appendix appendix qipingnguq ᕿᐱᖕᖑᖅ
appointment appointment (his/her) qaitqurauvia ᖃᐃᑦᖁᕋᐅᕕᐊ
apprehensive feels apprehensive because of 

danger
uluriahuktuq ᐅᓗᕆᐊᒃᑐᖅ

April Natchilingmiutut name for the 
moon cycle occurring during the 
present month of April. This moon 
name refers to the time when the 
seal pups are being born.

natchialirvik ᓇᑦᕠᐊᓕᕐᕕᒃ

Arctic Bay Arctic Bay ikpiarřuk ᐃᒃᐱᐊᕐᖪᒃ
Arctic Char Arctic Char, land-locked char iqalukpik ᐃᖃᓗᒃᐱᒃ
arctic cotton Arctic Cotton kanguuřaq ᑲᖒᖬᖅ
arctic hare young hare ukaliaq ᐅᑲᓕᐊᖅ
arctic hare hare (Arctic) ukaliq ᐅᑲᓕᖅ
arctic hare hare (he/she caught a...) ukaliqtuq ᐅᑲᓕᖅᑐᖅ
arctic hare hare hunting (He/she has gone...) ukalliaqtuq ᐅᑲᓪᓕᐊᖅᑐᖅ

Arctic Heather Arctic Heather (fire-starter) ikšut ᐃᒃᑦ
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arctic Heather/ picking s/he is gathering heather for a fire 
i.e. picking and shaking off dirt

ikšutitaqtuq ᐃᒃᑎᑕᖅᑐᖅ

Arctic Loon loon (Arctic) kaglulik ᑲᒡᓗᓕᒃ
Arctic Tern Arctic Tern imitqutailaq ᐃᒥᑦᖁᑕᐃᓚᖅ
arm arm, (taliq is arm; ařgaut is wrist ; 

forearm is talliphiaq , upper arm is 
katchuaq ) 

taliq ᑕᓕᖅ

arm pit arm pit uniq ᐅᓂᖅ
arm/ upper upper arm, humerus akšatquq ᐊᒃᑦᖁᖅ
around around it uivvaani ᐅᐃᕝᕚᓂ
arrived just arrived (she has...) tikilihaaqtuq ᑎᑭᓕᖅᑐᖅ
arrived arrives, arrived- is the same, the 

word assumes the action is 
complete,  qaiřuq/urniktuq are 
similar in that they have no past 
tense 

tikittuq ᑎᑭᑦᑐᖅ

arrived arrived (three or more, they have...) tikittut ᑎᑭᑦᑐᑦ

arrived reaches it; arrives at it tikitaa ᑎᑭᑖ
arrived arrives first tikitqaaqtuq ᑎᑭᑦᖄᖅᑐᖅ
arrives/before arrives before him/her/it hivuliriřaa ᕗᓕᕆᖭ
arriving/ third person going to check with someone to 

find out who, (a third person), has 
arrived

atqauřuq ᐊᑦᖃᐅᖪᖅ

arrow arrow, bullet qarřuq ᖃᕐᖪᖅ
arrowhead bullet tip; arrowhead natquq ᓇᑦᖁᖅ
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artery/ heart main artery of the heart and the 
aorta

qa'luvik ᖃ'ᓗᕕᒃ

Arviat Arviat Arviat ᐊᕐᕕᐊᑦ
Arviat/ travels to goes to Arviat (he/she...) Arvialiaqtuq ᐊᕐᕕᐊᓕᐊᖅᑐᖅ
ascends went up, ascended in the air, e.g. 

plane, bird, kite, balloon.....
qangattaqtuq ᖃᖓᑦᑕᖅᑐᖅ

ashes/ ashtray ashtray arřakuurvik ᐊᕐᖬᑰᕐᕕᒃ
ashes/ container ashbin, or arřavik arřaijarvik ᐊᕐᖬᐃᔭᕐᕕᒃ
ashes/ container ashes arřak ᐊᕐᖬᒃ
ask/ command Ask him/her (command) apirigguuk ᐊᐱᕆᒡᒎᒃ
asks asks; questions; interrogates apiqšuqtuq ᐊᐱᖅᖅᑐᖅ
asks asks him/her/it apiriřaa ᐊᐱᕆᖭ
asks asks a question apiriřuq ᐊᐱᕆᖪᖅ
asks asks for something tukhiqtuq ᑐᒃᖅᑐᖅ
asleep/ falls falls asleep hiniliqtuq ᓂᓕᖅᑐᖅ
athletic something very flexible, e.g very 

athletic
piqaitchuq ᐱᖃᐃᑦᕤᖅ

athletic someone is very flexible, e.g very 
athletic

piqaitchuq ᐱᖃᐃᑦᕤᖅ

atmoshere ouside; weather; atmosphere hila ᓚ
attractive is attractive; is nice to look at iniqunaqtuq ᐃᓂᖁᓇᖅᑐᖅ
audible audible tuharnaqtuq ᑐᕐᓇᖅᑐᖅ
August Natchilingmiutut name for the 

moon cycle occurring during the 
itchavik:piaralignut ᐃᑦᕦᕕᒃ: ᐱᐊᕋᓕᒡᓄᑦ

aunt/ mother's sister aunt; mother's sister arnarvik ᐊᕐᓇᕐᕕᒃ

aurora borealis northern lights, aurora borealis aqšat ᐊᖅᑦ

aurora borealis/ lots are... lots of northern lights are out aqšalaqiřualuk ᐊᖅᓚᕿᖪᐊᓗᒃ
autumn early winter, falltime ukiaq ᐅᑭᐊᖅ
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avalanche avalanche agiuppiniq ᐊᒋᐅᑉᐱᓂᖅ
awake the person is wide awake now 

(from sleeping)
qiphiřuq ᕿᑉᖪᖅ

axe axe ulimaut ᐅᓕᒪᐅᑦ
axe/ chopping meat meat slivers from chopping meat 

with an axe
ulimmakkut ᐅᓕᒻᒪᒃᑯᑦ

axis in the axis of (straight line) tukiani ᑐᑭᐊᓂ
baby/ bottle baby bottle milukaut ᒥᓗᑲᐅᑦ
baby/ first bowel movement the first bowel movement of a new 

born (black colored)
anaaq ᐊᓈᖅ

baby/ nursing a baby nurses; baby sucks milk milukaqtuq ᒥᓗᑲᖅᑐᖅ

baby/ packing packs a baby on his/her/its back amaaqtuq ᐊᒫᖅᑐᖅ

baby/ packing s/he is putting baby on back 
(right now)

amaqhiřuq ᐊᒪᖅᖪᖅ

bachelor bachelor nuliiřganniq ᓄᓖᖮᒐᓐᓂᖅ
back sore back (I have a...) qitirluktunga ᕿᑎᕐᓗᒃᑐᖓ
back back area tunua ᑐᓄᐊ
back his/her/its back qitia ᕿᑎᐊ
back carrier something used for carrying 

carrying something on the back 
na`maut ᓇ`ᒪᐅᑦ

back/ of body the surface of your back which aariaq ᐋᕆᐊᖅ
backstrap strip of flesh on either side of the 

spine on most animals, back strap 
of meat

uliuhiniq ᐅᓕᐅᓂᖅ

backtrack on the way back; in the direction 
of the way back

utimut ᐅᑎᒧᑦ
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backwards backwards direction kingu'mut ᑭᖑ'ᒧᑦ
bad/ being bad being bad, naughty ihumaichtuq ᐃᒪᐃᑦᕤᖅ
bag bag puuq ᐴᖅ

Baker Lake Baker Lake qamani’tuaq ᖃᒪᓂ’ᑐᐊᖅ
baking powder  rising agent such as yeast baking 

powder, baking soda
puplakhaut/puplaut ᐳᑉᓚᒃᐅᑦ/ ᐳᑉᓚᐅᑦ

baking soda baking soda, yeast puplaut ᐳᑉᓚᐅᑦ
baking soda rising agent such as yeast baking 

powder, baking soda
puplakhaut/puplaut ᐳᑉᓚᒃᐅᑦ/ ᐳᑉᓚᐅᑦ

bald has gone bald; has no more hair nujaiqtuq ᓄᔭᐃᖅᑐᖅ
bald has no hair; is bald nujaitchuq ᓄᔭᐃᑦᕤᖅ
ball A ball. Traditionally it was made muqpak ᒧᖅᐸᒃ
ball/ catches he/she catches a ball akuqhiřuq ᐊᑯᖅᖪᖅ
ball/ catches she/he is a great ball catcher akurhuktuq ᐊᑯᕐᒃᑐᖅ
balloon balloon puviqtaq ᐳᕕᖅᑕᖅ
bank bank kiinauřaqarvik ᑮᓇᐅᖬᖃᕐᕕᒃ
bannock bannock; bread (resembles a ball) muqpauřaq ᒧᖅᐸᐅᖬᖅ

bannock Have some bannock. (command) muqpauřaqturit ᒧᖅᐸᐅᖬᖅᑐᕆᑦ

bannock I don't want bannock. muqpauřaqturumangngitchunga ᒧᖅᐸᐅᖬᖅᑐᕈᒪᖕᖏᑦᕤᖓ
bannock I would like some bannock muqpauřaqturumařunga ᒧᖅᐸᐅᖬᖅᑐᕈᒪᖪᖓ
bannock object to cook bannock with, e.g. 

frying pan
muqpauřiut ᒧᖅᐸᐅᖨᐅᑦ

bar bar imirvik ᐃᒥᕐᕕᒃ
bark/ tree peel of fruit, vegetable; skin of a 

fish; bark of a tree amiraq ᐊᒥᕋᖅ
barks it is barking qiluktuq ᕿᓗᒃᑐᖅ
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barrel small barrel, e.g small 10 gallon qattauřaq ᖃᑦᑕᐅᖬᖅ

barrel barrel; 45 gallon size drum qattarřuaq ᖃᑦᑕᕐᖪᐊᖅ
baseball/ Inuit version A ball game with one bat one ball 

and two bases. See game/ ball
anauligaaq ᐊᓇᐅᓕᒑᖅ

bat a bat, club or stick used to clean 
snow off caribou parka, or bat for 
playing anuligaaq

anautaq ᐊᓇᐅᑕᖅ

bathroom toilet; bathroom; washroom, see 
quijaqturvik

anarvik ᐊᓇᕐᕕᒃ

bathroom bathroom, see anarvik quijaqturvik ᖁᐃᔭᖅᑐᕐᕕᒃ
bathtub bathtub timimut uarvik ᑎᒥᒧᑦ ᐅᐊᕐᕕᒃ
Bathurst Inlet Bathurst Inlet Qingaut ᕿᖓᐅᑦ
bay bay kangiqłuk ᑲᖏᖅᖢᒃ
bearberry bearberry kapla ᑲᑉᓚ
beard beard umik ᐅᒥᒃ
beard has a beard umilik ᐅᒥᓕᒃ
bearded seal young bearded seal alikšaq ᐊᓕᒃᖅ
bearded seal young bearded seal, after the first 

shed
tiriřraaq ᑎᕆᔾᕌᖅ

bearded seal bearded seal hunting (He/she has 
gone looking for...)

ugřiaqtuq  ᐅᒡᖨᐊᖅᑐᖅ

bearded seal bearded seal ugřuk ᐅᒡᖪᒃ
bearded seal bearded seal (He/she caught a...) ugřuktuq ᐅᒡᖪᒃᑐᖅ

bearded seal/ shedding spring time shedding of bearded 
seal

mitqiaqtuq ᒥᑦᕿᐊᖅᑐᖅ
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beaver beaver kigiaq ᑭᒋᐊᖅ
bed bed igliq ᐃᒡᓕᖅ
bed/ goes to goes to bed; is lying in bed innaqtuq ᐃᓐᓇᖅᑐᖅ
bed/ mat a mat made out of tied willow 

branches, avaalaqiat , to put under 
the caribou skin bedding to keep 
it dry see: avaalaqiak

qilaktat ᕿᓚᒃᑕᑦ

bed/in laying down in bed innangařuq ᐃᓐᓇᖓᖪᖅ
bedroom bedroom; place to sleep hinigvik ᓂᒡᕕᒃ
bedroom bedroom (I’m in the...) igluarmiittunga ᐃᒡᓗᐊᕐᒦᑦᑐᖓ
bee bee igutchaq ᐃᒍᑦᑕᕦᖅ
before before, in a spacial sense, it is 

before another area/object
tungaaniittuq ᑐᖔᓃᑦᑐᖅ

before/in front of before him/her/it; in front of 
him/her/it

hivuani ᕗᐊᓂ

begins begins, commences, starts pigiaqtuq ᐱᒋᐊᖅᑐᖅ
behind the one behind kingulliq ᑭᖑᓪᓕᖅ
behind behind him/her/it, in the back 

area
tunuani ᑐᓄᐊᓂ

behind/ standing referring to a place name in Gulf 
of Boothia area, also refers to one 
person standing behind another 
person 

tunulliq ᑐᓄᓪᓕᖅ

believes believes him/her/it ukpiriřaa ᐅᒃᐱᕆᖭ
belly/ fish belly of the fish aqiamuk ᐊᕿᐊᒧᒃ
below the one below it a'liq ᐊ'ᓕᖅ
below down in there taunani ᑕᐅᓇᓂ
below down the hill taununga ᑕᐅᓄᖓ
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below these things below (slightly out of 
reach)

tautkuat ᑕᐅᑦᑯᐊᑦ

belt belt tirikšaq ᑎᕆᒃᖅ
beluga whale young beluga whale or narwhal qinalugaaq ᕿᓇᓗᒑᖅ
beluga whale beluga whale or narwhal, beluga 

can be called qinalugaq qakuqtuq. 
A narwhal can be called qinalugaq 
tuugaalik , or qinalugaq qirniqtuq.

qinalugaq ᕿᓇᓗᒐᖅ

beluga whale gets a beluga whale/narwhal qinalugaqtuq ᕿᓇᓗᒐᖅᑐᖅ
beluga whale she/he has gone  looking for a 

beluga whale.
qinalukkiaqtuq   ᕿᓇᓗᒃᑭᐊᖅᑐᖅ

bends bends down (he...) (he/she/it is 
bent over- ukungařuq)

ukuřuq ᐅᑯᖪᖅ   (ᐅᑯᖓᖪᖅ)

bent bent niuphaktuq ᓂᐅᑉᒃᑐᖅ
bent bent piringařuq ᐱᕆᖓᖪᖅ
bent he/she is bent over, bent down ukungařuq ᐅᑯᖓᖪᖅ

bent/ human movement bent over forwards from hips auraktuq ᐊᐅᕋᒃᑐᖅ
berries goes red berry picking kablataqtuq ᑲᑉᓚᖅᑕᖅᑐᖅ
beside beside the house (it's...) iglup hanianiitchuq ᐃᒡᓗᑉ ᓂᐊᓃᑦᕤᖅ
beside/ beside him/her/it beside him/her/it haniani ᓂᐊᓂ
beside/ it is beside (it is...) hanianiitchuq ᓂᐊᓃᑦᕤᖅ
best best (it is the...) pittauniqšaittuq ᐱᑦᑕᐅᓂᖅᐃᑦᑐᖅ
better better pitchautqiřaq ᐱᑦᕦᐅᑦᕿᖬᖅ
better better (it's...) pitchautqiřauřuq ᐱᑦᕦᐅᑦᕿᖬᐅᖪᖅ
between between (it is...) akunganiittuq ᐊᑯᖓᓃᑦᑐᖅ
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between there is a wide space in between akunniqtuřuq ᐊᑯᓐᓂᖅᑐᖪᖅ

bicep bicep, upper arm katchuaq ᑲᑦᕤᐊᖅ
big s/he it is big angiřuq ᐊᖏᖪᖅ
big/ as big as is as tall as...;is as big as... angitigiřuq ᐊᖏᑎᒋᖪᖅ
big/ too big too big (it is...) angivallaaqtuq ᐊᖏᕙᓪᓛᖅᑐᖅ
biggest the biggest one anginiqšaitchuq ᐊᖏᓂᖅᐃᑦᕤᖅ
biggest biggest (the... one) anginiqšaitchuuřuq ᐊᖏᓂᖅᐃᑦᕥᖪᖅ
bill something that needs to be paid 

such as a bill, a debt. also means: 
it is free (depends on context)

akiitchuq ᐊᑮᑦᕤᖅ

bill debt, owing someone, something 
needed to pay, bill

akiliakšaq ᐊᑭᓕᐊᒃᖅ

binoculars binoculars, telescope; telescopic 
sight

qi'ngut ᕿ'ᖑᑦ

bird bird tingmiaq ᑎᖕᒥᐊᖅ
bird/tail tail of a bird, see papiruq  (fish 

tail) ,pamiuq  (animal tail) 
papik ᐸᐱᒃ

birds/ brooding a bird brooding on eggs, family ivařut ᐃᕙᖪᑦ

birth gives birth to a child nutaqqiřuq ᓄᑕᖅᑭᖪᖅ
birth/ gone to she is gone away to give birth irnijaqtuqtuq ᐃᕐᓂᔭᖅᑐᖅᑐᖅ
birthday is his/her/it's birthday, see also nalliutiřuq ᓇᓪᓕᐅᑎᖪᖅ
birthday/ is his/her it's his/her birthday, having a inuulirvikhiuqtuq ᐃᓅᓕᕐᕕᒃᐅᖅᑐᖅ
biscuit biscuit hiqulaaq ᖁᓛᖅ
bites bites someone/something kiihiřuq ᑮᖪᖅ
bites bites him/her/it kiiřaa ᑮᖭ
black black qirnariktuq ᕿᕐᓇᕆᒃᑐᖅ
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Black Brant goose Black Brant goose nirlirnaq ᓂᕐᓕᕐᓇᖅ
black fly black fly milugiaq ᒥᓗᒋᐊᖅ
bladder gall blader hungaq ᖓᖅ
bladder bladder nakahuk ᓇᑲᒃ
blames blames him/her/it pahiřaa ᐸᖭ
blanket blanket; cover qipik ᕿᐱᒃ
blanket a [person] has blanket/skins on, 

[person] is under a blanket
qipikhimařuq ᕿᐱᒃᒪᖪᖅ

blanket covers him/her/it with a skin, 
blanket, etc...

qipiktaa ᕿᐱᒃᑖ

blanket/ caribou skin top bedcover made of caribou skin igliq ᐃᒡᓕᖅ

bleeds bleeds, or thawed auktuq ᐊᐅᒃᑐᖅ
blind blind tautungngitchuq ᑕᐅᑐᖕᖏᑦᕤᖅ
blizzard blizzarding (It is not...) piqhingngitchuq ᐱᖅᖕᖏᑦᕤᖅ
blizzard there is a blizzard piqhiqtuq ᐱᖅᖅᑐᖅ
blizzard blizzard (Is there a...?) piqhiqpa ᐱᖅᖅᐸ
blood blood auk ᐊᐅᒃ
blood vessel blood vessel that goes along side 

the spine (not inside the spine)
qa'luviaq ᖃ'ᓗᕕᐊᖅ

blood vessel vein; artery; blood vessel taqak ᑕᖃᒃ
blood/ bleeding stops bleeding auguiqtuq ᐊᐅᒍᐃᖅᑐᖅ
blood/ clot blood clot augiaq ᐊᐅᒋᐊᖅ
blood/ covered with is covered with blood aunginnaruqtuq ᐊᐅᖏᓐᓇᕈᖅᑐᖅ

blubber/ aged aged blubber (used to dip food in) mihuraq ᒥᕋᖅ
blue blue tunguqtuq ᑐᖑᖅᑐᖅ
blue fox blue fox maajuuq ᒫᔫᖅ
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blueberry blueberry kigutangirnaq ᑭᒍᑕᖏᕐᓇᖅ

boat boat (by...) qajakkut ᖃᔭᒃᑯᑦ

boat kayak; canoe, a regular sized boat, qajaq ᖃᔭᖅ

boat owner one who has a big boat umialik ᐅᒥᐊᓕᒃ
boat/ peterhead 40 ft. wooden boat, peterhead 

boat
umiaq ᐅᒥᐊᖅ

boat/ ship ship umiarřuaq ᐅᒥᐊᕐᖪᐊᖅ

boat/ small small boat qajannuaq ᖃᔭᓐᓄᐊᖅ
boating looks for a place to land a boat tulagvikšaqhiuqtuq ᑐᓚᒡᕕᒃᖅᐅᖅᑐᖅ

boating a boat lands tulaktuq ᑐᓚᒃᑐᖅ
boating/ dock dock; landing place for boat tulagvik ᑐᓚᒡᕕᒃ
body body timi ᑎᒥ
body/ /health/ action slow walking due to tender sore tu'jaaqtuq ᑐ'ᔮᖅᑐᖅ
body/ abdomen area of abdomen in the center just 

below the navel (chi area)
akuaq ᐊᑯᐊᖅ

body/ abdomen space between ribs and hip bones, 
abdomen

haunngiligaq ᐅᓐᖏᓕᒐᖅ

body/ about nose has a runny nose, snifles kakiliqtuq ᑲᑭᓕᖅᑐᖅ
body/ achiles tendon achilles tendon ki'mitquq ᑭ'ᒥᑦᖁᖅ
body/ action aarluktuq  refers to the action of 

raising head to look forward while 
laying on stomach, or bending 
head back to look upwards when 
body is vertical, aarluktuq also 
means, catches a killer whale

aaluktuq ᐋᓗᒃᑐᖅ
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body/ action looks back, turns ones' head to 
look back, qiviaqtuqtuq turns one's 
head to look back for an extended 
period of time

qiviaqtuq ᕿᕕᐊᖅᑐᖅ

body/ action walks pigeon-toed, toes pointing 
inward

kuuttuřuq ᑰᑦᑐᖪᖅ

body/ action cross-eyed nakungařuq ᓇᑯᖓᖪᖅ
body/ action belches or burps nikhaaqtuq ᓂᒃᖅᑐᖅ
body/ action farts niliqtuq ᓂᓕᖅᑐᖅ
body/ action gives birth to a child nutaqqiřuq ᓄᑕᖅᑭᖪᖅ
body/ action crawls paamnguqtuq ᐹᒻᖑᖅᑐᖅ
body/ action laid down on stomach palluqtuq ᐸᓪᓗᖅᑐᖅ
body/ action when you grab something very 

cold, like iron outside and the top 
of the skin sticks and is frost 
bitten

puvvitquqtittuq ᐳᕝᕕᑦᖁᖅᑎᑦᑐᖅ

body/ action is coughing quiqtuqtuq ᖁᐃᖅᑐᖅᑐᖅ
body/ action (see. qiařuq ) cries; makes tears quřviuliqtuq ᖁᖮᕕᐅᓕᖅᑐᖅ
body/ action sneezes tagiuqtuq ᑕᒋᐅᖅᑐᖅ
body/ action limping (I am...) tuhiattunga ᑐᐊᑦᑐᖓ
body/ action she/he/it is limping (due to a 

sore foot)
tuhiattuq ᑐᐊᑦᑐᖅ

body/ action turns his/her/its back to 
him/her/it

tunutaa ᑐᓄᑖ

body/ action turns his/her/its back tunuttuq ᑐᓄᑦᑐᖅ
body/ action eyes wide open uitařuq ᐅᐃᑕᖪᖅ
body/ action s/he opened her/his eyes uittuq ᐅᐃᑦᑐᖅ
body/ action staggers, is wobbly uřrujaattuq ᐅᖮᕈᔮᑦᑐᖅ
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body/ action someone hurt their leg and fell 
down 

aquplaaqtuq

body/ action the legs split apart, causing a fall aquphaaqtuq ᐊᖁᑉᖅᑐᖅ

body/ action/ spitting spitting a small peice of non 
edible particle out of mouth

tiřvuaqtuq ᑎᕝᕗᐊᖅᑐᖅ

body/ action/ spitting repeatedly spitting small particles 
out of mouth 

tiřvuaqtuqtuq ᑎᕝᕗᐊᖅᑐᖅᑐᖅ

body/ action/ spitting trying very hard to spit out a 
small annoying particle out of 
mouth, but it is taking long

tivvaluktuq

body/ action/ tears started having tears  quřvlliqtuq ᖁᖮᕕᓕᖅᑐᖅ
body/ action/ voice/ sound a sound made for calling someone 

really far
quuqšuqtiqtuq ᖂᖅᖅᑎᖅᑐᖅ

body/ action/head turning back, (neck and head 
turnied)

qiviaqtuq ᕿᕕᐊᖅᑐᖅ

body/ action/head keep looking back, see qiviaqtuq qiviaqtuqtuq ᕿᕕᐊᖅᑐᖅᑐᖅ

body/ afterbirth afterbirth ařraaq ᐊᖮᕌᖅ
body/ all phalanges fingers and toes, phalanges, also 

the word for the number twenty
avatit ᐊᕙᑎᑦ

body/ ankle ankle hingirniq ᖏᕐᓂᖅ
body/ anus anus itiq ᐃᑎᖅ
body/ arm arm, (taliq is arm; ařgaut is wrist ; 

forearm is talliphiaq , upper arm is 
katchuaq ) 

taliq ᑕᓕᖅ

body/ arm pit arm pit uniq ᐅᓂᖅ
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body/ artery main artery of the heart and the 
aorta

qa'luvik ᖃ'ᓗᕕᒃ

body/ back the surface of your back which 
corresponds to your chest area, 
the top of the river, the source.

aariaq ᐋᕆᐊᖅ

body/ back his/her/its back qitia ᕿᑎᐊ
body/ back back aariaq ᐋᕆᐊᖅ
body/ beard beard umik ᐅᒥᒃ
body/ bicep bicep, upper arm katchuaq ᑲᑦᕤᐊᖅ
body/ bladder bladder nakahuk ᓇᑲᒃ
body/ blood blood auk ᐊᐅᒃ
body/ blood bleeds, or thawed auktuq ᐊᐅᒃᑐᖅ
body/ blood vessel blood vessel that goes along side 

the spine (not inside the spine)
qa'luviaq ᖃ'ᓗᕕᐊᖅ

body/ blood vessel vein; artery; blood vessel taqak ᑕᖃᒃ
body/ blood/ bleeding stops bleeding auguiqtuq ᐊᐅᒍᐃᖅᑐᖅ
body/ blood/ clot blood clot augiaq ᐊᐅᒋᐊᖅ
body/ blood/ menstruates bleeds; menstruates, also aunaaqtuq ᐊᐅᓈᖅᑐᖅ

body/ brain brain qaritaq ᖃᕆᑕᖅ
body/ breast a breast iviangiq ᐃᕕᐊᖏᖅ
body/ breast bone beast bone tunirřuk ᑐᓂᕐᖪᒃ
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body/ breastbone The ilaunnguřaq  is the smallest 
region of the sternum, or 
breastbone. It's made up of 
cartilage at birth but develops into 
bone in adulthood. It's located 
where the lower ribs attach to the 
breastbone. The tip of the xiphoid 
process resembles a sword

ilaunnguřaq ᐃᓚᐊᓐᖑᖬᖅ

body/ breasts breasts iviangiik ᐃᕕᐊᖐᒃ
body/ brow brow, qablunaq is brow bone 

(qinnguq is the crease between the 
two eye brows)

qaplunaq ᖃᑉᓗᓇᖅ     (ᕿᓐᖑᖅ)

body/ buttock human buttock nuluq ᓄᓗᖅ
body/ canine tooth canine tooth tuluriaq ᑐᓗᕆᐊᖅ
body/ chest chest qatigak ᖃᑎᒐᒃ
body/ chin chin taplu ᑕᑉᓗ
body/ collarbone clavicle; collarbone qutuk ᖁᑐᒃ
body/ condition gets pins and needles in a limb kakilahaiřuq ᑲᑭᓚᐃᖪᖅ

body/ condition is itchy around anus from a pin 
worm infestation

quaqtařuq ᖁᐊᖅᑕᖪᖅ

body/ conditions it, (some part of your body), is 
itchy

ungilaktuq ᐅᖏᓚᒃᑐᖅ

body/ conditions has a sore tongue uqarluktuq ᐅᖃᕐᓗᒃᑐᖅ
body/ cowlick cowlick at the crown of you head kaavřiq ᑳᕝᖨᖅ
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body/ crease crease between hips and upper leg imitqutak ᐃᒥᑦᖁᑕᒃ

body/ diaphram thin layer of muscle that separates 
the stomach area from the chest 

kanivaut ᑲᓂᕙᐅᑦ

body/ elbow elbow ikuhik ᐃᑯᒃ
body/ elbow elbow ikuhik ᐃᑯᒃ
body/ eye eye iři ᐃᖨ
body/ eye hurts his/her/its eye; pokes 

his/her/its eye
iřiruqtuq ᐃᖨᕈᖅᑐᖅ

body/ eye cataract, quviqhiqtuq - cannot see 
anymore because of cataract

quviqti ᖁᕕᖅᑎ

body/ eye health has cataract in the eye quviqšiqtuq ᖁᕕᖅᖅᑐᖅ
body/ eye/ sore has a sore eye iřiluktuq ᐃᖨᓗᒃᑐᖅ
body/ eyebrow eyebrow qaplu ᖃᑉᓗ
body/ face face kiinaq ᑮᓇᖅ
body/ face/ above lip the area above upper lip and 

below the nostils, including the 
mid-groove 

kakkiviaq ᑲᒃᑭᕕᐊᖅ

body/ fibula the smaller bone in both the lower 
arm and lower leg (fibula)

amiliraq ᐊᒥᓕᕋᖅ

body/ finger little finger iqitquq ᐃᕿᑦᖁᖅ
body/ finger ring finger mikiliraq ᒥᑭᓕᕋᖅ
body/ finger index finger; thimble tikiq ᑎᑭᖅ
body/ finger middle finger qitiqłiq ᕿᑎᖅᖠᖅ
body/ finger thumb kuplu ᑯᑉᓗ
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body/ finger and toe nails/ 
flesh

the flesh under one toe or finger 
nail

maunaq ᒪᐅᓇᖅ

body/ finger joints finger joints hiimiutit ᒥᐅᑎᑦ
body/ finger nail a piece of skin peeling back from iqłaaqtuq ᐃᖅᖥᖅᑐᖅ
body/ finger nail fingernail; toenail; claw; hoof; talon, 

plural kukit
kukik ᑯᑭᒃ

body/ finger nail, toe nail a broken part of a nail is entering 
the skin and is sore (finger or toe)

puvvittuq ᐳᕝᕕᑦᑐᖅ

body/ finger, toe (pl. inukkat) toe; finger, phalange inugaq ᐃᓄᒐᖅ

body/ fingers finger tips pu'juit ᐳ'ᔪᐃᑦ
body/ fingers and toes fingers and toes (phalanges), also 

the name of the seal flipper bones 
which is a game.

inugait ᐃᓄᒐᐃᑦ

body/ fingers and toes fingers and toes (phalanges), 
plural, inclusive of all, same as 
inugait , above

inukkat ᐃᓄᒃᑲᑦ

body/ foot is splay-footed; feet turned 
outward

haqpingařuq ᖅᐱᖓᖪᖅ

body/ foot foot ihigak ᐃᒐᒃ
body/ foot/ ball of foot one finger knuckle,  ball of the 

foot
hiimik ᒥᒃ

body/ forehead forehead qauq ᖃᐅᖅ
body/ gall bladder gall blader hungaq ᖓᖅ
body/ grey hair gray/white hair on a human qiiq ᖀᖅ
body/ grey hair has grown alot of gray/white hair qiřřaaqtuq ᕿᖮᖭᖅᑐᖅ
body/ gum gum (of the mouth) itkiq ᐃᑦᑭᖅ
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body/ guts, innards guts/ innards iřraviit ᐃᖮᕋᕖᑦ
body/ hair hair on the head nujaq ᓄᔭᖅ

body/ hair parting a natural parting in a person's hair quppirniq ᖁᑉᐱᕐᓂᖅ

body/ hand hand ařgak      ᐊᖮᒐᒃ      
body/ hand/ edge outer edge of hand, the karate arvak ᐊᕐᕙᒃ
body/ head head niaquq ᓂᐊᖁᖅ
body/ head ache has a headache niaqunnguřuq ᓂᐊᖁᓐᖑᖪᖅ
body/ headache when a person has a headache, a 

peice of rope is tightened around 
the head to ease the pain

niaquuhiqtuq ᓂᐊᖂᖅᑐᖅ

body/ health tuberculosis (he has...) puvagluktuq ᐳᕙᒡᓗᒃᑐᖅ
body/ health is a fat person puvalařuq ᐳᕙᓚᖪᖅ
body/ health/ anus itchy anus , e.g from pin worms quaqtařuq ᖁᐊᖅᑕᖪᖅ

body/ health/ back sore back (I have a...) qitirluktunga ᕿᑎᕐᓗᒃᑐᖓ
body/ health/ chicken pox chicken pox (he has...) piquuqtuq ᐱᖂᖅᑐᖅ
body/ health/ fever fever (I have a...) uunnaktunga ᐆᓐᓇᒃᑐᖓ
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body/ health/ mobility not being as mobile as a person 
would wish to, not moving around 
very much due to some limiting 
circumstances, e.g. losing a family 
member and feeling very down, or 
physically being unable to do 
things anymore, due to a phsyical 
limitation,(but is not sad.)

inngumařuq ᐃᓐᖑᒪᖪᖅ

body/ health/ stomach ache stomach ache (I have a ...) naarliuqtunga ᓈᕐᓕᐅᖅᑐᖓ

body/ health/ stomach ache has stomach ache, see naarliuqtuq ᓈᕐᓕᐅᖅᑐᖅ
body/ health/ throat something is stuck in throat and it 

is hard to breathe
tuppuhiřaqtuq ᑐᑉᐳᖬᖅᑐᖅ

body/ health/ wellness/ action when ill, voicing things from inside 
self that have not been spoken, in 
an attempt to feel better

natqikšuqtuq ᓇᑦᕿᒃᖅᑐᖅ

body/ hearing is hard of hearing tuhaattiangngitchuq ᑐᑦᑎᐊᖕᖏᑦᕤᖅ
body/ hearing is hard of hearing aangařuq ᐋᖓᖪᖅ
body/ heart heart uummat ᐆᒻᒪᑦ
body/ heart casing tissue casing of the heart kavihiaq ᑲᕕᐊᖅ
body/ heel heel ki`mik ᑭ`ᒥᒃ
body/ heel bone heel bone kingmitquq ᑭᖕᒥᑦᖁᖅ
body/ hip the hip bones (entire hip), just the 

ball joint is the makitchiq
hi'viaq 'ᕕᐊᖅ
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body/ hip/ ball joint the ball joint of the hip bones, see 
hi'viaq  which is the entire hip, 
(including the joint) 

makitchiq ᒪᑭᑦᕠᖅ

body/ hip/ ball joint the ball joint of the hip, the entire 
hip bones are called the hi'viaq

makittiq ᒪᒃᑭᑦᑎᖅ

body/ humerus upper arm, humerus akšatquq ᐊᒃᑦᖁᖅ
body/ illness/ chest cold when a child has a very bad chest 

cold, and can hardly breathe, they 
make a certain rasping sound while 
trying to breathe

qiakšuukaaqtuq ᕿᐊᒃᑳᖅᑐᖅ

body/ intestine contents of the small intestine hiqiak ᕿᐊᒃ
body/ jaw lower jaw tutak ᑐᑕᒃ
body/ jawbone jawbone agliruq ᐊᒡᓕᕈᖅ
body/ joint joint,  na'luit  for 3+ joints na'luk ᓇ'ᓗᒃ
body/ joint joint, singular, also see na'luk navguaq ᓇᕝᒍᐊᖅ
body/ joints joints, plural, also see na'luk 

(na'luit pl.)
navguat ᓇᕝᒍᐊᑦ

body/ kidney (d. taqtuk) kidney taqtu ᑕᖅᑐ
body/ kidney part covering your kidney taqtunaq ᑕᖅᑐᓇᖅ
body/ knuckle one finger knuckle,  ball of the 

foot
hiimik ᒥᒃ

body/ knuckles knuckles hiimiit ᒦᑦ
body/ leg/ lower leg whole lower leg kanaaq ᑲᓈᖅ
body/ leg/ shin lower leg from knee down to ankle 

(calf), shin
atiraq ᐊᑎᕋᖅ

body/ lip lip qaqłu ᖃᖅᖢ
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body/ liver liver tinguk ᑎᖑᒃ
body/ lung lung puvak ᐳᕙᒃ
body/ lungs air passages associated with the 

lungs, singular form is nuviqłuk 
nuviqłuit ᓄᕕᖅᖢᐃᑦ

body/ lungs lungs puvait ᐳᕙᐃᑦ
body/ lymph nodes lymph nodes qiniqhiq ᕿᓂᖅᖅ
body/ membrane membrane that keeps the stomach 

and intestines in place 
(peritoneum)

nigvik ᓂᒡᕕᒃ

body/ membrane outside part of the nigvik 
membrane (peritoneum)

nigviuraq ᓂᒡᕕᐅᕋᖅ

body/ menstruate a young woman is having her first 
period, older term not often used, 
also means the peice that is 
hidden in the game nakunguaqtut

agliqtuq ᐊᒡᓕᖅᑐᖅ

body/ mouth mouth qaniq ᖃᓂᖅ
body/ mouth has a sore mouth qanirluktuq ᖃᓂᕐᓗᒃᑐᖅ
body/ mouth sky; heaven; roof of mouth qilak ᕿᓚᒃ
body/ mustache mustache umiřruk ᐅᒥᖮᕈᒃ
body/ navel belly button; navel (umbilicus) qalahiq ᖃᓚᖅ
body/ neck part small hollow at front base of neck angmanaaq ᐊᖕᒪᓈᖅ

body/ neck/ nape nape of the neck tunuhuk ᑐᓄᒃ
body/ nose the bridge of your nose akuliaq ᐊᑯᓕᐊᖅ
body/ nose nose; nasal cavity hurluk ᕐᓗᒃ
body/ nose nose qingaq ᕿᖓᖅ
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body/ nose/ below nostrils the area above upper lip and 
below the nostils, including the 
mid-groove 

kakkiviaq ᑲᒃᑭᕕᐊᖅ

body/ nose/ blows blows his/her/its nose kakkiktuq ᑲᒃᑭᒃᑐᖅ
body/ nose/ bridge of bridge of nose kakiviaq ᑲᑭᕕᐊᖅ
body/ nose/ snot snot kakkik ᑲᒃᑭᒃ
body/ optic nerve optic nerve of the eye ipiuta ᐃᐱᐅᑕ
body/ palm palm of a hand itimak ᐃᑎᒪᒃ
body/ pancreas pancreas mapha ᒪᑉ
body/ pelvis pelvis kuuttiq ᑰᑦᑎᖅ
body/ pelvis where the front of pelvis bone 

meets the ridge of the cartilage
ingiq ᐃᖏᖅ

body/ penis penis uhuk ᐅᒃ
body/ pregnant is pregnant hingaiřuq ᖓᐃᖪᖅ
body/ pupil pupil of the eye ijaruvak ᐃᔭᕈᕙᒃ
body/ rectum rectum area of the large intestine iqłu ᐃᖅᖢ

body/ rib rib tulimaaq ᑐᓕᒫᖅ
body/ rib cage rib cage tulimaat ᑐᓕᒫᑦ
body/ rib cage/ front side front side of your rib cage, chest haniraq ᓂᕋᖅ

body/ ribs soft area of the lower ribs nuvulikšaq ᓄᕗᓕᒃᖅ
body/ shin shin, kanaaq  for whole leg ipigluk ᐃᐱᒡᓗᒃ
body/ shin sharp edge of the shin bone qingaqti ᕿᖓᖅᑎ
body/ shoulder shoulder, (d. tuik) tui ᑐᐃ
body/ shoulder blade shoulder blade kiahik ᑭᐊᒃ
body/ shoulder blade two shoulder blades kiattik ᑭᐊᑦᑎᒃ
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body/ sick cold (I have a...) nuvaktunga ᓄᕙᒃᑐᖓ
body/ skin epidermis, human skin uviniq ᐅᕕᓂᖅ
body/ small intestine small intestine inaluaq ᐃᓇᓗᐊᖅ
body/ spine backbone; spine; spinal column, 

vertebrae
qimirluk ᕿᒥᕐᓗᒃ

body/ stomach stomach aqiaruq ᐊᕿᐊᕈᖅ
body/ stomach exterior abdomen, belly naaq ᓈᖅ
body/ stomach/ duodenum curved, thick part of stomach that 

connects to intestine
itiqhiniq ᐃᑎᖅᓂᖅ

body/ stomach/ membrane membrane of lower part of the 
abdomen, caribou and seal also 
have this membrane

aqiaviniq ᐊᕿᐊᕕᓂᖅ

body/ stomache layer of fat around the stomache qiharuaq ᕿᕈᐊᖅ

body/ strong urine strong urine itiruq ᐃᑎᕈᖅ
body/ tailbone tailbone; coccyx pamialluk ᐸᒥᐊᓪᓗᒃ
body/ tailbone tip of the tailbone pamiaq ᐸᒥᐊᖅ
body/ tear tear (from eye) quřvik ᖁᖮᕕᒃ
body/ temple temple (on human head) iqšak ᐃᖅᒃ
body/ tendon tendon nukiruaq ᓄᑭᕈᐊᖅ
body/ testicle testicle igřuk ᐃᒡᖪᒃ
body/ thigh leg; thigh, qukturak - dual form of 

thighs
qukturaq ᖁᒃᑐᕋᖅ

body/ throat throat iggiaq ᐃᒡᒋᐊᖅ
body/ thumb thumb kuplu ᑯᑉᓗ

body/ toe big toe putuguq ᐳᑐᒍᖅ

body/ tongue tongue uqaq ᐅᖃᖅ
body/ tonsils tonsils qiniqhiut ᕿᓂᖅᐅᑦ
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body/ tooth (pl. kigutit) tooth kigut ᑭᒍᑦ
body/ tooth/ incisor tooth; front incisor hivuaq ᕗᐊᖅ
body/ trachea trachea tuqłuk ᑐᖅᖢᒃ
body/ urine urine quq ᖁᖅ
body/ uterus uterus; womb igliaq ᐃᒡᓕᐊᖅ
body/ vagina vagina utchuk ᐅᑦᕤᒃ
body/ vertabrae the vertebrae at the base of the 

neck that pokes out
pikuk ᐱᑯᒃ

body/ voice/ action yelling loudly tuqłulaaqtuq ᑐᖅᖢᓛᖅᑐᖅ
body/ waist waist; middle qitiq ᕿᑎᖅ
body/ wart wart, also see boil, abscess, ajuaq u'nguq ᐅ'ᖑᖅ

body/ womb uterus; womb igliaq ᐃᒡᓕᐊᖅ
body/ wound open wound iki ᐃᑭ
body/ wrinkles wrinkles (on face...) imuniq ᐃᒧᓂᖅ
body/ wrist wrist (human) ařgaut ᐊᖮᒐᐅᑦ
body/abdomen exterior abdomen, belly naaq ᓈᖅ
body/action urinating quiřuq ᖁᐃᖪᖅ

body/cheek bones cheek bones (two) uluak ᐅᓗᐊᒃ
body/chest chest hatqaq ᑦᖃᖅ
body/health/ abscess a boil, abscess, different from 

u'nguq, wart
ajuaq ᐊᔪᐊᖅ

body/knee knee hiitquq ᑦᖁᖅ
body/knee cap knee cap hiitquaq ᑦᖁᐊᖅ
body/neck neck qunguhiq ᖁᖑᖅ
body/shin bone/bumps liitle lumps you can feel on the 

front of the shin bone
igliqturaq ᐃᒡᓕᖅᑐᕋᖅ
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body/vertebrae the vertebrae right next to the tip 
of the tailbone

qamniq ᖃᒻᓂᖅ

boiling over the water is boiling over e.g. while utchiqhuliqquq ᐅᑦᕠᖅᓕᖅᖁᖅ
bone bone with meat and fat, good for 

gnawing
kipkagakšaq ᑭᑉᑲᒐᒃᖅ

bone bone for gnawing or picking kipkaq ᑭᑉᑲᖅ
bone bone , also used as kinship term 

for someone who has your same 
name , also fruit pit or eggshell

hauniq ᐅᓂᖅ

bone marrow bone marrow patiq ᐸᑎᖅ
book book, also see makpiraaq uqalimaagaq ᐅᖃᓕᒫᒐᖅ
book/ magazine book; magazine, also see 

uqalimaagaq
makpiraaq ᒪᒃᐱᕌᖅ

boot drawstring drawstring around top of boot, paqtirřak ᐸᖅᑎᕐᖪᒃ

boot tie ankle tie on a boot hingiq ᖏᖅ
boots/ seal skin seal skin boots with fur niururiaq ᓂᐅᕈᕆᐊᖅ
boots/ waterproof waterproof boots ipirauhiq ᐃᐱᕋᐅᖅ
border at its edge; on his/her/its border kiglingani ᑭᒡᓕᖓᓂ

border/outside fence, circumference, outside 
border

avalu ᐊᕙᓗ

boring it is boring iqianaqtuq ᐃᕿᐊᓇᖅᑐᖅ
born/ is goes out; is born aniřuq ᐊᓂᖪᖅ
born/ where Where were you born? humi inuuliravit? ᒥ ᐃᓅᓕᕋᕕᑦ
boss manager; supervisor, boss ataniq ᐊᑕᓂᖅ
both/ with with both hands ,with both sides igluktut ᐃᒡᓗᒃᑐᑦ
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bothered if we are bothered.....; if anything is 
done to us

qanuriliuqtaugupta ᖃᓄᕆᓕᐅᖅᑕᐅᒍᑉᑕ

bottle opener can or bottle opener angmaqtirut ᐊᖕᒪᖅᑎᕈᑦ
bottom the bottom layer of a number of a'liitchuq ᐊ'ᓖᑦᕤᖅ
bought something bought, niuviariřara , my 

bought thing
niuviaq ᓂᐅᕕᐊᖅ

boulder boulder ujarahugřuk ᐅᔭᕋᒡᖪᒃ
bounces bounces repeatedly pigliqtaqtuq ᐱᒡᓕᖅᑕᖅᑐᖅ
bounces bounces once pigliqtuq ᐱᒡᓕᖅᑐᖅ
boundary boundary kigliq ᑭᒡᓕᖅ
bow and arrow is hunting with a bow and arrow pitikhimun angunahuaqtuq ᐱᑎᒃᒧᓐ ᐊᖑᓇᐊᖅᑐᖅ
bow and arrow bow and arrow pitikhit ᐱᑎᒃᑦ
bow and arrow good at hunting with bow and pitikhuqtuq ᐱᑎᒃᖅᑐᖅ
bow and arrow strike something with a arrow  pitiktaa ᐱᑎᒃᑖ
bow/of boat bow (boat) hivunnga ᕗᓐᖓ
bowel movement/ baby's first the first bowel movement of a new anaaq ᐊᓈᖅ
bowhead whale bowhead whale arviq ᐊᕐᕕᖅ
bowhead whale/ hunts gets a bowhead whale arviqtuq ᐊᕐᕕᖅᑐᖅ
bowhead whale/ young young bowhead whale arvaaq ᐊᕐᕚᖅ
boy/ human male boy, man,  human male angut ᐊᖑᑦ 
bra brassiere iviangilitaq ᐃᕕᐊᖏᓕᑕᖅ
bracelet wrist watch; bracelet ařgau'miaq ᐊᖮᒐᐅ’ᒥᐊᖅ
braids he/she/ it braids piřraqtuq ᐱᖮᖬᖅᑐᖅ
braids has a braid piřřarnilik ᐱᖮᖬᕐᓂᓕᒃ
brain brain qaritaq ᖃᕆᑕᖅ
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branches/ used for Long straight branches that used 
to be tied together to make 
qilaktat , a mat, put under the 
caribou skins to keep them off the 
ground moisture, plural: avaalaqiat 

avaalaqiak ᐊᕚᓚᕿᐊᒃ

brave brave; not scared of going in 
boats, planes or on thin ice

nangiaqtuitchuq ᓇᖏᐊᖅᑐᐃᑦᕤᖅ

break has an abortion or miscarriage; 
s/he it has broken an object

ahiruiřuq ᐊᕈᐃᖪᖅ

break is broken ahiruqhimařuq ᐊᕈᖅᒪᖪᖅ
break breaks it ahiruqtaa ᐊᕈᖅᑖ
breakfast has breakfast uplaarumitaqtuq ᐅᑉᓛᕈᒥᑕᖅᑐᖅ
breaks something breaks off napiřuq ᓇᐱᖪᖅ
breast a breast iviangiq ᐃᕕᐊᖏᖅ
breast bone beast bone tunirřuk ᑐᓂᕐᖪᒃ
breastbone/ xipoid process The ilaunnguřaq  is the smallest 

region of the sternum, or 
breastbone. It's made up of 
cartilage at birth but develops into 
bone in adulthood. It's located 
where the lower ribs attach to the 
breastbone. The tip of the xiphoid 
process resembles a sword

ilaunnguřaq ᐃᓚᐊᓐᖑᖬᖅ

breasts breasts iviangiik ᐃᕕᐊᖐᒃ
breath he/she/it took a breath aniqhaaqtuq ᐊᓂᖅᖅᑐᖅ
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breath breath; soul anirniq ᐊᓂᕐᓂᖅ
breathe/ deep deep breathing aniqhaumiřaaqtuq ᐊᓂᖅᐅᒥᖭᖅᑐᖅ
breathes she/he/it is breathing aniqhaaqtuqtuq ᐊᓂᖅᖅᑐᖅᑐᖅ
breeze there is a light breeze anuraaqtuq ᐊᓄᕌᖅᑐᖅ  
bridge bridge, also ikaarvik, ikaut ikaarut ᐃᑳᕈᑦ
bring brings something home aggiřiřuq ᐊᒡᒋᖨᖪᖅ
bring she/he delivers it, brings it agřaqtaa ᐊᒡᖬᖅᑖ
bring brings something; carries 

something
agřaqtuq ᐊᒡᖬᖅᑐᖅ

bring bring it here; Give it to me. qaillugu ᖃᐃᓪᓗᒍ
bring bring the two of them here. qaitkik ᖃᐃᑦᑭᒃ
bring bring all of them here. qaitkit ᖃᐃᑦᑭᑦ
brings brings it qarritiřaa ᖃᕐᕆᑎᖭ
brings/ into view brings something/someone into 

view
hatqummiqhiřuq ᑦᖁᒻᒥᖅᖪᖅ

brisket/ bone brisket bone hakiak ᑭᐊᒃ
broken pieces of a broken object ahiqqut ᐊᖅᕐᑯᑦ
broken is damaged; is broken ahiruqtuq ᐊᕈᖅᑐᖅ
broom broom hanniut ᓐᓂᐅᑦ
broth broth qajuq ᖃᔪᖅ
broth broth, also qajuq imiraq ᐃᒥᕋᖅ
brother brother of a female anik ᐊᓂᒃ
brother/ older same sex sibling older sister of a female speaker / angajuk ᐊᓄᕋᐃᖅᑐᖅ

brother-in law/sister-in-law brother-in-law from my wife's side hakiak ᑭᐊᒃ
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brother-in-law brother in law, (female speaker), 
my sister-in-law (male speaker) my 
brother-in-law is aiga . Can have 
descriptive variations e.g. ainnuaq, 
ainayuk

aik ᐊᐃᒃ

brother-in-law brother-in-law of wife’s older sister, 
also sister-in-law of husband's 
older brother

angajunnguq ᐊᖓᔪᓐᖑᖅ

brought it he/she/it brought it to me qaitpaa ᖃᐃᑦᐹ
brow brow, qablunaq is brow bone 

(qinnguq is the crease between the 
two eye brows)

qaplunaq ᖃᑉᓗᓇᖅ     (ᕿᓐᖑᖅ)

brown the colour,  brown kajuqtuq ᑲᔪᖅᑐᖅ
brush a comb, brush illaigut ᐃᓪᓚᐃᒍᑦ
bucket/ urine urinating bucket qurvik ᖁᕐᕕᒃ
buiding/ doorway opening; outside doorway paanga ᐹᖓ
builder/ house builder house-builder igluliuqti ᐃᒡᓗᓕᐅᖅᑎ
building building iglurřuaq ᐃᒡᓗᕐᖪᐊᖅ
building /row house row house atařřutiřut ᐊᑕᖮᖪᑎᖪᑦ
building/ apartment building apartment building igluit atařřutiřut ᐃᒡᓗᐃᑦ ᐊᑕᖮᖪᑎᖪᑦ
building/ bathroom bathroom, see anarvik quijaqturvik ᖁᐃᔭᖅᑐᕐᕕᒃ
building/ bedroom bedroom; place to sleep hinigvik ᓂᒡᕕᒃ
building/ cabin cabin igluqpannuaq ᐃᒡᓗᖅᐸᓐᓄᐊᖅ
building/ chimney chimney pujurvik ᐳᔪᕐᕕᒃ
building/ church church tukhiarvik ᑐᒃᐊᕐᕕᒃ
building/ coffee shop coffee shop kaapiturvik ᖄᐱᑐᕐᕕᒃ
building/ daycare daycare nutaraqarvik ᓄᑕᕋᖃᕐᕕᒃ
building/ dentist office dentist's office kiguhirivik ᑭᒍᕆᕕᒃ
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building/ fish store fish store iqaluktaarvik ᐃᖃᓗᒃᑖᕐᕕᒃ
building/ hotel hotel hiniktarvik ᓂᒃᑕᕐᕕᒃ
building/ house house igluqpak ᐃᒡᓗᖅᐸᒃ
building/ living room living room pulaarvik ᐳᓛᕐᕕᒃ
building/ living room I’m in the living room. pulaarvingmiittunga ᐳᓛᕐᕕᖕᒦᑦᑐᖓ
building/ office office titirarvik ᑎᑎᕋᕐᕕᒃ
building/ porch it is placed in the porch tuqšununngaqtuq ᑐᖅᓄᓐᖓᖅᑐᖅ
building/ post office post office titiraqhiurvik ᑎᑎᕋᖅᐅᕐᕕᒃ
building/ small room a small room, bedroom, any room igluaq ᐃᒡᓗᐊᖅ

building/ theatre movie theatre tarriřarvik ᑕᕐᕆᖬᕐᕕᒃ
buildings/ no heat there is no heat in the building, 

tent, shelter etc. (uquittuq)
uquitchuq ᐅᖁᐃᑦᑐᖅ

buildings/ rec centrer recreation centre ulapqivik ᐅᓚᑉᕿᕕᒃ
bullet arrow, bullet qarřuq ᖃᕐᖪᖅ
bullet tip bullet tip; arrowhead natquq ᓇᑦᖁᖅ
bullet/ casing empty gun shell i’nialuk ᐃ’ᓂᐊᓗᒃ
bumps bumps [into something], tuluqtaa - 

bumps into it
tuluqtuq ᑐᓗᖅᑐᖅ

bumpy/ surface a surface full of pit holes that 
causes a continuous bumpy 
rhythm when driving  (root word is 
qařgitalaaq )

qařgitalaarnaqtuq ᖃᔾᒋᑕᓛᕐᓇᑐᖅ

buried/ under is covered over with something 
packed down like dirt or snow

hauhimařuq ᐅᒪᖪᖅ

buries buries it hauřaa ᐅᖭ
buries/ buries body buries him/her/it ( a body) iluviqtaa ᐃᓗᕕᖅᑖ
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burning a few; they are on fire; they are 
burning

ikittut ᐃᑭᑦᑐᑦ

burning/  on fire is on fire; is burning ikittuq ᐃᑭᑦᑐᖅ
burns burns up; burns down ikualařuq ᐃᑯᐊᓚᖪᖅ
burns/ suddenly something suddenly burning ikuallaktuq ᐃᑯᐊᓪᓚᒃᑐᖅ
burnt she/he/it has been burnt by 

something hot
uutittuq ᐆᑎᑦᑐᖅ

burps belches or burps nikhaaqtuq ᓂᒃᖅᑐᖅ
burrow burrow hiti ᑎ
burrow/digging digging a burrow hitiliuqtuq ᑎᓕᐅᖅᑐᖅ
busy/ being busy (I am very...) huliřakšaqaqpallaaqtunga ᖬᒃᖃᖅᐸᓪᓛᖅᑐᖓ
busy/is is very busy hanalluaqtuq ᓇᓪᓗᐊᖅᑐᖅ
but but kihiani ᑭᐊᓂ
but but, on the other hand kihianik ᑭᐊᓂᒃ
butchers butchers it pilaktuq ᐱᓚᒃᑐᖅ
butterfly butterfly, you would say qituhu-

qituhu-qituhu when you chase to 
catch them.

haqalikitaaq ᖃᓕᑭᑖᖅ

buttock one side of buttock mimiq ᒥᒥᖅ
buttock human buttock nuluq ᓄᓗᖅ
buttocks buttocks, two sides of one animal, 

(still intact), ukpatik -two individual 
buttocks of two different animals

ukpat ᐅᒃᐸᑦ

buttocks two individual buttocks of two 
different animals,  ukpat-buttocks, 
two sides of one animal, (still 
intact)

ukpatik ᐅᒃᐸᑎᒃ
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button button tuutauřaq ᑑᑕᐅᖬᖅ
buys buys it niuviqtaa ᓂᐅᕕᖅᑖ
buys buys niuviqtuq ᓂᐅᕕᖅᑐᖅ
by what route by which way ? By which route did 

you come/go?
hukkuruqpit ᒃᑯᕈᖅᐱᑦ

by where? by where hukkut ᒃᑯᑦ
cabin cabin igluqpannuaq ᐃᒡᓗᖅᐸᓐᓄᐊᖅ
cabin/ go to cabin (Let’s go to the...) igluqpannualiaqta ᐃᒡᓗᖅᐸᓐᓄᐊᓕᐊᖅᑕ
calendar calendar tatqiqhiut ᑕᑦᕿᖅᐅᑦ
calendar year year; winter ukiuq ᐅᑭᐅᖅ
Calendar/ 01 Natchilingmiutut name for the 

moon cycle occurring during the 
present month of January. This 
moon name refers to the time 
when the sun returns

hiqinnaut ᕿᓐᓇᐅᑦ

Calendar/ 02 Natchilingmiutut name for the 
moon cycle occurring during the 
present month of February. This 
moon name refers to the time 
when the sun is able to achieve 
half of its full height in the sky.

ikiaqpaarvik ᐃᑭᐊᖅᐹᕐᕕᒃ

Calendar/ 03 Natchilingmiutut name for the 
moon cycle occurring during the 
present month of March. This 
moon name refers to the time 
when premature seal pups are 
being born.

avunnivik ᐊᕗᓪᓂᕕᒃ
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Calendar/ 04 Natchilingmiutut name for the 
moon cycle occurring during the 
present month of April. This moon 
name refers to the time when the 
seal pups are being born.

natchialirvik ᓇᑦᕠᐊᓕᕐᕕᒃ

Calendar/ 05 Natchilingmiutut name for the 
moon cycle occurring during the 
present month of May. This moon 
name refers to the time when the 
seal pups are shedding.

qavaařvik ᖃᕚᖮᕕᒃ

Calendar/ 06 Natchilingmiutut name for the 
moon cycle occurring during the 
present month of June. This moon 
name refers to the time when the 
caribou calves are being born. 

nurrirvik ᓄᕐᕆᕐᕕᒃ

Calendar/ 07 Natchilingmiutut name for the 
moon cycle occurring during the 
present month of July. This moon 
name refers to the time when 
adult birds that do not have 
young, are molting. e.g. geese

itchavik: piarraitchunut ᐃᑦᕦᕕᒃ :ᐱᐊᕋᐃᑦᕤᓄᑦ
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Calendar/ 08 Natchilingmiutut name for the 
moon cycle occurring during the 
present month of August. This 
moon name refers to the time 
when the adult birds that have 
young are molting. e.g. geese

itchavik:piaralignut ᐃᑦᕦᕕᒃ: ᐱᐊᕋᓕᒡᓄᑦ

Calendar/ 09 Natchilingmiutut name for the 
moon cycle occurring during the 
present month of September. This 
moon name refers to the time 
when the bull caribou lose their 
antlers.

amiraijarvik: pangnirnut ᐊᒥᕋᐃᔭᕐᕕᒃ ᐸᖕᓂᕐᓄᑦ

Calendar/ 10 Natchilingmiutut name for the 
moon cycle occurring during the 
present month of October. This 
moon name refers to the time 
when the young male caribou lose 
their antlers.

amiraijarvik: uhualignut ᐊᒥᕋᐃᔭᕐᕕᒃ ᐅᐊᓕᒡᓄᑦ

Calendar/ 11 Natchilingmiutut name for the 
moon cycle occurring during the 
present month of November. This 
moon name refers to the time 
when people pick up their caches.

aquijurvik ᐊᖁᐃᔪᕐᕕᒃ
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Calendar/ 12 Natchilingmiutut name for the 
moon cycle occurring during the 
present month of December. This 
moon name refers to the time 
when sun does not come up 
anymore. 

hiqinngiluut ᕿᓐᖏᓘᑦ

calendar/ Christmas a time for happiness , e.g 
Christmas

quviahugvik ᖁᕕᐊᒡᕕᒃ

Calendar/ days of week/ 01 Sunday ubluriřuq ᐅᑉᓗᕆᖪᖅ
Calendar/ days of week/ 02 Monday hananngaut ᓇᓐᖓᐅᑦ
Calendar/ days of week/ 03 Tuesday aippiut ᐊᐃᑉᐱᐅᑦ
Calendar/ days of week/ 04 Wednesday pingattiut ᐱᖓᑦᑎᐅᑦ
Calendar/ days of week/ 05 Thursday hitammiut ᑕᒻᒥᐅᑦ

Calendar/ days of week/ 06 Friday tallimiut ᑕᓪᓕᒥᐅᑦ
Calendar/ days of week/ 07 Saturday hivataarvik ᕙᑖᕐᕕᒃ
calendar/ month every month tatqiq tamaat ᑕᑦᕿᖅ ᑕᒫᑦ
calendar/ month last month tatqiuhaaqtumi ᑕᑦᕿᐅᖅᑐᒥ
calendar/ month next month tatqiuniaqtumi ᑕᑦᕿᐅᓂᐊᖅᑐᒥ
calendar/ month end of the month (at the...) tatqiup nungnguani ᑕᑦᕿᐅᑉ ᓄᙳᐊᓂ
calendar/ moon moon tatqiq ᑕᑦᕿᖅ
calendar/ week week pinahuaruhiq ᐱᓇᐊᕈᖅ
calendar/ week last week pinahuaruhiugaluaqtumi ᐱᓇᐊᕈᐅᒐᓗᐊᖅᑐᒥ
calendar/ week next week aqaguaniviannuaq ᐊᖃᒍᐊᓂᕕᐊᓐᓄᐊᖅ
calendar/ week next week pinahuaruhiuniaqtumi ᐱᓇᐊᕈᐅᓂᐊᖅᑐᒥ
calendar/ winter year; winter ukiuq ᐅᑭᐅᖅ
calendar/ year this year ukiurmi  ᐅᑭᐅᕐᒥ
calendar/date What is the date today? ublumi hunauva? ᐅᑉᓗᒥ ᓇᐅᕙ
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camera camera a'řiliut ᐊ'ᖨᓕᐅᑦ
camp camp (she/he has a tent...) tupiqhimařuq ᑐᐱᖅᒪᖪᖅ
camp has set up a tent tupiqtuq ᑐᐱᖅᑐᖅ
camp tent site tupirvik ᑐᐱᕐᕕᒃ
camping/ skin bedding stepping on skins, lightly and 

evenly to smooth them out
tu'liriřuq  amirmik ᑐ'ᓕᕆᖪᖅ  ᐊᒥᕐᒥᒃ

camps stays out in a camp aullaaqhimařuq ᐊᐅᓪᓛᖅᒪᖪᖅ

camps camps for the night tammaaqtuq ᑕᒻᒫᖅᑐᖅ
camps/ en route en route to camping aullaaqtuq ᐊᐅᓪᓛᖅᑐᖅ
can opener can or bottle opener angmaqtirut ᐊᖕᒪᖅᑎᕈᑦ

Canada Goose Canada Goose uluagu'lik ᐅᓗᐊᒍ'ᓕᒃ
candle candle nappaqtaq ᓇᑉᐸᖅᑕᖅ
candle ice candle ice illauřaq ᐃᓪᓚᐅᖬᖅ
candy candy, something to suck on uqummiaq ᐅᖁᒻᒥᐊᖅ
cane walking stick, or cane, also the 

name for great, great grandchild, 
also great, great grandparent

ajauppiaq ᐊᔭᐅᑉᐱᐊᖅ

canine tooth canine tooth tuluriaq ᑐᓗᕆᐊᖅ
capelin capelin iřituuq ᐃᖨᑑᖅ
cards the way the card game plays piannagguhiq ᐱᐊᓐᓇᒡᒍᖅ
cards playing cards piannak ᐱᐊᓐᓇᒃ
cards plays cards piannaktuq ᐱᐊᓐᓇᒃᑐᖅ
cards plays cards with him/her/it piannaqatigiřaa ᐱᐊᓐᓇᖃᑎᒋᖭ
careful is careful qajakšaqtuq ᖃᔭᒃᖅᑐᖅ
caribou young caribou nukatugaq ᓄᑲᑐᒐᖅ
caribou caribou calf; musk ox calf; a girl's 

sister's child
nurraq ᓄᕐᕋᖅ
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caribou bull caribou pangniq ᐸᖕᓂᖅ
caribou caribou tuktu ᑐᒃᑐ
caribou like a caribou tuktutut ᑐᒃᑐᑐᑦ
caribou where caribou are hunted tuktuhiurvik ᑐᒃᑐᐅᕐᕕᒃ
caribou caribou (Did he get a ...?) tuktukpa? ᑐᒃᑐᒃᐸ
caribou caribou (he caught a...) tuktuktuq ᑐᒃᑐᒃᑐᖅ
caribou caribou hunting (He has gone...) tuktuliaqtuq ᑐᒃᑐᓕᐊᖅᑐᖅ

caribou caribou hunting camp tuktuliarvik ᑐᒃᑐᓕᐊᕐᕕᒃ
caribou gets a caribou tuktuttuq ᑐᒃᑐᑦᑐᖅ
caribou they got caribou tuktuttut ᑐᒃᑐᑦᑐᑦ
caribou hair caribou hair, when there's lots of 

loose ones making a mess you 
say hianaluk

hia ᐊ

caribou/  leg skins skin of a caribou leg (one leg) niu ᓂᐅ
caribou/ belly the white fur on a caribou belly pukik ᐳᑭᒃ

caribou/ cleaning intestine caribou intestine being 
flushed/cleared

hilaiqtauřuq ᓚᐃᖅᑕᐅᖪᖅ

caribou/ female female caribou (cow) kulavak ᑯᓚᕙᒃ
caribou/ meat aged caribou fat & bone marrow patqut  ᐸᑦᖁᑦ

caribou/ meat caribou meat tuktup niqia ᑐᒃᑐᑉ ᓂᕿᐊ
caribou/ nose worm caribou nose worm; larva of tagiuq ᑕᒋᐅᖅ
caribou/ rumen first stomach of caribou; rumen tunuhitaq ᑐᓄᑕᖅ

caribou/ shedding refers to the spring time shedding kanngalaruq ᑲᓐᖓᓚᖪᖅ
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caribou/ storing skins fresh caribou skins tied up. When 
there are lots of fresh caribou 
skins they are tied together in a 
certain way to prevent flies from 
laying eggs in the fresh skins. The 
smaller skins are piled up fur to 
fur, and placed on the largest skin. 
The larger skin is folded over the 
bundle, fur side facing inside, and 
tied tightly. This is what qillaaqtaq 
refers to. 

qillaaqtaq ᕿᓪᓛᖅᑕᖅ

carries/ on shoulder carries someone on his/her/it's 
shoulders

kakaktuq ᑲᑲᒃᑐᖅ

carry carry-  carries him/her/it; hauls 
him/her/it; brings him/her/it

agřaqtaa ᐊᒡᖬᖅᑖ

carrying/ back packs something on the back; 
carries something on the back

na'maktuq ᓇ'ᒪᒃᑐᖅ

carves carving hanauřaaq ᓇᐅᖭᖅ
cassette tape blank recording tape; blank nipikšaq ᓂᐱᒃᖅ

cataract cataract, quviqhiqtuq - cannot see 
anymore because of cataract

quviqti ᖁᕕᖅᑎ

cataract/ eye has cataract in the eye quviqšiqtuq ᖁᕕᖅᖅᑐᖅ
catches catching someone who almost falls najummiřaa ᓇᔪᒻᒥᖭ

catches up the person behind catches up to anguřaa ᐊᖑᖭ
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catches/ game animal catches a game animal anguřuq ᐊᖑᖪᖅ
caterpillar caterpillar with thick fur, see 

quglugiaq for small caterpillar
auřviq ᐊᐅᖮᕕᖅ

caterpillar small caterpillar, (see auřviq  for 
larger fuzzy caterpillar)

quglugiaq ᖁᒡᓗᒋᐊᖅ

cd CD; compact disk angmaluqtuq kibliqtuq ᐊᖕᒪᓗᖅᑐᖅ ᑭᑉᓕᖅᑐᖅ
central arctic/ people person or people at the center, 

central arctic region
qitirmiut ᕿᑎᕐᒥᐅᑦ

chain chain (as in dog chain) ipiq ᐃᐱᖅ
chains s/he it is (the dog is) being 

chained up, also a person is 
wading in water

ipiqtuq ᐃᐱᖅᑐᖅ

chains chain or rope to tie dogs or boats ipiutaq ᐃᐱᐅᑕᖅ

chair chair ikhivautaq ᐃᒃᕙᐅᑕᖅ
changes something is always changes, not a'languqtaqtuq ᐊ'ᓚᖑᖅᑕᖅᑐᖅ
changes direction changes direction hanguřuq ᖑᖪᖅ
chant song drum dance song pihiq ᐱᖅ
char/ red red char ivitaaruq ᐃᕕᑖᕈᖅ
cheek bones cheek bones (two), my cheek 

bone, uluara /ᐅᓗᐊᕋ, 
uluaq /ᐊᓚᐊᖅone cheek bone

uluak ᐅᓗᐊᒃ

chest chest qatigak ᖃᑎᒐᒃ
chest chest of body hatqaq ᑦᖃᖅ
chest/ rib cage front front side of your rib cage, chest haniraq ᓂᕋᖅ

Chesterfield Inlet Chesterfield Inlet igluligaarřuk ᐃᒡᓗᓕᒑᕐᖪᒃ
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chew/ soften chews a skin or kamik to soften it angulařuq ᐊᖑᓚᖪᖅ

chewing is eating something, chewing tamuařuq ᑕᒧᐊᖪᖅ
chews dog chews their rope off kigiqtuq ᑭᒋᖅᑐᖅ
chews/ gnaws gnaws it; picks at it; chews on it kipkaqtaa ᑭᑉᑲᖅᑖ

chicken pox chicken pox (he has...) piquuqtuq ᐱᖂᖅᑐᖅ
child your child; children nutarait ᓄᑕᕋᐃᑦ
child child nutaraq ᓄᑕᕋᖅ
child child (refers only to someone's 

own child)
nutarani ᓄᑕᕋᓂ

child raising go out to check the weather !  
(imperative form) , itchuqtuq - 
she/he went outside to check on 
the weather so he could come 
back and give detailed oral report. 
(Young children were traditionally 
trained to do this as a way to 
become more and more observant 
about the weather)

itchurit ᐃᑦᕤᕆᑦ

child rearing not wanting a child to be tall naqitiriřuq ᓇᕿᑎᕆᖪᖅ
chimney chimney pujurvik ᐳᔪᕐᕕᒃ
chin chin taplu ᑕᑉᓗ
chin guard attachment on clothing to protect 

chin from frost, or draft (or from 
zipper, from cold)

manuilitaq ᒪᓄᐃᓕᑕᖅ
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chisels chisels it, punches it tuuqtaa ᑑᖅᑖ
chisels works with a chisel tuuqtuq ᑑᖅᑐᖅ
chokes chokes while drinking; spits up hitchuqittuq ᑦᕤᕿᑦᑐᖅ
chokes chokes tupittuq ᑐᐱᑦᑐᖅ
chooses chooses; elects (he/she) niruaqtuq ᓂᕈᐊᖅᑐᖅ
chosen chosen; elected niruaqtauřuq ᓂᕈᐊᖅᑕᐅᖪᖅ
Christmas a time for happiness , e.g 

Christmas
quviahugvik ᖁᕕᐊᒡᕕᒃ

Christmas at Christmas time quviahugvingmi ᖁᕕᐊᒡᕕᖕᒥ 
Christmas Christmas present quviahuuhiaqšaq ᖁᕕᐊᐊᖅᖅ

church goes to church (she...) tukhiariaqtuq ᑐᒃᐊᕆᐊᖅᑐᖅ
church church tukhiarvik ᑐᒃᐊᕐᕕᒃ
church comes from church (she...) tukhiarvingmi'ngaaqtuq ᑐᒃᐊᕐᕕᖕᒥ’ᖔᖅᑐᖅ
cigar cigar higaarřuaq ᒑᕐᖪᐊᖅ
cigarette cigarette higaaq ᒑᖅ
cigarette paper cigarette paper higaakšaq ᒑᒃᖅ
cigarette/smokes smokes a cigarette higaaqtuq ᒑᖅᑐᖅ
cigarettes cigarettes higaat ᒑᑦ
circle circle, is round i.e. ball angmaluqtuq ᐊᖕᒪᓗᖅᑐᖅ
circling turning around 360 degrees, 

circling in one spot
uivřaaqtuq ᐅᐃᕝᖭᖅᑐᖅ

circling/ around circling around,  goes around 
something (e.g island, table…)

kaivittuq ᑲᐃᕕᑦᑐᖅ

circumference fence, circumference, outside 
border

avalu ᐊᕙᓗ

claw fingernail; toenail; claw; hoof; talon, 
plural kukit

kukik ᑯᑭᒃ

clay hard clay or concrete qikuq ᕿᑯᖅ
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clay mud, clay marluk ᒪᕐᓗᒃ
clean/ is is clean halumařuq ᓗᒪᖪᖅ
cleans cleans (he...) haliktuq ᓕᒃᑐᖅ
cleans/ cleaning supplies cleaning supplies haligutit ᓕᒍᑎᑦ
clear skies clear skies niptařuq  ᓂᑉᑕᖪᖅ
clearing/ weather the weather is clearing up allalaqivalliařuq ᐊᓪᓚᓚᕿᕙᓪᓕᐊᖪᖅ
cliff cliff in'naq ᐃ'ᓇᖅ
cliff/ low cliff  (low) i'naaruq ᐃ’ᓈᕈᖅ
climbed someone on top of something that 

they climbed up on. e.g   a hill, a 
huge rock, a house

majuaqhimařuq ᒪᔪᐊᖅᒪᖪᖅ

climbed she/he/it has reached the top of 
hill  

majuaqtuq ᒪᔪᐊᖅᑐᖅ

climbed I have climbed up it majuraqpara ᒪᔪᕋᖅᐸᕋ
climbing in the process of climbing uphill majuraqtuq ᒪᔪᕋᖅᑐᖅ

clock clock ubluqhiut ᐅᑉᓗᖅᐅᑦ
clock wrist-watch; clock upluqhiut ᐅᑉᓗᖅᐅᑦ
clock/ long hand its length, also used for long hand 

on clock
takinia ᑕᑭᓂᐊ

close near it, close to it qaningani ᖃᓂᖓᓂ
close two are close to each other, two 

are near each other
qaniřřutiřuk ᖃᓂᖮᖪᑎᖪᒃ

close close by (it is...), near qanittuq ᖃᓂᑦᑐᖅ
close nearby; close by; in the 

surrounding  area
qaniřrumi ᖃᓂᖮᕈᒥ

close surrounding area; vicinity; proximity qaniřruq ᖃᓂᖮᕈᖅ
close/ command Close the window. (command) igalaaq ukkuaruk ᐃᒐᓛᖅ ᐅᒃᑯᐊᕈᒃ
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close/ no space there is not much space in akulaitchuq ᐊᑯᓚᐃᑦᕤᖅ

close/ not too it is not supposed to be too close 
together

akulaitpallaariaqangngitchuq ᐊᑯᓚᐃᑦᐸᓪᓛᕆᐊᖃᖕᖏᑦᕤᖅ

closed closed (the window is...) igalaaq ukkuaqhimařuq ᐃᒐᓛᖅ ᐅᒃᑯᐊᖅᒪᖪᖅ
closed is closed umiktuq ᐅᒥᒃᑐᖅ
closer the closer one, one nearest qanniniqšaq ᖃᓐᓂᓂᖅᖅ
closer the closer one (of two) tugliq ᑐᒡᓕᖅ
closes closes the window (he/she...) igalaaq ukkuaqtaa ᐃᒐᓛᖅ ᐅᒃᑯᐊᖅᑖ
closest route by the shortest way qaniřrukkut ᖃᓂᖮᕈᒃᑯᑦ

cloth napkin; wiper; rag; cloth for wiping 
face

ivgut ᐃᕝᒍᑦ

clothing an article of clothing a'nuraaq ᐊ'ᓄᕌᖅ
clothing/  kamik strap kamik strap, a tie to keep boots in hingiq ᖏᖅ
clothing/ amaut amaut (long tailed style) akulik ᐊᑯᓕᒃ
clothing/ amaut fastener for the tie/belt on a 

packing parka, traditionally made 
from ivory

qaqšungaut ᖃᖅᖓᐅᑦ

clothing/ amaut/ tie tie for an amaut - taphi;  see taphi ᑕᑉ
clothing/ belt belt tirikšaq ᑎᕆᒃᖅ
clothing/ boots drawstring around top of boot, paqtirřak ᐸᖅᑎᕐᖪᒃ
clothing/ boots ankle tie on a boot hingiq ᖏᖅ
clothing/ bra brassiere iviangilitaq ᐃᕕᐊᖏᓕᑕᖅ
clothing/ button button tuutauřaq ᑑᑕᐅᖬᖅ
clothing/ chin guard attachment on clothing to protect 

chin from frost, or draft (or from 
zipper, from cold)

manuilitaq ᒪᓄᐃᓕᑕᖅ

clothing/ clothing liner clothing liner iluvruaq ᐃᓗᕝᕈᐊᖅ
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clothing/ dress dress, qitauřaqhimařuq- putting on 
a dress  

qitauřaq ᕿᑕᐅᖬᖅ

clothing/ footware store bought type of footwear kamaaluk ᑲᒫᓗᒃ
clothing/ footware boots (rubber) kamaaluuk ᑲᒫᓘᒃ
clothing/ footware boots (winter) (from store) kamaaluuk ukiuqhiut ᑲᒫᓘᒃ ᐅᑭᐅᖅᐅᑦ
clothing/ footware/ skin boots boots (skin) kamiik ᑲᒦᒃ

clothing/ footwear bearded seal material, used a sole 
for kamiks

attungakšaq ᐊᑐᖓᒃᖅ

clothing/ hat/ ties the ties for a hat pituutaq ᐱᑑᑕᖅ
clothing/ headband decorative headband, usually worn 

by women
qaurutit ᖃᐅᕈᑎᑦ

clothing/ leather has some skin on it amilik ᐊᒥᓕᒃ
clothing/ leather leather, also the generic name for amiq ᐊᒥᖅ
clothing/ making knits; weaves nuviqhaqtuq ᓄᕕᖅᖅᑐᖅ
clothing/ making threads a needle nuvihiřuq ᓄᕕᖪᖅ
clothing/ making threads it (a needle) nuviřaa ᓄᕕᖭ
clothing/ material/ type knitted or woven item nuviqhaaq ᓄᕕᖅᖅ
clothing/ mends mends it (a seam) killaijaqtaa ᑭᓪᓚᐃᔭᖅᑖ
clothing/ mitts fur trim for mitts pualup quliutaa ᐳᐊᓗᑉ ᖁᓕᐅᑖ
clothing/ packing  baby parka for packing a baby on the 

back
amaut ᐊᒪᐅᑦ

clothing/ packing parka/ style amaut (skirted style) uqqurmiutaq ᐅᖅᑯᕐᒥᐅᑕᖅ

clothing/ pants pants; trousers qarlik ᖃᕐᓕᒃ
clothing/ parka two strings tying sides of parka 

hood together below the chin
pituutaq ᐱᑑᑕᖅ

clothing/ parka type parka with a fringe nigřalik ᓂᒡᖬᓕᒃ
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clothing/ parka/  style a boy's parka with a pointed hood kukukpaalik ᑯᑯᒃᐹᓕᒃ

clothing/ parka/ fur trim fur trim around parka hood puhitaq ᐳᑕᖅ
clothing/ parka/ hood/ style pointed hood of a parka kukukpaaq ᑯᑯᒃᐹᖅ

clothing/ parka/ outer shell outer shell of a parka kalikuq ᑲᓕᑯᖅ
clothing/ parka/ trim fur trim on parka sleeve edge aingata paanga ᐊᐃᖓᑕ ᐹᖓ
clothing/ parka/ trim fur trim on parka bottom edge aqtlailitaq ᐊᖅᖤᐃᓕᑕᖅ
clothing/ parka/ type outside caribou-skin parka qulitchaq ᖁᓕᑦᕦᖅ
clothing/ place a place for clothing a'nuraaqarvik ᐊ'ᓄᕌᖃᕐᕕᒃ
clothing/ plural clothing, clothes a'nuraat ᐊ’ᓄᕌᑦ
clothing/ pocket pocket kauttuaq ᑲᐅᑦᑐᐊᖅ
clothing/ sealskin seal skin boots with fur niururiaq ᓂᐅᕈᕆᐊᖅ
clothing/ seam seam in a sewn item kilua ᑭᓗᐊ
clothing/ sewing/ thimble index finger; thimble tikiq ᑎᑭᖅ
clothing/ skirt skirt atailitaq ᐊᑕᐃᓕᑕᖅ
clothing/ skirt skirt qitauřaq ᕿᑕᐅᖬᖅ
clothing/ slipper/ inner inner slipper, ankle height, between 

duffle and outer kamik, made out 
of seal skin with the fur outside

ilupiruq ᐃᓗᐱᕈᖅ

clothing/ sole/ moose has a moose hide sole tuktuvalik ᑐᒃᑐᕙᓕᒃ
clothing/ sweater sweater nuviqšaaq ᓄᕕᖅᖅ
clothing/ tail piece tail piece of clothing; aku ᐊᑯ
clothing/ tailpiece has a short tailpiece, word for 

Greenland because they have short 
tailpieces

akukitchuq ᐊᑯᑭᑦᕤᖅ

clothing/ tie men's tie qunguhirut ᖁᖑᕈᑦ
clothing/ trim material trim/design on outer hinikšaq ᓂᒃᖅ
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clothing/ underclothing underrshirt/underwear,  also see 
uvinařuq

ilupaaq ᐃᓗᐹᖅ

clothing/ underwear underwear, also see ilupaaq uviniruq  ᐅᕕᓂᕈᖅ
clothing/ unstitched becomes unstitched kiluaqtuq ᑭᓗᐊᖅᑐᖅ
clothing/ waterproof boots waterproof boots ipirauhiq ᐃᐱᕋᐅᖅ
clothing/ zipper zipper aliktaqtuq ᐊᓕᒃᑕᖅᑐᖅ
clothing/caribou/cleaning a bat, club or stick used to clean 

snow off caribou parka, or bat for 
playing anuligaaq

anautaq ᐊᓇᐅᑕᖅ

clothing/duffle duffle sock, sock aliqti ᐊᓕᖅᑎ
clothing/outer glove, ařgaak  for two gloves ařgaaq ᐊᖮᒑᖅ
clothing/removes undresses; takes off his/her (own) a'nuraangijaqtuq ᐊ'ᓄᕌᖏᔭᖅᑐᖅ 
clothing/scarf scarf qunguhiilitaq ᖁᖑᓕᑕᖅ
clothing/vest has no sleeves, vest aingitchuq ᐊᐃᖏᑦᕤᖅ
cloud cloud nuvuja ᓄᕗᔭ

cloudberry cloudberry aqpik ᐊᖅᐱᒃ
cloudy it is cloudy nuvujařuq ᓄᕗᔭᖪᖅ

cloudy it got cloudy nuvujalaqiřuq ᓄᕗᔭᓚᕿᖪᖅ
cluttered cluttered, messy piřřarluktuq ᐱᖮᖬᕐᓗᒃᑐᖅ

Clyde River Clyde River kangiqługaapik ᑲᖏᖅᖢᒑᐱᒃ
coal coal aluaq ᐊᓗᐊᖅ
cod fish/small small cod fish hiurřuktuuq ᐅᕐᖪᒃᑑᖅ
coffe/ pot coffee pot kaapiliut ᑳᐱᓕᐅᑦ
coffee (also kaaphi) coffee kaapi ᑳᐱ
coffee shop coffee shop kaapiturvik ᖄᐱᑐᕐᕕᒃ
coffee/ don't want coffee (I don't want...) kaapiturumangngitchunga ᑳᐱᑐᕈᒪᖕᖏᑦᑐᖓ
coffee/ drinks drinks coffee (he/she...) kaapituqtuq ᑳᐱᑐᖅᑐᖅ
coffee/ I want.. coffee (I would like...) kaapiturumařunga ᑳᐱᑐᕈᒪᖪᖓ
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coffee/ makes makes coffee (he...) kaapiliuqtuq ᑳᐱᓕᐅᖅᑐᖅ
coffee/ question coffee (Would you like...?) kaapiturumavit? ᑳᐱᑐᕈᒪᕕᑦ
coils/ coils it coils it, gathers it (rope) imuřaa ᐃᒧᖭ
coils/ it coils it; spins it around something imuřaa ᐃᒧᖭ

cold becomes cold (not weather) niglaqtuq ᓂᒡᓚᖅᑐᖅ
cold cold (I have a...) nuvaktunga ᓄᕙᒃᑐᖓ
cold catches a cold nuvaliqtuq ᓄᕙᓕᖅᑐᖅ
cold is it cold? uunaitpa ᐆᓇᐃᑦᐸ
cold/ extreme temperature a term to describe the extreme 

cold 
qapiřřaq ᖃᐱᖮᖬᖅ

cold/ temperature the cold temperature i'ři ᐃ'ᖨ
cold/ weather the weather is very cold i'řililaqiřuq ᐃ'ᖨᓕᓚᕿᖪᖅ
cold/extremely the weather is extremely cold i'řiraaluk ᐃ'ᖨᕌᓗᒃ
cold/hands are has cold hands ařgaikhiřuq ᐊᖮᒐᐃᒃᖪᖅ
collarbone clavicle; collarbone qutuk ᖁᑐᒃ
color/ brown brown kajuqtuq ᑲᔪᖅᑐᖅ
colors/ grey greyish arřaangařuq ᐊᕐᖭᖓᖪᖅ
colour What colour is this? taqšaa qanurittuuva? ᑕᖅ ᖃᓄᕆᑦᑑᕙ
colours colours taqšat ᑕᖅᑦ
comb a comb, brush illaigut ᐃᓪᓚᐃᒍᑦ
comb comb illaigut ᐃᓪᓚᐃᒍᑦ
come Come! (command) qaigguit ᖃᐃᒡᒍᐃᑦ
come he/she wants something/someone 

to come 
qaitquřiřuq ᖃᐃᑦᖁᖨᖪᖅ

comes he/she/it comes, is coming qaiřuq ᖃᐃᖪᖅ
comfortable is correct; is right; is comfortable iłuaqtuq ᐃᖢᐊᖅᑐᖅ
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comical makes people laugh; is comical. 
See tiphinaqtuq

iglaqtitchiřuq ᐃᒡᓚᖅᑎᑦᕠᖪᖅ

commands commands, tells, orders someone 
to do something

pitquřaa ᐱᑦᖁᖭ

community people from the same community nunaqqatigiit ᓄᓇᖅᑲᑎᒌᑦ

complains complaining unnirluktuq ᐅᓐᓂᕐᓗᒃᑐᖅ

complete finishes; is finished; is ready; is 
complete, finished growing

iniqtuq ᐃᓂᖅᑐᖅ

complete
it's all accounted for, it's all there naamařuq ᓈᒪᖪᖅ

complete is whole; is complete iluitchuq ᐃᓗᐃᑦᕤᖅ
computer computer qaritauřaq ᖃᕆᑕᐅᖬᖅ

concerned is concerned about him/her/it; ihumaalugiřaa ᐃᒫᓗᒋᖭ
concerned/ is concerned worries; is concerned ihumaaluktuq ᐃᒫᓗᒃᑐᖅ
concerned/ is concerned for is concerned about him/her/it; 

worries about him/her/it
ihumaalugiřaa ᐃᒫᓗᒋᖭ

concrete hard clay or concrete qikuq ᕿᑯᖅ
condensation condensation ilu ᐃᓗ
confused I'm confused. naluliqtunga ᓇᓗᓕᖅᑐᖓ
confused she/he is confused; cannot figure naluřuq ᓇᓗᖪᖅ
confusing does not know him/her/it; cannot 

figure it out, finds it confusing
naluřaa ᓇᓗᖭ

congested is congested nuvaktuq ᓄᕙᒃᑐᖅ
connection the part that holds it together atařřutaa ᐊᑕᖮᖪᑖ
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contain/ capability to can hold a lot, can contain a lot, 
said of pregnant women who don't 
show much

ilutuřuq ᐃᓗᑐᖪᖅ

contains/ ability to contain can contain only a small quantity ilukitchuq ᐃᓗᑭᑦᕤᖅ

contains/ nothing inside has nothing inside iluliitchuq ᐃᓗᓖᑦᕤᖅ
contains/ something inside has something inside ilulilik ᐃᓗᓕᓕᒃ
cook a cook igaři ᐃᒐᖨ
cook food (I will make...) niqłiurniaqtunga ᓂᖅᖠᐅᕐᓂᐊᖅᑐᖓ
cookie cookie, literally 'like a 

hiqulaaq /biscuit'
hiqulauřaq ᖁᓚᐅᖬᖅ

cooking/ he/she/it he/she it cooking igařuq ᐃᒐᖪᖅ
cooking/ outdoor  kitchen kitchen, outdoor cooking place, 

heather cooking place
iggavik ᐃᒡᒐᕕᒃ 

cooks (see igařuq ) makes food to eat; 
cooks; prepares food

niqiliuqtuq ᓂᕿᓕᐅᖅᑐᖅ

cooks cooks (he...) niqłiuqtuq ᓂᖅᖠᐅᖅᑐᖅ
cool cool (liquid). niglinaqtuq ᓂᒡᓕᓇᖅᑐᖅ
copper copper kannujaq ᑲᓐᓄᔭᖅ
Coral Harbour Coral Harbour, also means the 

further one from the shore, i.e. of 
two islands, the further one from 
shore

Halliq ᓪᓕᖅ

correct is correct; is right; is comfortable, 
is suitable, it is O.K.

iłuaqtuq ᐃᖢᐊᖅᑐᖅ

corrects/ corrects it corrects it; fixes it; smoothes it out iłuaqhiřaa ᐃᖢᐊᖅᖭ
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couch couch, literally big chair ikhivautarřuaq ᐃᒃᕙᐅᑕᕐᖪᐊᖅ
coughing is coughing quiqtuqtuq ᖁᐃᖅᑐᖅᑐᖅ
counts counts naahaiřuq ᓈᐃᖪᖅ
court court; courtroom apiqšuivik ᐊᐱᖅᐃᕕᒃ
cousin/ same sex cousin,  same sex illuq ᐃᓪᓗᖅ
cousins/ same sex cousins,  describes relationship of 

two same sex cousins
illuriik ᐃᓪᓗᕇᒃ

covered it is covered up ulikhimařuq ᐅᓕᒃᒪᖪᖅ
covers covers him/her/it with a blanket; 

puts a blanket on him/her/it
uliktaa ᐅᓕᒃᑖ

cowlick cowlick at the crown of you head kaavřiq ᑳᕝᖨᖅ

co-worker co-worker hanaqati ᓇᖃᑎ
cranberry cranberry kingmingnak ᑭᖕᒥᖕᓇᒃ
crane flies crane flies; look like mosquitoes 

with long legs, but do not bite
tuktuřuq ᑐᒃᑐᖪᒃ

crawls crawls paamnguqtuq ᐹᒻᖑᖅᑐᖅ
creek creek, also the standardized 

spelling of the place name, 
Kuugaarřuk, formerly Pelly Bay.

kuugaarřuk ᑰᒑᕐᖪᒃ

creek/ small tiny creek kuugauřaq ᑰᒐᐅᖬᖅ
cries cries, (see quřviliuqtuq) qiařuq ᕿᐊᖪᖅ
cries (see. qiařuq ) cries; makes tears quřviuliqtuq ᖁᖮᕕᐅᓕᖅᑐᖅ
cross/ has has a cross hanningařulik ᓐᓂᖓᖪᓕᒃ
crosses goes across; crosses over ikaaqtuq ᐃᑳᖅᑐᖅ
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crosses crosses over,e.g. going across the 
bay, going from island to island, 
going from island to mainland

ikauřuq ᐃᑲᐅᖪᖅ

crosses/ crosses it goes across it; crosses over it ikaaqtaa ᐃᑳᖅᑖ
cross-eyed cross-eyed nakungařuq ᓇᑯᖓᖪᖅ
crowberry crow berry paunngaq ᐸᐅᓐᖓᖅ
cry making him/her/it cry qiamiqšuqtaa ᕿᐊᒥᖅᖅᑖ
cuddling a bird brooding on eggs, family 

cuddling together in a bed
ivařut ᐃᕙᖪᑦ

culture culture, tradition,  as in Inuit 
ilitquhingit , Inuit culture; character, 
if someone has a disabiltiy they 
say ilitquhirluktuq , or if they have 
a good character, ilitquhittiariktuq

ilitquhiq ᐃᓕᑦᖁᖅ

cup (also im'ngut) cup imnguhiq ᐃᒻᖑᖅ
cup cup qallut ᖃᓪᓗᑦ
cupboard dish cupboard qallutiqarvik ᖃᓪᓗᑎᖃᕐᕕᒃ
curly hair hair that is naturally curly iqihulingařuq ᐃᕿᓕᖓᖪᖅ 
curriculum curriculum ilihaut ᐃᓕᐅᑦ
cursaive writing written out in cursive handwriting hanguatitaqhimařuq ᖑᐊᑎᑕᖅᒪᖪᖅ

curtain curtain taalutaq ᑖᓗᑕᖅ
custodian janitor, custodian, cleaner halikti ᓕᒃᑎ
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custom habit; custom; tradition, see also 
ilitquhiq

pitquhiq ᐱᑦᖁᖅ

cut has been cut, (with something 
sharp) is severed 

kipihimařuq ᑭᐱᒪᖪᖅ

cut cut it open pilaglugu ᐱᓚᒡᓗᒍ
cute is cute niviurnaqtuq ᓂᕕᐅᕐᓇᖅᑐᖅ
cuts cuts something up avguiřuq ᐊᕝᒍᐃᖪᖅ
cuts cuts him/her/it kiliqtaa ᑭᓕᖅᑖ
cuts cut myself (I...) kiliqtunga ᑭᓕᖅᑐᖓ

cuts cuts himself/herself/itself kiliqtuq ᑭᓕᖅᑐᖅ
cuts cuts it kipiřaa ᑭᐱᖭ
cuts s/he cut it with scissors ki'řaqtaa ᑭ'ᖬᖅᑖ
cuts/ cuts it slices it; cuts it up avguqtaa ᐊᕝᒍᖅᑖ
damage is damaged; is broken ahiruqtuq ᐊᕈᖅᑐᖅ
dances dances mumiqtuq ᒧᒥᖅᑐᖅ
dangerous is dangerous (ice, water, boat, 

plane, height )
nangiarnaqtuq ᓇᖏᐊᕐᓇᖅᑐᖅ

dangerous something is dangerous, causes 
apprehension

ulurianaqtuq ᐅᓗᕆᐊᓇᖅᑐᖅ

dark becomes dark taaqhiřuq ᑖᖅᖪᖅ
dark is dark taaqtuq ᑖᖅᑐᖅ
date What is the date today? ublumi hunauva? ᐅᑉᓗᒥ ᓇᐅᕙ
daughter daughter panik ᐸᓂᒃ
daughter my daughter’s paningma ᐸᓂᖕᒪ
daughter only daughter panituaq ᐸᓂᑐᐊᖅ
daughter-in-law daughter-in-law; sister-in-law of a 

female
ukuaq ᐅᑯᐊᖅ

daughter-in-law/ my my daughter in-law ukuara ᐅᑯᐊᕋ
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dawn dawns; it is daylight qauřuq ᖃᐅᖪᖅ
day day (through the day) ublukkut ᐅᑉᓗᒃᑯᑦ
day all day ubluq naallugu ᐅᑉᓗᖅ ᓈᓪᓗᒍ
day every day ubluqtamaat ᐅᑉᓗᖅᑕᒫᑦ
day during the day ublutkut ᐅᑉᓗᑦᑯᑦ
daycare daycare nutaraqarvik ᓄᑕᕋᖃᕐᕕᒃ
dazzles dazzling qi'ngarnaqtuq ᕿ'ᖓᕐᓇᖅᑐᖅ
dazzles is dazzled by the sun's reflection qi'ngaqtuq ᕿ'ᖓᖅᑐᖅ

dead something/someone is dead tuqungařuq ᑐᖁᖓᖪᖅ
debt gets into debt akiitchuqtaaqtuq ᐊᑮᑦᕤᖅᑖᖅᑐᖅ
debt debt, owing someone, something 

needed to pay, bill
akiliakšaq ᐊᑭᓕᐊᒃᖅ

December Natchilingmiutut name for the 
moon cycle occurring during the 
present month of December. This 
moon name refers to the time 
when sun does not come up 
anymore. 

hiqinngiluut ᕿᓐᖏᓘᑦ

decides decides; makes plans; leads the 
way

hivunikhaqhiuqtuq ᕗᓂᒃᖅᐅᖅᑐᖅ

deep is deep itiřuq ᐃᑎᖪᖅ
delicious is delicious; tastes good; smells 

good
mamaqtuq ᒪᒪᖅᑐᖅ

delicious she/he/it likes the taste/smell of 
it

mamariřaa ᒪᒪᕆᖭ

demanding aggressively demanding, saying 
repeatedly, over and over

nangittaqtuq ᓇᖏᑦᑕᖅᑐᖅ
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den/ polar bear polar bear den apu'miuvik ᐊᐳ'ᒥᐅᕕᒃ
dentist dentist kiguhirriři ᑭᒍᕐᕆᖨ
dentist's office dentist's office kiguhirivik ᑭᒍᕆᕕᒃ
departed/ has he/she/it has left with him/her/it 

(on a trip)
aullauqatigiřaa ᐊᐅᓪᓚᖃᑎᒋᖭ

departing departing, he/she...(shortly ago) aullalihaaqtuq ᐊᐅᓪᓚᓕᖅᑐᖅ
Department/  Education Department of Education ilihaqtuliriřitkut ᐃᓕᖅᑐᓕᕆᖨᑦᑯᑦ
Department/  Human 
Resources

work at the Dept. of Human 
Resources (I...)

hanařuliriřitku'ni hanařunga ᓇᖪᓕᕆᖨᑦᑯ’ᓂ ᓇᖪᖓ

Department/ Economic 
Development

Department of Economic 
Development

pivalliařuliriřitkut ᐱᕙᓪᓕᐊᖪᓕᕆᖨᒃᑯᑦ

Department/ Environment Department of the Environment avatiliriřitkut ᐊᕙᑎᓕᕆᖨᑦᑯᑦ
Department/ Finance Department of Finance Kiinauřaliriřitkut ᑮᓇᐅᖬᓕᕆᖨᑦᑯᑦ
Department/ Heritage and 
Culture

Department of Heritage and 
Culture

ilitquhiliriřitkut ᐃᓕᑦᖁᓕᕆᖨᑦᑯᑦ

Department/ Indian and 
Northern Affairs 

Department of Indian and Northern 
Affairs

inuliriřituqatkut ᐃᓄᓕᕆᖨᑐᖃᑦᑯᑦ

Department/ Justice Department of Justice maligaliriřitkut ᒪᓕᒐᓕᕆᖨᑦᑯᑦ
departs departing (she/he is...right now/ in 

process of departing)
aullaliqtuq ᐊᐅᓪᓚᓕᖅᑐᖅ

departs departed; he/she left aullaqtuq ᐊᐅᓪᓚᖅᑐᖅ
departs/ later depart, he/she will.... (tomorrow or 

later)
aullarumaaqtuq ᐊᐅᓪᓚᕈᒫᖅᑐᖅ

departs/ will depart, she/he will... (today or 
tomorrow)

aullarniaqtuq ᐊᐅᓪᓚᕐᓂᐊᖅᑐᖅ

depleted is used up; is depleted; is finished nunguttuq ᓄᖑᑦᑐᖅ

detergent soap; detergent irmiut ᐃᕐᒥᐅᑦ
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deteriorates turned bad; deteriorated pitchauhuiqtuq ᐱᑦᕦᐅᐃᖅᑐᖅ
devil devil tupilak ᑐᐱᓚᒃ
diaper diaper, also quingilitaq makkak ᒪᒃᑲᒃ
diaphram thin layer of muscle that separates 

the stomach area from the chest 
cavity, diaphram

kanivaut ᑲᓂᕙᐅᑦ

dies nearly dies (animal) tuquřrajaqtuq ᑐᖁᖮᕋᔭᖅᑐᖅ
dies dies; passes away tuquřuq ᑐᖁᖪᖅ
dies nearly dies (human) inuuhuiqajaqtuq ᐃᓅᐃᖃᔭᖅᑐᖅ
different it has changed, does not look like a'řigihuiqtaa ᐊ'ᖨᒋᐃᖅᑖ

different s/he /it thought it was something 
else

a'řigingnginnahugiřaa ᐊ'ᖨᒋᖕᖏᓐᓇᒋᖭ

different it's a different one yet a'řigingngitavalua ᐊ'ᖨᒋᖕᖏᑕᕙᓗᐊ
different/ another one the other one; a different one; 

another one
a'řigingngitaa ᐊ'ᖨᒋᖕᖏᑖ

different/ changed it has [just] changed, is not the a'řingingngiliqtaa ᐊ'ᖨᒋᖕᖏᓕᖅᑖ
different/ two two different (things) a'řigiingngitchuk ᐊ'ᖨᒌᖕᖏᑦᕤᒃ
difficult is difficult or hard, or impossible ajurnaqtuq ᐊᔪᕐᓇᖅᑐᖅ

difficult is difficult to find, is hard to 
understand

nalunaqtuq ᓇᓗᓇᖅᑐᖅ

dining room I’m in the dining room. nirivingmiitchunga ᓂᕆᕕᖕᒥᑦᕤᖓ
direction in the direction of .... mikšaani ᒥᒃᓂ
director director (job title) tukimuaktittiři ᑐᑭᒧᐊᒃᑎᑦᑎᖨ
dirty/ is is dirty halumaitchuq ᓗᒪᐃᑦᕤᖅ
disappears disappears; hides talittuq ᑕᓕᑦᑐᖅ
discomfort/ causes to feel something that causes you to feel 

discomfort
ikpingnarniq ᐃᒃᐱᖕᓇᕐᓂᖅ
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discouraged/ is gives up, discouraged hapiliqtuq ᐱᓕᖅᑐᖅ
disembark is allowed to disembark; is let off 

a boat
niuřauřuq ᓂᐅᖬᐅᖪᖅ

disembarks gets off a vehicle, boat; gets out 
of a vehicle, disembarks

niuřuq ᓂᐅᖪᖅ

dishes dishes nirritit ᓂᕐᕆᑎᑦ
dive it dives under water- it dives under agluqtuq ᐊᒡᓗᖅᑐᖅ
dive a person repeatedly puts face in 

water
agluraqtuq ᐊᒡᓗᕋᖅᑐᖅ

dives dives down into the water atqaqtuq ᐊᑦᖃᖅᑐᖅ
divides cuts it; divides it aviktaa ᐊᕕᒃᑖ
divorces s/he is divorced, it is divided aviktuq ᐊᕕᒃᑐᖅ
divorces divorces him/her; separates from avitaa ᐊᕕᑖ
do/ question What did you do? hugaluaqpit? ᒐᓗᐊᖅᐱᑦ
dock dock; landing place for boat tulagvik ᑐᓚᒡᕕᒃ
doctor doctor iłuaqhaiři ᐃᖢᐊᖅᐃᖨ
dog imitation of a dog, drawing of a qi`mingnguaq ᕿ`ᒥᖕᖑᐊᖅ

dog dog qi’miq ᕿ’ᒥᖅ
dog collar dog collar qunguhiaqtaut ᖁᖑᐊᖅᑕᐅᑎᑦ
dog harness dog harness anu ᐊᓄ
dog team goes by dog team qimukhiqtuq ᕿᒧᒃᖅᑐᖅ
dog team dogs pulling a sled, dog is a good qimuktuq ᕿᒧᒃᑐᖅ

dog team/ lead dog lead dog, the long trace one ihuraqtuřuq ᐃᕋᖅᑐᖪᖅ
dog team/ positions last two dogs in the team of dogs 

in a dual line hitch
uniaqti ᐅᓂᐊᖅᑎ

dog team/ second lead second lead dog ihuraqtuřup tuglia ᐃᕋᖅᑐᖪᑉ ᑐᒡᓕᐊ
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dog/ chains s/he it is (the dog is) being 
chained up, also a person is 
wading in water

ipiqtuq ᐃᐱᖅᑐᖅ

dog/ fur pattern white brows on a dog, the real taqulariktuq ᑕᖁᓚᕆᒃᑐᖅ
dog/ is loose dog has gone loose ipiiqtuq ᐃᐲᖅᑐᖅ
dog/ playing dog is playing with another dog,  

this word is used with some other 
wildlife e.g. wolf

unařuq ᐅᓇᖪᖅ

dogs chained/tied down dogs qi`mitkat ipiqtatkat ᕿ`ᒥᑦᑲᑦ ᐃᐱᖅᑕᑦᑲᑦ
dogs hooked up dogs to sled qi`mitkat pitukpatkat ᕿ`ᒥᑦᑲᑦ ᐱᑐᒃᐸᑦᑲᑦ
dogs/ health slow walking due to tender sore 

feet e.g. dogs walk like this when 
they have cuts from sharp ice or 
having ice/ snow build up between 
toes 

tu'jaaqtuq ᑐ'ᔮᖅᑐᖅ

dogteam dog has gone loose ipiiqtuq ᐃᐲᖅᑐᖅ
dogteam/ chains s/he it is (the dog is) being 

chained up, also a person is 
wading in water, see ipiqtatkat, -
wading through series of ponds

ipiqtuq ᐃᐱᖅᑐᖅ

dogteam/ chains them I chained them up (dogs), I waded 
through a series of ponds, see 
ipiqtuq

ipiqtatkat ᐃᐱᖅᑕᑦᑲᑦ

dogteam/ traces traces (dog team) ipiuttat  ᐃᐱᐅᑦᑕᑦ
dogteam/ whip whip (dog team) ipirautaq ᐃᐱᕋᐅᑕᖅ
doing/ looking to is looking for something to do huliřakhaqhiuqtuq ᓕᖬᒃᖅᐅᖅᑐᖅ
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doing/ not is not doing anything, huliřuq - is 
doing something

huliungngitchuq ᓕᐅᖕᖕᒋᑦᕤᖅ

doing/ what what is he/she/it doing huliva ᓕᕙ
doing/ what what are you doing hulivit ᓕᕕᑦ
doing/ what What will you be doing? huniaqpit? ᓂᐊᖅᐱᑦ
doing/ what what are you doing? huvit ᕕᑦ
doll pretend human, doll inungnguaq ᐃᓄᖕᖑᐊᖅ
door door ukkuaq ᐅᒃᑯᐊᖅ
door closed (it is...) ukkuaqhimařuq ᐅᒃᑯᐊᖅᒪᖪᖅ
door closes the door ukkuaqtuq ᐅᒃᑯᐊᖅᑐᖅ

door open (it is...) ukkuiqhimařuq ᐅᒃᑯᐃᖅᒪᖪᖅ
door opens the door ukkuiqtaa ᐅᒃᑯᐃᖅᑖ
doorway opening; doorway paanga ᐹᖓ
down going down a'muuřuq ᐊ'ᒨᖪᖅ
down fur; human body hair, down mitquq ᒥᑦᖁᖅ
down down of bird, musk ox, etc... qiviuq ᕿᕕᐅᖅ
down down in there taunani ᑕᐅᓇᓂ
down down the hill taununga ᑕᐅᓄᖓ
down these things below (slightly out of 

reach)
tautkuat ᑕᐅᑦᑯᐊᑦ

downstream downstream hituřuq ᑐᖪᖅ
downwards a body is facing downwards, 

slanted downwards, with head 
lowest point, nivingařuq, body is 
hanging head down, vertically, 
could be suspended by a rope

kuřangařuq ᑯᖬᖓᖪᖅ
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downwind something is downwind from 
something 

uqquani ᐅᖅᖁᐊᓂ

downwind someone is downwind from 
something

ařguani ᐊᖮᒍᐊᓂ

draft/ drafty it is drafty indoors aqłaqtuq ᐊᖅᖤᖅᑐᖅ
drafty it is drafty hupiřuq  ᐱᖪᖅ
drags drags uniaqtuq ᐅᓂᐊᖅᑐᖅ
draws draws titirauřaqtuq ᑎᑎᕋᐅᖬᖅᑐᖅ
dream a dream hinnaktuq ᓐᓇᒃᑐᖅ
dreams he/she/it dreaming hinnaktuqtuq ᓐᓇᒃᑐᖅᑐᖅ
dreams/ in in your dreams hinnaktu'ni ᓐᓇᒃᑐ'ᓂ
dreary You find it dreary. iqiagiřait ᐃᕿᐊᒋᖬᐃᑦ
dreeser chest of drawers, drawer amuřaqtuq ᐊᒧᖬᖅᑐᖅ
dress dress, qitauřaqhimařuq- putting on 

a dress  
qitauřaq ᕿᑕᐅᖬᖅ

dress is already dressed, or received new a'nuraaqtaaqtuq ᐊ'ᓄᕌᖅᑖᖅᑐᖅ 
dress/ action is already dressed, or received new 

clothing
a'nuraaqtaaqtuq ᐊ'ᓄᕌᖅᑖᖅᑐᖅ

dress/ action has already put on his/her its own 
clothes; dresses 
himself/herself/itself

a'nuraaqtuq ᐊ'ᓄᕌᖅᑐᖅ

dresses/ action dresses a'nuraaqtuqtuq ᐊ'ᓄᕌᖅᑐᖅᑐᖅ
dries dries; becomes dry paniqhiqtuq ᐸᓂᖅᖅᑐᖅ
drill drill, wood drill ikuutaq ᐃᑰᑕᖅ
drill bits drill bits ikuutat ᐃᑰᑕᑦ
drills drills ikuutaqtuq ᐃᑰᑕᖅᑐᖅ

drinks (also -taq- e.g tiitaqtuq  , 
niuqqaqtuq , niuqhiřuq ) drinks

imiqtuq ᐃᒥᖅᑐᖅ
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drinks drinks niuqqaqtuq ᓂᐅᖅᑲᖅᑐᖅ
drinks/ drinks it drinks it imiqtaa ᐃᒥᖅᑖ
drips drips repeatedly kuhiqtaqtuq ᑯᖅᑕᖅᑐᖅ

drips drips kuhiqtuq ᑯᖅᑐᖅ
driver driver; captain of a boat aquti  is 

person driving the vehicle- it can 
depend on the vehicle, 
tuapaktaqti, imiqtaqti  

aquti ᐊᖁᑎ

drives drives a vehicle; pilots a plane; 
steers a boat

aquttuq ᐊᖁᑦᑐᖅ

drives/able to drive (she is able to...) aqutchungnaqtuq ᐊᖁᑦᕤᖕᓇᖅᑐᖅ
drizzles drizzle of rain minguliqtuq ᒥᖑᓕᖅᑐᖅ
drizzles drizzles miniřuq ᒥᓂᖪᖅ
drops she/he/it drops something (object) 

kataiřutit , you dropped something
kataiřaa ᑲᑕᐃᖭ

drops drops; falls; falls off, (not used for kataktuq ᑲᑕᒃᑐᖅ
drops a drop; a drip kuhirniq ᑯᕐᓂᖅ
drum has a faulty drum ( e.g. broken) qilau'řaaqtuq ᕿᓚᐅ'ᖭᖅᑐᖅ

drum drum, see huqulařuq for drum 
dancing

qilaut ᕿᓚᐅᑦ

drum dancing drum dancing huqulařuq ᖁᓚᖪᖅ

drum/  beater beater for a drum; drum stick katuut ᑲᑑᑦ
drum/ beats beats the drum katuktuq ᑲᑐᒃᑐᖅ
drum/ chant song drum dance song pihiq ᐱᖅ
dry is no longer moist iptiiqtuq ᐃᑉᑏᖅᑐᖅ
dry is dry paniqtuq ᐸᓂᖅᑐᖅ
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dry meat dry meat mipku ᒥᑉᑯ
dryer clothes dryer paniqhiit ᐸᓂᖅᑦ
drying rack drying rack; dryer paniqhiivik ᐸᓂᖅᕕᒃ
drying rack/ upright poles upright tent pole, rocks piled up 

for drying rack
napariaq ᓇᐸᕆᐊᖅ

duck Long tailed duck, formerly known 
as Old Squaw duck

ařgiq ᐊᖮᒋᖅ

duffle duffle sock, sock aliqti ᐊᓕᖅᑎ
duffle/ sock short duffle sock piniraq ᐱᓂᕋᖅ
dull is dull, e.g knife is dull, see ipkitchuq ᐃᑉᑭᑦᕤᖅ
ear ear hiut ᐅᑦ
earache/has has an earache hiu'luktuq ᐅ'ᓗᒃᑐᖅ
earrings earrings hiutirutik ᐅᑎᕈᑎᒃ
east east (direction) hiqinaut ᕿᓇᐅᑦ
east wind east wind niggiq ᓂᒡᒋᖅ
east wind wind is blowing from the east niggiqtuq ᓂᒡᒋᖅᑐᖅ
eastward eastward kiva'mut ᑭᕙ'ᒧᑦ
easy going never bothered by things qanurilaittuq ᖃᓄᕆᓚᐃᑦᑐᖅ
easy going/ personality does not easily react or get 

bothered by things, easy going
qanurililaitchuq ᖃᓄᕆᓕᓚᐃᑦᕤᖅ

eat eat, we (2)... niriřuguk ᓂᕆᖪᒍᒃ
eat eat, we (3+)... niriřugut ᓂᕆᖪᒍᑦ
eat eat, you (3+)... niriřuhi ᓂᕆᖪ
eat eat, you (2)... niriřuhik ᓂᕆᖪᒃ
eat eat, they (2)... niriřuk ᓂᕆᖪᒃ
eat eat, I... niriřunga ᓂᕆᖪᖓ
eat eat, they (3+)... niriřut ᓂᕆᖪᑦ
eat eat, you... niriřutit ᓂᕆᖪᑎᑦ
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eats eating everything e.g. the 
dog/person went in without 
permission and was eating 
something in the house

ihaaqtuq ᐃᖅᑐᖅ

eats will eat niriniaqtuq ᓂᕆᓂᐊᖅᑐᖅ
eats s/he eats more niriphaaqtuq ᓂᕆᑉᖅᑐᖅ
eats he/she/it eats it niriřaa ᓂᕆᖭ
eats he/she/it eats (note, "eats" can be 

expressed by using the infix, "-tuq-
" as in tuktutuqtuq  or 
iqaluktuqtuq )

niriřuq ᓂᕆᖪᖅ

edge at its edge; on his/her/its border kiglingani ᑭᒡᓕᖓᓂ
effort/ command try hard; more effort atqunarlutit ᐊᑦᖁᓇᕐᓗᑎᑦ
effort/ hard/ strong straining the body while lifting, 

strong waves at sea, someone 
makes an effort, tries hard

atqunaqtuq ᐊᑦᖁᓇᖅᑐᖅ

egg egg (pl. manniit) mannik ᒪᓐᓂᒃ
egg/  bird the little orangish round eggs 

inside a bird that will become the 
eggs

hiquphiraq ᖁᑉᕋᖅ

egg/  shell the shell of the egg haunaaq ᐅᓈᖅ
egg/  white egg white kaunga ᑲᐅᖓ
egg/  yolk egg yolk (yellow) itchiq ᐃᑦᕠᖅ
egg/ cooking cooking an egg manniliuqtuq ᒪᓐᓂᓕᐅᖅᑐᖅ
egg/ laying laying an egg ivařuq ᐃᕙᖪᖅ
eggs eggs mannit ᒪᓐᓂᑦ
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eggshell bone (also used as reference to 
someone who has your same 
name, also fruit pit or eggshell

hauniq ᐅᓂᖅ

eider duck/ female female eider duck hurluktuq ᕐᓗᒃᑐᖅ
eider duck/ female female king eider duck , male king 

eider is qingalik
mitiq ᒥᑎᖅ

eider duck/ females female eider ducks (3+) mitit ᒥᑎᑦ
eight eight arvinilik pingahut ᐊᕐᕕᓂᓕᒃ ᐱᖓᑦ
elastic elastic tahiřuaq ᑕᖪᐊᖅ
elbow elbow ikuhik ᐃᑯᒃ

elbow/ injures hurts his/her/its elbow ikutchiaqtuq ᐃᑯᑦᕠᐊᖅᑐᖅ
elbows pokes him/her/it with his/her/its 

elbow
ikuhingmiktaa ᐃᑯᖕᒥᒃᑖ

elected chosen; elected niruaqtauřuq ᓂᕈᐊᖅᑕᐅᖪᖅ
electric cord electrical cord ařruřaq ᐊᖮᕈᖬᖅ
electrical switch electrical switch ikittaut ᐃᑭᑦᑕᐅᑦ
electrician electrician ařruřaliriři ᐊᖮᕈᖬᓕᕆᖨ
elects chooses; elects (he/she) niruaqtuq ᓂᕈᐊᖅᑐᖅ
elevator go up the elevator qu'muuřutikuurlutit ᖁ'ᒨᖪᑎᒃᑰᕐᓗᑎᑦ
eleven/ eleven qulillu atauhiq ᖁᓕᓪᓗ ᐊᑕᐅᖅ
e-mail e-mail qaritauřakkut titiqqat ᖃᕆᑕᐅᖬᒃᑯᑦ ᑎᑎᖅᖅᑲᑦ

e-mail e-mail (I will send him/her an...) qaritauřakkut titirarviginiaqpara ᖃᕆᑕᐅᖬᒃᑯᑦ ᑎᑎᕋᕐᕕᒋᓂᐊᖅᐸᕋ

email/ attachment email attachment, a person took it 
along

nakhiuřauřuq ᓇᒃᐅᖬᐅᖪᖅ

embarks got on board; embarks ikiliqtuq ᐃᑭᓕᖅᑐᖅ
ember live coal; ember auma ᐊᐅᒪ
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emotion (see ikpingnarniq) having feeling; 
emotion; sensation

ikpiguhungniq ᐃᒃᐱᒍᖕᓂᖅ

employee worker; employee hanaři ᓇᖨ
emptied has been emptied of liquid imaiqtuq ᐃᒪᐃᖅᑐᖅ
empty/ empties it empties it imaiqtaa ᐃᒪᐃᖅᑖ

en route/ to camping en route to camping aullaaqtuq ᐊᐅᓪᓛᖅᑐᖅ
end at the end of something about to 

be finished or completed, tatqiup 
nunnguani -at the end of the 
month

nungnguani ᓄᖕᖑᐊᓂ

end end of it e.g rope, movie ihua ᐃᐊ
end/ at the end of it at the end of it ihuani ᐃᐊᓂ
end/ ends of a grouping in a grouping, the ones at either 

end
avalliq ᐊᕙᓪᓕᖅ

endearing is endearing or pitiful naglingnaqtuq ᓇᒡᓕᖕᓇᖅᑐᖅ
English English language qaplunaatut ᖃᑉᓗᓈᑐᑦ
English English (Do you speak...?) qaplunaatuurungnaqpit? ᖃᑉᓗᓈᑑᕈᖕᓇᖅᐱᑦ
enjoys enjoys him/her/it  quviagiřara-  I 

enjoy it.  quviagiřauřuq- the thing 
that creates happiness

quviagiřaa ᖁᕕᐊᒋᖭ

enlarging  a hole In the spring, where there is a ajuttuqtuq ᐊᔪᑦᑐᖅᑐᖅ

enters enters (he/she...) ihiqtuq ᐃᖅᑐᖅ
enters enters; comes in ihiqtuq ᐃᖅᑐᖅ
enters into enters inside i.e lemming hole, 

under blanket, inside sleeping bag, 
seal head going under water

pulařuq ᐳᓚᖪᖅ

entrance entrance (door) ihirvik ᐃᕐᕕᒃ
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envious is envious of him/her/it tuhugiřaa ᑐᒋᖭ
envious is envious tuhuřuq ᑐᖪᖅ
envy I'm envious! atali! ᐊᑕᓕ
ermine weasel; ermine (also tiriřřak) tiriaq ᑎᕆᐊᖅ
ermine young weasel; young ermine tiriaraq ᑎᕆᐊᕋᖅ
escapes escapes; is safe annaktuq
esker esker, smooth rock outcrop qaiqtuq ᖃᐃᖅᑐᖅ
evening this evening unnuk ᐅᓐᓄᒃ
evening in the evening unnukkut ᐅᓐᓄᒃᑯᑦ
examiner researcher; examiner qauřihaqti ᖃᐅᖨᖅᑎ
examines examines him/her/it qauřihaqtaa ᖃᐅᖨᖅᑖ
examines examines [something], investigates qauřihaqtuq ᖃᐅᖨᖅᑐᖅ

excretement excrement anaq ᐊᓇᖅ
excretement sewage truck anaqtaut ᐊᓇᖅᑕᐅᑦ
excretement defecates anaqtuq ᐊᓇᖅᑐᖅ
excretement laxative anarnaqtuq ᐊᓇᕐᓇᖅᑐᖅ
exhausted/ in process of mentally or physically getting tired, 

getting low energy
qituhuliqtuq ᕿᑐᓕᖅᑐᖅ

exit way out, exit annivik ᐊᓐᓂᕕᒃ
expensive is expensive akituřuq ᐊᑭᑐᖪᖅ
expensive is too expensive akituvallaaqtuq ᐊᑭᑐᕙᓪᓛᖅᑐᖅ
exploded something has burst or exploded 

on its own
qaaqtittuq ᖄᖅᑎᑦᑐᖅ

explodes explodes qaaqtuq ᖄᖅᑐᖅ
expression cannot; is incapable; is unable ajuqtuq ᐊᔪᖅᑐᖅ

expression it can't be helped, a saying ajurna’mat ᐊᔪᕐᓇ’ᒪᑦ
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expression if it's possible, if it is not 
impossible

ajurnangngitpat ᐊᔪᕐᓇᖕᖏᑦᐸᑦ

expression let it be just as it is taima'nałuuniit ᑕᐃᒪ'ᓇᖣᓃᑦ
expression but, on the other hand kihianik ᑭᐊᓂᒃ
expression you know that!! qaujimaguit ᖃᐅᔨᒪᒍᐃᑦ
expression/  envious I'm envious! atali! ᐊᑕᓕ
expression/  good day day (through the day) ublukkut ᐅᑉᓗᒃᑯᑦ
expression/  perhaps maybe, perhaps taimmalukiaq ᑕᐃᒻᒪᓗᑭᐊᖅ
expression/  welcome welcome tunngahugit ᑐᓐᖓᒋᑦ
expression/  welcome welcome (addressing more than 2 tunngahugitti ᑐᓐᖓᒋᑦᑎ

expression/  welcome welcome (addressing 2 people) tunngahugittik ᑐᓐᖓᒋᑦᑎᒃ

expression/ actually actually; in fact; also a sentence taima ᑕᐃᒪ
expression/ also again and, also, again.. hulilu ᓕᓗ
expression/ amazing expression, amazing; unbelievable ihummanaitchuq ᐃᒻᒪᓇᐃᑦᕤᖅ
expression/ and also and also; what's more taimaptauq ᑕᐃᒪᑉᑕᐅᖅ
expression/ annoying little one this annoying little one unaphuatłuk ᐅᓇᑉᐊᑦᖢᒃ
expression/ anytime anytime  e.g in response to qakugutuinnaq ᖃᑯᒍᑐᐃᓐᓇᖅ
expression/ enough stop; that's enough taima'na ᑕᐃᒪ'ᓇ 
expression/ few minutes ago a few minutes ago uvatchiaq ᐅᕙᑦ ᕠᐊᖅ
expression/ fine We (2) are fine. qanuringngitchuguk ᖃᓄᕆᖏᑦᕤᒍᒃ
expression/ fine We (3+) are fine. qanuringngitchugut ᖃᓄᕆᖏᑦᕤᒍᑦ
expression/ fine I'm fine. qanuringngitchunga ᖃᓄᕆᖕᖏᑦᕤᖓ
expression/ fine s/he is fine qanuringngitchuq ᖃᓄᕆᖕᖏᑦᕤᖅ
expression/ for sure that’s right, for sure! iihammarik ᐄᒻᒪᕆᒃ
expression/ for sure it’s like that, for sure taima’nammarrik ᑕᐃᒪ'ᓇᒻᒪᕐᕆᒃ
expression/ good for nothing she/he is good for nothing 

(expression)
huquttaungngitchułuk ᖁᑦᑕᐅᖕᖏᑦᕤᖢᒃ
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expression/ good morning through morning, recently has 
been adopted within cross cultural 
workplaces to translate english 
expression of "good morning"  

uplaatkut ᐅᑉᓛᑦᑯᑦ

expression/ good-bye good-bye, (for now) tařvauvutit \ taavauvutit ᑕᖮᕙᐅᕗᑎᑦ/ ᑖᕙᐅᕗᑎᑦ

expression/ hey  expression: hey you, see uumaak 
and uumaannuaq

ai ᐊᐃ

expression/ hey you hey you! uumaak ᐆᒫᒃ
expression/ hey you hey you (little person)! uumaannuaq ᐆᒫᓐᓄᐊᖅ
expression/ holidays Have a great holiday! Have a great 

rest
minnguiqhitchiarit ᒥᓐᖑᐃᖅᑦᕠᐊᕆᑦ

expression/ how are you how is s/he/it qanuritpa ᖃᓄᕆᑦᐸ

expression/ how are you How are the two of them? qanuritpak? ᖃᓄᕆᑦᐸᒃ
expression/ how are you How are they (3 or more people)? qanuritpat? ᖃᓄᕆᑦᐸᑦ

expression/ how are you How are all of you? qanuritpihi? ᖃᓄᕆᑦᐱ
expression/ how are you how are you (singular) qanuritpit ᖃᓄᕆᑦᐱᑦ
expression/ how are you How are the two of you? qanuritpitik? ᖃᓄᕆᑦᐱᑎᒃ
expression/ how lucky expression, how lucky; I'm envious tuhunnaq ᑐᓐᓇᖅ

expression/ hurry Hurry! huviiturlutit ᕖᑐᕐᓗᑎᑦ
expression/ hurry hurry!, quick! tuaviq ᑐᐊᕕᖅ
expression/ hurry up hurry up, also tuaviurit tuavikait ᑐᐊᕕᑲᐃᑦ
expression/ I don't know I don't know. qanukiaq ᖃᓄᑭᐊᖅ

expression/ I see oh, I see, also see qiii hii  
expression/ I see oh, I see hunauvva ᓇᐅᕝᕙ
expression/ in a minute later uvatchiagu ᐅᕙᑦᕠᐊᒍ
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expression/ it's ip to you it's up to you, literally, what's in 
your way of thinking

ihuma'nik ᐃᒪ'ᓂᒃ

expression/ later in a minute/right after ('later' is uvattiagunnuaq ᐅᕙᑦᑎᐊᒍᓐᓄᐊᖅ
expression/ later see you later uvatchiaguptauq ᐅᕙᑦᑎᐊᒍᑉᑕᐅᖅ
expression/ leave it leave it at that for now ta’naiłukarli ᑕ'ᓇᐃᖢᑲᕐᓕ
expression/ let's go.. “let's go”;" ready to go" atai ᐊᑕᐃ
expression/ like that does so; does this; does that taima'nailiuqtuq ᑕᐃᒪ'ᓇᐃᓕᐅᖅᑐᖅ
expression/ like that like that taima'natut ᑕᐃᒪᓇ'ᑐᑦ
expression/ like this like this; this is how; in this way; 

do it this way
ima'na ᐃᒪ'ᓇ

expression/ little while ago a little while ago uvattiahaaq ᐅᕙᑦᑎᐊᖅ
expression/ Merry Christmas expression used to say, “Merry 

Christmas”
quviahugvikhiutchiarit ᖁᕕᐊᒡᕕᒃᐅᑦᕠᐊᕆᑦ

expression/ no wonder expression: no wonder; it's not 
surprising.

ahummarik/ijja ᐊᒻᒪᕆᒃ/ᐃᔾᔭ

expression/ perhaps perhaps taimaqaa ᑕᐃᒪᖄ
expression/ probably not probably not; I don't think it’s like 

that.
taima'nauřruungngitchuq ᑕᐃᒪ’ᓇᐅᖮᕈᖕᖏᑦᕤᖅ

expression/ really "Really?" An expression used when 
one is surprised by something that 
makes sense

qii ᖀ

expression/ really "Really? Too bad...."  One is 
surprised by something that makes 
sense but disappointed at the 
realization. See qiii. 

qiihaanaluk ᖀᓇᓗᒃ
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expression/ really "Really? What an indignity" One is 
surprised by something that makes 
sense but is disappointed because 
the person should have known 
better.

qiihaphuałłuk ᖀᑉᐊᖦᖢᒃ

expression/ right away surprisingly quick, right away uvatchianginnannuaq ᐅᕙᑦᕠᐊᖏᓐᓇᓐᓄᐊᖅ
expression/ see you later See you later (sometime in the takujumaarivuguk ᑕᑯᔪᒫᕆᕗᒍᒃ
expression/ sorry expression meaning "sorry" ujukpaa ᐅᔪᒃᐹ
expression/ tea conversation tea tii ᑏ
expression/ tea conversation The tea is very hot. tii uunarluaqtuq ᑏ ᐆᓇᕐᓗᐊᖅᑐᖅ

expression/ tea conversation makes tea tiiliuqtuq ᑏᓕᐅᖅᑐᖅ
expression/ tea conversation place to make tea tiiliurvik ᑏᓕᐅᕐᕕᒃ
expression/ tea conversation kettle/teapot tiiliut ᑏᓕᐅᑦ
expression/ tea conversation drinks tea tiituqtuq ᑏᑐᖅᑐᖅ
expression/ tea conversation tea (I would not like...) tiiturumangngitchunga ᑏᑐᕈᒪᖕᖏᑦᑐᕤᖓ
expression/ tea conversation tea (I would like...) tiiturumařunga ᑏᑐᕈᒪᖪᖓ
expression/ tea conversation Would you like tea? tiiturumavit? ᑏᑐᕈᒪᕕᑦ
expression/ that's all That's all for now. (just leave it for taima'naikaqqaarli ᑕᐃᒪ’ᓇᐃᑲᖅᖄᕐᓕ
expression/ that's all that's all; only that tařvapituaq ᑕᖮᕙᐱᑐᐊᖅ
expression/ that's all? Is that all? taima'naa? ᑕᐃᒪ’ᓈ
expression/ till later.. until sometime again today uplumiptauq ᐅᑉᓗᒥᑉᑕᐅᖅ
expression/ too much you/they are too much, expression huřiraaluk ᖨᕌᓗᒃ

expression/ weather expression: it's very cold uunai ᐆᓇᐃ
expresson / weather it is cold (not extreme) uunaiřřariktuq ᐆᓇᐃᖮᖬᕆᒃᑐᖅ
expresson/ affirm expression: That’s it; yes you are 

right, is that right?
ahu ᐊᒻᒪᕆᒃ/ᐃᔾᔭ
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expresson/ affirm expression: surely ahummarik ᐊᒻᒪᕆᒃ
expresson/ see you later see you later uvattiaguptauq ᐅᕙᑦᑎᐊᒍᑉᑕᐅᖅ
extended family extended family (my relatives ) ilatka ᐃᓚᑦᑲ
eye eye iři ᐃᖨ
eye/ action moving the eye balls around, and 

not sure where to look, e.g when 
nervous

qi'řaluktitaqtuq  (iřimut) ᕿ'ᖬᓗᒃᑎᑕᖅᑐᖅ  ᐃᖨᒧᑦ

eye/ hurt hurts his/her/its eye; pokes 
his/her/its eye

iřiruqtuq ᐃᖨᕈᖅᑐᖅ

eye/ movement looks away sideways (after looking 
at someone)

qikhimiktuq ᕿᒃᒥᒃᑐᖅ

eye/ sore has a sore eye iřiluktuq ᐃᖨᓗᒃᑐᖅ
eyebrow eyebrow qaplu ᖃᑉᓗ
eyelash eyelash qimiriaq ᕿᒥᕆᐊᖅ
eyelashes eyelashes qimiriat ᕿᒥᕆᐊᑦ
eyes eyes wide open uitařuq ᐅᐃᑕᖪᖅ
eyes s/he opened her/his eyes uittuq ᐅᐃᑦᑐᖅ
eyes/closes closes his/her/its eyes hikunngiqtuq ᑯᓐᖏᖅᑐᖅ
face face kiinaq ᑮᓇᖅ
fair share equally; be fair aviktutchiarlugu ᐊᕕᒃᑐᑦᕠᐊᕐᓗᒍ
fall, autumn fall; autumn ukiaq ᐅᑭᐊᖅ
fall, autumn in the fall ukiakhaatkut ᐅᑭᐊᒃᑦᑯᑦ
fall/ last last fall ukiakshraaq ᐅᑭᐊᒃᖅ
falling falling from an upright position uřruřuq ᐅᖮᕈᖪᖅ
falls falling (while walking) nalařuq ᓇᓚᖪᖅ
falls falls backward niviqtuq ᓂᕕᖅᑐᖅ
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falls down/ person He/she/it falls from something 
higher, e.g. cliff, ladder, chair etc.

iřukkaqtuq ᐃᖪᒃᑲᖅᑐᖅ

falls forward fall forward on hands ku’řaqtuq ᑯ’ᖬᖅᑐᖅ
falltime early winter, falltime ukiaq ᐅᑭᐊᖅ
familiar looks familiar; can be recognized; 

is recognizable
ilita'naqtuq ᐃᓕᑕ'ᓇᖅᑐᖅ

family family,  team ilagiit ᐃᓚᒌᑦ
far long distance (really far) hivituřuq ᕕᑐᖪᖅ
far is far away ungahiktuq ᐅᖓᒃᑐᖅ
farther the one farther one away ungahitqiřaq ᐅᖓᑦᕿᖬᖅ
farther the farther one; the most distant ungalliq ᐅᖓᓪᓕᖅ
farts farts niliqtuq ᓂᓕᖅᑐᖅ
fat the white hardened fat on the top 

of broth
puiniq ᐳᐃᓂᖅ

fat boiled caribou fat (hardened)  also 
for store bought lard

puinirniq ᐳᐃᓂᕐᓂᖅ

fat sticky old fat puja ᐳᔭ
fat is fat (human or animal) puvalařuq ᐳᕙᓚᖪᖅ
fat takes the fat off the top of broth 

(see puiniq) 
qaluiraqtuq ᖃᓗᐃᕋᖅᑐᖅ
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fat fat of land animals such as 
caribou, wolf, musk-ox, rabbit. Sea 
mammal fat is called uqšuq . 
Dripping fat from fox, wolverine 
also called uqšuq .-the word choice 
depends on the type of fat, hard 
or sticky/dripping

tunnuq ᑐᓐᓄᖅ

fat blubber; whale fat; oil; fat of sea 
mammmals, fat of ducks, dripping 
fat- it depends on the type of 
mammal, land mammals such as 
caribou, wolf, musk-ox and rabbits 
have tunnuq

uqšuq ᐅᖅᖅ

father father ataata ᐊᑖᑕ
father-in law/mother-in-law father-in-law; mother-in-law hakik ᑭᒃ
fax machine fax machine hukařutkuurut ᑲᖪᑦᑰᕈᑦ
fear/of being hit feeling that something is going to 

hit you
ulurianaq ᐅᓗᕆᐊᓇᖅ

feast feast (community event) nirivigřuaqtut ᓂᕆᕕᒡᖪᐊᖅᑐᑦ
February Natchilingmiutut name for the ikiaqpaarvik ᐃᑭᐊᖅᐹᕐᕕᒃ
feeds feeds him/her/it niripkaqtaa ᓂᕆᑉᑲᖅᑖ
feelings/ anger/ temper temper tantrum with loud stamping 

of feet
tukkattukaqtuq ᑐᒃᑲᑦᑐᑲᖅᑐᖅ

feelings/ low energy mentally or physically getting tired, qituhuliqtuq ᕿᑐᓕᖅᑐᖅ
feelings/ shocked sudden shock ( e.g. remembering 

something)
quaqšaqtuq ᖁᐊᖅᖅᑐᖅ
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feelings/ unease a feeling of unease, being unsure, 
rises up, see qupumiřuq 

qupumiřaaqtuq ᖁᐳᒥᖭᖅᑐᖅ

feelings/ unspoken things when ill, voicing things from inside natqikšuqtuq ᓇᑦᕿᒃᖅᑐᖅ
fell something fell, it fell akšaktuq ᐊᖅᒃᑐᖅ
fell down someone hurt their leg and fell 

down 
aquplaaqtuq ᐊᖁᑉᓛᖅᑐᖅ

fell down the legs split apart, causing a fall aquphaaqtuq ᐊᖁᑉᖅᑐᖅ

fellings/ acceptance of 
limitations

not being as mobile as a person 
would wish to, not moving around 
very much due to some limiting 
circumstances, e.g. losing a family 
member and feeling very down, or 
physically being unable to do 
things anymore, due to a phsyical 
limitation,(but is not sad.)

inngumařuq

female/ animal female animal arnalluq ᐊᕐᓇᓪᓗᖅ
fence fence, circumference, outside 

border
avalu ᐊᕙᓗ

fence fence, circumference, outside avalu ᐊᕙᓗ
fermented fermented edible food u'řaq ᐅ’ᖬᖅ
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fermenting bag a bag made from a whole sealskin; 
the sealskin is filled with cut-up fat 
and meat and buried for 
fermenting. The opening is at the 
head and the bag is  tied tightly 
so it does not drip

ungirlaaq ᐅᖏᕐᓛᖅ

fetch fetches; goes to get something aikłiqtuq ᐊᐃᒃᖠᖅᑐᖅ
fetch get someone (I will go...) aikłirniaqtuŋa ᐊᐃᒃᖠᕐᓂᐊᖅᑐᖓ
fetch fetches, or gets something for 

someone
aikłiutiřaa ᐊᐃᒃᖠᐅᑎᖭ

fetches fetches him/her/it aiřaa ᐊᐃᖭ
fever fever (I have a...) uunnaktunga ᐆᓐᓇᒃᑐᖓ
few minutes ago a few minutes ago uvatchiaq ᐅᕙᑦᕠᐊᖅ
fibula the smaller bone in both the lower 

arm and lower leg (fibula)
amiliraq ᐊᒥᓕᕋᖅ

fiddle fiddle, violin agiaraq ᐊᒋᐊᕋᖅ
fiddles he/she/it plays fiddle, violin agiaraqtuq ᐊᒋᐊᕋᖅᑐᖅ
fight they fought each other ningaqtut ᓂᖓᖅᑐᑦ
fighting/ war [they] are fighting a war unataqtut ᐅᓇᑕᖅᑐᑦ
file file; tool used in carving agiaq ᐊᒋᐊᖅ
files files something agiaqtuq ᐊᒋᐊᖅᑐᖅ
files it he/she is filing it agiaqtaa ᐊᒋᐊᖅᑖ
fills/ fills it fills it ( liquid) immiqtaa ᐃᒻᒥᖅᑖ
film film; movie tarriřaut ᑕᕐᕆᖬᐅᑦ
fine is enough; is sufficient; is all right; 

is fine
naammaktuq ᓈᒻᒪᒃᑐᖅ
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finger and toe nails/ flesh flesh area under the finger and toe 
nails

maunait ᒪᐅᓇᐃᑦ

finger nail fingernail; toenail; claw; hoof; talon, 
plural kukit

kukik ᑯᑭᒃ

finger nail and toe nail a broken part of a nail is entering 
the skin and is sore (finger or toe)

puvvittuq ᐳᕝᕕᑦᑐᖅ

finger nails many pieces of skin peeling back 
from more than one finger nail 
edge e.g when picking heather

iqłaaqtiqtut ᐃᖅᖥᖅᑎᖅᑐᑦ

finger nails a piece of skin peeling back from 
edge of finger nail 

iqłaaqtuq ᐃᖅᖥᖅᑐᖅ

finger tips finger tips pu'juit ᐳ'ᔪᐃᑦ
finger, toe (pl. inukkat ) toe; finger, phalange inugaq ᐃᓄᒐᖅ

finger/ index index finger; thimble tikiq ᑎᑭᖅ
finger/ little little finger iqitquq ᐃᕿᑦᖁᖅ
finger/ middle middle finger qitiqłiq ᕿᑎᖅᖠᖅ
finger/ ring finger ring finger mikiliraq ᒥᑭᓕᕋᖅ
fingers and toes fingers and toes (phalanges), 

plural, inclusive of all, same as 
inugait , above

inukkat ᐃᓄᒃᑲᑦ

fingers and toes fingers and toes (phalanges), also 
the name of the seal flipper bones 
which is a game.

inugait ᐃᓄᒐᐃᑦ

finished it finished it iniqtaa ᐃᓂᖅᑖ
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finishes finishes it; uses it up; depletes it nungutaa ᓄᖑᑖ

finishes finishes; is finished; is ready; is 
complete, finished growing

iniqtuq ᐃᓂᖅᑐᖅ

fire fire department qaptiriřitkut ᖃᑉᑎᕆᖨᑦᑯᑦ
fire fire extinguisher qaptirut ᖃᑉᑎᕈᑦ
fire starter fire starter ikkiřřut ᐃᒃᑭᖮᖪᑦ
fire/ sets sets fire to him/her/it ikipkaqtaa ᐃᑭᑉᑲᖅᑖ
fire/ starter a container, with a mixture of 

dried plants, used to start a fire 
by blowing the embers once a 
spark lands on the plant mixture. 
The spark could be caused by 
using stones or striking a piece of 
steel with the appropriate type of 
stone.

huppivik ᑉᐱᕕᒃ

fireplace

fireplace: three rocks positioned for 
heather fire (spaced so kettle can 
sit on top)

kikłu ᑭᒃᖢ

first first one…[it is the…] hivullirmik ᕗᓪᓕᕐᒥᒃ
First Nations a First Nation s person; a Dene 

person
Itqilliq ᐃᑦᕿᓪᓕᖅ

first time does[it] for the first time pinngaqtuq ᐱᓐᖓᖅᑐᖅ
first/first one the first one hivulliq ᕗᓪᓕᖅ
first/is first of group he/she/it is the first one of a big  

group
hivuliitchuuřuq ᕗᓪᓖᑦᕥᖪᖅ

first/of others is the first; is ahead of others hivulliuřuq ᕗᓪᓕᐅᖪᖅ
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fish fish iqaluk ᐃᖃᓗᒃ
fish /two two fish iqaluuk ᐃᖃᓘᒃ
fish/ Arctic Char Arctic Char, land-locked char iqalukpik ᐃᖃᓗᒃᐱᒃ
fish/ belly belly of the fish aqiamuk ᐊᕿᐊᒧᒃ
fish/ capelin capelin iřituuq ᐃᖨᑑᖅ
fish/ coating the slippery coating on fish nivguq ᓂᕝᒍᖅ
fish/ dry dried fish piphi ᐱᑉ
fish/ fish coating the slippery coating on fish nivguq ᓂᕝᒍᖅ
fish/ fish scale fish scale kavihik ᑲᕕᒃ
fish/ fish tail tail of fish, see papik (bird tail), 

pamiuq (animal tail)
papiruq ᐸᐱᕈᖅ

fish/ frozen frozen fish or meat quaq ᖁᐊᖅ
fish/ gills gills of a fish (pl) mahit ᒪᑦ
fish/ krill krill (resembles a small shrimp) kinguk ᑭᖑᒃ
fish/ red char red char ivitaaruq ᐃᕕᑖᕈᖅ
fish/ roe fish eggs; roe huvak ᕙᒃ
fish/ scale fish scale kavihik ᑲᕕᒃ
fish/ sculpin sculpin, also known as kanajuq kanajuraq ᑲᓇᔪᕋᖅ
fish/ skin peel of fruit, vegetable; skin of a 

fish; bark of a tree
amiraq ᐊᒥᕋᖅ

fish/ small fish smelt (small fish) kakilahak ᑲᑭᓚᒃ
fish/ store fish store iqaluktaarvik ᐃᖃᓗᒃᑖᕐᕕᒃ
fish/ tail tail of fish, see papik (bird tail), 

pamiuq (animal tail)
papiruq ᐸᐱᕈᖅ

fish/ tomcod tomcod uugaq ᐆᒐᖅ
fish/ whitefish whitefish; a fish that has scales kavihilik ᑲᕕᓕᒃ

fishing makes a fishing hole aglualiuqtuq ᐊᒡᓗᐊᓕᐅᖅᑐᖅ
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fishing catches it with a hook nikhiktaa ᓂᒃᒃᑖ
fishing/ catches catches a fish iqaluktuq ᐃᖃᓗᒃᑐᖅ
fishing/ caught fish stabs someone/something, caught 

a fish with harpoon, or kakivak
kapihiřuq ᑲᐱᖪᖅ

fishing/ fish net fish net kupřaq ᑯᑉᖬᖅ
fishing/ fish net netting needle (to repair fish nets) kupřiut ᑯᑉᖨᐅᑦ

fishing/ fish net sets a fish net kupřiqtuq ᑯᑉᖨᖅᑐᖅ
fishing/ fish net weight for a fish net kivvitaa ᑭᕝᕕᑖ
fishing/ fish weir fish weir haput ᐳᑦ
fishing/ goes fishing (she goes...) iqalliaqtuq ᐃᖃᓪᓕᐊᖅᑐᖅ
fishing/ good place good place for fishing iqalliarvik ᐃᖃᓪᓕᐊᕐᕕᒃ
fishing/ hook fishing hook qarřuršaq ᖃᕐᖪᕐᖅ
fishing/ ice scooping the ice from a fishing 

hole
ilauqtuq ᐃᓚᐅᖅᑐᖅ

fishing/ ice chisel ice chisel tuuq ᑑᖅ
fishing/ ice chisel chisels it, punches it tuuqtaa ᑑᖅᑖ
fishing/ is is fishing iqalukhiuqtuq ᐃᖃᓗᒃᐅᖅᑐᖅ
fishing/ jigging the person is moving the 

jigging/fishing stick, this is 
regarding the jigging action while 
ice fishing

aulatchiřuq ᐊᐅᓚᑦᕠᖪᖅ
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fishing/ kakivak a two pronged fishing spear, with 
two curved outer prongs, and one 
centre sharp point to keep fish 
stabilized.  Muskox horn was often 
used to form the two curved outer 
prongs due to its pliable nature. 
naulinngiut  is the term for the 
straight fishing spear that is 
thrown.

kakivak ᑲᑭᕙᒃ

fishing/ lure ivory lure on the jigging stick, with 
no hook

iqaluuřaq ᐃᖃᓘᖬᖅ

fishing/ net fish net kupřaq ᑯᑉᖬᖅ
fishing/ net netting needle (to repair fish nets) kupřiut ᑯᑉᖨᐅᑦ

fishing/ net sets a fish net kupřiqtuq ᑯᑉᖨᖅᑐᖅ
fishing/ net weight for a fish net kivvitaa ᑭᕝᕕᑖ
fishing/ rod fishing rod nalluut ᓇᓪᓘᑦ
fishing/ scoop scoop to remove ice from a fish 

hole
ilaut ᐃᓚᐅᑦ

fishing/ spear a fish spear/ harpoon, is attached 
to handle with rope and is thrown 
like a harpoon,   different from 
kakivak

naulinngiut ᓇᐅᓕᓐᖏᐅᑦ

fishing/ spear stabs someone/something, caught kapihiřuq ᑲᐱᖪᖅ
fishing/ tool a big single hook attached to a 

stick handle
nikhik ᓂᒃᒃ

fishing/ weir fish weir haput ᐳᑦ
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fishing/ windbreak windbreak, shelter from wind uquutaq ᐅᖂᑕᖅ
fishingice chisel works with a chisel tuuqtuq ᑑᖅᑐᖅ
five five tallimat ᑕᓪᓕᒪᑦ

fixes/ fixes it corrects it; fixes it; smoothes it out iłuaqhiřaa ᐃᖢᐊᖅᖭ

flame flame ikuma ᐃᑯᒪ
flames flames are on, lights are on ikumařut ᐃᑯᒪᖪᑦ
flammable flammable ikkiriktuq ᐃᒃᑭᕆᒃᑐᖅ
flashlight flashlight naniruut ᓇᓂᕉᑦ
flat flat, smooth maniktuq ᒪᓂᒃᑐᖅ
flat is flat, is thin haattuq ᑦᑐᖅ
flat land lower flat area of a valley natirnaq ᓇᑎᕐᓇᖅ
flat/ ground smooth surface; flat ground maniraq ᒪᓂᕋᖅ
flexible something very flexible, e.g very 

athletic
piqaitchuq ᐱᖃᐃᑦᕤᖅ

flexible flexible qituttuq ᕿᑐᑦᑐᖅ
flexible someone is very flexible, e.g very 

athletic
piqaitchuq ᐱᖃᐃᑦᕤᖅ

flies flies; blows away tingiřuq ᑎᖏᖪᖅ
flint flint i`naut ᐃ`ᓇᐅᑦ
flipper/ seal front flipper of a seal taliruq ᑕᓕᕈᖅ

flipper/seal seal back flipper hitquq ᑦᖁᖅ
flips is flipping things over, like 

pancakes
mumiktiriřuq ᒧᒥᒃᑎᕆᖪᖅ

flips flips over, turns over, e.g flip over mumiktuq ᒧᒥᒃᑐᖅ
float a float device puktat ᐳᒃᑕᑦ
floating something floating on top of water puktařuq ᐳᒃᑕᖪᖅ
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floor floor, e.g. of room, of ocean 
bottom

natiq ᓇᑎᖅ

floor to the floor natirmut ᓇᑎᕐᒧᑦ
flour flour muqpauřaqšaq ᒧᖅᐸᐅᖬᖅᖅ
flower flower nunaraq ᓄᓇᕋᖅ
flowers flowers nunarat ᓄᓇᕋᑦ
fluke whale fluke hitquaq ᑦᖁᐊᖅ
fluke tail of a whale, fluke haqpiaq ᖅᐱᐊᖅ
fly house fly niviuvak ᓂᕕᐅᕙᒃ
flying airplane, also, it is flying tingmiřuq ᑎᖕᒥᖪᖅ
foam foam qapuk ᖃᐳᒃ
fog fog takhiq ᑕᒃᖅ
foggy is foggy takhiqtuq ᑕᒃᖅᑐᖅ
follow follow it maliglugu ᒪᓕᒡᓗᒍ
follows follows behind him/her/it maliktaa ᒪᓕᒃᑖ
follows follows (she/he...) maliktuq ᒪᓕᒃᑐᖅ
food food; meat niqi ᓂᕿ
food/ cooked cooked food uuhimařut ᐆᒪᖪᑦ

food/ fermented fermented edible food u'řaq ᐅ’ᖬᖅ
food/ stew food that is mixed together e.g 

stew
akupliriit ᐊᑯᑉᓕᕇᑦ

foot foot ihigak ᐃᒐᒃ
foot/splay footed is splay-footed; feet turned 

outward
haqpingařuq ᖅᐱᖓᖪᖅ

footprint track; footprint tumi ᑐᒥ
footware store bought type of footwear kamaaluk ᑲᒫᓗᒃ
footware/ puts on puts his/her/its boots or shoes on kamiktuqtuq ᑲᒥᒃᑐᖅᑐᖅ
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footware/ remove boots (Don't take your... off.) kamillangngilutit ᑲᒥᓪᓚᖕᖏᓗᑎᑦ
footware/ remove boots (Please take your ... off.) kamillarlutit ᑲᒥᓪᓚᕐᓗᑎᑦ
footware/ rubber boots boots (rubber) kamaaluuk ᑲᒫᓘᒃ
footware/ skin boots boots (skin) kamiik ᑲᒦᒃ
footware/ skin boots (d. kamiik; pl. kamit) boot; shoe kamik ᑲᒥᒃ

footware/ winter boots boots (winter) (from store) kamaaluuk ukiuqhiut ᑲᒫᓘᒃ ᐅᑭᐅᖅᐅᑦ
footwear/ slipper/ inner duffle inner slipper, ankle height, between ilupiruq ᐃᓗᐱᕈᖅ
footwear/ sole sole of a boot; sole of a foot, or aluq ᐊᓗᖅ
forbidden forbidden pitquřaungngittuq ᐱᑦᖁᖬᐅᖕᖏᑦᑐᖅ
forearm forearm  (taliq  is arm; ařgaut  is talliphiaq ᑕᓪᓕᑉᐊᖅ (ᐊᖮᒐᐅᑎ ᑲᑦᑐᐊᖅ)
forehead forehead qauq ᖃᐅᖅ
forever forever; without end; endless ihuqangngitchumut ᐃᖃᖕᖏᑦᕤᒧᑦ
forget I do not forget you puigulaittagit ᐳᐃᒍᓚᐃᑦᑕᒋᑦ
forget you are one I truly will never 

forget 
puigulaittammaripkit ᐳᐃᒍᓚᐃᑦᑕᒻᒪᕆᑉᑭᑦ

forgets forgets him/her/it puiguqtaa ᐳᐃᒍᖅᑖ
forgets forgets puiguqtuq ᐳᐃᒍᖅᑐᖅ
fork fork, also kakiak kapuraut ᑲᐳᕋᐅᑦ
fork fork (big) - uugangiqhiit (very old 

term), newer: kapurautirřuaq
uugangiqhit/ kapurautirřuaq ᐆᒐᖏᑦ / ᑲᐳᕋᐅᑎᕐᖪᐊᖅ

found he/she/it found he/she/it naniřaa ᓇᓂᖭ
found I found it (I...) naniřara  means 

found something that was 
misplaced, nařvaaqtara  means 
found something, random, like 
beach combing.

naniřara ᓇᓂᖬᕋ
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found object finds it by chance, something 
found is called nařvaaqtaq, like a 
treasured find

nařvaaqtaa ᓇᖮᕚᖅᑖ

four four hitamat ᑕᒪᑦ
fox/ blue fox blue fox maajuuq ᒫᔫᖅ
fox/ red red fox tiringanniarřuaq ᑎᕆᖓᓐᓂᐊᕐᖪᐊᖅ
fox/ red fox/cross fox red fox, also used for cross fox tiringanniarřuaq ᑎᕆᖓᓐᓂᐊᕐᖪᐊᖅ

fox/ white white fox tiringanniaq ᑎᕆᖓᓐᓂᐊᖅ
fragile is fragile qajangnaqtuq ᖃᔭᖕᓇᖅᑐᖅ
freeezing/ falltime In the fall time, there is a layer of 

frost forming and ice piling along 
the the shore edge of the ocean 
and lakes.  (This layer forms and 
piles due to the action of the 
waves on the shore edge.)  
qaumngulihaaqtuq -just finally 
started frosting, qaimnguliqtuq - is 
[just] frosting right now, 
qaimnguqtuq - has been frosted 
and forming for awhile

qaimnguliqtuq ᖃᐃᒻᖑᓕᖅᑐᖅ

freezer freezer quaqhiivik ᖁᐊᖅᕕᒃ
freezing keeps freezing qiqiqattaqtuq ᕿᕿᖃᑦᑕᖅᑐᖅ
freezing keeps freezing qiqiřaqtuq ᕿᕿᖬᖅᑐᖅ 
freezing freezes; is frozen qiqiřuq ᕿᕿᖪᖅ
freight hauler freight hauler uhijaut ᐅᔭᐅᑦ
freindly/ is is kind; is nice; is friendly iliranaitchuq ᐃᓕᕋᓇᐃᑦᕤᖅ
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Friday Friday tallimiut ᑕᓪᓕᒥᐅᑦ
Friday Friday tallimiut ᑕᓪᓕᒥᐅᑦ
friend friend ilannaq ᐃᓚᓐᓇᖅ
friend two two friends ilannariik ᐃᓚᓐᓇᕇᒃ
frightened/ by is frightened by him/her/it iqhigiřaa ᐃᖅᒋᖭ
frightening/ it is is scary; is frightening iqhinaqtuq ᐃᖅᓇᖅᑐᖅ
from/ anywhere from anywhere; from all over humituinnaq ᒥᑐᐃᓐᓇᖅ

from/ where where did you come from humi'ngaaqpit ᒥ'ᖔᖅᐱᑦ
from/ where where did you get it from humit piřat ᒥᑦ ᐱᖬᑦ
from/ where where are you from? humiutauvit ᒥᐅᑕᐅᕕᑦ
from/ where origin Where are you originally from? humiutammariugavit? ᒥᐅᑕᒻᒪᕆᐅᒐᕕᑦ
front/ in front of in front of haangani ᖓᓂ
front/ in front of it is in front of… hivunipti’ni ᕗᓂᑉᑎ’ᓂ
frost frost, e.g frost formed inside a patuk ᐸᑐᒃ
frost frosty sparkling snow patuktuq ᐸᑐᒃᑐᖅ

frost bite when you grab something very 
cold, like iron outside and the top 
of the skin sticks and is frost 
bitten

puvvitquqtittuq ᐳᕝᕕᑦᖁᖅᑎᑦᑐᖅ

frost/ interior frost formed inside the house; the 
interior

ilu ᐃᓗ

frown frowns; not smiling annuttuq ᐊᓐᓄᑦᑐᖅ
frustrated makes one feel very frustrated urulunaqturaaluk ᐅᕈᓗᓇᖅᑐᕌᓗᒃ
frying pan frying pan, has long handle shaped 

like an oar
ipualik ᐃᐳᐊᓕᒃ

fuel delivery person fuel delivery man uqšurřualiriři ᐅᖅᕐᖪᐊᓕᕆᖨ
fuel oil fuel oil uqšurřuaq ᐅᖅᕐᖪᐊᖅ
fuel tank fuel tank uqšuqqarvik ᐅᖅᕐᖃᕐᕕᒃ
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fuel truck fuel truck uqšuqtaut ᐅᖅᖅᑕᐅᑦ
full is full tatattuq ᑕᑕᑦᑐᖅ
full/ after eating is full after eating aqiattuqtuq ᐊᕿᐊᑦᑐᖅᑐᖅ
full/ after eating/ still still feels full aqiatuhuktuq ᐊᕿᐊᑐᒃᑐᖅ
full/ stomach full (I am...) aqiattuqtunga ᐊᕿᐊᑦᑐᖅᑐᖓ
funny it was funny tiphinaqqaaqłuni ᑎᑉᓇᖅᖄᖅᖢᓂ
funny how very funny, in a sarcastic 

sense
tiphinaqtumarinaluk ᑎᑉᓇᖅᑐᒻᒪᕆᓇᓗᒃ

fur trim fur trim around parka hood puhitaq ᐳᑕᖅ
fur/trim fur trim on parka sleeve edge aingata paanga ᐊᐃᖓᑕ ᐹᖓ

fur/trim fur trim on parka bottom edge aqtlailitaq ᐊᖅᖤᐃᓕᑕᖅ
fur/trim fur trim for mitts pualup quliutaa ᐳᐊᓗᑉ ᖁᓕᐅᑖ

furnace furnace uunaqut ᐆᓇᖁᑦ
furniture/ dresser chest of drawers, drawer amuřaqtuq ᐊᒧᖬᖅᑐᖅ
further gets further away ungahikhiřuq ᐅᖓᒃᖪᖅ
furthest the one that is farthest away, 

behind him/her/it
ungataani ᐅᖓᑖᓂ

future front part of something; the future; 
what lies ahead

hivuniq ᕗᓂᖅ

future/to to the future hivunikhamut ᕗᓂᒃᒧᑦ
game ajagaq:a bone game with a stick 

tied to a string that has a bone 
on the end. You try and swing the 
bone to poke it with the stick.

ajagaq ᐊᔭᒐᖅ

game ajagauhit: patterns played with the 
ajagaq bone and string game, 

ajagauhiit ᐊᔭᒐᐅᑦ

game/ arm pull they are arm pulling talirmiktut ᑕᓕᕐᒥᒃᑐᑦ
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game/ ball he/she catches ball akuqhiřuq ᐊᑯᖅᖪᖅ
game/ ball she/he is a great ball catcher akurhuktuq ᐊᑯᕐᒃᑐᖅ
game/ cards the way the card game plays piannagguhiq ᐱᐊᓐᓇᒡᒍᖅ
game/ cards plays cards piannaktuq
game/ cards playing cards piannak ᐱᐊᓐᓇᒃ
game/ Inuit style baseball A ball game with one bat one ball anauligaaq ᐊᓇᐅᓕᒑᖅ
game/ kiputaaq meaning, a thing to let it cross kipuktaaq ᑭᐳᒃᑖᖅ
game/ punching Competion where people hit each 

other to see who lasts the longest 
e.g on the shoulder

tigluutiřut ᑎᒡᓘᑎᖪᑦ

game/ seal flipper bone game the piece that is hidden (seal 
flipper bone game), she/he/it is 
hiding

agliqtuq ᐊᒡᓕᖅᑐᖅ

game/ seal flipper bone game set aside the more valuable pieces 
(seal flipper bone game)

nakunguaqtut ᓇᑯᖑᐊᖅᑐᑦ

game/ seal flipper bone game the players are collecting pieces  
(seal flipper bone game)

tigulaqtut ᑎᒍᓚᖅᑐᑦ

game/ smile tries not to smile first annuutiřut ᐊᓐᓅᑎᖪᑦ
game/ sponsors game launches it (a boat), or contributes 

a prize to a game
haavittaa ᕕᑦᑖ

game/ string game string made for a string game,  
e.g.cat’s cradle

ajaraaq ᐊᔭᕌᖅ

game/ string game plays string games ajaraaqtuq ᐊᔭᕌᖅᑐᖅ
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game/ traditional game a traditional game where a few 
players try to be the first to poke 
into a moving target that has 
holes, e.g holes carved into bone 
or peice of wood. Players 
sometimes make a poker by 
attaching a nail to the end of a 
long stick. 

nuglugaq ᓄᒡᓗᒐᖅ

games running races u'lautiřut ᐅ'ᓚᐅᑎᖪᑦ
garbage can garbage can, waste bucket iqqakuurvik ᐃᖅᑲᑰᕐᕕᒃ
garbage/ truck garbage truck iqakuuqtaqti ᐃᖃᑰᖅᑕᖅᑎ
gas gas, air bubble puplak ᐳᑉᓚᒃ
gathered are gathered katittut ᑲᑎᑦᑐᑦ
gathered re-united, gathered katittut ᑲᑎᑦᑐᑦ
gathered are having a meeting; are  

gathered together
katimařut ᑲᑎᒪᖪᑦ

gathered/ a pile a pile that has been gathered katihimařut ᑲᑎᒪᖪᑦ
gathered/ them gathered them katittait ᑲᑎᑦᑕᐃᑦ
gathering waiting for it to gather, e.g caribou 

waiting for the rest of the herd to 
cross the river 

katitchiiřuq ᑲᑎᑦᕢᖪᖅ

gathers gathers something katitchiřuq ᑲᑎᑦᕠᖪᖅ
gathers them he or she is physically gathering 

them 
katittiqtai ᑲᑎᑦᑎᖅᑕᐃ

gave me he/she/gave me a piece qaitchiřuq ᖃᐃᑦᕠᖪᖅ
get fetches; goes to get something aikłiqtuq ᐊᐃᒃᖠᖅᑐᖅ
get get someone (I will go...) aikłirniaqtunga ᐊᐃᒃᖠᕐᓂᐊᖅᑐᖓ
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get fetches, or gets something for 
someone

aikłiutiřaa ᐊᐃᒃᖠᐅᑎᖭ

get Go get it (command) ailugu ᐊᐃᓗᒍ
get out Get out! also anigguit, anilutit anikait ᐊᓂᑲᐃᑦ
get out/ a short time went out for a while -kannuaq - 

(for a while)
anikannuaqtuq ᐊᓂᑲᓐᓄᐊᖅᑐᖅ

giant giant inukpahugřuk ᐃᓄᒃᐸᒡᖪᒃ
gift/ type is giving something to a neighbour pajuktuq ᐸᔪᒃᑐᖅ

gift/ type sending something to someone 
out of town

tujuqtuq ᑐᔪᖅᑐᖅ

gift/ type a gift presented to an elder or 
shaman when requesting healing or 
support

nakuruhiqtuq ᓇᑯᕈᖅᑐᖅ

gill fish gill mahik ᒪᒃ
gills gills of a fish (pl) mahit ᒪᑦ
give give it (to....). tunikauk ᑐᓂᑲᐅᒃ
give Give the two of them (to....). tunitkik ᑐᓂᑦᑭᒃ
give Give them all (to....). tunitkit ᑐᓂᑦᑭᑦ
gives gives something tunihiřuq ᑐᓂᖪᖅ
gives gives it tuniřaa ᑐᓂᖭ
Gjoa Haven Place name for Gjoa Haven uqšuqtuuq ᐅᖅᖅᑑᖅ
glacier glacier aujuitchuq ᐊᐅᔪᐃᑦᕤᖅ
glass/ drinking glass (for drinking) imigaut ᐃᒥᒐᐅᑦ
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glasses/ eyeglasses eyeglasses, in Natchilingmiut 
eyeglasses is a singular form, not 
dual like other dialects. You 
say,”nauk iřgaga”, (where is my 
glasses.)

iřgak ᐃᖮᒐᒃ

glove glove, ařgaak  for two gloves ařgaaq ᐊᖮᒑᖅ
glue glue, tape nipiut ᓂᐱᐅᑦ
gnaws cleaning the bone, while eating,so kipkaqtuq ᑭᑉᑲᖅᑐᖅ
gnaws/ chews gnaws (a bone); picks (a bone); 

chews (a bone)
kipkaqtuq ᑭᑉᑲᖅᑐᖅ

goes out goes out; is born aniřuq ᐊᓐᓇᒃᑐᖅ
goes to rejoins him/her/it; catches up to; urniktaa ᐅᕐᓂᒃᑖ
going that way going down that way (pointing) unungngauřuq ᐅᓄᖕᖓᐅᖪᖅ
going under in the process of going under 

something, in the process of going 
down

ataanungngauřuq ᐊᑖᓄᖕᖓᐅᖪᖅ

going/ let's go “let's go”; ready atai ᐊᑕᐃ

going/ where where are you going now humungngauliqpit ᒧᖕᖓᐅᓕᖅᐱᑦ
going/ where goes somewhere (he/she...) humungngauřukiaq ᒧᖕᖓᐅᖪᑭᐊᖅ  (ᐅᕐᓂᒃᑐᖅ 
going/ where where are you going humunngauvit ᒧᓐᖓᐅᕕᑦ
gold gold nungujuitchuq ᓄᖑᔪᐃᑦᕤᖅ
Golden Eagle golden eagle niqturalik ᓂᖅᑐᕋᓕᒃ
Golden Plover Golden Plover tullik ᑐᓪᓕᒃ
good good (very...) e.g. well made pitchauřupanaluk ᐱᑦᕦᐅᖪᐸᓇᓗᒃ
good something looks good, it is nice to 

look at
pitchauřuq ᐱᑦᕦᐅᖪᖅ

good day Have a good day (to one person). ubluqatchiarit ᐅᑉᓗᖃᑦᕠᐊᕆᑦ
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good day Have a good day (to 3+) ubluqatchiaritchi ᐅᑉᓗᖃᑦᕠᐊᕆᑦᕠ
good day Have a good day (to two people) ubluqatchiaritchik ᐅᑉᓗᖃᑦᕠᐊᕆᑦᕠᒃ

grand child/ grandchild, grandchild of a sibling, 
grand neice, grand nephew -
pronouncing the n and the ng 
separately, not as a double ng 

inngutaq ᐃᓐᖑᑕᖅ

grandfather grandfather; also, ittuq is for  
grand uncle; the word for old man 
is either innakšaq  or inutuqaq;  
also, the word chunk, "ittuq " is 
the word part for "it is" as in 
taiman'naittuq,  that's the way, "it 
is".

ittuq ᐃᑦᑐᖅ

grandfather/my my grandfather ittura ᐃᑦᑐᕋ
grandmother grandmother ningiuq ᓂᖏᐅᖅ
grandmother my grand mother ningiura ᓂᖏᐅᕋ 
grandparents-in-law grandparents-in-law (one generation 

past hakik)
hakivak ᑭᕙᒃ

grass blade of grass (pl. ivgit) ivik ᐃᕕᒃ
grave (d. iluviik, pl. iluviit) grave iluviq ᐃᓗᕕᖅ
gravel gravel truck driver tuapaktaqti ᑐᐊᐸᒃᑕᖅᑎ
gravel stones; gravel tuapak ᑐᐊᐸᒃ
graveyard graveyard iluviqarvik ᐃᓗᕕᖃᕐᕕᒃ
grazes/ her/ him/it barely touches him/it; grazes kahaktaa ᑲᒃᑖ
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great, great, great 
grandchild/grandparent 

great, great, great 
grandchild/grandparent refer to 
each other as "iluliq"

iluliq ᐃᓗᓕᖅ

greedy is voracious; is greedy palaitchuq ᐸᓚᐃᑦᕤᖅ
green green tungujuqtuq ᑐᖑᔪᖅᑐᖅ
Greenland Greenland (Kalaallit Nunaat) Akukitchuq ᐊᑯᑭᑦᕤᖅ
grey greyish arřaangařuq ᐊᕐᖭᖓᖪᖅ
Grise Fiord Grise Fiord place name Aujuitchuq ᐊᐅᔪᐃᑦᕤᖅ
grizzly bear grizzly bear akła ᐊᒃᖤ
grizzly bear/ catch he/she/it got a grizzly bear akłattuq ᐊᒃᖤᖅᑐᖅ

ground squirrel ground squirrel hikŝik ᒃᒃ
grow grows big, like a child agliřuq ᐊᒡᓕᖪᖅ
growing growing things nautchiat ᓇᐅᑦᕠᐊᑦ
grows grows (it...) piruqtuq ᐱᕈᖅᑐᖅ

guide a younger person holding the hand 
of an older person to move 
forward somewhere. It can also 
mean a seeing-eye dog. 
Iguaqšuqtuq is a verb: to kindly 
guide someone who needs 
physical assistance, due to 
blindness or physical frailty.

iguaqšuqtuq  ᐃᒍᐊᖅᖅᑐᖅ  

guides someone who guides- see 
iguaqšuqtuq

iguaqšuqti  ᐃᒍᐊᖅᖅᑎ  

guillemot guillemot pitchiulaaq ᐱᑦᕠᐅᓛᖅ
guitar guitar kataaq ᑲᑖᖅ
gum (chewing) chewing gum kuttuq ᑯᑦᑐᖅ

gum/ moth gum (of the mouth) itkiq ᐃᑦᑭᖅ
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gun gun, rifle hiqquqtiřřut ᖅᑯᖅᑎᖮᖪᑦ
gun powder gun powder arřakšaq ᐊᕐᖬᒃᖅ
gun/shoots shoots with a gun hiqquqtuq ᖅᑯᖅᑐᖅ
gun/shoots it shoots it with a gun hiqquqtaa ᖅᑯᖅᑖ
guts guts, of animal or human iřraviit ᐃᖮᕋᕖᑦ
gutting he/ she is taking the guts out of 

any speicies
iřraviijaiřuq ᐃᖮᕋᕖᔭᐃᖪᖅ

gyrfalcon Gyrfalcon kiřgavik ᑭᖮᒐᕕᒃ
hacksaw hacksaw uluutauřaq ᐅᓘᑕᐅᖬᖅ
hair your hair is brown nujait kajuqtuq ᓄᔭᐃᑦ ᑲᔪᖅᑐᖅ
hair short hair nujakitchuq ᓄᔭᑭᑦᕤᖅ
hair his/her hair is black (very black) nujangit qirnariktut ᓄᔭᖏᑦ ᕿᕐᓇᕆᒃᑐᑦ 

(ᕿᕐᓇᒃᑲᕆᒃᑐᖅ)
hair hair on the head nujaq ᓄᔭᖅ
hair long hair nujaqquqtuřuq ᓄᔭᖅᑯᖅᑐᖪᖅ
hair hair on head pl. nujat ᓄᔭᑦ
hair/ grey gray/white hair on a human qiiq ᖀᖅ
hair/ grey has grown alot of gray/white hair qiřřaaqtuq ᕿᖮᖭᖅᑐᖅ

hair/ parting a natural parting in a person's hair quppirniq ᖁᑉᐱᕐᓂᖅ

half half nappaq ᓇᑉᐸᖅ
half hour half hour ikaarniup nappaa ᐃᑳᕐᓂᐅᑉ ᓇᑉᐹ
Hall Beach Hall Beach Hanirajak ᓂᕋᔭᒃ
hammer hammer kautauřaq ᑲᐅᑕᐅᖬᖅ
hand hand ařgak      ᐊᖮᒐᒃ      
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hand / outer edge outer edge of hand, the karate 
chop line The number, six, is 
arvinilik , meaning there is one at 
the other side along outer edge, 
(besides the first full hand of five 
fingers) see: arvinilik

arvak ᐊᕐᕙᒃ

hand shake shakes hands with...; says hello tiguutiřuq ᑎᒎᑎᖪᖅ
handle handle ipu ᐃᐳ
handle its handle tigummivia ᑎᒍᒻᒥᕕᐊ
handle bars steering wheel or handle bars, aqut ᐊᖁᑦ
hands/ cold has cold hands ařgairhiřuq ᐊᖮᒐᐃᕐᖪᖅ
hangs hangs it up (on a wall) nivinngaqtaa ᓂᕕᓐᖓᖅᑖ
haphazardly doing something any which way, 

haphazardly
qujaginnaqtuq ᖁᔭᒋᓐᓇᖅᑐᖅ

happens/ not nothing happens hungngitchuq ᖕᖏᑦᕤᖅ
happiness it creates happiness quvianaqtuq ᖁᕕᐊᓇᖅᑐᖅ
happy he/she/it is happy quviahuktuq ᖁᕕᐊᒃᑐᖅ
happy enjoys him/her/it  quviagiřara -  I quviagiřaa ᖁᕕᐊᒋᖭ
hard hard hitiřuq ᑎᖪᖅ
harnesses harnesses something anuhiřuq ᐊᓄᖪᖅ
harnesses he/she/it harnessing it anuřaa ᐊᓄᖭ
harp seal harp seal qairulik ᖃᐃᕈᓕᒃ
harpoon harpoon unaaq ᐅᓈᖅ
harpoon head harpoon head hatku ᑦᑯ
hat hat, cap, parka hood nahaq ᓇᖅ

hat/ ties the ties for a hat pituutaq ᐱᑑᑕᖅ
head head niaquq ᓂᐊᖁᖅ
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head ache has a headache niaqunnguřuq ᓂᐊᖁᓐᖑᖪᖅ
head ache when a person has a headache, a 

peice of rope is tightened around 
the head to ease the pain

niaquuhiqtuq ᓂᐊᖂᖅᑐᖅ

headband decorative headband, usually worn 
by women

qaurutit ᖃᐅᕈᑎᑦ

headwind headwind ařgu ᐊᖮᒍ
heals is cured; heals mamittuq ᒪᒥᑦᑐᖅ
health/ unwell I don’t feel well iłurringngitchunga ᐃᖢᕐᕆᖕᖏᑦᕤᖓ
healthy/ state of the state of being healthy; staying 

healthy; preventing illness; taking 
good care of oneself

hurungngaktailiniq ᕈᖕᖓᒃᑕᐃᓕᓂᖅ

heard hears (he/she...) tuhaqtuq ᑐᖅᑐᖅ
hearing is hard of hearing aangařuq ᐋᖓᖪᖅ

hearing is hard of hearing tuhaattiangngittuq ᑐᑦᑎᐊᖕᖏᑦᑐᖅ
hearing/had good had good hearing hiu'řariktuq ᐅ'ᖬᕆᒃᑐᖅ
hears hears him/her/it (short sound) tuhaqtaa ᑐᖅᑖ
heart heart uummat ᐆᒻᒪᑦ
heart casing tissue casing of the heart kavihiaq ᑲᕕᐊᖅ
heat/ no there is no heat in the building, 

tent, shelter etc. (uquittuq )
uquitchuq ᐅᖁᐃᑦᑐᖅ

heather fire fireplace: three rocks positioned for kikłu ᑭᒃᖢ
heaven sky; heaven; roof of mouth qilak ᕿᓚᒃ
heavy is heavy iktariktuq ᐃᒃᑕᕆᒃᑐᖅ
heel heel ki`mik ᑭ`ᒥᒃ
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heel bone heel bone kingmitquq ᑭᖕᒥᑦᖁᖅ
helicopter helicopter qulimiguulik ᖁᓕᒥᒎᓕᒃ
hello says hello haluuqtuq ᓘᖅᑐᖅ
help help (I'd like some ...) ikajuqtaujumařunga ᐃᑲᔪᖅᑕᐅᔪᒪᖪᖓ
helper helper ikajuqti ᐃᑲᔪᖅᑎ
helper waiter/ the one that helps piřitchiqattaqtuq ᐱᖨᑦᕠᖃᑦᑕᖅᑐᖅ
helps/ helps her/him/it helps him/her/it ikajuqtaa ᐃᑲᔪᖅᑖ
helps/ helps her/him/it he/she/it helping ikajuqtuq ᐃᑲᔪᖅᑐᖅ
here over here maani ᒫᓂ
here I'm from here. maanirmiutauřunga ᒫᓂᕐᒥᐅᑕᐅᖪᖓ
here She/he is not here. tařvaniingngitchuq ᑕᖮᕙᓃᖕᖏᑦᕤᖅ
here It / she / he is here. tařvaniittuq ᑕᖮᕙᓃᑦᑐᖅ
here here (She's not...) uvaniingngitchuq ᐅᕙᓃᖕᖏᑦᕤᖅ
here here (Is she...?) uvaniitpa? ᐅᕙᓃᑦᐸ
here here (she's...) uvaniittuq ᐅᕙᓃᑦᑐᖅ
here here it is; here she is; here he is uvva ᐅᕝᕙ

here/ is coming here is coming here hamungngauliqtuq ᒧᖕᖓᐅᓕᖅᑐᖅ
here/ people from here people from here hamanirmiut ᒪᓂᕐᒥᐅᑦ
here/ there Is she/he here/there? e.g when 

phoning and asking for someone,  
"…….., tařvaniitpa" ? 

tařvaniitpa ᑕᖮᕙᓃᑦᐸ

here/ these here these right here hamma ᒻᒪ 
here/ this place this place; here hamna ᒻᓇ
here/over here over here hamani ᒪᓂ
hibernates hibernates apu'miuřuq ᐊᐳ'ᒥᐅᖪᖅ
hide him/her/its hides him/her/it/ puts it out of 

view
iřiqtaa ᐃᖨᖅᑖ
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hide/ animal's skin animal's hide amiq ᐊᒥᖅ
hides hides; keeps from being seen iřiqhimařuq ᐃᖨᖅᒪᖪᖅ
hides stretching a fresh skin on the pauktuqtauřuq ᐸᐅᒃᑐᖅᑕᐅᖪᖅ
hides disappears; hides talittuq ᑕᓕᑦᑐᖅ
hides the piece that is hidden (seal 

flipper bone game), she/he/it is 
hiding

agliqtuq ᐊᒡᓕᖅᑐᖅ

hides/ themselves hides themselves from view iřiqtuq ᐃᖨᖅᑐᖅ
high high up on something qatchiktuq ᖃᑦᕠᒃᑐᖅ
higher something is higher than the other, 

e.g two mountains, and one is 
higher than the other

kingitqiřřauřuq ᑭᖏᑦᕿᖬᐅᖬᖅ

highest oversees any other high objects, 
e.g. a high area that oversees any 
other hills

ujaumatchiaqtuq ᐅᔭᐅᒪᑦᕠᖅᑐᖅ

highlands highlands tigvahiktuq ᑎᒡᕙᒃᑐᖅ
hill hill pinguq ᐱᖑᖅ
hill smooth hill on the horizon qairniq ᖃᐃᕐᓂᖅ
hill up the hill tatpaunga ᑕᑦᐸᐅᖓ
hip the hip bones (entire hip), just the 

ball joint is the makitchiq
hi'viaq 'ᕕᐊᖅ

hip/ ball joint the ball joint of the hip, the entire 
hip bones are called the hi'viaq

makittiq ᒪᒃᑭᑦᑎᖅ

hip/ball joint the ball joint of the hip bones, see 
hi'viaq  which is the entire hip, 
(including the joint) 

makitchiq ᒪᑭᑦᕠᖅ

his/hers hers; his pia ᐱᐊ
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hold holds his/her hand tahiuqtaa ᑕᐅᖅᑖ

holds holds it in his/her hands tigumiaqtaa ᑎᒍᒥᐊᖅᑖ
hole natural or manmade hole through putu ᐳᑐ
holidays vacation; holidays (she/he/it is minnguiqhiqtuq ᒥᓐᖑᐃᖅᖅᑐᖅ

home I will be at home aihimaniaqtunga ᐊᐃᒪᓂᐊᖅᑐᖓ

home he/she is at home (in the house) aihimařuq ᐊᐃᒪᖪᖅ
home s/he wants to go home aihiqtuq ᐊᐃᖅᑐᖅ
home goes home aiřuq ᐊᐃᖪᖅ
home a person at home waiting for 

someone to get home
angiřaqhiřuq

home home angiřraq ᐊᖏᖮᕋᖅ
home stays home while the others are 

going out
paiřuq ᐸᐃᖪᖅ

home/ gone home gone home angiřrauřuq ᐊᖏᖮᕋᐅᖪᖅ
home/ is at s/he/it is back home angiřraqtuq ᐊᖏᖮᕋᖅᑐᖅ
home/ is going is on the way home angiřrauliqtuq ᐊᖏᖮᕋᐅᓕᖅᑐᖅ
homesick homesick angiřrahiqtuq ᐊᖏᖮᕋᖅᑐᖅ
horse horse, also see qi'miqpak qi’miřřuaq ᕿ’ᒥᖮᖪᐊᖅ
horse horse (big dog), also qi'mirřuaq qi'miqpak ᕿ'ᒥᖅᐸᒃ
hot expression: ouch, from heat or 

burning, uutiktuq  means he/she 
was burnt

aatataa ᐋᑕᑖ

hot is hot uunaqtuq ᐆᓇᖅᑐᖅ
hot hot (Are you...?) uunaruhukpit? ᐆᓇᕈᒃᐱᑦ
hot hot (I am...) uunaruhuktunga ᐆᓇᕈᒃᑐᖓ
hotel hotel hiniktarvik ᓂᒃᑕᕐᕕᒃ
hour hour ikaarniq ᐃᑳᕐᓂᖅ
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house house igluqpak ᐃᒡᓗᖅᐸᒃ
house/ snowhouse snowhouse; house; iglu iglu ᐃᒡᓗ
how How qanuq ᖃᓄᖅ
how long for how long? qanuq hivituniqarniaqtuq? ᖃᓄᖅ ᕕᑐᓂᖃᕐᓂᐊᖅᑐᖅ

how many How many?e.g.  qaphinik qaphinik ᖃᑉᓂᒃ
how many? where are you coming from? huminngaaqpit ᒥᓐᖓᖅᐱᑦ
how much how much does it cost qanuq akiqaqpa ᖃᓄᖅ ᐊᑭᖃᖅᐸ
hsrpoon harpoons it nauliktaa ᓇᐅᓕᒃᑖ
hugs/ him/her/it hugs him/her/it iqitaa ᐃᕿᑖ
human/ pretend pretend human, doll inungnguaq ᐃᓄᖕᖑᐊᖅ
humerous how very funny, in a sarcastic 

sense
tiphinaqtumarinaluk ᑎᑉᓇᖅᑐᒻᒪᕆᓇᓗᒃ

humerous comical, funny, humorous, situation tiphinaqtuq ᑎᑉᓇᖅᑐᖅ
humour a swear or joking word, or one to 

make someone shy or self 
conscious or embarrassed, also 
tuługvalułłuani

tiphułuit ᑎᑉᖢᐃᑦ

hung hung up nivingařuq ᓂᕕᖓᖪᖅ
hungry is feeling peckish, needs something tamuahuktuq ᑕᒧᐊᒃᑐᖅ
hungry/ I am hungry (I am...) kaaktunga ᑳᒃᑐᖓ
hungry/ is is hungry kaaktuq ᑳᒃᑐᖅ

hungry/ question are you hungry? (verb stem: kaak-) kaakpit ᑳᒃᐱᑦ

hungry/ they are they are hungry kaaktut ᑳᒃᑐᑦ
hunt/ catches catches a game animal anguřuq ᐊᖑᖪᖅ
hunter hunter angunahuaqti ᐊᖑᓇᐊᖅᑎ
hunter/ skilled is a skilled hunter anguhuqtuq ᐊᖑᖅᑐᖅ
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hunting she/he is out hunting angunahuaqtuq ᐊᖑᓇᐊᖅᑐᖅ
hunting blind a blind for hunting talu ᑕᓗ
hunting/ animal tail tail of land mammals (see papik , pamiuq ᐸᒥᐅᖅ
hunting/ arctic hare hare (he/she caught a...) ukaliqtuq ᐅᑲᓕᖅᑐᖅ
hunting/ arctic hare hare hunting (He/she has gone 

looking for ...)
ukalliaqtuq ᐅᑲᓪᓕᐊᖅᑐᖅ

hunting/ area area where wildlife is hunted angunahuarvik ᐊᖑᓇᐊᕐᕕᒃ
hunting/ arrow, bullet arrow, bullet qarřuq ᖃᕐᖪᖅ
hunting/ backstrap strip of flesh on either side of the 

spine, back strap of meat
uliuhiniq ᐅᓕᐅᓂᖅ

hunting/ bearded seal bearded seal hunting (He/she has 
gone looking for...)

ugřiaqtuq  ᐅᒡᖨᐊᖅᑐᖅ

hunting/ bearded seal bearded seal (He/she  caught a...) ugřuktuq ᐅᒡᖪᒃᑐᖅ
hunting/ beluga whale gets a beluga whale/narwhal qinalugaqtuq ᕿᓇᓗᒐᖅᑐᖅ
hunting/ beluga whale she/he has gone  looking for a 

beluga whale.
qinalukkiaqtuq   ᕿᓇᓗᒃᑭᐊᖅᑐᖅ

hunting/ birds hunts birds tingmiaqhiuqtuq ᑎᖕᒥᐊᖅᐅᖅᑐᖅ
hunting/ birds gets a bird by hunting tingmiaqtuq ᑎᖕᒥᐊᖅᑐᖅ
hunting/ blind a blind for hunting talu ᑕᓗ
hunting/ caribou where caribou are hunted tuktuhiurvik ᑐᒃᑐᐅᕐᕕᒃ
hunting/ caribou caribou (Did he get a ...?) tuktukpa? ᑐᒃᑐᒃᐸ
hunting/ caribou caribou (he caught a...) tuktuktuq ᑐᒃᑐᒃᑐᖅ
hunting/ caribou caribou hunting (He has gone...) tuktuliaqtuq ᑐᒃᑐᓕᐊᖅᑐᖅ
hunting/ caribou caribou hunting camp tuktuliarvik ᑐᒃᑐᓕᐊᕐᕕᒃ
hunting/ caribou caribou meat tuktup niqia ᑐᒃᑐᑉ ᓂᕿᐊ
hunting/ caribou gets a caribou tuktuttuq ᑐᒃᑐᑦᑐᖅ
hunting/ caribou they got caribou tuktuttut ᑐᒃᑐᑦᑐᑦ
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hunting/ caribou caribou intestine being 
flushed/cleared

hilaiqtauřuq ᓚᐃᖅᑕᐅᖪᖅ

hunting/ caribou/ rumen first stomach of caribou; rumen tunuhitaq ᑐᓄᑕᖅ

hunting/ catches bowhead gets a bowhead whale arviqtuq ᐊᕐᕕᖅᑐᖅ
hunting/ catches two catches, gets two of something mařruraaqtuq ᒪᖮᕈᕌᖅᑐᖅ
hunting/ cutting split it open, eg, cutting a seal hiiktaa ᒃᑖ
hunting/ harp seal harp seal qairulik ᖃᐃᕈᓕᒃ
hunting/ hides stretching a fresh skin on the 

ground with stakes
pauktuqtauřuq ᐸᐅᒃᑐᖅᑕᐅᖪᖅ

hunting/ killer whale catches a killer whale, also 
aarluktuq  refers to the action of 
raising head to look forward while 
laying on stomach, or bending 
head back to look upwards when 
body is vertical

aarluktuq ᐋᕐᓗᒃᑐᖅ

hunting/ mear cutting strip of flesh on either side of the 
spine on most animals, back strap 
of meat

uliuhiniq ᐅᓕᐅᓂᖅ

hunting/ meat game animal, something to eat 
from

nirřutit ᓂᕐᖪᑎᑦ

hunting/ meat buttocks, two sides of one animal, 
(still intact), ukpatik -two individual 
buttocks of two different animals

ukpat ᐅᒃᐸᑦ
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hunting/ meat two individual buttocks of two 
different animals,  ukpat-buttocks, 
two sides of one animal, (still 
intact)

ukpatik ᐅᒃᐸᑎᒃ

hunting/ meat cutting sinew-like tissue along the spine of 
most animals

uliut ᐅᓕᐅᑦ

hunting/ meat storage a bag made from a whole sealskin; 
the sealskin is filled with cut-up fat 
and meat and buried for 
fermenting. The opening is at the 
head and the bag is  tied tightly 
so it does not drip

ungirlaaq ᐅᖏᕐᓛᖅ

hunting/ muskox young musk ox umingmaaq ᐅᒥᖕᒫᖅ
hunting/ muskox musk ox umingmak ᐅᒥᖕᒪᒃ
hunting/ muskox muskox (She/he caught a...) umingmaktuq ᐅᒥᖕᒪᒃᑐᖅ
hunting/ muskox musk ox hunting (She/he has 

)
umingmiaqtuq ᐅᒥᖕᒥᐊᖅᑐᖅ

hunting/ navigation device instrument or object used for 
navigation

tammariitkut ᑕᒻᒪᕇᑦᑯᑦ

hunting/ polar bear polar bear hunting (he has gone nanniaqtuq ᓇᓐᓂᐊᖅᑐᖅ
hunting/ polar bear caught a polar bear nannuktuq ᓇᓐᓄᒃᑐᖅ

hunting/ reindeer reindeer qugniq ᖁᒡᓂᖅ
hunting/ seal waits at a seal's breathing hole nikpaqtuq ᓂᒃᐸᖅᑐᖅ
hunting/ seal seal hunting partners on ice, tuvaaq ᑐᕚᖅ
hunting/ seal seals' breathing holes (he/she/it agluhiuqtuq ᐊᒡᓗᐅᖅᑐᖅ

hunting/ seal baby seal, still in its mother's iplauq ᐃᑉᓚᐅᖅ
hunting/ seal/action seal is lying on the ice surface qakipqařuq ᖃᑭᑉᖃᖪᖅ
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hunting/ seals seal hunting (she/he has gone out natchiqhiuriaqtuq ᓇᑦᕠᖅᐅᕆᐊᖅᑐᖅ

hunting/ seals caught a seal natchiqtuq ᓇᑦᕠᖅᑐᖅ
hunting/ seals/ winter hunts, looks for, seals in the 

winter, when the breathing holes 
are covered with snow

mauliqtuq \ atiqtuq ᒪᐅᓕᖅᑐᖅ / ᐊᑎᖅᑐᖅ

hunting/ shooting shoots too high qařruttuq ᖃᖮᕈᑦᑐᖅ
hunting/ shooting the shot or arrow went to the arvatquttuq ᐊᕐᕙᑦᖁᑦᑐᖅ
hunting/ shooting the shot or arrow went to the left ilutammiktuq ᐃᓗᑕᒻᒥᒃᑐᖅ

hunting/ shooting missed the target, shooting short tunngauttuq ᑐᓐᖓᐅᑦᑐᖅ

hunting/ skinning skinning something aaktuqtuq ᐋᒃᑐᖅᑐᖅ

hunting/ snare snare nigaq ᓂᒐᖅ
hunting/ snare catches it in a snare nigaqtaa ᓂᒐᖅᑖ
hunting/ snare snares something nigaqtuq ᓂᒐᖅᑐᖅ
hunting/ snare uses snares nigaqtuqtuq ᓂᒐᖅᑐᖅᑐᖅ
hunting/ target a moving object falls short of its 

target
tungauttuq ᑐᖓᐅᑦᑐᖅ

hunting/ tools catches it with a hook nikhiktaa ᓂᒃᒃᑖ
hunting/ tools a big single hook attached to a 

stick handle
nikhik ᓂᒃᒃ

hunting/ tools/ bow and arrow is hunting with a bow and arrow pitikhimun angunahuaqtuq ᐱᑎᒃᒧᓐ ᐊᖑᓇᐊᖅᑐᖅ

hunting/ tools/ bow and arrow bow and arrow pitikhit ᐱᑎᒃᑦ

hunting/ tools/ bow and arrow good at hunting with bow and 
arrow

pitikhuqtuq ᐱᑎᒃᖅᑐᖅ

hunting/ tools/ bow and arrow strike something with a arrow  pitiktaa ᐱᑎᒃᑖ

hunting/ tools/ knife knife (ukkutaq for pocket knife) pilaut ᐱᓚᐅᑦ
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hunting/ tools/ knife jack-knife, pocket knife ukkuttaq ᐅᒃᑯᑦᑕᖅ
hunting/ tools/ sight binoculars, telescope; telescopic 

sight
qi'ngut ᕿ'ᖑᑦ

hunting/ tracks follows tracks tupřaqhiřuq ᑐᑉᖬᖅᖪᖅ

hunting/ tracks tracks (of an animal) tumiit ᑐᒦᑦ
hunting/ tradition takes home some food they were 

given from someone else's catch 
or cooking. e.g it used to be that 
while a seal was being cut up, 

minnaqtuq ᒥᓐᓇᖅᑐᖅ

hunting/ traditions the person who caught an animal 
gives his/her hunting partner a 
part of the catch

ningiqtitaa ᓂᖏᖅᑎᑖ

hunting/ traditions receives a part of the animal 
his/her hunting partner caught 

ningiqtuq ᓂᖏᖅᑐᖅ

hunting/ trapping trap naniriaq ᓇᓂᕆᐊᖅ
hunting/ trapping trap line naniriaqturvik ᓇᓂᕆᐊᖅᑐᕐᕕᒃ
hunting/ traveling crosses over,e.g. going across the 

bay, going from island to island, 
going from island to mainland

ikauřuq ᐃᑲᐅᖪᖅ

hunting/ traveling leading (first one) travel, the 
person leading the way

hivuliqtuq ᕗᓕᖅᑐᖅ

hunting/ traveling travels from the land to the sea atauřuq ᐊᑕᐅᖪᖅ
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hunting/ travelling they crossed each other, traveling 
in opposite directions,  but did not 
see each other  e.g two people 
crossed each other while travelling 
but did not see each other due to 
a hill between them. In the game 

kipuktuk ᑐᐳᒃᑐᒃ

hunting/ travelling on land the hunter has been out for quite 
some time  maqqailiqqamiiqtuq- 
the hunter has been out for quite 
some time now.

maqqaitchuq ᒪᖅᖃᐃᑦᕤᖅ

hunting/ types of fat blubber; whale fat; oil; fat of sea 
mammmals, fat of ducks, dripping 
fat- it depends on the type of 
mammal, land mammals such as 
caribou, wolf, musk-ox and rabbits 
have tunnuq

uqšuq ᐅᖅᖅ

hunting/ walking inland a group of people walking inland 
to look for caribou, can be for 
several days or several weeks

tagřaqtut ᑕᒡᖬᖅᑐᑦ

hunting/ water something alive is submerging in 
water

pulaliqtuq ᐳᓚᓕᖅᑐᖅ

hunting/ young wildlife young bird; young fowl, young 
wildlife

piaraq ᐱᐊᕋᖅ

hunting/walrus walrus hunting (s/he has gone...) aiviqhiuqtuq ᐊᐃᕕᖅᐅᖅᑐᖅ
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hurries hurries; hastens tuaviuqtuq ᑐᐊᕕᐅᖅᑐᖅ
hurry hurry (I have to...) irinihuktunga ᐃᕆᓂᒃᑐᖓ
hurry up hurry!, quick! tuaviq ᑐᐊᕕᖅ
Hurry! Hurry! huviiturlutit ᕖᑐᕐᓗᑎᑦ
hurry/ in a rushes around; is in a hurry irinihuktuq ᐃᕆᓂᒃᑐᖅ
hurts hurts (it...) a'nirnaqtuq ᐊ’ᓂᕐᓇᖅᑐᖅ
hurts/ self hurts himself/herself/itself a'niqtuq ᐊ'ᓂᖅᑐᖅ
husband he is someone's husband uigiřřauřuq ᐅᐃᒋᖮᖬᐅᖪᖅ
husband has no husband uingngittuq ᐅᐃᖕᖏᑦᑐᖅ
husband husband (Do you have a...?) uiqaqpit? ᐅᐃᖃᖅᐱᑦ
husband he is a husband uinguřuq ᐅᐃᖑᖪᖅ
hymn song; hymn imngiut ᐃᒻᖏᐅᑦ
I/me/ emphatic addition I, me, myself uvanga ᐅᕙᖓ
ice crack in winter ice that opens and 

then freezes
aajuraq ᐋᔪᕋᖅ

ice crack in ice that remains opened ainniq ᐊᐃᓐᓂᖅ

ice ice, there are many other specific 
terms for ice such as: sea ice = 
tuvaq , candle ice = illauřaq , ice 
attached to land in spring = 
pattiniq ,  ice carved by flowing 
water =  aqiaqqiniq , ice build up 
broken by tide = atuaqtaq , and 
more.....

hiku ᑯ
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ice condition/ shore along the shore, where there are 
cracks and broken up ice from the 
tide coming in and out

atuarut ᐊᑐᐊᕈᑦ

ice floe/ edge flow edge, ocean shore hinaa ᓈ
ice floe/ land fast land-fast ice floe higřariktuq ᒡᖬᕆᒃᑐᖅ
ice/ along shore ice along the shore of the ocean 

is rough from the tide
attuarut ᐊᑦᑐᐊᕈᑦ

ice/ attached lake ice is attached to bottom e.g 
ice is attached to lake bottom 

patinniq ᐸᑎᓐᓂᖅ

ice/ broken/ tide ice build up broken by the tide atuarut ᐊᑐᐊᕈᑦ

ice/ candle ice candle ice illauřaq ᐃᓪᓚᐅᖬᖅ
ice/ carved ice carved by flowing water aqiaqqiniq ᐊᕿᐊᖅᕿᓂᖅ
ice/ edges In the fall time, there is a layer of 

frost forming and ice piling along 
the the shore edge of the ocean 
and lakes.  (This layer forms and 
piles due to the action of the 
waves on the shore edge.)  
qaumngulihaaqtuq -just finally 
started frosting, qaimnguliqtuq - is 
[just] frosting right now, 
qaimnguqtuq - has been frosted 
and forming for awhile

qaimnguliqtuq ᖃᐃᒻᖑᓕᖅᑐᖅ

ice/ floe multiyear ice floe coloured blue uhiaq ᐅᐊᖅ
ice/ floe/ edge at the floe edge hinaani ᓈᓂ
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ice/ forming This refers to the condition in the 
fall time,  when there is a bit of 
wind and a thin ice layer forms in 
long lines with ripples of water on 
both sides

qimirakhiřuq ᕿᒥᕋᒃᖪᖅ

ice/ forming ice is forming hikuliaqtuq ᑯᓕᐊᖅᑐᖅ
ice/ freshly frozen freshly frozen; also bottle glass hikuliaq ᑯᓕᐊᖅ

ice/ frost frost formed inside the house; the 
interior

ilu ᐃᓗ

ice/ glacier glacier aujuitchuq ᐊᐅᔪᐃᑦᕤᖅ
ice/ hole opening, e.g. a natural  opening in 

ice. (A chiseled hole in the ice is 
called agluaq). An opening in tent 
wall from being worn is angmaniq.

angmaniq ᐊᖕᒪᓂᖅ

ice/ iceberg small, new ice, iceberg (from last 
fall),  old, taller iceberg is 
piqalujaq , and old, flat icebergs 
are called hikutuqaq

maniilaq ᒪᓃᓚᖅ

ice/ just frozen just froze over hikulihaaq ᑯᓕᖅ
ice/ layer Ice forms at the top layer of liquid 

in a bucket; also a broken lens of 
a pair of glasses or binoculars.

hikuaqtuq ᑯᐊᖅᑐᖅ

ice/ multiyear multiyear ice hikutuqaq ᑯᑐᖃᖅ
ice/ ocean ice is piled up over a shallow area 

of the ocean
ikkařřinniq ᐃᒃᑲᖮᖨᓐᓂᖅ
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ice/ ocean mass of ocean, or lake ice that is 
strong enough to travel on

tuvaq ᑐᕙᖅ

ice/ open crack is open; open crack in ice angmařuq ᐊᖕᒪᖪᖅ
ice/ pressure ridge ice pressure ridge quglugniq ᖁᒡᓗᒡᓂᖅ
ice/ rough patches of rough ice, e.g.maniittuq maniilat ᒪᓃᓚᑦ
ice/ rough sharp ice, sticking out, being 

frozen and broken and frozen 
together

qahuqłak ᖃᖅᖤᒃ

ice/ springtime the natural holes formed in the 
spring time in the ice that drain 
the water into the lake

pittaq ᐱᑦᑕᖅ

ice/ springtime water has flooded an ice surface 
and, for example, drowned the 
fishing holes

qaaptittuq ᖄᑉᑎᑦᑐᖅ

ice/ springtime peeling off, e.g, in the springtime 
the ice, by the shore on body of 
water, that has stuck to the 
bottom, peels away from the 
bottom

qaattuq ᖄᑦᑐᖅ

ice/ stuck to sunset, also means stuck to ice 
e.g licking frozen ice 

nipittuq ᓂᐱᑦᑐᖅ

ice/ thick the ice is thick ivřuqtittuq ᐃᕝᖪᑎᑦᑐᖅ
iceberg small, new ice, iceberg (from last 

fall),  old, taller iceberg is 
piqalujaq , and old, flat icebergs 
are called hikutuqaq

maniilaq ᒪᓃᓚᖅ

iceberg/ old old iceberg piqalujaq ᐱᖃᓗᔭᖅ
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idea thought; idea ihuma ᐃᒪ
identical/ two of two identical or the same a'řigiiktuuk ᐊ'ᖨᒌᒃᑑᒃ
identification marker for recognition or 

indentification
nalunaipkutaq ᓇᓗᓇᐃᑉᑯᑕᖅ

Igloolik Igloolik Iglulik ᐃᒡᓗᓕᒃ
iglu building when one finds good snow to 

build an igloo, the soft layer of 
snow that is removed before 
building the iglu is called qalliaq

qalliaq ᖃᓪᓕᐊᖅ

iglu building tool metal stick to measure the depth 
of snow, or the consistancy of 
hardness in the snow layers 

havgut ᕝᒍᑦ

iglu/ bedding fixing snow for bed in iglu, 
shredding the snow with a snow 
knife , and leveling/hardening it by 
evenly stepping it with feet, see 
haumngutikšaq, the snow bed in 
the iglu

tuutuhiiřuq  iglumi ᑑᑐᖅᖪᖅ    ᐃᒡᓗᒥ

iglu/ bedding stepping on skins, lightly and 
evenly to smooth them out

tu'liriřuq  amirmik ᑐ'ᓕᕆᖪᖅ  ᐊᒥᕐᒥᒃ
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iglu/ bedding when an itchaq / skin tent, is 
converted to be used as the first 
layer of bedding in an iglu it is 
called qainnginnaq . The itchaq is 
cut in two, and sewn together to  
form a rectangle  The qainnginnaq 
is placed fur side down, on the 
snow bed and the caribou skin is 
placed on top of it,  skin side 
down. This way the furs do not 
slip. 

qainnginnaq ᖃᐃᓐᖏᓐᓇᖅ

iglu/ branches under  bedding Long straight branches that used 
to be tied together to make 
qilaktat , a mat, put under the 
caribou skins to keep them off the 
ground moisture 

avaalaqiak ᐊᕚᓚᕿᐊᒃ

iglu/ iglu making/ cuts blocks cuts snow blocks for iglu auvikšaqtuq ᐊᐅᕕᒃᖅᑐᖅ

iglu/ iglu making/ place place to cut snow blocks for iglu auvikšarvik ᐊᐅᕕᒃᕐᕕᒃ

iglu/ qulliq a place for qulliq  to drip oil onto inngaut ᐃᓐᖓᐅᑦ

iglu/ qulliq tending the qulliq, fixing the edge 
that is lit so it burns well

tatqiqšuqtuq
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iglu/ rack a wooden frame woven with rope, 
hung above the qulliq  to dry 
boots & mitts etc.

innitaq ᐃᓐᓂᑕᖅ

iglu/ snow block snow block for iglu auviq ᐊᐅᕕᖅ
iglu/ storage area iglu storage area for kamiks, atigi, 

etc
quglukhivik ᖁᒡᓗᒃᕕᒃ

iglu/ type large iglu for gatherings and 
celebration 

qařgiq ᖃᖮᒋᖅ

iglu/ type an iglu with the top made of 
skins, or a tarp. This type of iglu 
is good for springtime so that the 
roof cannot drip or for overnight 
in not so cold conditions. 

qarmaq ᖃᕐᒪᖅ

ignores he/she ignores someone while niguqtiqtuq ᓂᒍᖅᑎᖅᑐᖅ
independent/ is is independent ilitkuuqtuq ᐃᓕᑦᑰᖅᑐᖅ
inexpensive they got something cheaper than 

they expected
akikigiřauřuq ᐊᑭᑭᒋᖬᐅᖪᖅ

inexpensive it is cheap; it is inexpensive, very 
little aki

akikitchuq ᐊᑭᑭᑦᕤᖅ

inexpensive gets it on sale akikitchuqtaariřaa ᐊᑭᑭᑦᕤᖅᑖᕆᖭ
inexpensive it is on sale akikłigiaqhimařuq ᐊᑭᒃᖠᒋᐊᖅᒪᖪᖅ
infected infected (it is...) (also means boots 

got wet inside)
immaktuq ᐃᒻᒪᒃᑐᖅ

infinity forever; without end; endless ihuqangngitchumut ᐃᖃᖕᖏᑦᕤᒧᑦ
inflated is inflated puviqhimařuq ᐳᕕᖅᒪᖪᖅ
inflates he/she/it inflated it puviqtaa ᐳᕕᖅᑖ
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injection she/he/it gives injection with 
needle

kapiřaa ᑲᐱᖭ

injection stabs himself/herself/itself; gives 
oneself and injection

kapiřuq ᑲᐱᖪᖅ

inland goes further inland tigvaqtuq ᑎᒡᕙᖅᑐᖅ
inland/ from from inland nunamiutat ᓄᓇᒥᐅᑕᑦ
inlet/ part end of inlet qi’ngua ᕿ’ᖑᐊ
inlet/ type an inlet that has a narrow opening 

to the main body of water
qamaniq ᖃᒪᓂᖅ

innermost the innermost (opposite of hilalliq , ilulliq ᐃᓗᓪᓕᖅ
inside to the inside of that one tatqamunga ᑕᑦᖃᒧᖓ
inside / house inside the house igluup iluaniittuq ᐃᒡᓘᑉ ᐃᓗᐊᓃᑦᑐᖅ
inside / of it inside of it iluani ᐃᓗᐊᓂ
inside-out inside-out ulinngařuq ᐅᓕᓐᖓᖪᖅ
intelligent is intelligent; is bright; is smart ajugaitchuq ᐊᔪᒐᐃᑦᕤᖅ
interpreter interpreter; translator, one who tuhaaři ᑐᖨ
interpreter interpreter; translator uqaqti ᐅᖃᖅᑎ
interrogates asks; questions; interrogates apiqšuqtuq ᐊᐱᖅᖅᑐᖅ
intestine/contents contents of the small intestine hiqiak ᕿᐊᒃ
intimidating/ is is intimidating, is unkind iliranaqtuq ᐃᓕᕋᓇᖅᑐᖅ

intoxicated is intoxicated, is drunk imingařuq ᐃᒥᖓᖪᖅ
Inuit Heritage Trust/ name Inuit Heritage Trust Ittarnitaliriřit ᐃᑦᕦᕐᓂᑕᓕᕆᖨᑦ
Inuit language in the manner of, like the people,  

today is also used as an umbrella 
term for the Inuit language 
(includes all dialects)

inuktut ᐃᓄᒃᑐᑦ

Inuk/ real a real person, a "real" Inuk inummarik ᐃᓄᒻᒪᕆᒃ
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inukshuk/ rock cairn; land marker inukšuk ᐃᓄᒃᒃ
inukshuk/ 3+ more than three inukshuks, a 

plural form of inukshuk, dual form 
is inukšuuk

inukšuit ᐃᓄᒃᐃᑦ

Inuktut/ Inuktitut/  i speak... Inuktitut (I speak...) inuktuurungnaqtunga ᐃᓄᒃᑑᕈᖕᓇᖅᑐᖓ
Inuktut/ Inuktitut/ do you 
speak..

Inuktitut/ Inuktut /Do you speak... 
?

inuktuurungnaqpit? ᐃᓄᒃᑑᕈᖕᓇᖅᐱᑦ

investigates investigates, examines [something] qauřihaqtuq ᖃᐅᖨᖅᑐᖅ
Iqaluit/ in in Iqaluit iqaluini ᐃᖃᓗᐃᓂ
Iqaluit/ place name Iqaluit Iqaluit ᐃᖃᓗᐃᑦ
Iqaluktuuttiaq/ place name many, big fish (place name for Iqaluktuutchiaq ᐃᖃᓗᒃᑑᑦᕠᐊᖅ
iron iron; metal havik ᕕᒃ
island island qikiqtaq ᕿᑭᖅᑕᖅ
island qikiqtarřuaq (name of island) e.g. 

the biggest island in the 
surrounding islands

qikiqtarřuaq ᕿᑭᖅᑕᕐᖪᐊᖅ

itchy it, (some part of your body), is ungilaktuq ᐅᖏᓚᒃᑐᖅ
Jaegar bird called Jaeger, ihunngaq ᐃᓐᖓᖅ
janitor janitor, custodian, cleaner halikti ᓕᒃᑎ
january Natchilingmiutut name for the 

moon cycle occurring during the 
present month of January. This 
moon name refers to the time 
when the sun returns

hiqinnaut ᕿᓐᓇᐅᑦ

jaw lower jaw tutak ᑐᑕᒃ
jawbone jawbone agliruq ᐊᒡᓕᕈᖅ
jigging/ fishing the person is moving the aulatchiřuq ᐊᐅᓚᑦᕠᖪᖅ

jigging/ ice fishing s/he it is jigging for fish aulahaqtuq ᐊᐅᓚᖅᑐᖅ
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jigging/ ice fishing/ stick jigging stick, also aulahaut aulahaut ᐊᐅᓚᐅᑦ

joint joint,  na'luit for 3+ joints na'luk ᓇ'ᓗᒃ
joint joint, singular, also see na'luk navguaq ᓇᕝᒍᐊᖅ
joints finger joints hiimiutit ᒥᐅᑎᑦ
joints joints, plural, also see na'luk 

(na'luit pl.)
navguat ᓇᕝᒍᐊᑦ

judge/ court position judge of a court apiqšuiři ᐊᐱᖅᐃᖨ
juggles is juggling iglukitaqtuq ᐃᒡᓗᑭᑕᖅᑐᖅ
July Natchilingmiutut name for the 

moon cycle occurring during the 
present month of July. This moon 
name refers to the time when 
adult birds that do not have 
young, are molting. e.g. geese

itchavik: piarraitchunut ᐃᑦᕦᕕᒃ :ᐱᐊᕋᐃᑦᕤᓄᑦ

jumps jumps in the air mihiktuq ᒥᒃᑐᖅ
jumps jumps repeatedly qiřgiqtaqtuq ᕿᖮᒋᖅᑕᖅᑐᖅ
jumps jumps once qiřgiqtuq ᕿᖮᒋᖅᑐᖅ
June Natchilingmiutut name for the 

moon cycle occurring during the 
present month of June. This moon 
name refers to the time when the 
caribou calves are being born. 

nurrirvik ᓄᕐᕆᕐᕕᒃ

kamik/ soften sole chews a skin or kamik to soften it angulařuq ᐊᖑᓚᖪᖅ
kamik/ strap kamik strap, a tie to keep boots in hingiq ᖏᖅ
kayak, canoe goes by canoe; goes by kayak qajaqtuqtuq ᖃᔭᖅᑐᖅᑐᖅ
keyboard keyboard (computer) naqittaut ᓇᕿᑕᐅᑦ
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kicking dance Russian dance (kicking one's heels) hittuqtaq ᑦᑐᖅᑕᖅ

kicks she/he/it’s kicking aqihiřuq ᐊᕿᖪᖅ
kicks kicking/pushing with heel tukkaliqtuq ᑐᒃᑲᓕᖅᑐᖅ
kicks kicks it with his/her heel tukkaqtaa ᑐᒃᑲᖅᑖ
kicks/ her/him/it kicks him/her/it aqiřaa ᐊᕿᖭ
kidney (d. taqtuk) kidney taqtu ᑕᖅᑐ
kidney part covering your kidney taqtunaq ᑕᖅᑐᓇᖅ

killed/ is.. (see tuqutauřuq ) is killed inuaqtauřuq ᐃᓄᐊᖅᑕᐅᖪᖅ
killer whale killer whale aarluk ᐋᕐᓗᒃ
killer whale gets a killer whale aarluktuq ᐋᕐᓗᒃᑐᖅ
kills (see tuquuttiřuq ) kills someone inuaqtuq ᐃᓄᐊᖅᑐᖅ
kills kills someone/something tuquhaiřuq ᑐᖁᐃᖪᖅ
kills kills him/her/it tuqutaa ᑐᖁᑖ

kills/ him/her (see tuqutaa ) kills him/her, a 
human kills a human

inuaqtaa ᐃᓄᐊᖅᑖ

Kimmirut Kimmirut, place name Kingmirut ᕿᖕᒥᕈᑦ
kind/ is is kind; is nice; is friendly iliranaitchuq ᐃᓕᕋᓇᐃᑦᕤᖅ
king Eider duck/ male male King Eider duck, female King 

Eider is mitiq 
qingalik ᕿᖓᓕᒃ
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kinship /kinship naming/ same 
name

a personalized version of the word, 
hauniq , for a special person you 
share a name with. Hauniq  is a 
kinship term indicating that two 
people are named after the same 
person, they can call each other, 
"hauniq ". However a person might 
create different versions of this 
word, for various people they 
share the name with.  

haunitchiaq ᐅᓂᑦᕠᐊᖅ

kinship/ for both sex speakers is the  
grand-daughter's spouse, also for a 
male speaker, is a female cousin's 
spouse

ningauvak ᓂᖓᐅᕙᒃ

kinship/ adoption my adopted parent tiguahiga ᑎᒍᐊᒐ
kinship/ adoption adopted (he was...) tiguanguřuq ᑎᒍᐊᖑᖪᖅ
kinship/ adoption adopted child tiguaq ᑎᒍᐊᖅ
kinship/ adoption adoptive parents tiguaqhiik ᑎᒍᐊᖅᒃ
kinship/ adoption adopts him/her/it tiguaqtaa ᑎᒍᐊᖅᑖ
kinship/ aunt aunt from father's side atchak ᐊᑦᕦᒃ
kinship/ aunt/ my my aunt (my mother’s sister) arnarviga ᐊᕐᓇᕐᕕᒐ
kinship/ brother brother of a female anik ᐊᓂᒃ
kinship/ brother younger sibling same sex nukaq ᓄᑲᖅ
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kinship/ brother-in law/sister-in-
law

brother-in-law from my wife's side 
(husband is speaker)/ brother-in-
law (wife’s brother) sister in law 
from my husband’s side (wife is 
speaker)/ sister-in-law (husband’s 
sister)

hakiak ᑭᐊᒃ

kinship/ brother-in-law / sister 
in law 

brother-in-law of wife’s older sister, 
also sister-in-law of husband's 
older brother

angajunnguq ᐊᖓᔪᓐᖑᖅ

kinship/ brother-in-law/ sister-
in-law

brother in law, (female speaker), 
my sister-in-law (male speaker) my 
brother-in-law is aiga . Can have 
descriptive variations e.g. ainnuaq, 
ainayuk.  Note: a sister-in law of a 
female speaker is ukuaq.

aik ᐊᐃᒃ

kinship/ community people from the same community nunaqqatigiit ᓄᓇᖅᑲᑎᒌᑦ

kinship/ cousin/ same sex cousin same sex illuq ᐃᓪᓗᖅ
Kinship/ cousins/ same sex cousins,  describes relationship of 

two same sex cousins
illuriik ᐃᓪᓗᕇᒃ

kinship/ daughter daughter panik ᐸᓂᒃ

kinship/ daughter my daughter’s paningma ᐸᓂᖕᒪ
kinship/ daughter only daughter panituaq ᐸᓂᑐᐊᖅ
kinship/ daughter-in-law my daughter in-law ukuara ᐅᑯᐊᕋ
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kinship/ daughter-in-law/ sisrer-
inlaw

daughter-in-law; sister-in-law of a 
female

ukuaq ᐅᑯᐊᖅ

kinship/ family family,  team ilagiit ᐃᓚᒌᑦ
kinship/ family/ extended extended family (my relatives) ilatka ᐃᓚᑦᑲ
kinship/ father father ataata ᐊᑖᑕ
kinship/ father-in law/mother-in-
law

father-in-law; mother-in-law hakik ᑭᒃ

kinship/ grandchild grandchild, grandchild of a sibling, inngutaq ᐃᓐᖑᑕᖅ
kinship/ grandfather grandfather; also, ittuq is for  

grand uncle; the word for old man 
is either innakšaq or inutuqaq

ittuq ᐃᑦᑐᖅ

kinship/ grandmother grandmother ningiuq ᓂᖏᐅᖅ
kinship/ grandmother my grand mother ningiura ᓂᖏᐅᕋ 
kinship/ grandparents-in-law grandparents-in-law (one generation 

)
hakivak ᑭᕙᒃ

kinship/ kinship naming/ same 
name

two people with the same name, 
refers to how they are related 

haunitchiariik ᐅᓂᑦᕠᐊᕇᒃ

kinship/ mother mother anaana ᐊᓈᓇ
kinship/ name name atiq ᐊᑎᖅ
kinship/ naming The person who chose a name for 

someone, and that person, (who 
was named), call each other, 
“atchiaq” 

atchiaq ᐊᑦᕠᐊᖅ

kinship/ naming gives him/her/it a name atchiqtaa ᐊᑦᕠᖅᑖ
kinship/ naming giving some one more than one atchiqtuiřuq ᐊᑦᕠᖅᑐᐃᖪᖅ
kinship/ neice of male niece of a male ujuruk ᐅᔪᕈᒃ
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kinship/ neice, nephew a girl's sister's child, nurraq  also 
means caribou calf; musk ox calf

nurraq ᓄᕐᕋᖅ

kinship/ nephew step-nephew of a male qangiakšaq ᖃᖏᐊᒃᖅ
kinship/ nephew my nephew’s........ (male speaker) qangiama ᖃᖏᐊᒪ
kinship/ nephew nephew of a male qangiak ᖃᖏᐊᒃ
kinship/ older sister/ older 
brother/ same sex sibling

older sister of a female speaker,   
older brother of a male speaker,  
my older sibling of the same sex 
is angajuga

angajuk ᐊᖓᔪᒃ

kinship/ only son only son irnituaq ᐃᕐᓂᑐᐊᖅ
kinship/ parents parents angajuqqaat ᐊᖓᔪᖅᑳᑦ
kinship/ parents-in law parents-in-law haki ᑭ
kinship/ relative/ from from your relative ilaa'nik ᐃᓛ'ᓂᒃ
kinship/ relative/ to he/she/it places a person to their 

relative
ilai'nunngaqtaa ᐃᓚᐃ'ᓄᓐᖓᖅᑖ

kinship/ relative/ two related two related persons ilagiik ᐃᓚᒌᒃ

kinship/ relative/ your your relative ilait ᐃᓚᐃᑦ
kinship/ share name partially share a name (do not atiqqattik ᐊᑎᖅᖃᑦᑎᒃ
kinship/ share name two people who partially share 

names, do not share all of their 
names

attiqqatigiik ᐊᑎᖅᖃᑦᑎᒌᒃ

kinship/ share name kinship term for two people who 
partially share a name, meaning 
not all their names are shared

avvaqutauhimařuq ᐊᕝᕙᖁᑕᐅᒪᖪᖅ

kinship/ sibling youngest sibling (the...) nukaqłiitchuq ᓄᑲᖅᖡᑦᕤᖅ
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kinship/ sibling sibling qatanngutigiit ᖃᑕᓐᖑᑎᒌᑦ
kinship/ siblings siblings of the same sex angajugiik ᐊᖓᔪᒌᒃ
kinship/ siblings siblings (of same sex) nukariit ᓄᑲᕇᑦ
kinship/ siblings/ eldest eldest sibling angajukŁiitchuq ᐊᖓᔪᒃᖡᑦᕤᖅ
kinship/ siblings/ same sex older step-siblings of the same sex angajukšaq ᐊᖓᔪᒃᖅ

kinship/ sister my sister, a male speaker only najaga ᓇᔭᒐ
kinship/ sister younger sibling same sex nukaq ᓄᑲᖅ
kinship/ sister-in-law/ brother-
in-law

sister-in-law of a male speaker, 
brother-in-law of a female speaker, 
an endearing version, see aik

ainnuaq ᐊᐃᓐᓄᐊᖅ

kinship/ son son irniq ᐃᕐᓂᖅ
kinship/ son-in-law, bother-in-
law

male speaker referring to son-in-
law, and  brother-in-law  (sister's 
spouse) 

ningauk ᓂᖓᐅᒃ

kinship/ stays with stays with him/her/it; lives with 
him/her/it

najuqtaa ᓇᔪᖅᑖ

kinship/ step-brother step-brother of a female anikšaq ᐊᓂᒃᖅ
kinship/ step-brother younger step-sister of a female; 

younger step brother of a male
nukakšaq ᓄᑲᒃᖅ

kinship/ step-father step-father ataatakšaq ᐊᑖᑕᒃᖅ
kinship/ step-mother step-mother anaanakšaq ᐊᓈᓇᒃᖅ
kinship/ step-neice of male step-niece of a male ujurukšaq ᐅᔪᕈᒃᖅ
kinship/ step-nephew, neice step-niece or step-nephew of a 

women
nurrakšaq ᓄᕐᕋᒃᖅ

kinship/ step-sister step-sister of a male najakšaq ᓇᔭᒃᖅ
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kinship/ step-sister younger step-sister of a female; 
younger step brother of a male

nukakšaq ᓄᑲᒃᖅ

kinship/ step-son step-son irnikšaq ᐃᕐᓂᒃᖅ
kinship/ strep-daughter step-daughter panikšaq ᐸᓂᒃᖅ
kinship/ twins twins mařriak ᒪᖮᕆᐊᒃ
kinship/ uncle uncle (father’s brother) akkak ᐊᒃᑲᒃ
kinship/ uncle uncle on mother's side; mother's 

brother
angak ᐊᖓᒃ

kinship/aunt aunt; mother's sister arnarvik ᐊᕐᓇᕐᕕᒃ
kinship/brother my brother (for female speaker) aniga ᐊᓂᒐ

kinship/five generations before, 
after

great, great, great 
grandchild/grandparent refer to 
each other as "iluliq"

iluliq ᐃᓗᓕᖅ

kinship/grandchild's wife grandchild’s wife (daughter-n-law 
next more generation)

ukuavak ᐅᑯᐊᕙᒃ

kinship/great-great grandchild the name for great, great 
grandchild, also great, great 
grandparent, ajauppiaq also means 
walking stick or cane 

ajauppiaq ᐊᔭᐅᑉᐱᐊᖅ

kinship/kinship naming kinship term for someone who has 
your same name, (named after 
same person) see haunittiaq, 
hauniq also used for bone, also 
fruit pit or eggshell 

hauniq ᐅᓂᖅ

kinship/relative relative ila ᐃᓚ
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kinship/sister sister of a male najak ᓇᔭᒃ
kisses kisses him/her/it kuniktaa ᑯᓂᒃᑖ
kisses kisses kuniktuq ᑯᓂᒃᑐᖅ
kitchen kitchen niqłiurvik     ᓂᖅᖠᐅᕐᕕᒃ
kitchen kitchen (I’m in the...) niqłiurvingmiitchunga ᓂᖅᖠᐅᕐᕕᖕᒦᑦᕤᖓ
kneads punches dough; kneads dough; 

mixes something, stirs something
akutchiřuq ᐊᑯᑦᕠᖪᖅ

knee knee hiitquq ᑦᖁᖅ
knee cap knee cap hiitquaq ᑦᖁᐊᖅ
knee/gets gets down on his/her/knee hiitquqtuq ᑦᖁᖅᑐᖅ
knee/hurts hurts his/her/its knee hiitquaqtuq ᑦᖁᐊᖅᑐᖅ
kneels is kneeling hiitqungařuq ᑦᖁᖓᖪᖅ
kneels is in a kneeling position iqingařuq ᐃᕿᖓᖪᖅ
knife knife (ukkutaq for pocket knife) pilaut ᐱᓚᐅᑦ
knife woman's knife, wide curved cutting 

edge that has many uses, i.e. for 
cutting, scraping, cleaning meat, 
fish and skins, ulua /ᐅᓗᐊ  her/his 
ulu

ulu ᐅᓗ

knife/ table (pl. nirritit) table knife; eating 
utensil

niriřřutit ᓂᕆᖮᖪᑎᑦ

knits knits; weaves nuviqhaqtuq ᓄᕕᖅᖅᑐᖅ
knot a knot (as in rope) qilagniq ᕿᓚᒡᓂᖅ
know does not know (how); is not 

familiar with
qauřimangngitchuq ᖃᐅᖨᒪᖕᖏᑦᕤᖅ

know I don't know. qanukiaq ᖃᓄᑭᐊᖅ
know you know that!! qaujimaguit ᖃᐅᔨᒪᒍᐃᑦ
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knows knows (she/he...) qauřimařuq ᖃᐅᖨᒪᖪᖅ
knuckle one finger knuckle,  ball of the hiimik ᒥᒃ
knuckles knuckles hiimiit ᒦᑦ
krill krill (resembles a small shrimp) kinguk ᑭᖑᒃ
Labrador Labrador Nunattiavut ᓄᓇᑦᑎᐊᕗᑦ
ladder stairs, ladder majuraut ᒪᔪᕋᐅᑦ
ladle cup, ladle qaluraut ᖃᓗᕋᐅᑦ
lake lake tahiq ᑕᖅ
land land nuna ᓄᓇ
land owner someone owns that peice of land nunagiřauřuq ᓄᓇᒋᖬᐅᖪᖅ

land/ beautiful beautiful land, nunatchiavut -our 
beautiful land

nunatchiaq ᓄᓇᑦᕡᐊᖅ

lands bird or plane lands mittuq ᒥᑦᑐᖅ

landslide landslide, where there is an old hituaq ᑐᐊᖅ
language way of saying something taiguuhiq ᑕᐃᒎᖅ
language word; language; speech uqauhiq ᐅᖃᐅᖅ
Lapland Longspur Lapland Longspur manuilitalik ᒪᓄᐃᓕᑕᓕᒃ
lard lard punniq ᐳᓐᓂᖅ

last one last one (is the...) kingulliittuq ᑭᖑᓪᓖᑦᑐᖅ
late stays up late; stays up all night pigaaqtuq ᐱᒑᖅᑐᖅ

later later uvattiagu ᐅᕙᑦᑎᐊᒍ
later in a minute/right after ('later' is 

uvittiagu )
uvattiagunnuaq ᐅᕙᑦᑎᐊᒍᓐᓄᐊᖅ

later see you later uvattiaguptauq ᐅᕙᑦᑎᐊᒍᑉᑕᐅᖅ
laugh/ makes people... makes people laugh; is comical. 

See tiphinaqtuq
iglaqtitchiřuq ᐃᒡᓚᖅᑎᑦᕠᖪᖅ
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laughs laughs iglaqtuq ᐃᒡᓚᖅᑐᖅ
laughs feels like laughing tiphihuktuq ᑎᑉᒃᑐᖅ
laughs/ at it laughs at him/her/it, mocking, 

teasing, or just chuckling at 
someone else’s behavior

iglautigiřaa ᐃᒡᓚᐅᑎᒋᖭ

laughter/ causes it was funny tiphinaqqaaqłuni ᑎᑉᓇᖅᖄᖅᖢᓂ
launches launches it (e.g pushes the boat 

out), or contributes a prize to a 
game, haavittiřuq - has contributed 
a prize to a game

haavittaa ᕕᑦᑖ

launches/ is launched drifts away; is launched haavittuq ᕕᑦᑐᖅ
laundry dirty laundry uaqtakšat ᐅᐊᖅᑕᒃᑦ
law law maligaq ᒪᓕᒐᖅ
lay laid down on stomach palluqtuq ᐸᓪᓗᖅᑐᖅ
layers anything stacked or piled up in  

layers, e.g. pile of bannock stacked 
one on top of another, pile of 
furs, etc

qaliriit ᖃᓕᕇᑦ

laying down/ animal any mammal laying down, eg. 
qi`miq aqupiřuq - dog, laying down

aqupiřuq ᐊᖁᐱᖪᖅ

laying/on back person laying on his back nivralařuq ᓂᕝᕋᓚᖪᖅ
lazy is lazy iqiahuktuq ᐃᕿᐊᒃᑐᖅ
lead dog lead dog, the long trace one ihuraqtuřuq ᐃᕋᖅᑐᖪᖅ
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lead dog/ leader lead dog; leader of a group, 
(people), for the lead on a dog 
team it is ihuraqtuřuq , the one 
with the long trace

hivuliqti ᕗᓕᖅᑎ

leader lead dog; leader of a group hivuliqti ᕗᓕᖅᑎ
leader/ travel leading (first one) travel, the 

person leading the way
hivuliqtuq ᕗᓕᖅᑐᖅ

leader/trains trains someone/something to be a 
leader

hivuliqtiliuqtuq ᕗᓕᖅᑎᓕᐅᖅᑐᖅ

leads decides; makes plans; leads the 
way

hivunikhaqhiuqtuq ᕗᓂᒃᖅᐅᖅᑐᖅ

leads leads something to him/her/it atuqtitaa ᐊᑐᖅᑎᑖ
leaf leaf, literally 'looks like a tongue' 

like an uqaq
uqauřaq ᐅᖃᐅᖬᖅ

leaks oozes; leaks; something that is a maqiřuq ᒪᕿᖪᖅ

learns learns, is in school ilihaqtuq ᐃᓕᖅᑐᖅ
learns/ learns from learns from him/her/it; it is 

his/her school
iliharvigiřaa ᐃᓕᕐᕕᒋᖭ

learns/ learns it learns it ilihaqtaa ᐃᓕᖅᑖ
leather has some skin on it amilik ᐊᒥᓕᒃ
leather leather, also the generic name for 

seal skin, with fur
amiq ᐊᒥᖅ

leather needle leather sewing needle, has angles quagřulik ᖁᐊᕐᖪᓕᒃ

leaving/ preparations for preparations to leave (she is 
making...)

hanaqšuqtuq ᓇᖅᖅᑐᖅ

left/  command to turn Turn left. (command) haumi'nut hangulutit ᐅᒥ’ᓄᑦ ᖑᓗᑎᑦ

left/ left side left side haumik ᐅᒥᒃ
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left/ on my… on my left side haumimni ᐅᒥᒻᓂ
left/ on your… on your left side haumi'ni ᐅᒥ'ᓂ
left/ on… on his/her/its left haumiani ᐅᒥᐊᓂ
left/ one on… the one on the left haumikłiq ᐅᒥᒃᖠᖅ
leftover leftover ammiakuq ᐊᒻᒥᐊᑯᖅ
leg/ lower leg whole lower leg kanaaq ᑲᓈᖅ
legend story; legend unipkaaq ᐅᓂᑉᑳᖅ
Legislative Assembly Legislative Assembly maligaliurvik ᒪᓕᒐᓕᐅᕐᕕᒃ
lemming lemming avinngaq ᐊᕕᓐᖓᖅ

length its length, also used for long hand 
on clock

takinia ᑕᑭᓂᐊ

lengthens added, lengthens takłigiaqtaa ᑕᒃᖠᒋᐊᖅᑖ
library library uqalimaaqarvik ᐅᖃᓕᒫᖃᕐᕕᒃ
lice/ louse egg louse egg; nit itqiq ᐃᑦᕿᖅ
lichen lichen, the word relates to slippery, 

quajaq
quajaut ᖁᐊᔭᐅᑦ

licks licks him/her/it once aluktaa ᐊᓗᒃᑖ
licks lick once aluktuq ᐊᓗᒃᑐᖅ
licks licking him/her/it repeatedly aluktuqtaa ᐊᓗᒃᑐᖅᑖ
licks licks repeatedly aluktuqtuq ᐊᓗᒃᑐᖅᑐᖅ
lid rises on one side (lid) makpiqtuq ᒪᒃᐱᖅᑐᖅ
lid lid matu ᒪᑐ
lies down lies down (she...) nallaqtuq ᓇᓪᓚᖅᑐᖅ
lifted she/he/it lifted it up qangattaqtaa ᖃᖓᑦᑕᖅᑖ
lifts lifts him/her/it up,  see 

qangattaqtaa he/she/it lifted it up
kiviktaa ᑭᕕᒃᑖ
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lifts lifts something (she/he/it...), more 
specific than qangattaqtaa

qangattaiřuq ᖃᖓᑦᑕᐃᖪᖅ

light light (it gives off...) qaumařuq ᖃᐅᒪᖪᖅ
light is light (weight) uqitchuq ᐅᕿᑦᕤᖅ
lighter lighter ikiřaqtuq ᐃᑭᖬᖅᑐᖅ
lighter match; lighter itkit ᐃᑦᑭᑦ
lightning lightning kalluk ᑲᓪᓗᒃ
lights lights it ikitaa ᐃᑭᑖ
lights/ fire lights a fire ikitchiřuq ᐃᑭᑦᕠᖪᖅ
lights/ on flames are on, lights are on ikumařut ᐃᑯᒪᖪᑦ
like I like it. pitchaugiřara ᐱᑦᕦᐅᒋᖬᕋ
limb/ pins and needles gets pins and needles in a limb kakilahaiřuq ᑲᑭᓚᐃᖪᖅ

limping limping (I am...) tuhiattunga ᑐᐊᑦᑐᖓ
limping she/he/it is limping (due to a 

sore foot)
tuhiattuq ᑐᐊᑦᑐᖅ

limps limping tuhiattuq ᑐᐊᑦᑐᖅ
line/ straight in the axis of (straight line) tukiani ᑐᑭᐊᓂ
lined up in a row, in line with each other, 

e.g. D.E.W. line barrels
tukiliriik ᑐᑭᓕᕇᒃ

lined up in a row tukiliriik ᑐᑭᓕᕇᒃ
liner/ clothing liner clothing liner iluvruaq ᐃᓗᕝᕈᐊᖅ
lip lip qaqłu ᖃᖅᖢ
liquid/ making A liquid made from a process, 

water or like homebrew
immiugaq ᐃᒻᒥᐅᒐᖅ

liquid/ making melts ice or snow to make water; 
makes homebrew

immiuqtuq ᐃᒻᒥᐅᖅᑐᖅ
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listen/ shh listen; hush ata ᐊᑕ
listening hears, listens to him/her/it 

(continuous sound)
tuhaařaa ᑐᖭ

listens hears, listens (a continuous sound) tuhaařuq ᑐᖪᖅ
listens listens, obeys naalaktuq ᓈᓚᒃᑐᖅ
lit is turned on; is burning; is lit ikumařuq ᐃᑯᒪᖪᖅ
little bit little bit (a...) mikiřumik ᒥᑭᖪᒥᒃ
little while ago a little while ago uvattiahaaq ᐅᕙᑦᑎᐊᖅ
liver liver tinguk ᑎᖑᒃ
lives with stays with him/her/it; lives with 

him/her/it
najuqtaa ᓇᔪᖅᑖ

living room living room pulaarvik ᐳᓛᕐᕕᒃ
living room I’m in the living room. pulaarvingmiittunga ᐳᓛᕐᕕᖕᒦᑦᑐᖓ
living/ occupation What do you do for a living? huliriřiuvit ᓕᕆᖨᐅᕕᑦ
lock latch; lock pangngairut ᐸᖕᖓᐃᕈᑦ
locks is locking it pa'ngaiqtaa ᐸ'ᖓᐃᖅᑖ
long ago sometime ago, long ago taipšumani ᑕᐃᑉᒪᓂ
long ago It’s long takiřuq ᑕᑭᖪᖅ
Long tailed duck Long tailed duck, formerly known 

as Old Squaw duck
ařgiq ᐊᖮᒋᖅ

look he/she/it/ is looking upwards with 
head bent back 

aarlungařuq ᐋᕐᓗᖓᖪᖅ

look the action of raising head while 
resting or bending head back when 
vertical

aarluqtuq ᐋᕐᓗᖅᑐᖅ

look look for it qinikauk ᕿᓂᑲᐅᒃ
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look back looks back, turns ones' head to 
look back, qiviaqtuqtuq turns one's 
head to look back for an extended 
period of time

qiviaqtuq ᕿᕕᐊᖅᑐᖅ

look! look! (command form) takkuuk ᑕᒃᑰᒃ
looks in looks in itchuaqtuq ᐃᑦᕤᐊᖅᑐᖅ
looks like looks like him/her/it; resembles 

him/her/it
a'řia ᐊ'ᖨᐊ

loon/ Arctic loon (Arctic) kaglulik ᑲᒡᓗᓕᒃ
loose bounces off, springs loose pikhiktuq ᐱᒃᒃᑐᖅ
loose/ moveable is loose, is moveable,is wobbly aulattuq ᐊᐅᓚᑦᑐᖅ
loosening a person is loosening a srcew, 

twisting top etc. (anything that 
tightens and loosens by twisting)

qi'řaaqhiřuq ᕿ'ᖭᖅᖪᖅ

lose loses a game akingngitchuq ᐊᑭᖕᖏᑦᕤᖅ
loses/loses it loses it havgiiřaa ᕝᒌᖭ
louse louse kumak ᑯᒪᒃ
loved/ is loved (she/he is...) nagligiřauřuq ᓇᒡᓕᒋᖬᐅᖪᖅ
loves loves/has compassion for or pities 

him/her/it
nagligiřaa ᓇᒡᓕᒋᖭ

loves/it I love it / him / her.   ungagiřara 
is also used for 'love'.

nagligiřara ᓇᒡᓕᒋᖬᕋ

low something low pukkitchuq ᐳᒃᑭᑦᕤᖅ
lower downward to a lower area; a'mut ᐊ'ᒧᑦ
lower/ area lower section/area atchiniq ᐊᑦᕠᓂᖅ
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lowers lowers him/her/it a'muktaa ᐊ'ᒧᒃᑖ
lung lung puvak ᐳᕙᒃ
lungs air passages associated with the nuviqłuit ᓄᕕᖅᖢᐃᑦ
lungs lungs puvait ᐳᕙᐃᑦ
lure/ fishing ivory lure on the jigging stick, with 

no hook
iqaluuřaq ᐃᖃᓘᖬᖅ

lymph nodes lymph nodes qiniqhiq ᕿᓂᖅᖅ
M.L.A. Member of the Legislative 

Assembly
maligaliuqti ᒪᓕᒐᓕᐅᖅᑎ

magazine magazine qimiřruaq ᕿᒥᖮᕈᐊᖅ
magnet magnet nipitaqtuq ᓂᐱᑕᖅᑐᖅ
mail letters; correspondence; papers 

with writing (mail), written 
documents

titiqqat ᑎᑎᖅᑲᑦ

mainland mainland iluiliq ᐃᓗᐃᓕᖅ
maintenance/ occupation/ 
house maintainer

house maintenance person igluliriři ᐃᒡᓗᓕᕆᖨ

makes s/he it working on it. s/he made 
it

hanařaa ᓇᖭ

makes/it working on it (I am...) hanařara ᓇᖬᕋ
male/ animal male animal anguhalluq ᐊᖑᓪᓗᖅ
male/ belongings men's clothing, or things pertaining 

to men/male
angutihiutit ᐊᖑᑎᐅᑎᑦ

male/ human boy, man,  human male angut ᐊᖑᑦ 
male/ human/ dual form two men angutiik ᐊᖑᑏᒃ
man/ elderly elderly man inakŝaq ᐃᓐᓇᒃᖅ

man/ male human boy, man,  human male angut ᐊᖑᑦ 
man/ old old man innakšaq ᐃᓐᓇᒃᖅ
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manager manager; supervisor, boss ataniq ᐊᑕᓂᖅ
mantle wick for an oil lamp; a wick used 

for a qulliq  lamp, made from  
arctic cotton mixed with other dry 
plants

ipirakšaq ᐃᐱᕋᒃᖅ

mantle/ installed the installed wick that is ready to 
light in either qulliq or other 
lanterns

ipiraq ᐃᐱᕋᖅ

many many, lots amiřraqtut ᐊᒥᖮᕋᖅᑐᑦ
marble/ white white marble uqšuriaq ᐅᖅᕆᐊᖅ
March Natchilingmiutut name for the 

moon cycle occurring during the 
present month of March. This 
moon name refers to the time 
when premature seal pups are 
being born.

avunnivik ᐊᕗᓪᓂᕕᒃ

married married woman uilik ᐅᐃᓕᒃ
married man married man; has a wife nulialik ᓄᓕᐊᓕᒃ
marrow bone marrow patiq ᐸᑎᖅ
marrow/taking from bone takes the marrow out of a bone haulluqtuq ᐅᓪᓗᖅᑐᖅ

marrow/tool for removing tool to take the marrow out of a 
bone

haulluut ᐅᓪᓘᑦ

mask mask kiinaqpak ᑮᓇᖅᐸᒃ
mat a mat made out of tied willow 

branches, avaalaqiat , to put under 
the caribou skin bedding to keep 
it dry see: avaalaqiak

qilaktat ᕿᓚᒃᑕᑦ
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match match; lighter itkit ᐃᑦᑭᑦ
matches matches ikkitit ᐃᒃᑭᑎᑦ
material/ outer parka store bought outer material for 

parka
kaliku   ᑲᓕᑯ

material/ type knitted or woven item nuviqhaaq ᓄᕕᖅᖅ
mating mating pair of animals; mates nuliaqtut ᓄᓕᐊᖅᑐᑦ
matt foot matt, see natiraq for rug aluijarvik ᐊᓗᐃᔭᕐᕕᒃ
mattress a mattress, used to refer to a 

caribou skin mattress
a'liniq ᐊ'ᓕᓂᖅ

May
Natchilingmiutut name for the 
moon cycle occurring during the 
present month of May. This moon 
name refers to the time when the 
seal pups are shedding.

qavaařvik ᖃᕚᖮᕕᒃ

maybe maybe , also for "I believe it is 
so" or "maybe so", and taimaqa 
for "perhaps"

iihałuuřaaqtuq ᐄᖣᖭᖅᑐᖅ

me me, of my own uvamnik ᐅᕙᒻᓂᒃ
measures measures him/her/it uuktuqtaa ᐆᒃᑐᖅᑖ
meat her/his/its food, also that person's 

body meat, e.g tuktup niqia, 
umingmaup niqia

niqia ᓂᕿᐊ

meat game animal, something to eat 
from

nirřutit ᓂᕐᖪᑎᑦ

meat food; meat niqi ᓂᕿ
meat and fish/ raw raw meat; raw fish mikigaq ᒥᑭᒐᖅ
meat/ aged aged meat igunaq ᐃᒍᓇᖅ
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meat/ chopping with axe/ 
slivers

meat slivers from chopping meat 
with an axe

ulimmakkut ᐅᓕᒻᒪᒃᑯᑦ

meat/ cooked cooked meat uuřuq ᐆᖪᖅ
meat/ cooking boiled meat (she makes...) uuřuliuqtuq ᐆᖪᓕᐅᖅᑐᖅ
meat/ frozen frozen fish or meat quaq ᖁᐊᖅ
meat/ given the meat/food that has been 

given, see aitchuqtuq
aitchuut ᐊᐃᑦᕥᑦ

meat/ given some meat/food that is physically 
given [to someone by someone], 
see aitchuqtuq

aitchuuhiaq ᐊᐃᑦᕥᐊᖅ

meat/ gives he/she/it is giving a piece of 
meat/food, [to someone] (present 
tense)

aitchuqtuq ᐊᐃᑦᕤᖅᑐᖅ

meat/ giving she/he is giving a piece of 
meat/food, to him/her (present 
tense)

aitchuqtaa ᐊᐃᑦᕤᖅᑖ

meat/ was given food/meat was given by him or 
her, see aitchuut

aitchuutigiřaa ᐊᐃᑦᕥᑎᒋᖭ

meat/given she/he has given the meat/food, 
(present tense) see aitchuuhiaq

aitchuuhiaqtuq ᐊᐃᑦᕥᐊᖅᑐᖅ

mechanic mechanic ingniquhiuqti ᐃᖕᓂᖁᐅᖅᑎ
meeting are having a meeting; are  

gathered together
katimařut ᑲᑎᒪᖪᑦ

meeting/ place meeting place; gathering place katimavik ᑲᑎᒪᕕᒃ
meets comes across him/her/it; meets 

him/her/it
kahuqtaa ᑲᖅᑖ

meets goes to meet him/her/it pařriaqtaa ᐸᖮᕆᐊᖅᑖ
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meets travelers met by host village 
people

pařriaqtauřut ᐸᖮᕆᐊᖅᑕᐅᖪᑦ

melting is melting, thawing auktuqtuq ᐊᐅᒃᑐᖅᑐᖅ
membrane membrane that keeps the stomach 

and intestines in place 
(peritoneum)

nigvik ᓂᒡᕕᒃ

membrane outside part of the nigvik 
membrane (peritoneum)

nigviuraq ᓂᒡᕕᐅᕋᖅ

mended a broken object is mended but the niguqtittuq ᓂᒍᖅᑎᑦᑐᖅ
mends mends a sole, kamik/boot allaijaiřuq ᐊᓪᓚᐃᔭᐃᖪᖅ
mends mends little holes killaijaqtaa ᑭᓪᓚᐃᔭᖅᑖ
menstruate a young woman is having her first 

period, older term not often used, 
also means the peice that is 
hidden in the game nakunguaqtut

agliqtuq ᐊᒡᓕᖅᑐᖅ

menstruates bleeds; menstruates, also 
menstruate is agliqtuq

aunaaqtuq ᐊᐅᓈᖅᑐᖅ

mentally disabled is mentally disabled; is thoughtless ihumakitchuq ᐃᒪᑭᑦᕤᖅ

Merry Christmas expression used to say, “Merry 
Christmas”

quviahugvikhiutchiarit ᖁᕕᐊᒡᕕᒃᐅᑦᕠᐊᕆᑦ

messy cluttered, messy piřřarluktuq ᐱᖮᖬᕐᓗᒃᑐᖅ
metal iron; metal havik ᕕᒃ
middle the one in the middle, the middle-

est
akulliq ᐊᑯᓪᓕᖅ

middle its middle qitqa ᕿᑦᖃ
middle waist; middle qitiq ᕿᑎᖅ
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midnight after midnight ublaaruliqtuq ᐅᑉᓛᕈᓕᖅᑐᖅ
midnight became midnight [just] unnuaruqtuq ᐅᓐᓄᐊᕈᖅᑐᖅ
miits makes mittens pualuliuqtuq ᐳᐊᓗᓕᐅᖅᑐᖅ
miits mittens (a pair of) pualuuk ᐳᐊᓘᒃ
mild weather mild, travelable weather conditions 

e.g. Hila atuqšauřuq
atuqšauřuq ᐊᑐᖅᐅᖪᖅ

milk milk ituk ᐃᑐᒃ
milk/ I don't I do not take milk. ituliqattangngitchunga ᐃᑐᓕᖃᑦᑕᖕᖏᑦᕤᖓ
milk/ I take I take milk. ituliqattaqtunga ᐃᑐᓕᖃᑦᑕᖅᑐᖓ
milk/do you? Do you take milk? ituliqattaqpit? ᐃᑐᓕᖃᑦᑕᖅᐱᑦ
mine mine (possession) piga ᐱᒐ
mirage mirage,e.g in the spring time, 

islands in the ocean can look like 
they are up in the air 

qapiaqtittuq ᖃᐱᐊᖅᑎᑦᑐᖅ

mirror gazing in the mirror tarraqtuqtuq ᑕᕐᕋᖅᑐᖅᑐᖅ
mirror mirror tarraqtuut ᑕᕐᕋᖅᑑᑦ
miss I am really missing you now  

(I...you)
ungaliqtagit ᐅᖓᓕᖅᑕᒋᑦ

miss this word describes the person you 
wish was present with you here, 
now, because you love them so 
much

unganaqtuq ᐅᖓᓇᖅᑐᖅ

misses keep missing each other on the 
trail

kipuktaqtuk ᑭᐳᒃᑕᖅᑐᒃ

misses misses him/her/it, e.g child crying 
for a parent

ungagiřaa ᐅᖓᒋᖭ

mistake made a mistake tammaqtuq ᑕᒻᒪᖅᑐᖅ
mitt mitten pualu ᐳᐊᓗ
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mix punches dough; kneads dough; 
mixes something, stirs something

akutchiřuq ᐊᑯᑦᑎᖪᖅᕠ

mobility moving its legs in and out from 
pain

anguaqtuq ᐊᖑᐊᖅᑐᖅ

moist moist nilavittuq ᓂᓚᕕᑦᑐᖅ
Monday Monday hananngaut ᓇᓐᖓᐅᑦ
money money kiinauřaq ᑮᓇᐅᖬᖅ  
monitor screen; monitor (computer) qaritauřap igalauřa ᖃᕆᑕᐅᖬᑉ ᐃᒐᓚᐅᖬ
month every month tatqiq tamaat ᑕᑦᕿᖅ ᑕᒫᑦ
month last month tatqiuhaaqtumi ᑕᑦᕿᐅᖅᑐᒥ
month next month tatqiuniaqtumi ᑕᑦᕿᐅᓂᐊᖅᑐᒥ
month end of the month (at the...) tatqiup nungnguani ᑕᑦᕿᐅᑉ ᓄᙳᐊᓂ
moon moon is in the shape of an upside 

down smile, bad weather 
portended

paaqqangařuq ᐹᖅᑲᖓᖪᖅ

moon moon tatqiq ᑕᑦᕿᖅ
moon/ full full moon naaruqtuq ᓈᕈᖅᑐᖅ
moon/ half half moon, turned to qulliq qullingnguqtuq ᖁᓪᓕᖕᖑᖅᑐᖅ
moon/ new new moon is starting to show tatqiniktuq ᑕᑦᕿᓂᒃᑐᖅ
moon/ no moon the moon just ended being visable tatqiilaruqtuq ᑕᑦᖀᓚᕈᖅᑐᖅ

moon/no moon no moon tatqiilauřuq ᑕᑦᖀᓚᐅᖪᖅ
moose moose tuktuvak ᑐᒃᑐᕙᒃ
morning morning; this morning uplaaq ᐅᑉᓛᖅ
morning morning uplaaq ᐅᑉᓛᖅ
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morning through morning, recently has 
been adopted within cross cultural 
workplaces to translate english 
expression of, "good morning"  

uplaatkut ᐅᑉᓛᑦᑯᑦ

mosquito mosquito kikturiaq ᑭᒃᑐᕆᐊᖅ
moss moss urřuk ᐅᕐᖪᒃ
mother mother anaana ᐊᓈᓇ
mother-in-law father-in-law; mother-in-law hakik ᑭᒃ
motion/ is in.. motion (it's in...) inguttuq for any 

kind of motion/movement,  see 
ingiřrařuq  (is moving)

inguttuq ᐃᖑᑦᑐᖅ              

motor motor, any motor ingniqut ᐃᖕᓂᖁᑦ
motor/ has it has a motor ingniqutilik ᐃᖕᓂᖁᑎᓕᒃ
mountain mountain kingngaq  ᑭᖕᖓᖅ
mountain the mountain is over there kingngaq taika ᑭᖕᖓᖅ ᑕᐃᑲ
mountain sheep sheep (cliff - dweller) imnaiq ᐃᒻᓇᐃᖅ
mountain sorrel mountain sorrel, a plant with red hiirnat ᕐᓇᑦ
mountains mountains, also name for Cape 

Dorset
kingngait ᑭᖕᖓᐃᑦ

mouth opens her/his/its mouth aittaqtuq ᐊᐃᑦᑕᖅᑐᖅ
mouth mouth, qaniq ᖃᓂᖅ
mouth has a sore mouth qanirluktuq ᖃᓂᕐᓗᒃᑐᖅ
mouth/ inside keeps it in his/her/its mouth uqummiaqtaa ᐅᖁᒻᒥᐊᖅᑖ
mouth/ opens opens her/his/its mouth aittaqtuq ᐊᐃᑦᑕᖅᑐᖅ
moves something moving (example, 

turbulance in plane)
inguliqtuq ᐃᖑᓕᖅᑐᖅ

moves moves it to another location nuutaa ᓅᑖ
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moves moves to another location nuuttuq ᓅᑦᑐᖅ
moves in motion; moves (it...) ingiřrařuq ᐃᖏᖮᕋᖪᖅ
movie is watching a movie tarriřaqtuq ᑕᕐᕆᖬᖅᑐᖅ
movie film; movie tarriřaut ᑕᕐᕆᖬᐅᑦ
movie movie theatre tarriřarvik ᑕᕐᕆᖬᕐᕕᒃ
mud mud, clay marluk ᒪᕐᓗᒃ
museum museum itcharnitaqarvik ᐃᑦᕦᕐᓂᑕᖃᕐᕕᒃ
music/ playing s/he, it playing music atuqtuuřaqtuq ᐊᑐᖅᑑᖬᖅᑐᖅ
musk ox musk ox umingmak ᐅᒥᖕᒪᒃ
musk ox /young young musk ox umingmaaq ᐅᒥᖕᒫᖅ
muskox caribou calf; musk ox calf; a girl's 

sister's child
nurraq ᓄᕐᕋᖅ

muskox / catches muskox (She/he caught a...) umingmaktuq ᐅᒥᖕᒪᒃᑐᖅ
muskox/ hunts for musk ox hunting (She/he has 

gone...)
umingmiaqtuq ᐅᒥᖕᒥᐊᖅᑐᖅ

muskrat muskrat kivgaluk ᑭᕝᒐᓗᒃ
mussel mussel kukiuřaq ᑯᑭᐅᖬᖅ
mustache mustache umiřruk ᐅᒥᖮᕈᒃ
mute is mute; cannot speak uqajuitchuq ᐅᖃᔪᐃᑦᕤᖅ
my place my place (I am at...) uvapti'niittunga ᐅᕙᑉᑎ’ᓃᑦᑐᖓ
nail nail (for building) kikiak ᑭᑭᐊᒃ
nail clipper nail clipper kukiijaut ᑯᑮᔭᐅᑦ
nails nails it kikiaktaa ᑭᑭᐊᒃᑖ
nails nails it in several places kikiaktuqtaa ᑭᑭᐊᒃᑐᖅᑖ
naked (see uhiqutuq) is naked; is 

undressed; has no clothes on
uhinngařuq ᐅᓐᖓᖪᖅ

name name atiq ᐊᑎᖅ
name/ his/her/its his/her name atia ᐊᑎᐊ
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name/ kinship naming The person who chose a name for 
someone, and that person, (who 
was named), call each other, 
“atchiaq” 

atchiaq ᐊᑦᕠᐊᖅ

name/ kinship naming gives him/her/it a name atchiqtaa ᐊᑦᕠᖅᑖ

name/ kinship naming giving some one more than one 
person's name 

attiqtuiřuq ᐊᑦᑎᖅᑐᐃᖪᖅ

name/ your your name atit ᐊᑎᑦ
names mentions their name, says it out 

loud
taiguiřuq ᑕᐃᒍᐃᖪᖅ

names says his/her/ its name taiřaa ᑕᐃᖭ
names says the name of a thing or 

person; names someone or 
something

taiřuq ᑕᐃᖪᖅ

napkin napkin; wiper; rag; cloth for wiping 
face

ivgut ᐃᕝᒍᑦ

nare uses snares nigaqtuqtuq ᓂᒐᖅᑐᖅᑐᖅ
narwhale narwhal, can be called qinalugaq 

tuugaalik , or qinalugaq qirniqtuq
tuugaalik ᑑᒑᓕᒃ

Nattilik ocean between Talurřuaq and Gjoa 
Haven, also lake south-east of 
Talurřuaq

Natchilik ᓇᑦᕠᓕᒃ

Nattilik people of the seal, the dialect is 
called Natchilingmiutut 

natchilingmiut ᓇᑦᑎᓕᖕᒥᐅᑦ

nauseous is nauseous miriannguřuq ᒥᕆᐊᓐᖑᖪᖅ 
navel belly button; navel (umbilicus) qalahiq ᖃᓚᖅ
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navigation device instrument or object used for 
navigation

tammariitkut ᑕᒻᒪᕇᑦᑯᑦ

near nearby; close by; in the 
surrounding  area

qaniřrumi ᖃᓂᖮᕈᒥ

near surrounding area; vicinity; proximity qaniřruq ᖃᓂᖮᕈᖅ
near near it, close to it qaningani ᖃᓂᖓᓂ
near two are close to each other, two 

are near each other
qaniřřutiřuk ᖃᓂᖮᖪᑎᖪᒃ

near close by (it is...), near qanittuq ᖃᓂᑦᑐᖅ
nearest the nearest one in a group of tugliitchuq ᑐᒡᓖᑦᕤᖅ

nearest route by the shortest way qaniřrukkut ᖃᓂᖮᕈᒃᑯᑦ

neck neck qunguhiq ᖁᖑᖅ
neck nape of the neck/ nape tunuhuk ᑐᓄᒃ
neck/ base of small hollow at front base of neck angmanaaq ᐊᖕᒪᓈᖅ

necklace necklace ujamik ᐅᔭᒥᒃ
negative thoughts someone is thinking negatively 

towards someone
ihumaalu'mat ᐃᒫᓗ'ᒪᑦ

neice niece of a male ujuruk ᐅᔪᕈᒃ
nephew step-nephew of a male qangiakhaq ᖃᖏᐊᒃᖅ
nephew my nephew’s........ (male speaker) qangiama ᖃᖏᐊᒪ
nephew nephew of a male qangiak ᖃᖏᐊᒃᒃ
nervous/ eye movement moving the eye balls around, and 

not sure where to look, e.g when 
nervous

qi'řaluktitaqtuq  (iřimut) ᕿ'ᖬᓗᒃᑎᑕᖅᑐᖅ  ᐃᖨᒧᑦ

nest nest with eggs, see: pikiutuq , a 
person found a nest with eggs

ubluut ᐅᑉᓘᑦ
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nest nest upluut ᐅᑉᓘᑦ
nest makes a nest upluutiliuqtuq ᐅᑉᓘᑎᓕᐅᖅᑐᖅ
nest/ finds a person found a nest with eggs 

in it, note: nest with eggs is 
ubluut ,

pikiutuq ᐱᑭᐅᑐᖅ

new something new nutaaq ᓄᑖᖅ
newborn newborn inuhaaq ᐃᓄᖅ
nice not being nice pitchiangngitchuq ᐱᑦᕠᐊᖕᖏᑦᕤᖅ
night all night unnuanga ᐅᓐᓄᐊᖓ
night night has fallen unnuktuq ᐅᓐᓄᒃᑐᖅ
night it has become night [just] unnuliqtuq ᐅᓐᓄᓕᖅᑐᖅ
night/ last last night unnuaq ᐅᓐᓄᐊᖅ
nine nine (there are two ways to 

describe the number nine, could 
also be arvinilik hitamat )

qulaunnginnuaqtuq ᖁᓚᐅᖕᖏᓐᓄᐊᖅᑐᖅ

no no,  also see iiqi iakak  ᐃᐊᑲᒃ
no no, also, "no" can be 

communicated by a facial 
expression of a wrinkled nose, also 
see iakak

iiqi ᐄᕿ

no refused, says no qipiluktuq ᕿᐱᓗᒃᑐᖅ
none there is non left hutaqaruiqtuq ᑕᖃᕈᐃᖅᑐᖅ
none/ there is nothing, there is none huttaitchuq/hutaqangngitchuq ᑦᑕᐃᑦᕤᖅ/ᑕᖃᖕᖏᑦᕤᖅ
north wind north wind, the main north 

northwest wind is called 
ua'naqłiqtuq

pika'naqtuq ᐱᑲ'ᓇᖅᑐᖅ

northern lights northern lights, aurora borealis aqšat ᐊᖅᑦ

Northwest Territories Northwest Territories Nunatsiaq ᓄᓇᑦᓯᐊᖅ
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nose the bridge of your nose akuliaq ᐊᑯᓕᐊᖅ
nose nose qingaq ᕿᖓᖅ
nose nose; nasal cavity hurluk ᕐᓗᒃ
nose/ about has a runny nose, snifles kakiliqtuq ᑲᑭᓕᖅᑐᖅ
nose/ blows blows his/her/its nose kakkiktuq ᑲᒃᑭᒃᑐᖅ
nose/ bridge bridge of nose kakiviaq ᑲᑭᕕᐊᖅ
nose/ of an object the nose of an object e.g plane hivunia ᕗᓂᐊ

nothing/ it is.. it's nothing; there's nothing there, 
also a teasing word for someone, 
"good for nothing"

huungngitchuq ᖕᖏᑦᕤᖅ

November
Natchilingmiutut name for the 
moon cycle occurring during the 
present month of November. This 
moon name refers to the time 
when people pick up their caches.

aquijurvik ᐊᖁᐃᔪᕐᕕᒃ

now now tařva ᑕᖮᕙ
nudges he/she/it nudges it/he/she ajaktaa ᐊᔭᒃᑖ
number number naahaut ᓈᐅᑦ
number number naahaut ᓈᐅᑦ
Nunavik Nunavik, a place where there is 

plenty of soil for rich plant life
Nunavik ᓄᓇᕕᒃ

Nunuavut Tunngavik work at Nunavut Tunngavik (I...) tunngavitku'ni hanařunga ᑐᓐᖓᕕᑦᑯ’ᓂ ᓇᖪᖓ
nurse nurse munaqhi ᒧᓇᖅ
nursing station nursing station, (aanniarvik is only 

for hospital)
munaqhiqarvik ᒧᓇᖅᖃᕐᕕᒃ
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oar oar -paut is paddle iput ᐃᐳᑦ
oarlock oarlock ipuřvik ᐃᐳᖮᕕᒃ
obeys listens, obeys naalaktuq ᓈᓚᒃᑐᖅ
obsessive is too much, doing too much, 

character trait of excessive 
behaviour, obsessive

pivallaaqtuq ᐱᕙᓪᓛᖅᑐᖅ

occupation What do you do for a living? 
(occupation)

huliriřiuvit ᓕᕆᖨᐅᕕᑦ

ocean/ floor floor, e.g. ocean bottom natiq ᓇᑎᖅ
October Natchilingmiutut name for the 

moon cycle occurring during the 
present month of October. This 
moon name refers to the time 
when the young male caribou lose 
their antlers.

amiraijarvik: uhualignut ᐊᒥᕋᐃᔭᕐᕕᒃ ᐅᐊᓕᒡᓄᑦ

odor or taste it has smell; scent; odor; taste, e.g 
fermented meat

tipilik ᑎᐱᓕᒃ

odour/ bad has a bad taste; smells bad mamaitchuq ᒪᒪᐃᑦᕤᖅ
off off (the stove is...) ignirvik qaminngařuq ᐃᒡᓂᕐᕕᒃ ᖃᒥᓐᖓᖪᖅ
off turn it off. (command) qamigguuk ᖃᒥᒎᒃ
off off (It's turned...) qaminngařuq ᖃᒥᓐᖓᖪᖅ
off is extinguished; is out (of fire); 

light is off
qamittuq ᖃᒥᑦᑐᖅ

office office titirarvik ᑎᑎᕋᕐᕕᒃ
office at the office titirarvingmi ᑎᑎᕋᕐᕕᖕᒥ
office from the office titirarvingmit ᑎᑎᕋᕐᕕᖕᒥᑦ
office to the office titirarvingmut ᑎᑎᕋᖅᕕᖕᒧᑦ
offspring to your offspring qitunnga'nut ᕿᑐᓐᖓ'ᓄᑦ
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offspring offspring qitunngaq ᕿᑐᓐᖓᖅ
old something old nuttaungngitchuq ᓄᑦᑕᐅᖕᖏᑦᕤᖅ
old/ person old person inutuqaq ᐃᓄᑐᖃᖅ
on board is on board ikihimařuq ᐃᑭᒪᖪᖅ
on board/ boarded has already boarded ikittaaqtuq ᐃᑭᑦᑖᖅᑐᖅ
on board/ puts puts him/her/it on board ikipkagaa ᐃᑭᑉᑲᒑ
on/ turn it on turn it on (command). ikigguuk ᐃᑭᒡᒎᒃ
one/ one atauhiq ᐊᑕᐅᖅ
one/ have I'll have 'one', also atauhirmik e.g. 

I want [only] 'one'.
atautchimik ᐊᑕᐅᑦᕠᒥᒃ

one/ only only one atauhiinnaq ᐊᑕᐅᓐᓇᖅ
only only him/her/it kihimi ᑭᒥ
oozes oozes; leaks; something that is a 

thick liquid substance, not watery
maqiřuq ᒪᕿᖪᖅ

open split it open, eg, cutting a seal hiiktaa ᒃᑖ
open open (the window is...) igalaaq ukkuiqhimařuq ᐃᒑᓛᖅ ᐅᒃᑯᐃᖅᒪᖪᖅ
open crack/ in ice is open; open crack in ice angmařuq ᐊᖕᒪᖪᖅ
open/ command Open the window. (command) igalaaq ukkuiruk ᐃᒑᓛᖅ ᐅᒃᑯᐃᕈᒃ
opener can or bottle opener angmaqtirut ᐊᐱᖅᖅᑐᖅ
opening opening, e.g. a natural  opening in 

ice. (A chiseled hole in the ice is 
called agluaq). An opening in tent 
wall from being worn is angmaniq.

angmaniq ᐊᖕᒪᓂᖅ

opening mouth of the river, an opening, paanga ᐹᖓ

opens s/he, it, is opening it angmaqtaa ᐊᖕᒪᖅᑖ
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opens opens the window (she/he...) igalaaq ukkuiqtaa ᐃᒑᓛᖅ ᐅᒃᑯᐃᖅᑖ
opens/ opens cans s/he is opening cans, bottles angmaqtiriřuq ᐊᖕᒪᖅᑎᕆᖪᖅ
opponent opponent akiraq ᐊᑭᕋᖅ
opponent two opponents; two enemies akirariik ᐊᑭᕋᕇᒃ
opponent/ has as.. has him/her/ it as an opponent akirariřaa ᐊᑭᕋᕆᖭ

opposite located at the opposite side akilliq ᐊᑭᓪᓕᖅ
optic nerve optic nerve of the eye ipiuta ᐃᐱᐅᑕ
or or taimaluunniit ᑕᐃᒪᓘᓐᓃᑦ
or this one or this one uvvaluunniit ᐅᕝᕙᓘᓐᓃᑦ
orange colour orange aupajaaqtuq ᐊᐅᐸᔮᖅᑐᖅ
orders commands, tells, orders someone 

to do something
pitquřaa ᐱᑦᖁᖭ

orders/ action of  s/he ordered it from a catalogue aquiqtuqtaa ᐊᖁᐃᖅᑐᖅᑖ

orders/ action of he/she ordered from a catalogue aquiqtuqtuq ᐊᖁᐃᖅᑐᖅᑐᖅ

orphan orphan; abandoned child, someone 
without relatives

iliarřuk ᐃᓕᐊᕐᖪᒃ

other one the other one (iglua  is for one of 
)

aippaa ᐊᐃᑉᐹ

our place at our place uvapti'ni ᐅᕙᑉᑎ’ᓂ
our place from our place uvapti'nit ᐅᕙᑉᑎ’ᓂᑦ
our place to our place uvapti'nut ᐅᕙᑉᑎ’ᓄᑦ
outdoors outside; outdoors hilami ᓚᒥ
outdoors/is is outside; is outdoors hilamiittuq ᓚᒦᑦᑐᖅ
outermost the outermost layer, or outermost hilalliq ᓚᓪᓕᖅ

outside ouside; weather; atmosphere hila ᓚ
outside/ of on the outside of him/her/it hilataani ᓚᑖᓂ
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outside/is outside of (it is...) hilataaniittuq ᓚᑖᓃᑦᑐᖅ
overflowing fills it up to overflowing ulivittitaa ᐅᓕᕕᑦᑎᑖ
overflowing is filled up to overflowing ulivittuq ᐅᓕᕕᑦᑐᖅ
overloaded is overloaded uhiliqpallaaqtuq ᐅᓕᖅᐸᓪᓛᖅᑐᖅ
overloaded overloaded uhituvallaaqtuq ᐅᑐᕙᓪᓛᖅᑐᖅ
overnights stays overnight somewhere 

(he/she...)
hiniktariaqhimařuq ᓂᒃᑕᕆᐊᖅᒪᖪᖅ

overwhelmed overwhelmed by demands arli'naqtuq ᐊᕐᓕ'ᓇᖅᑐᖅ
ownership/ temporary he/he/it has he/she /it 

(ownership), he/she/it is keeping 
(temporarily) he/she/it

pihimařaa ᐱᒪᖭ

packing parka parka for packing a baby on ther 
back

amaut ᐊᒪᐅᑦ

paddle paddle, (d. pautik ), kayak paddle is paut ᐸᐅᑦ
paddles paddles, is paddling pauqtuq ᐸᐅᖅᑐᖅ
page/ turns turns the pages makpiraqtuq ᒪᒃᐱᕋᖅᑐᖅ
pail bucket; pail; pot qattaq ᖃᑦᑕᖅ
pain sick; in pain (he is...) a'niruhuktuq ᐊ’ᓂᕈᒃᑐᖅ
paint paint minguaq ᒥᖑᐊᖅ
paint paints it minguaqtaa ᒥᖑᐊᖅᑖ
pair a pair iglugiik ᐃᒡᓗᒌᒃ
pair/ is one of the other of the pair iglua ᐃᒡᓗᐊ
pair/ not not a matching pair iglugiingngitchuk ᐃᒡᓗᒌᖕᖏᑦᕤᒃ
pair/ one is missing one of a pair is missing; has no 

house
igluitchuq ᐃᒡᓗᐃᑦᕤᖅ

pair/ one of one of a pair igluinnaq ᐃᒡᓗᐃᓐᓇᖅ
pair/ uses only one uses only one of a pair iglupiaqtuqtuq ᐃᒡᓗᐱᐊᖅᑐᖅᑐᖅ
palm palm of a hand itimak ᐃᑎᒪᒃ
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pancreas pancreas mapha ᒪᑉ
Pangnirtung Pangnirtung pangniqtuuq ᐸᖕᓂᖅᑑᖅ
Pangnirtung originally from Pangnirtung Pangniqtuurmiutammarik ᐸᖕᓂᖅᑑᕐᒥᐅᑕᒻᒪᕆᒃ
pants pants; trousers qarlik ᖃᕐᓕᒃ
pants I put my pants on qarliktunga ᖃᕐᓕᒃᑐᖓ
pants/ falling down pants are beginning to fall down, 

or something is sinking in the 
water (e.g. seal)

kiviliqtuq ᑭᕕᓕᖅᑐᖅ

paper paper aliřařuq ᐊᓕᖬᖪᖅ
parallel parallel to it nalaani ᓇᓛᓂ
parents parents angajuqqaat ᐊᖓᔪᖅᑳᑦ
parents-in law parents-in-law hakik ᑭᒃ
park park minnguiqhirvik ᒥᓐᖑᐃᖅᕐᕕᒃ
parka parka atigi ᐊᑎᒋ
parka type parka with a fringe nigřalik ᓂᒡᖬᓕᒃ
parka/  style a parka with a pointed hood kukukpaalik ᑯᑯᒃᐹᓕᒃ
parka/ hood type pointed hood of a parka kukukpaaq ᑯᑯᒃᐹᖅ
parka/ outer shell outer shell of a parka kalikuq ᑲᓕᑯᖅ
parka/ type outside caribou-skin parka qulitchaq ᖁᓕᑦᕦᖅ
Parks Canada Parks canada Kavamatuqaku'ni 

Minnguiqhirviliriřitkut
ᑲᕙᒪᑐᖃᑯ'ᓂ 
ᒥᓐᖑᐃᖅᕐᕕᓕᕆᖨᑦᑯᑦ

part of it a part/piece of it, ilaa ᐃᓛ
partner partner in doing or making 

something
ikajuqtia ᐃᑲᔪᖅᑎᐊ

partner person of the same age; partner; 
spouse, person lived with

inuuqati ᐃᓅᖃᑎ
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partner/ is his/her accompanies him/her; is his/her 
spouse; lives with him/her

inuuqatigiřaa ᐃᓅᖃᑎᒋᖭ

passes overtakes him/her/it; passes 
him/her/it

qaangiqtaa ᖄᖏᖅᑖ

past/ two days ago day before yesterday itpakšaa'ni ᐃᑦᐸᒃ'ᓂ
patches patches it; adds a piece to it ilaaqtuqtaa ᐃᓛᖅᑐᖅᑖ
path street, road, trail, path apqut ᐊᑉᖁᑦ
path/ trail street, road, trail, path apqut ᐊᑉᖁᑦ
pats pats him/her/it; slaps him/her/it patiktaa ᐸᑎᒃᑖ

pattern ruler; pattern; example; sample uuktuut ᐆᒃᑑᑦ
pattern pieces/ cut she cut fabric or skin into pattern 

pieces for sewing
iliktiqtaa ᐃᓕᒃᑎᖅᑖ

payment trades it- trades it; exchanges akiliutiřaa ᐊᑭᓕᐅᑎᖭ
payment/ receives receives it as a payment akiliuhiariřaa ᐊᑭᓕᐅᐊᕆᖭ
pays pays - pays for it akiliqtaa ᐊᑭᓕᖅᑖ
peel peel of fruit, vegetable; skin of a 

fish; bark of a tree
amiraq ᐊᒥᕋᖅ

peel peel of fruit, vegetable; skin of a amiraq ᐊᒥᕋᖅ
peels wears out; is worn out (clothes); is amiiqtuq ᐊᒦᖅᑐᖅ
peels peels a fruit, vegetable amiraijaiřuq ᐊᒥᕋᐃᔭᐃᖪᖅ
peels peeling the fruit amiraijaqtaa ᐊᒥᕋᐃᔭᖅᑖ
pelvis where the front of pelvis bone 

meets the ridge of the cartilage
ingiq ᐃᖏᖅ

pelvis pelvis kuuttiq ᑰᑦᑎᖅ
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pen, pencil pen or pencil, writing instrument titiraut ᑎᑎᕋᐅᑦ

penis penis uhuk ᐅᒃ
penny penny (copper colored) aupajaaqtunnuaq ᐊᐅᐸᔮᖅᑐᓐᓄᐊᖅ
people/ central aectic person or people at the center, 

central arctic region
qitirmiut ᕿᑎᕐᒥᐅᑦ

people/ many many people, an expression of 
awe, inugaalułłuit !

inugaaluit ᐃᓄᒑᓗᐃᑦ

people/ many there are many people, also see 
expression inugaaluit

inugiaktuq ᐃᓄᒋᐊᒃᑐᖅ

people/ mythical the little people; Inuit mythical inugaru'lik ᐃᓄᒐᕈ'ᓕᒃ

people/ plural 3+ people (more than two) inuit ᐃᓄᐃᑦ
peregrine falcon Peregrine falcon kiřgaviarřuk ᑭᖮᒐᕕᐊᕐᖪᒃ
perfume perfume tippakhaut ᑎᑉᐸᒃᐅᑦ
perpendicular perpendicular hanningařuq ᓐᓂᖓᖪᖅ
perseveres perseveres through a difficult time aniguutiřuq ᐊᓂᒎᑎᖪᖅ
person person; human being inuk ᐃᓄᒃ
person going a person is going to where 

another person is
urnikhiřuq ᐅᕐᓂᒃᖪᖅ

person of same age person of the same age; partner; 
spouse, person lived with

inuuqati ᐃᓅᖃᑎ

person to person interaction looks away sideways (after looking 
at someone)

qikhimiktuq ᕿᒃᒥᒃᑐᖅ

person to person interaction moving just the eyes to look 
sideways, (sign of being angry)

qikhimingařuq ᕿᒃᒥᖓᖪᖅ

person/ alive is alive; is a person; is an Inuk inuuřuq ᐃᓅᖪᖅ
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person/ classification people who are non-Inuit, and not 
of the original peoples of region. 
(people from somewhere else)

qaplunaaq ᖃᑉᓗᓈᖅ

person/ classification Inuk person of mixed blood, part qaplunaarak ᖃᑉᓗᓈᕋᖅ
person/ oriented towards oriented towards a person, e.g.  inungmut haattuq ᐃᓄᖕᒧᑦ ᑦᑐᖅ
pharmacy pharmacy havautitaarvik ᕙᐅᑎᑖᕐᕕᒃ
phone bell; alarm; buzzer; phone hivajaut ᕙᔭᐅᑦ
phone number/ my…is My phone number is …….. hivajautima naahautaa….. ᕙᔭᐅᑎᒪ ᓈᐅᑖ ......
phone/cell cell phone; mobile phone hivajaut kauttuarmiaq ᕙᔭᐅᑦ ᑲᐅᑦᑐᐊᕐᒥᐊᖅ
phones she/he phoned , he/she made the 

bell ring
hivajaqtuq ᕙᔭᖅᑐᖅ

photographs takes his/her/its picture a'řiliuqtaa ᐊ'ᖨᓕᐅᖅᑖ
piece/ of it a part/piece of it, ilaa ᐃᓛ
pigeon-toed walks pigeon-toed, toes pointing 

inward
kuuttuřuq ᑰᑦᑐᖪᖅ

pill pill havaut ᕙᐅᑦ
pillow pillow akit ᐊᑭᑦ
pillow your pillow akitit ᐊᑭᑎᑦ

pilot pilot tingmiřulik ᑎᖕᒥᖪᓕᒃ
pin worm is itchy around anus from a pin 

worm infestation
quaqtařuq ᖁᐊᖅᑕᖪᖅ

pinworm pinworm quaqtaq ᖁᐊᖅᑕᖅ
pinworms itchy anus , e.g from pin worms quaqtařuq ᖁᐊᖅᑕᖪᖅ

pipe/has has a tunnel or pipe hu`lulik 'ᓗᓕᒃ
pistol pistol iglupiaqtuut ᐃᒡᓗᐱᐊᖅᑑᑦ
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pit/fruit bone (also used as reference to 
someone who has your same 
name) , also fruit pit or eggshell

hauniq ᐅᓂᖅ

pitiful even though it is pitiful……… naglingnaraluaqłuni ᓇᒡᓕᖕᓇᕋᓗᐊᖅᖢᓂ
pitiful is endearing or pitiful naglingnaqtuq ᓇᒡᓕᖕᓇᖅᑐᖅ
place place; space ini ᐃᓂ
place it place it down, put it in place, ililugu ᐃᓕᓗᒍ
place name Place name Umingmaktuuq ᐅᒥᖕᒪᒃᑑᖅ
places places it; puts it down iliřaa ᐃᓕᖭ
plans decides; makes plans; leads the hivunikhaqhiuqtuq ᕗᓂᒃᖅᐅᖅᑐᖅ
plant/ Arctic Heather Arctic Heather (fire-starter) ikšut ᐃᒃᑦ

plant/ crow berrys crow berry paunngaq ᐸᐅᓐᖓᖅ

plant/ cultivated cultivated plant nautchiaq ᓇᐅᑦᑎᐊᖅ
plant/ mountain sorrel mountain sorrel, a plant with red 

seeds and green leaves that tastes 
tart.  (Latin name, Oxyria digyna)

hiirnat ᕐᓇᑦ

plants growing plants piruqtut ᐱᕈᖅᑐᑦ
plants/ arctic cotton Arctic Cotton kanguuřaq ᑲᖒᖬᖅ
plants/ bear berry bearberry kapla ᑲᑉᓚ
plants/ berries cloudberry aqpik ᐊᖅᐱᒃ
plants/ blueberry blueberry kigutangirnaq ᑭᒍᑕᖏᕐᓇᖅ
plants/ cranberry cranberry kingmingnak ᑭᖕᒥᖕᓇᒃ
plants/ grass blade of grass (pl. ivgit) ivik ᐃᕕᒃ
plants/ leaf leaf, literally 'looks like a tongue' 

like an uqaq
uqauřaq ᐅᖃᐅᖬᖅ
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plants/ lichen lichen, the word relates to slippery, 
quajaq-

quajaut ᖁᐊᔭᐅᑦ

plants/ moss moss urřuk ᐅᕐᖪᒃ
plants/ mountain sorrel mountain sorrel, a plant with red 

seeds and green leaves that tastes 
tart. (Latin name, Oxyria digyna)

hiirnat ᕐᓇᑦ

plants/ Prickly Saxifrage Prickly Saxifrage has thorn-like 
bristles, long ago was used to 
brew tea 

kakillarnaq ᑲᑭᓪᓚᕐᓇᖅ

plants/ red berry/ picking goes red berry picking kablataqtuq ᑲᑉᓚᖅᑕᖅᑐᖅ
plants/ seaweed seaweed aqajak ᐊᖃᔭᒃ
plants/ willow willow uqpik ᐅᖅᐱᒃ
plants/ Yellow Oxytrope Yellow oxytrope, has a white, 

tapered root that is stringy and 
tastey.  Airaq can also be used for 
the word carrot, or other long root 
vegetables.

airaq ᐊᐃᕋᖅ

plate dinner plate, surface to eat from higřaaq ᒡᖭᖅ

plays plays ulapqiřuq ᐅᓚᑉᕿᖪᖅ
pliers pliers kiipkaqhit ᑮᑉᑲᖅᑦ
pliers pliers tiggut ᑎᒡᒍᑦ
pliers pliers, also see kiipkaqhit tiggutik ᑎᒡᒍᑎᒃ
plucks plucks a bird iritaqtuq ᐃᕆᑕᖅᑐᖅ
plug plug himik ᒥᒃ

plugging

plugging a little hole, e.g in an 
iglu, boat

qikuqtuq ᕿᖅᑯᑐᖅ
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pocket pocket kauttuaq ᑲᐅᑦᑐᐊᖅ
pocket knife jack-knife, pocket knife ukkuttaq ᐅᒃᑯᑦᑕᖅ
pocketed has it in their pocket kauttuarmiutariřaa ᑲᐅᑦᑐᐊᕐᒥᐅᑕᕆᖭ
point point of land tikiraq ᑎᑭᕋᖅ
point name of long peice of pointed 

land 
tikirarřuaq ᑎᑭᕋᖅᖪᐊᖅ

point tip; point nuvuk ᓄᕗᒃ
poke poke/pick them out e.g  with a 

fork
kapilugit ᑲᐱᓗᒋᑦ

polar bear polar bear nanuq ᓇᓄᖅ
polar bear polar bear hide nanuraq ᓇᓄᕋᖅ
polar bear Have you ever seen a polar bear? nanurmik takupqaliqpit? ᓇᓄᕐᒥᒃ ᑕᑯᑉᖃᓕᖅᐱᑦ

polar bear polar bear hunting (he has gone 
out looking for polar bear)

nanniaqtuq ᓇᓐᓂᐊᖅᑐᖅ

polar bear caught a polar bear nannuktuq ᓇᓐᓄᒃᑐᖅ
polar bear/ cub polar bear cub atiqtaq ᐊᑎᖅᑕᖅ
polar bear/ den polar bear den apu'miuvik ᐊᐳ'ᒥᐅᕕᒃ
polar bear/ meat polar bear meat nanuup niqia ᓇᓅᑉ ᓂᕿᐊ
police police piliuhima ᐱᓕᐅᒪ
police police department piliuhimaqarvik ᐱᓕᐅᒪᖃᕐᕕᒃ
pond small lake, pond tahiařuk ᑕᐊᖪᒃ
Pond Inlet Pond Inlet Mittimatalik ᒥᑦᑎᒪᑕᓕᒃ
pop pop imigaq qalaaqtuq ᐃᒥᒐᖅ ᖃᓛᖅᑐᖅ
porch entrance; porch tuqšuk    ᑐᖅᒃ
porch/ is placed in it is placed in the porch tuqšununngaqtuq ᑐᖅᓄᓐᖓᖅᑐᖅ
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porridge porridge, e.g oatmeal, cream of 
wheat

niqiliaq ᓂᕿᓕᐊᖅ

portage portage between lakes itipliq ᐃᑎᑉᓕᖅ
portage/ other end the other end of the itiviani ᐃᑎᕕᐊᓂ
possibly possibly (answer to a question) iihaugaluaq ᐄᐅᒐᓗᐊᖅ
post office post office titiraqhiurvik ᑎᑎᕋᖅᐅᕐᕕᒃ
post office Are you going to the post office? titiraqhiurviliaqpit? ᑎᑎᕋᖅᐅᕐᕕᓕᐊᖅᐱᑦ?

post office she's/he's enroute to post office. titiraqhiurvingmungngauřuq ᑎᑎᕋᖅᐅᕐᕕᖕᒧᖕᖓᐅᖪᖅ

pot cooking pot, traditionally made of 
soapstone 

utkuhik ᐅᑦᑯᒃ

power plant power plant ingniqutiqarvik ᐃᖕᓂᖁᑎᖃᕐᕕᒃ
precise/ makes something to help with making 

straight, precise, orderly.
kitqithaut ᑭᑦᕿᒃᐅᑦ

pregnant is pregnant hingaiřuq ᖓᐃᖪᖅ
premonition she/he has a premonition that 

someone will be arriving, from the 
root word niriuk - which is to 
anticipate, and  niriungngittuq 
she/he had not 
expected/anticipated or was 
surprised 

niriuřaaqtuq ᓂᕆᐅᖭᖅᑐᖅ

preparations/ to leave preparations to leave (she is 
making...)

hanaqšuqtuq ᓇᖅᖅᑐᖅ

pressed down Being pressed down naqitiqtauřuq ᓇᕿᑎᖅᑕᐅᖪᖅ
pressure ridge ice pressure ridge qurlugniq ᖁᕐᓗᒡᓂᖅ
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price  price (what is exchanged for 
something of equal value); other 
side of a body of water

akia ᐊᑭᐊ

price wins a game, wins a prize, [that's 
the] price akiřuq ᐊᑭᖪᖅ

Prickly Saxifrage Prickly Saxifrage has thorn-like 
bristles, long ago was used to 
brew tea 

kakillarnaq ᑲᑭᓪᓚᕐᓇᖅ

printer computer printer qaritauřakut titiraut ᖃᕆᑕᐅᖬᑯᑦ ᑎᑎᕋᐅᑦ

prop up prop something up by putting 
something under

ikuvriqtuqtuq ᐃᑯᕝᕆᖅᑐᖅᑐᖅ

ptarmigan ptarmigan aqiřgiq ᐊᕿᖮᒋᖅ
pubic hair pubic hair tingiq ᑎᖏᖅ
puddle puddles made by something 

dripping
kuhirnirit ᑯᕐᓂᕆᑦ

pull pull it nuhuglugu ᓄᒡᓗᒍ
pulling sled pulling a sled kalittuq ᑲᓕᑦᑐᖅ
pulls pulls it out; received it as a prize amuřaa ᐊᒧᖭ

pulls pulls nuqittuq ᓄᕿᑦᑐᖅ
pulls it pulling it nuqitaa ᓄᕿᑖ
pulls/ on sled drags him/her/it; pulls him/her/it 

on sled
uniaqtaa ᐅᓂᐊᖅᑖ

punches punches him/her/it with a fist tigluktaa ᑎᒡᓗᒃᑖ
pupil pupil of the eye ijaruvak ᐃᔭᕈᕙᒃ
puppy puppy qi'miarřuk ᕿ'ᒥᐊᕐᖪᒃ
purple purple auparvajuktuq ᐊᐅᐸᕐᕙᔪᒃᑐᖅ

pushed he/she/it pushed it pinguřaa ᐱᖑᖭ
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pushes pushes, moves object forward , 
e.g.sled

kaivluaqtuq ᑲᐃᕝᓗᐊᖅᑐᖅ

put/puts outside puts him/her/it outside anitaa/anititaa ᐊᓂᑖ/ᐊᓂᑎᑖ
puts/ aside puts it aside  hanivaiřuq ᓂᕙᐃᖪᖅ
qamut/ making soil runners putting soil on qamut runners (sled 

runners) he/she is.....
ivřuqhiřuq ᐃᕝᖪᖅᖪᖅ

question a question apiqqut ᐊᐱᖅᖁᑦ
question ask him/her/it (command) apirigguuk ᐊᐱᕆᒡᒎᒃ
questions questions someone, see also 

huaktuqtaa
akpiu’řuqtaa ᐊᒃᐱᐅ’ᖪᖅᑖ

questions asks; questions; interrogates apiqšuqtuq ᐊᐱᖅᖅᑐᖅ
questions asks him/her/it apiriřaa ᐊᐱᕆᖭ
questions questions someone, see also 

huaktuqtaa
akpiu’řuqtaa ᐊᒃᐱᐅ’ᖪᖅᑖ

questions questioned the person,  see 
akpiu'řuqtaa

akpiutiřaa ᐊᒃᐱᐅᑎᖭ

quick/ is quick he/she/it is fast/quick hukařuq ᑲᖪᖅ
qulliq dried plants rolled and crushed, 

ready for the qulliq  lamp wick
akšaliktaq ᐊᒃᓕᒃᑕᖅ

qulliq back edge of the qulliq ungalu ᐅᖓᓗ
qulliq/ tending tending the qulliq, fixing the edge 

that is lit so it burns well
tatqiqšuqtuq ᑕᑦᕿᖅᖅᑐᖅ

racing/ number number of people competing at 
racing

hukkahautiřut ᒃᑲᐅᑎᖪᑦ

rack/ drying a wooden frame woven with rope, innitaq ᐃᓐᓂᑕᖅ
radio radio (She listens to the...) naalau'mik naalaktuq ᓈᓚᐅ’ᒥᒃ ᓈᓚᒃᑐᖅ
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radio radio naalaut ᓈᓚᐅᑦ
radio station radio station naalautiqarvik ᓈᓚᐅᑎᖃᕐᕕᒃ
rainbow rainbow katauraq ᑲᑕᐅᕋᖅ

rains it is raining hilaluktuq ᓚᓗᒃᑐᖅ
ran he/she ran all the way u`lainnaqtuq ᐅ`ᓚᐃᓐᓇᖅᑐᖅ
ran/ past tense talking about the past-a person 

started running
u'lahiřuq ᐅ'ᓚᖪᖅ

Rankin Inlet Rankin Inlet Kangiqłiniq ᑲᖏᖅᖠᓂᖅ
raven raven tulugaq ᑐᓗᒐᖅ
razor razor umngijaut ᐅᒻᖏᔭᐅᑦ
react/ does not does not easily react or get 

bothered by things, easy going
qanurilaitchuq ᖃᓄᕆᓚᐃᑦᕤᖅ

reads reads (he...) uqalimaaqtuq ᐅᖃᓕᒫᖅᑐᖅ
ready/ gets gets ready iłuaqhaqtuq ᐃᖢᐊᖅᖅᑐᖅ
ready/ is is ready iłuaqhiřuq ᐃᖢᐊᖅᖪᖅ
rear/ end part in the rear part of...; at the end 

of..., afterwards in time
kinguani ᑭᖑᐊᓂ

rear/ end part rear end kinguniq ᑭᖑᓂᖅ
rear/ of object the rear of an object e.g. sled, 

plane
iqqua ᐃᖅᖁᐊ

received has already got it pitaaqtaa ᐱᑖᖅᑖ
recognizable looks familiar; can be recognized; ilita'naqtuq ᐃᓕᑕ'ᓇᖅᑐᖅ
recognizes/ him/her recognizes him/her/it ilitariřaa ᐃᓕᑕᕆᖭ
record player record player atuqtuuřaq ᐊᑐᖅᑑᖬᖅ

recorder tape-recorder; audio-recorder nipiliut ᓂᐱᓕᐅᑦ
records tape-records; records audio nipiliuqtuq ᓂᐱᓕᐅᖅᑐᖅ
recreation centre recreation centre ulapqivik ᐅᓚᑉᕿᕕᒃ
recreation coordinator recreation coordinator ulapqiřuliriři ᐅᓚᑉᕿᖪᓕᕆᖨ
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rectum/area rectum area of the large intestine iqłu ᐃᖅᖢ

red red aupalaaqtuq ᐊᐅᐸᓛᖅᑐᖅ
red fox red fox, also used for cross fox tiringanniarřuaq ᑎᕆᖓᓐᓂᐊᕐᖪᐊᖅ

Red Phalarope Red Phalarope haavraq ᕝᕋᖅ
Red-throated loon Red-throated loon (see tuu'lik, 

kaglulik )
qaqšauq ᖃᖅᐅᖅ

reef shallow water; reef; sandbar itkařruq ᐃᑦᑲᖮᕈᖅ
reef/shallow shallow reef Ikkařřuq ᐃᒃᑲᖮᖪᖅ
refills refills it ( liquid) immitqiktaa ᐃᒻᒥᑦᕿᒃᑖ
refuse is refused something annirutiřauřuq ᐊᓐᓂᕈᑎᖬᐅᖪᖅ
regarding in regards to, in the matter of, 

subject, topic 
mikšaanut ᒥᒃᓄᑦ

reindeer reindeer qugniq ᖁᒡᓂᖅ

relative relative ila ᐃᓚ
relative/ at at our relatives’ place ilapti'ni ᐃᓚᑉᑎ’ᓂ
relative/ from from your relative ilaa'nik ᐃᓛ'ᓂᒃ
relative/ to he/she/it places a person to their 

relative
ilai'nunngaqtaa ᐃᓚᐃ'ᓄᓐᖓᖅᑖ

relative/ two related two related persons ilagiik ᐃᓚᒌᒃ
relative/ two related two related persons ilagiik ᐃᓚᒌᒃ
relative/ your your relative ilait ᐃᓚᐃᑦ
remember/  I..it remember (I... it). itqaumařara ᐃᑦᖃᐅᒪᖬᕋ
remember/ do you? remember (Do you ...?) itqaumavit? ᐃᑦᖃᐅᒪᕕᑦ?
remembers he/she/it remembers it itqaumařaa ᐃᑦᖃᐅᒪᖭ
remembers he/she/it remembers,  he/she 

thinks about something
itqaumařuq ᐃᑦᖃᐅᒪᖪᖅ
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remembers/ don't remember (I don’t ... it.) itqaumangngitara ᐃᑦᖃᐅᒪᖕᖏᑕᕋ
remembers/ suddenly s/he remembers something 

suddenly
itqaqtaa ᐃᑦᖃᖅᑖ

remembers/ tries to tries to remember itqaqhaiřuq ᐃᑦᖃᒃᐃᖪᖅ
reminder marks it for a purpose, or a 

reminder of something
nalunaipkuhiqtaa ᓇᓗᓇᐃᑉᑯᖅᑖ

remnants pieces left over; remnants amiatkut ᐊᒥᐊᑦᑯᑦ
remove takes it off; removes it ahivaqtaa ᐊᕙᖅᑖ
remove it comes off; it has come off ahivaqtuq ᐊᕙᖅᑐᖅ
remove take it off or remove it ahivarlugu ᐊᕙᕐᓗᒍ
repairs/ needs repairs needs frequent repairs hanainnariaqaqtuq ᓇᐃᓐᓇᕆᐊᖃᖅᑐᖅ
repeats The whole thing, every (repeating) 

e.g upluq tamaat  –every day 
tamaat ᑕᒫᑦ

representative representing (a communmity,.. etc) 
kivgaqtuiřuq - he/she is 
representing a person

kivgaqtuqtuq ᑭᕝᒐᖅᑐᖅᑐᖅ

reprimands reprimands, scolds someone, 
stronger than akpiu'řuqtaa

huaktuqtaa ᐊᒃᑐᖅᑖ

Repulse Bay Repulse Bay Naujaat ᓇᐅᔮᑦ
researcher researcher; examiner qauřihaqti ᖃᐅᖨᖅᑎ
resembles looks like him/her/it; resembles 

him/her/it
a'řia ᐊ'ᖨᐊ

resides place where one resides najugaq ᓇᔪᒐᖅ
Resolute Bay Resolute Bay, the sun never rises qauhuitchuq ᖃᐅᐃᑦᕤᖅ

restaurant restaurant nirrivik ᓂᕐᕆᕕᒃ
rests he/she/it is resting minnguihiqtuq ᒥᓐᖑᐃᖅᖅᑐᖅ
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return return it again utiqtiphaarlugu ᐅᑎᖅᑎᑉᕐᓄᒍ

return it! Put it back/return it (command), utiqtigguuk ᐅᑎᖅᑎᒡᒎᒃ
returned/ after after she/he returned utiqqaaqtillugu ᐅᑎᖅᖄᖅᑎᓪᓗᒍ
returns returns (he/she...) utiqtuq ᐅᑎᖅᑐᖅ
re-united re-united, gathered katittut ᑲᑎᑦᑐᑦ
revenge takes revenge against someone on 

behalf of someone else
akihaqtuq ᐊᑭᖅᑐᖅ

revenge takes revenge on him/her/it; fights 
back at him/her/it

akiraqtuqtaa ᐊᑭᕋᖅᑐᖅᑖ 

revenge fights; fights back ; takes revenge akiraqtuqtuq ᐊᑭᕋᖅᑐᖅᑐᖅ
rib rib tulimaaq ᑐᓕᒫᖅ
rib cage rib cage tulimaat ᑐᓕᒫᑦ
rib cage/ front side front side of your rib cage, chest haniraq ᓂᕋᖅ
ribs soft area of the lower ribs nuvulikšaq ᓄᕗᓕᒃᖅ
rice rice haviqquuřaq ᕕᖅᑰᖬᖅ
rifle gun, rifle hiqquqtiřřut ᖅᑯᖅᑎᖮᖪᑦ
right doing right things pitchiaqtuq ᐱᑦᕠᐊᖅᑐᖅ
right turn right. (command) taliqpi'nut haallutit ᑕᓕᖅᐱ’ᓄᑦ ᓪᓗᑎᑦ
right away surprisingly quick, right away uvatchianginnannuaq ᐅᕙᑦᕠᐊᖏᓐᓇᓐᓄᐊᖅ
right side from your right side taliqpi`nit ᑕᓕᖅᐱ`ᓂᑦ
right side on his/her/its right side taliqpiani ᑕᓕᖅᐱᐊᓂ
right side is right handed taliqpik ᑕᓕᖅᐱᒃ
right side right side taliqpikɫiuřuq ᑕᓕᖅᐱᒃᖠᐅᖪᖅ
right side on my right taliqpimni ᑕᓕᖅᐱᒻᓂ
right side the one on the right side taliqpiuřuq ᑕᓕᖅᐱᐅᖪᖅ
right/ side the one on the right taliqpikłiq ᑕᓕᖅᐱᒃᖠᖅ
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rim/ around sun or moon the sun, or moon,  has a full 
whitish hazy rim around it

ava'luruhiqtuq ᐊᕙ'ᓗᕈᖅᑐᖅ

ring ring mikilirarmiaq ᒥᑭᓕᕋᕐᒥᐊᖅ

ring seal/ shedding spring time shedding of ring seal mammaaqtuq ᑕᒻᒫᖅᑐᖅ

ringed seal ringed seal, some terms for; 
natchiaq -baby seal, utajurraq - 
born that year, aktuaqtaq uhualik - 
full grown male (both winter and 
summer), aktuaqtaq - full grown 
female (both summer and winter), 
iplauq - unborn seal, still in 
mother's stomach, iplaulik - 
pregnant female, nattialik - female 
with a young one, tiggak - mature 
male (has strong smell)

natchiq ᓇᑦᕠᖅ

ringing/finished finished ringing hivajaqtaaqtuq ᕙᔭᖅᑖᖅᑐᖅ
rings ringing hivajaaqtuq ᕙᔮᖅᑐᖅ
rinses rinsing hands, e.g. after skinning 

caribou
uaqtiqtuq ᐅᐊᖅᑎᖅᑐᖅ

ripe/rotten is rotten; is ripe auřuq ᐊᐅᖪᖅ
rising agent baking soda, yeast puplaut ᐳᑉᓚᐅᑦ
river river kuugaq ᑰᒐᖅ

road street, road, trail, path apqut ᐊᑉᖁᑦ
road street, road, trail, path apqut ᐊᑉᖁᑦ
road/ along comes across it along the way apquhaaqtaa ᐊᑉᖁᖅᑖ
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road/ block cannot conitnue on a road due to 
obstruction or has lost the 
pathway

apqutailliuqtuq ᐊᑉᖁᑕᐃᓪᓕᐅᖅᑐᖅ

road/ lack of there is no road apqutaitchuq ᐊᑉᖁᑕᐃᑦᕤᖅ
road/ makes makes a road apquhiuqtuq ᐊᑉᖁᐅᖅᑐᖅ
rocks rocks, also ujarat ujaqqat ᐅᔭᖅᑲᑦ
rocky rocky terrain, e.g. field of boulders, 

that you may hop on to walk
qigguq ᕿᒡᒍᖅ

rocky area rocky area ujaraktuřuq ᐅᔭᕋᒃᑐᖪᖅ
roe/ fish fish eggs; roe huvak ᕙᒃ
roe/ food food seasoned with fish eggs huvalik ᕙᓕᒃ
rolls it is rolling akšalukaaqtuq ᐊᒃᓗᑳᖅᑐᖅ
room mate/ house mate house mate iglumiuqatik ᐃᒡᓗᒥᐅᖃᑎᒃ
room/ small room a small room, bedroom, any room igluaq ᐃᒡᓗᐊᖅ

rope rope akłunaaq ᐊᒃᖢᓈᖅ
rope chain or rope to tie dogs or boats ipiutaq ᐃᐱᐅᑕᖅ

rotton is rotten; is ripe auřuq ᐊᐅᖪᖅ
rough legged hawk rough-legged hawk kaajuaq ᑳᔪᐊᖅ
rows rows with oars iputtuq ᐃᐳᑦᑐᖅ

rug rug -see: aluijarvik  for foot mat natiraq ᓇᑎᕋᖅ

runs s/he runs away from 
someone/something

qimaařuq ᕿᒫᖪᖅ

runs they are running away from 
someone/something

qimaařut ᕿᒫᖪᑦ

runs runs u'laktuq ᐅ'ᓚᒃᑐᖅ
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rust rust uquq ᐅᖁᖅ
rust/ no longer is no longer rusty uquiqtuq ᐅᖁᐃᖅᑐᖅ
sack/ bag bag; sack puukattak ᐴᑲᑦᑕᒃ
sad sad (he is...) nikallungařuq ᓂᑲᓪᓗᖓᖪᖅ
sad sad (it makes him...) nikaluutigiřaa ᓂᑲᓪᓘᑎᒋᖭ
safe/ is escapes; is safe annaktuq ᐊᓐᓇᒃᑐᖅ
same/ two of two same ones a'řigiik ᐊ'ᖨᒌᒃ
sand sand hiuraq ᐅᕋᖅ
sandbar shallow water; reef; sandbar itkařruq ᐃᑦᑲᖮᕈᖅ

Sandhill crane Sandhill Crane tatiřgaq ᑕᑎᖮᒐᖅ
Sandpiper,  White-rumped 
Sandpiper

White-rumped Sandpiper, shorebird, 
also tuittuaq is a type of 
sandpiper

higřariaq ᒡᖬᕆᐊᖅ

Sanikiluaq Sanikiluaq Hanikiluaq ᓂᑭᓗᐊᖅ
Saturday Saturday hivataarvik ᕙᑖᕐᕕᒃ
saw when I saw it takugapku ᑕᑯᒐᑉᑯ
saw saw uluut ᐅᓘᑦ
saws sawing uluaqtuq ᐅᓗᐊᖅᑐᖅ
saws it saws it uluaqtaa ᐅᓗᐊᖅᑖ
scared/ is is scared; is frightened; is afraid iqhiřuq ᐃᖅᖪᖅ

scarf scarf qunguhiilitaq ᖁᖑᓕᑕᖅ
scary/ it is is scary; is frightening iqhinaqtuq ᐃᖅᓇᖅᑐᖅ
school school iliharvik ᐃᓕᕐᕕᒃ
school/ on way to on the way to the school (she/ he 

is...)
iliharvingmungngauřuq ᐃᓕᕐᕕᖕᒧᖕᖓᐅᖪᖅ

scissors one pair of scissors ki'ȓaut ᑭ’ᖬᐅᑦ
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scolding/ is scolding s/he/it is scolding, confronting, 
reprimanding 

huaktuqtuq ᐊᒃᑐᖅᑐᖅ

scolds reprimands, scolds someone, 
stronger than akpiu'řuqtaa

huaktuqtaa ᐊᒃᑐᖅᑖ

scoop scoop to remove ice from a fish 
hole

ilaut ᐃᓚᐅᑦ

scooping ice/ from fishing hole scooping the ice from a fishing 
hole

ilauqtuq ᐃᓚᐅᖅᑐᖅ

scope looks through binoculars, a scope qi'ngu'miktuq ᕿ'ᖑ'ᒥᒃᑐᖅ

scraper/ seal skin seal skin scraper haliguut ᓕᒎᑦ

scratch got a scratch, e.g. from an ta'liktuq ᑕ'ᓕᒃᑐᖅ
scratch has several scratches e.g from an 

accident
ta'ligaktuq ᑕ'ᓕᒐᒃᑐᖅ

scratches scratches an itch kumiktuq ᑯᒥᒃᑐᖅ
screw screw is starting to come off qi'řaliqtuq  (kikiagmut) ᕿ'ᖬᓕᖅᑐᖅ  ᑭᑭᐊᒡᒧᑦ
screw driver screw driver qi'řaqhit ᕿ'ᖬᖅᑦ
sculpin sculpin,also known as kanajuq kanajuraq ᑲᓇᔪᕋᖅ
sea mammal/ breathes a sea animal surfaces to breathe, 

see piuji
puiřuq ᐳᐃᖪᖅ

sea mammals/about seals or sea mammals that feed 
on the ocean floor are coming up 
for air repeatedly in the same 
area, indicating that they are 
feeding on something on the 
ocean floor in that area

pukuktuq ᐳᑯᒃᑐᖅ

sea, ocean salt, or sea water, ocean tariuq ᑕᕆᐅᖅ
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sea, ocean in the sea/ocean tariurmi ᑕᕆᐅᕐᒥ
sea, ocean something from the sea', example 

a char (iqalukpik )
tariurmiutaq ᑕᕆᐅᕐᒥᐅᑕᖅ

sea, ocean all sea wildlife (mammals, fish, etc) tariurmiutat ᑕᕆᐅᕐᒥᐅᑕᑦ

sea, ocean smells like the sea, kind of salty tariurnitchuq ᑕᕆᐅᕐᓂᑦᕤᖅ

sea, ocean travels by sea tariutkuuqtuq ᑕᕆᐅᑦᑰᖅᑐᖅ
sea, ocean ocean swell; wave tařřaaq ᑕᖮᖭᖅ
sea, ocean there are swells; there are waves tařřaaqtuq ᑕᖮᖭᖅᑐᖅ

sea/ out at the farthest out at sea hilliq ᓪᓕᖅ
seagull seagull naujaq ᓇᐅᔭᖅ
seal female seal aktuaqtaq ᐊᒃᑐᐊᖅᑕᖅ
seal seal pup natchiaq ᓇᑦᕠᐊᖅ
seal a seal has shed natchiaviniq ᓇᑦᕠᐊᕕᓂᖅ
seal broth seal broth (he makes...) natchirmik qajuliuqtuq ᓇᑦᕠᕐᒥᒃ ᖃᔪᓕᐅᖅᑐᖅ
seal broth seal broth (he drinks...) natchirmik qajuqtuqtuq ᓇᑦᕠᕐᒥᒃ ᖃᔪᖅᑐᖅᑐᖅ
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seal hunting/ winter/ tools a small  piece of swan skin 
containing the small down  used 
for winter seal hunting when there 
is a layer of snow over the ice 
and seal holes. The one single 
little piece of down  is attached to 
an instument that indicates the 
movement of the water as the 
seals are coming up to breathes

qivviutaq ᕿᕝᕕᐅᑕᖅ

seal hunting/ winter/ tools a tool similar to the qivviutaq. It is 
a thin metal rod, with a piece of 
muskox horn attached on the top 
that a piece of string is attached 
to.  The movement of water as 
the seal rises to breathe causes 
the rod to wiggle back and forth. 
When the rod is pushed up, the 
hunter harpoons the seal

illaq ᐃᓪᓚᖅ
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seal hunting/ winter/ tools A winter seal hunting instrument 
used to determine the centre of a 
seal hole that is covered with ice 
amd snow. It is also used for 
indicating a layer of ice crystal in 
water, or if the hole is fresh from 
a seal breathing not long ago.

havgutauřaq ᕝᒍᑕᐅᖬᖅ

seal hunting/ winter/ tools a piece of rope made from seal 
skin with two ends connected 
together ( about 6" diameter.) 
When the seal is caught, the 
folded rope end is inserted 
between the inner lip and teeth 
(following a knife cut ) and 
continues under the skin to the 
eye. The folded rope is looped 
through the other end and this is 
used to securely pull the seal  out 
of the seal hole. 

urhiq ᐅᕐᖅ

seal hunting/ winter/ tools Two pieces of wood or antler that 
have inserts on the top filled with 
artctic cotton. these are used to 
hold the harpoon while waiting for 
a seal. The arctic cotton muffles 
any sound. 

na'maktaq ᓇ'ᒪᒃᑕᖅ
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seal hunting/ winter/ tools A bag for seal hunting tools about 
two and a half feet square. This is 
usually made from winter caribou 
skin taken from the back of a 
caribou. It is also used for 
standing on while seal hunting so 
the hunter does not get cold feet.  

tutiriaq ᑐᑎᕆᐊᖅ

seal oil lamp pretend qulliq e.g. children used to 
make a toy qulliq from a seal 
bone to “play" with 

qullingnguaq ᖁᓪᓕᖕᖑᐊᖅ

seal oil lamp traditional soapstone lamp (used 
for cooking, heat, light; lamp, 
lantern) , also means- the one 
above it

qulliq ᖁᓪᓕᖅ

seal oil lamp wick for an oil lamp; a wick used 
for a qulliq  lamp, made from  
arctic cotton mixed with other dry 
plants

ipirakšaq ᐃᐱᕋᒃᖅ

seal oil lamp a place for qulliq  to drip oil onto inngaut ᐃᓐᖓᐅᑦ
seal/ action seal that crawls far from its 

breathing hole
paamnguliaq ᐹᒻᖑᓕᐊᖅ

seal/ action seal is lying on the ice surface qakipqařuq ᖃᑭᑉᖃᖪᖅ
seal/ front flipper front flipper of a seal taliruq ᑕᓕᕈᖅ
seal/ hunting waits at a seal's breathing hole nikpaqtuq ᓂᒃᐸᖅᑐᖅ
seal/ male rutting male seal tiggak ᑎᒡᒐᒃ
seal/ meat ringed seal meat natchiup niqia ᓇᑦᕠᐅᑉ ᓂᕿᐊ
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seal/ seal hunting seal hunting (she has gone...) natchiqhiuriaqtuq ᓇᑦᖅᐅᕆᐊᖅᑐᖅ
seal/ seal hunting gets a seal natchiqtuq ᓇᑦᕠᖅᑐᖅ
seal/ seal hunting seal hunting partners on ice, tuvaaq ᑐᕚᖅ
seal/ seal hunting she/he tells me to go out seal 

hunting on ice
atiquřaanga ᐊᑎᖁᖭᖓ

seal/ seal hunting seal's breathing hole aglu ᐊᒡᓗ
seal/ seal hunting seals' breathing holes (he/she/it 

looks for...)
agluhiuqtuq ᐊᒡᓗᐅᖅᑐᖅ

seal/ seal hunting preparing the seal hole in early 
spring  time

agluliuqtuq ᐊᒡᓗᓕᐅᖅᑐᖅ

seal/ shedding a seal is starting to shed qavvaaqtuq ᖃᕝᕚᖅᑐᖅ
seal/ skin preparation the process of taking fur off seal 

skin, to make a white colored 
surface is completed. See 
kiakhiřuq

kiakpaa

seal/ skin preparation after cleaning the seal skin, it is kiakhiřuq ᑭᐊᒃᖪᖅ
seal/ unborn pup baby seal, unborn, still in its iplauq ᐃᑉᓚᐅᖅ
sealskin/ boot sole boot sole made from sealskin atungaq ᐊᑐᖓᖅ
seam seam in a sewn item kilua ᑭᓗᐊ
seam ripper a seam ripper, something to cut a 

seam open with
kiluaqtirut ᑭᓗᐊᖅᑎᕈᑦ

searches searches for him/her/it; looks for qiniqtaa ᕿᓂᖅᑖ
searches looks for; searches qiniqtuq ᕿᓂᖅᑐᖅ
seashore seashore tariup hinaa ᑕᕆᐅᑉ ᓈ
seasons/ spring upinngaaq ᐅᐱᓐᖔᖅ
seated is sitting; is seated ikhivařuq ᐃᒃᕙᖪᖅ
seating place a place to sit ikhivavik ᐃᒃᕙᕕᒃ
seaweed seaweed aqajak ᐊᖃᔭᒃ
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second second  to the bottom, in regards 
to layers, see qaliriit (anything with 
layers)

a'liitchup tugliani ᐊ'ᓖᑦᕤᑉ ᑐᒡᓕᐊᓕ

second second one tuglia ᑐᒡᓕᐊ
secretary secretary titiraqti ᑎᑎᕋᖅᑎ
seeing eye dog a dog that guides a blind person, 

see iguaqšuqtuq
iguaqšuqti  ᐃᒍᐊᖅᖅᑎ  

sees sees him//her/it takuřaa ᑕᑯᖭ
sees see (you...it) takuřait ᑕᑯᖬᐃᑦ
sees sees takuřuq ᑕᑯᖪᖅ
senses/ sensation senses something; feels something 

is affected; is impacted
ikpiguhuktuq ᐃᒃᐱᒍᒃᑐᖅ

separate separate atuni ᐊᑐᓂ
separately each separate, e.g.traveling 

separately
atuni ᐊᑐᓂ

separates two are separated aviktuk ᐊᕕᒃᑐᒃ
September Natchilingmiutut name for the 

moon cycle occurring during the 
present month of September. This 
moon name refers to the time 
when the bull caribou lose their 
antlers.

amiraijarvik: pangnirnut ᐊᒥᕋᐃᔭᕐᕕᒃ ᐸᖕᓂᕐᓄᑦ

seven seven, arvinilik mařruk describes arvinilik mařruk ᐊᕐᕕᓂᓕᒃ ᒪᖮᕈᒃ
sewing machine sewing machine miqšuut ᒥᖅᑦ
sewing/ needle leather sewing needle, has angles quagřulik ᖁᐊᕐᖪᓕᒃ

sews sews it; stitches him/her/it up miqšuqtaa ᒥᖅᖅᑖ
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sews sews miqšuqtuq ᒥᖅᖅᑐᖅ
sex/ action goes after a woman arniqiřuq ᐊᕐᓂᕿᖪᖅ
sex/ action of has sex with a woman arnaqtuqtuq ᐊᕐᓇᖅᑐᖅᑐᖅ
sex/ has has sex kujaktuq ᑯᔭᒃᑐᖅ
shadow shadow tarraq ᑕᕐᕋᖅ
shallow/ hits a shallow it hit a shallow (the bottom) ikařřittuq ᐃᑲᖮᖨᑦᑐᖅ
shallow/ water the water is shallow itkattuq ᐃᑦᑲᑦᑐᖅ
shaman shaman angatkuq ᐊᖓᑦᑯᖅ
shaman a gift presented to an elder or 

shaman when requesting healing or 
support

nakuruhiqtuq ᓇᑯᕈᖅᑐᖅ

shares/ share equally share equally; be fair aviktutchiarlugu ᐊᕕᒃᑐᑦᕠᐊᕐᓗᒍ
sharp edge acute angle; sharp edge, see 

quagřulik
quagřuk ᖁᐊᒡᖪᒃ

sharp edge sharp edge of knife, axe; cutting 
edge of a knife/axe

tuquuraq ᑐᖂᕋᖅ

sharp/ is.. sharp, anything sharp, e.g knife ipiktuq ᐃᐱᒃᑐᖅ
sharpener sharpener ipikhaut ᐃᐱᒃᐅᑦ
sharpens sharpens something ipikhaiřuq ᐃᐱᒃᐃᖪᖅ
sharpens/ it sharpens it ipikhaqtaa ᐃᐱᒃᖅᑖ
shaves shaves umngijaqtuq ᐅᒻᖏᔭᖅᑐᖅ
shed storage shed hirluaq ᕐᓗᐊᖅ
shedding has no more hair, fur, feathers; mitquiqtuq ᒥᑦᖁᐃᖅᑐᖅ
shedding starting to shed.., usually refers to 

dogs
iriliqtuq ᐃᕆᓕᖅᑐᖅ

shedding shedding lots iriřuq ᐃᕆᖪᖅ
shedding has finished shedding, new fur is 

in
iritaaqtuq ᐃᕆᑖᖅᑐᖅ
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shedding/ bearded seal spring time shedding of bearded 
seal

mitqiaqtuq ᒥᑦᕿᐊᖅᑐᖅ

shedding/ caribou refers to the spring time shedding 
of caribou

kanngalaruq ᑲᓐᖓᓚᖪᖅ

shedding/ ring seal spring time shedding of ring seal mammaaqtuq ᑕᒻᒫᖅᑐᖅ

shelf shelf quliruaq ᖁᓕᕈᐊᖅ
shell seashell/clam uviluq ᐅᕕᓗᖅ
shin lower leg from knee down to ankle 

(calf), shin
atiraq ᐊᑎᕋᖅ

shin shin, kanaaq  for whole leg ipigluk ᐃᐱᒡᓗᒃ
shin bone sharp edge of the shin bone qingaqti ᕿᖓᖅᑎ
shin bone/ bumps liitle lumps you can feel on the 

front of the shin bone
igliqturaq ᐃᒡᓕᖅᑐᕋᖅ

shiny is becoming shiny qiplarikhiřuq ᕿᑉᓚᕆᒃᖪᖅ
shiny plastic, like a bag or a CD, also 

anything shiny
qipliqtuq ᕿᑉᓕᖅᑐᖅ

ship ship, large sea vessel umiarřuaq ᐅᒥᐊᕐᖪᐊᖅ
shivers shivers; shakes uuliktuq ᐆᓕᒃᑐᖅ
shocked/ news got shocked by some news qupumiřuq ᖁᐳᒥᖪᖅ
shocked/ remembering sudden shock ( e.g. remembering 

something)
quaqšaqtuq ᖁᐊᖅᖅᑐᖅ

shooting/ description the shot or arrow went to the 
right, e.g. when shooting, missed 

arvatquttuq ᐊᕐᕙᑦᖁᑦᑐᖅ

shooting/ description the shot or arrow went to the left 
eg, when shooting, missed the 
target to the left side

ilutammiktuq ᐃᓗᑕᒻᒥᒃᑐᖅ

shooting/ description shooting too high e.g. when qařruttuq ᖃᖮᕈᑦᑐᖅ
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shooting/ description shooting short e.g. when shooting, tunngauttuq ᑐᓐᖓᐅᑦᑐᖅ
shoots/ going to…it going out to shoot it hiqquriaqtaa ᖅᑯᕆᐊᖅᑖ
shopping shopping (she goes...) niuviriaqtuq ᓂᐅᕕᕆᐊᖅᑐᖅ
shore/at at the water shore higřami ᒡᖬᒥ
shore/edge ocean shore; floe edge hinaa ᓈ
shore/goes goes along the shore hinaaguuqtuq ᓈᒎᖅᑐᖅ
short is short naitchuq ᓇᐃᑦᕤᖅ
shorter shorter, short one, short hand naitqiřaq ᓇᐃᑦᕿᖬᖅ
shorter shorter (it's...) naitqiřauřuq ᓇᐃᑦᕿᖬᐅᖪᖅ
shoulder shoulder, (d. tuik) tui ᑐᐃ
shoulder blade shoulder blade kiahik ᑭᐊᒃ
shoulder blade two shoulder blades kiattik ᑭᐊᑦᑎᒃ
shovel shovel puařrit ᐳᐊᖮᕆᑦ
shovels he/she/it is shoveling puařriqšuqtuq ᐳᐊᖮᕆᖅᖅᑐᖅ
shovels shovels it puařriqšuqtaa ᐳᐊᖮᕆᖅᑖ
shows up shows up; comes into sight; hatqiqtuq ᑦᕿᖅᑐᖅ
shows/ into view shows it; puts it in view; hatqummiqtaa ᑦᖁᒻᒥᖅᑖ
shrinks shrinks; gets smaller mikłiřuq ᒥᒃᖠᖪᖅ
shy he/she makes you feel shy kanngugiřaa ᑲᓐᖑᒋᖭ
shy is shy kannguhuktuq ᑲᓐᖑᒃᑐᖅ
shy shy (you are ...) kannguhuktutit ᑲᓐᖑᒃᑐᑎᑦ
sibling youngest sibling (the...) nukaqłiitchuq ᓄᑲᖅᖡᑦᕤᖅ
sibling sibling qatanngutigiit ᖃᑕᓐᖑᑎᒌᑦ
siblings siblings (of same sex) nukariit ᓄᑲᕇᑦ
siblings siblings of the same sex angajugiik ᐊᖓᔪᒌᒃ
sick sick (he feels...) hurungajaaqtuq ᕈᖓᔮᖅᑐᖅ
sick is sick; is ill hurungařuq ᕈᖓᖪᖅ
sick/ doesn't get… he/she doesn't get sick hurungahuiqtuq ᕈᖓᐃᖅᑐᖅ
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sick/is he/she/it is in pain a'niruhuktuq ᐊ’ᓂᕈᒃᑐᖅ
side/ far side on the far side of it avataani ᐊᕙᑖᓂ
side/ its side its side haniraa ᓂᕌ
side/ on the on the side hanniani ᓐᓂᐊᓂ
side/ sideways sideways hanimut ᓂᒧᑦ
side/ to other to the other side igluanut ᐃᒡᓗᐊᓄᑦ
sight cannot see well; sees very little takpiittuq ᑕᒃᐲᑦᑐᖅ
sight sees well; has good vision takpiktuq ᑕᒃᐱᒃᑐᖅ
sign/ command sign it (I...) atiliuqtara ᐊᑎᓕᐅᖅᑕᕋ
sinew tissue sinew-like tissue along the spine of 

most animals
uliut ᐅᓕᐅᑦ

sinew/ sewing sinew (for sewing) ivalu ᐃᕙᓗ
singer singer ingiuqti ᐃᖏᐅᖅᑎ
sings s/he/it is chanting/singing ingiuqtuq ᐃᖏᐅᖅᑐᖅ
sings uses it; sings it atuqtaa ᐊᑐᖅᑖ
sink sink uarvik ᐅᐊᕐᕕᒃ
sinking/ in water pants are beginning to fall down, 

or something is sinking in the 
water (e.g. seal)

kiviliqtuq ᑭᕕᓕᖅᑐᖅ

sips sips; takes a sip, drinks niuqhiřuq ᓂᐅᖅᖪᖅ
sister my sister, a male speaker only najaga ᓇᔭᒐ
sister sister of a male najak ᓇᔭᒃ
sister, bother younger sibling same sex nukaq ᓄᑲᖅ
sister/ older same sex sibling older sister of a female speaker / 

older brother of a male speaker,  
my older sibling of the same sex 
is angajuga

angajuk ᐊᓄᕋᐃᖅᑐᖅ
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sister-in-law brother-in-law of wife’s older sister, 
also sister-in-law of husband's 
older brother

angajunnguq ᐊᖓᔪᓐᖑᖅ

sister-in-law brother-in-law from my wife's side 
(husband is speaker)/ brother-in-
law (wife’s brother) sister in law 
from my husband’s side (wife is 
speaker)/ sister-in-law (husband’s 
sister)

hakiak ᑭᐊᒃ

sister-in-law sister-in-law (male speaker), brother 
in law, (female speaker), can have 
descriptive variations e.g. ainnuaq, 
ainayuk. Note:  a sister-in law of a 
female speaker is ukuaq.

aik ᐊᐃᒃ

sister-in-law of a female daughter-in-law; sister-in-law of a 
female

ukuaq ᐅᑯᐊᖅ

sister-in-law of a female/ my my sister-in-law ( of a female) ukuara ᐅᑯᐊᕋ

sit down/ command form  to 
two people

Sit down. (command, addressing 
two people)

ingillutik ᐃᖏᓪᓗᑎᒃ

sit down/ command form 3+ Sit down. (command, addressing 
3+)

ingilluhi ᐃᖏᓪᓗ

sit down/ command form to 
one

Sit down. (command, addressing 
one person)

ingittit \ ingigguit ᐃᖏᑦᑎᑦ / ᐃᖏᒡᒍᐃᑦ

sit down/ gentle command 
f

Please sit down. ingillutit ᐃᖏᓪᓗᑎᑦ
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sit/ dog command a dog command, telling them to 
sit back down

aqupilli ᐊᖁᐱᓪᓕ

sits down sits down ingittuq ᐃᖏᑦᑐᖅ
six six, arvinilik , means there is one at 

the other side along the outer 
edge, (besides the first full hand 
of five fingers) see: arvak

arvinilik ᐊᕐᕕᓂᓕᒃ

skies skies; world hilarřuaq ᓚᕐᖪᐊᖅ
skin preparation/ seal after cleaning the seal skin, it is 

put in hot water, almost boiling, to 
begin the process of taking off the 
fur and black top of skin to create 
a white colored seal skin. He/she 
is doing this process of removing 
that layer of fur and skin-top.

kiakhiřuq ᑭᐊᒃᖪᖅ

skin preparation/ seal the process of taking fur off seal 
skin, to make a white colored 
surface is completed. See 
kiakhiřuq

kiakpaa ᑭᐊᒃᐹ

skin preparation/ stepping stepping on skins, lightly and 
evenly to smooth them out

tu'liriřuq  amirmik ᑐ'ᓕᕆᖪᖅ  ᐊᒥᕐᒥᒃ
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skin tent/ converted when an itchaq / skin tent, is 
converted to be used as the first 
layer of bedding in an iglu it is 
called qainnginnaq . The itchaq is 
cut in two, and sewn together to  
form a rectangle  The qainnginnaq 
is placed fur side down, on the 
snow bed and the caribou skin is 
placed on top of it,  skin side 
down. This way the furs do not 
slip. 

qainnginnaq ᖃᐃᓐᖏᓐᓇᖅ

skin tent/ converted an itchaviniq  used to be an 
itchaq / skin tent and is used  like 
a large tarp for packing things on 
a sled, -the itchaviniq  is placed 
skin side down and the items are 
placed on the fur, and then items 
are covered, fur side down,  
wrapped securely,  and tied down 
(skin side on outside)

itchaviniq ᐃᑦᕦᕕᓂᖅ

skin/ animal animal's hide amiq ᐊᒥᖅ
skin/ human epidermis, human skin uviniq ᐅᕕᓂᖅ
skinned wears out; is worn out (clothes); is 

skinned amiiqtuq ᐊᒦᖅᑐᖅ
skinning has skinned something aaktuq ᐋᒃᑐᖅ
skinning skinning something aaktuqtuq ᐋᒃᑐᖅᑐᖅ
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skinning skinning knife aaktuut ᐋᒃᑑᑦ
skinning skins something amiijaiřuq ᐊᒦᔭᐃᖪᖅ
skinning he/she/it takes the skin off amiiqtaa ᐊᒦᖅᑖ
skinny skinny one tuatqiřaq ᑐᐊᑦᕿᖬᖅ
skirt skirt atailitaq ᐊᑕᐃᓕᑕᖅ
skirt skirt qitauřaq ᕿᑕᐅᖬᖅ
skirt/ wearing the person has a skirt on now qitauřaqhimařuq ᕿᑕᐅᖬᖅᒪᖪᖅ
sky sky; heaven; roof of mouth qilak ᕿᓚᒃ
slanted slanted, tipped over to one side uvingařuq ᐅᕕᖓᖪᖅ

slaps pats him/her/it; slaps him/her/it patiktaa ᐸᑎᒃᑖ
sled sled qamut ᖃᒧᑦ
sled by way of sled qamutikkut ᖃᒧᑎᒃᑯᑦ
sled child’s sled; imitation of a sled qamutingnguaq ᖃᒧᑎᖕᖑᐊᖅ
sled sled; toboggan hituraut ᑐᕋᐅᑦ
sled runner sled runner piřraaq ᐱᖮᕌᖅ
sled/ cross peice cross-piece on a sled napu ᓇᐳ
sled/ load something used on sled to put 

things on. It is folded over the 
load and tied down with ropes.

inguriq ᐃᖑᕆᖅ

sled/ rope rope for tying cross-pieces of a 
sled

napuliut ᓇᐳᓕᐅᑦ

sleep/ deep deep sleep hinigluaqtuq ᓂᒡᓗᐊᖅᑐᖅ
sleeps sleeps hiniktuq ᓂᒃᑐᖅ
sleeps/ slept in sleeps for a long time, slept in, 

over slept
hinikšaaqtuq ᓂᒃᖅᑐᖅ

sleeps/ well sleeping well, slept well hinitchiaqtuq ᓂᑦᑎᐊᖅᕤᖅ
sleepy sleepy (I am not...) uinngangngitchunga ᐅᐃᓐᖓᖕᖏᑦᕤᖓ
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sleepy sleepy (Are you...?) uinngaqpit? ᐅᐃᓐᖓᖅᐱᑦ 
sleepy he/she/it is very sleepy uinngaqtuq ᐅᐃᓐᖓᖅᑐᖅ
sleeve sleeve to a parka, jacket ainga ᐊᐃᖓ
slides/ continuous action sliding down hill (continuous 

action)
hituraqtuq ᑐᕋᖅᑐᖅ

slim narrow, slim tuattuq ᑐᐊᑦᑐᖅ
sling shot slingshot i'luut ᐃ'ᓘᑦ
slipped slipped (she/he...) quajaqittuq ᖁᐊᔭᕿᑦᑐᖅ
slipper/ type A slipper that goes over the duffle 

sock inside the kamik or boot
piniq ᐱᓂᖅ

slope slope of a mountain majuqqaq ᒪᔪᖅᑲᖅ
slow slow hukaitchuq ᑲᐃᑦᕤᖅ
Slow down! Slow down! hukailigannirlutit ᑲᐃᓕᒐᓐᓂᕐᓗᑎᑦ
slowly/ say it slowly Say it slowly. hukaitchumik uqarlugu  ᑲᐃᑦᕤᒥᒃ  ᐅᖃᕐᓗᒍ
slows slows down (it...) hukailiqtuq  / kigailiqtuq ᑲᐃᓕᖅᑐᖅ / ᕿᒐᐃᓕᖅᑐᖅ
small (also -nnuaq) is small mikiřuq ᒥᑭᖪᖅ
small too small (it's...) mikivallaaqtuq ᒥᑭᕙᓪᓛᖅᑐᖅ
small intestine small intestine inaluaq ᐃᓇᓗᐊᖅ
smart is intelligent; is bright; is smart ajugaittuq ᐊᔪᒐᐃᑦᑐᖅ
smells smells something naimařuq ᓇᐃᒪᖪᖅ
smelt smelt (small fish) kakilahak ᑲᑭᓚᒃ
smiles smiles qungattuq ᖁᖓᑦᑐᖅ
smoke smoke pujuq ᐳᔪᖅ
smooth flat, smooth maniktuq ᒪᓂᒃᑐᖅ
smooth/surface smooth surface; flat ground maniraq ᒪᓂᕋᖅ
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snack they (3+) are having a snack 
together before bed, e.g a family 
having a snack before bed

nullautchiqtut ᓄᓪᓚᐅᑦᕠᖅᑐᑦ

snack something crunchy to eat, like 
cartilage

qaqqulaaq ᖃᕐᖁᓛᖅ

snack a snack brought along on a trip, 
any kind of food or special treat

taquaq ᑕᖁᐊᖅ

snare snare nigaq ᓂᒐᖅ
snare catches it in a snare nigaqtaa ᓂᒐᖅᑖ
snare snares something nigaqtuq ᓂᒐᖅᑐᖅ

sneezes sneezes tagiuqtuq ᑕᒋᐅᖅᑐᖅ
snores habitually snores qamnguinginaqtuq ᖃᒻᖑᐃᖏᓇᖅᑐᖅ
snores snores qamnguiřuq ᖃᒻᖑᐃᖪᖅ
snot snot kakkik ᑲᒃᑭᒃ
snout snout higguk ᒡᒍᒃ
snout/has long has a long-snout higguqquqtuřuq ᒡᒍᖅᑯᖅᑐᖪᖅ
snow snow aput ᐊᐳᑦ
snow snowing (Is it...?) qanniqpaa ᖃᓐᓂᖅᐹ
snow it snows qanniqtuq ᖃᓐᓂᖅᑐᖅ
snow bunting snow bunting qakuqtaq ᖃᑯᖅᑕᖅ
Snow Goose Snow Goose kanguq ᑲᖑᖅ
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snow/ conditions/ drifts later in fall after ocean and lakes 
frozen, when there is a strong 
ground storm, the snow builds up 
with many hard bumps, e.g the 
hard snow tongue shaped drifts  

piqtuliaq ᐃᖅᑐᓕᐊᖅ

snow/ covered with snow-covered apihimařuq ᐊᐱᒪᖪᖅ
snow/ covers snow (falls and covers) apiřuq ᐊᐱᖪᖅ
snow/ drifting drifting snow natirviaq ᓇᑎᕐᕕᐊᖅ
snow/ for water fetches snow to make water aniutaqtuq ᐊᓂᐅᑕᖅᑐᖅ

snow/ formation snow drift carved by the wind; 
sastrugi, from Russian zastrugi)

qimugřuk ᕿᒧᒡᖪᒃ

snow/ fresh fresh soft snow aqilluqqaq ᐊᕿᓪᓗᖅᑲᖅ
snow/ ground wind drifting snow, ground wind natirviaqtuq ᓇᑎᕐᕕᐊᖅᑐᖅ
snow/ ground wind blowing snow, ground wind natiruviaqtuq ᓇᑎᕈᕕᐊᖅᑐᖅ
snow/ iglu building snow ideal for making snowhouse iglukšaq ᐃᒡᓗᒃᖅ

snow/ lack of there is no snow aputaitchuq ᐊᐳᑕᐃᑦᕤᖅ
snow/ layer a layer of fresh snowfall qanniut ᖃᓐᓂᐅᑦ
snow/ layer when one finds good snow to 

build an igloo, the soft layer of 
qalliaq ᖃᓪᓕᐊᖅ

snow/ melting melting snow auktuliqtuq ᐊᐅᒃᑐᓕᖅᑐᖅ
snow/ on it is on the snow aputimiittuq ᐊᐳᑎᒦᑦᑐᖅ
snow/ removing s/he taking the snow off aputaijaiřuq ᐊᐳᑕᐃᔭᐃᖪᖅ
snow/ removing takes the snow off him/her/it aputaijaqtaa ᐊᐳᑕᐃᔭᖅᑖ
snow/ snowing is snowing softly qanipiaqtuq ᖃᓂᐱᐊᖅᑐᖅ
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snow/ springtime type large section of snow on its own 
in the springtime , e.g in the side 
of a  hill when snow around it has 
all melted

aniuvak ᐊᓂᐅᕙᒃ

snow/ type light soft snow qaniut ᖃᓂᐅᑦ
snow/ type falling snow qanniq ᖃᓐᓂᖅ
snow/ under layer under layer of  soft snow, next to 

the ground 
pukak ᐳᑲᒃ

snowblind/ is is snowblind illuktuq ᐃᓪᓗᒃᑐᖅ
snowhouse snowhouse; house; iglu iglu ᐃᒡᓗ
snowhouse/ snow snow ideal for making snowhouse iglukšaq ᐃᒡᓗᒃᖅ

Snowy owl Snowy Owl ukpik ᐅᒃᐱᒃ
soaked soaked with liquid qauhiqtuq ᖃᐅᖅᑐᖅ
soap soap; detergent irmiut ᐃᕐᒥᐅᑦ
soapstone soapstone, or pot stone utkuhikšaq ᐅᑦᑯᒃᖅ
sock duffle sock, sock aliqti ᐊᓕᖅᑎ
soft is tender or soft aqittuq ᐊᕿᑦᑐᖅ
soft is soft (and warm) nirumiktuq ᓂᕈᒥᒃᑐᖅ
soften make it soft qitulilugu ᕿᑐᓕᓗᒍ
soften try to make it soft qitulinahuarlugu ᕿᑐᓕᓇᐊᕐᓗᒍ
soil soil ivřuq ᐃᕝᖪᖅ
soldier warrior; soldier unataqti ᐅᓇᑕᖅᑎ
sole sole of a boot; sole of a foot, or 

kamik
aluq ᐊᓗᖅ

sole/ boot/ selskin boot sole made from sealskin atungaq ᐊᑐᖓᖅ
sole/ kamik bearded seal material, used a sole 

for kamiks
attungakšaq ᐊᑐᖓᒃᖅ
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sole/ moose has a moose hide sole tuktuvalik ᑐᒃᑐᕙᓕᒃ
sole/ worn sole is worn out (shoe) aluiqtuq ᐊᓗᐃᖅᑐᖅ
some/ of them some of them ilaat ᐃᓛᑦ

somewhere somewhere else ahiani ᐊᐊᓂ
son/ only one only son irnituaq ᐃᕐᓂᑐᐊᖅ
song song; hymn imngiut ᐃᒻᖏᐅᑦ
song son irniq ᐃᕐᓂᖅ
son-in-law male speaker referring to son-in-

law, and brother-in-law  (sister's 
spouse) 

ningauk ᓂᖓᐅᒃ

soot soot pauq ᐸᐅᖅ
soot full of soot pauttuq ᐸᐅᑦᑐᖅ
sorry expression meaning "sorry" ujukpaa ᐅᔪᒃᐹ
soul breath; soul anirniq ᐊᓂᖪᖅ
sound she/he made a sound ni’liqtuq ᓂ’ᓕᖅᑐᖅ

sound voice; sound; noise nipi ᓂᐱ
sound/ pleasant nice sounding, pleasant sounding tuharniqtuq ᑐᕐᓂᖅᑐᖅ
sound/ pleasant I like the sound of it. tuharniriřara ᑐᕐᓂᕆᖬᕋ
sour/ sweet is sweet; sweet food, or sour hiirnaqtuq ᕐᓇᖅᑐᖅ
south wind wind is blowing from south kana'ngaqtuq ᑲᓇ'ᖓᖅᑐᖅ
space place; space ini ᐃᓂ
space/ a lot of there is a lot of room/space inituřuq ᐃᓂᑐᖪᖅ
space/ found space she/he found space inikšaqhiřuq ᐃᓂᒃᖪᖅ
spaceous there is space; there is room nirutuřuq ᓂᕈᑐᖪᖅ
spark spark i'niq ᐃ’ᓂᖅ
spashes/ repeatedly splashes repeatedly hiqiraqtuq ᕿᕋᖅᑐᖅ
speak Let me speak to him. uqaqatigilagu ᐅᖃᖃᑎᒋᓚᒍ
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speak because she/he is just learning to 
speak 

uqariulihaarami ᐅᖃᕆᐅᓕᕋᒥ

speak she/he has began/learned to 
speak

uqariuliqtuq ᐅᖃᕆᐅᓕᖅᑐᖅ

speak Please repeat that. (speech) uqauhiriphaaruk ᐅᖃᐅᕆᑉᕈᒃ
speaks speaks clearer; has improved 

his/her speech
uqqarikhiřuq ᐅᖅᑲᕆᒃᖪᖅ

speaks speaks well uqqariktuq ᐅᖅᑲᕆᒃᑐᖅ
speaks/ not clear someone is not speaking clearly, is 

mispronouncing in a "childish" 
manner.

kutaktuq ᑯᑕᒃᑐᖅ

spider spider aahivak ᐋᕙᒃ
spills spills it; pours it out kuviřaa ᑯᕕᖭ
spills/ over spills; runs over; overflows kuviřuq ᑯᕕᖪᖅ
spine backbone; spine; spinal column, 

vertebrae
qimirluk ᕿᒥᕐᓗᒃ

spits spits out uriaqtuq ᐅᕆᐊᖅᑐᖅ
spitting spitting a small peice of non 

edible particle out of mouth
tiřvuaqtuq ᑎᕝᕗᐊᖅᑐᖅ

spitting repeatedly spitting small particles 
out of mouth 

tiřvuaqtuqtuq ᑎᕝᕗᐊᖅᑐᖅᑐᖅ

spitting trying very hard to spit out a 
small annoying particle out of 
mouth, but it is taking long

tiřvuluktuq ᑎᕝᕗᓗᒃᑐᖅ

splashes makes a splash hiqiqtuq ᕿᖅᑐᖅ
spoon spoon aluut ᐊᓘᑦ
spoon teaspoon aluutinnuaq ᐊᓘᑎᓐᓄᐊᖅ
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spouse spouse; partner; common-law -just 
nuliariik, no concept of an 
individual as "spouse", just "two 
spouses" (no aippaq term such as 
in Inuinnaqtun)

nuliariik ᓄᓕᐊᕇᒃ

spouse person of the same age; partner; 
spouse, person lived with

inuuqati ᐃᓅᖃᑎ

spread/ legs has his/her/its legs spread aplaangařuq ᐊᑉᓛᖓᖪᖅ
spring spring, upinngaatkut, in the spring, 

through the spring
upinngaaq ᐅᐱᓐᖔᖅ

spring in the spring, through the spring upinngaatkut ᐅᐱᓐᖔᑦᑯᑦ

spring/ early talking about early spring in the 
past tense of the current year, e.g 
referring back to April when 
temperature was rising

upinngakšaaq ᐅᐱᓐᖓᒃᖅ

square square shape kikłurnak ᑭᒃᖢᕐᓇᒃ
srcapes/ fur scrapes hair or fur off a hide mitquijaiřuq ᒥᑦᖁᐃᔭᐃᖪᖅ
srcapes/ fur scraped the hair or fur off it (a 

hide)
mitquiqtaa ᒥᑦᖁᐃᖅᑖ

stable something/someone is standing tunngařuq ᑐᓐᖓᖪᖅ
stabs stabs someone/something, caught kapihiřuq ᑲᐱᖪᖅ
staggers staggers, is wobbly uřrujaattuq ᐅᖮᕈᔮᑦᑐᖅ
stairs stairs, ladder majuraut ᒪᔪᕋᐅᑦ
stand up stand up. (command) nangiqhigguit ᓇᖏᖅᒡᒍᐃᑦ
stand/ higher use something to stand higher tu’miqqiqtuqtuq ᑐ’ᒥᖅᕿᖅᑐᖅᑐᖅ
stands stands (she/he...) nangiqhiřuq ᓇᖏᖅᖪᖅ
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stands gets up from the seat nangiqhiřuq ᓇᖏᖅᖪᖅ
stands is standing upright nangiqtuq ᓇᖏᖅᑐᖅ
stands stands on it nangirvigiřaa ᓇᖏᕐᕕᒋᖭ
stands stands upright napařuq ᓇᐸᖪᖅ
stapler stapler kikiakhit ᑭᑭᐊᒃᑦ
star star upluriaq ᐅᑉᓗᕆᐊᖅ
stares looks attentively (at something that 

is moving)
iřigiřuq ᐃᖨᒋᖪᖅ

stares stares, looks attentively iřikšuqtuq ᐃᖨᒃᖅᑐᖅ
startles is easy to startle quglukharaitchuq ᖁᒡᓗᒃᕋᐃᑦᕤᖅ
startles startles him/her/it qugluktitaa ᖁᒡᓗᒃᑎᑖ
startles someone is startled qugluktuq ᖁᒡᓗᒃᑐᖅ

starves starves to death aqiaruaqtuq ᐊᕿᐊᕈᐊᖅᑐᖅ
steals she/he/it steals it tigliktaa ᑎᒡᓕᒃᑖ
steals he/she/it steals tigliktuq ᑎᒡᓕᒃᑐᖅ
steering wheel steering wheel or handle bars, aqut ᐊᖁᑦ
step single step, tu'miraqtaa - going up 

or down it
tu'miraq ᑐ'ᒥᕋᖅ

step- daughter step-daughter panikšaq ᐸᓂᒃᖅ
step siblings older step-siblings of the same sex angajukšaq ᐊᖓᔪᒃᖅ

step-brother step-brother of a female anikšaq ᐊᓂᒃᖅ
step-father step-father ataatakšaq ᐊᑖᑕᒃᖅ
step-mother step-mother anaanakšaq ᐊᓈᓇᒃᖅ
step-neice step-niece of a male ujurukšaq ᐅᔪᕈᒃᖅ
step-neice, nephew step-niece or step-nephew of a 

women
nurrakšaq ᓄᕐᕋᒃᖅ

stepped stepped on something sticky or tutihiřuq ᑐᑎᖪᖅ
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stepped stepped on something that you 
should not have stepped on

tu'miraqtaa ᑐ'ᒥᕋᖅᑖ

stepped on stepped on it, e.g he/she/it 
stepped on my camera

tutiřaa ᑐᑎᖭ

steps takes a step apluqtuq ᐊᑉᓗᖅᑐᖅ
steps/ large takes large steps aplurturniqtuq ᐊᑉᓗᖅᑐᕐᓂᖅᑐᖅ
steps/ small takes small steps apluqturniitchuq ᐊᑉᓗᖅᑐᕐᓃᑦᕤᖅ
step-sister step-sister of a male najakšaq ᓇᔭᒃᖅ
step-sister, step-brother younger step-sister of a female; 

younger step brother of a male
nukakšaq ᓄᑲᒃᖅ

step-son step-son irnikšaq ᐃᕐᓂᒃᖅ
stepstool stepstool tu’miraq ᑐ’ᒥᕋᖅ
stern in the stern; in the rear part of a 

boat
iqquani ᐃᖅᖁᐊᓂ

stick/bat a bat, club or stick used to clean 
snow off caribou parka, or bat for 
playing anuligaaq

anautaq ᐊᓇᐅᑕᖅ

stick/hitting he/she/it clubs him/her/it anauřaa ᐊᓇᐅᖭ
sticks sticks to something; is stuck to 

something
nipinngařuq ᓂᐱᓐᖓᖪᖅ

sticks sticks to something atařuq ᐊᑕᖪᖅ
sticky sticky nipitqarnaqtuq ᓂᐱᑦᖃᕐᓇᖅᑐᖅ
still still, yet huli ᓕ
still stops for a while; is still, 

motionless
nutqangařuq ᓄᑦᖃᖓᖪᖅ

still/ duration still (duration); more of... huliptauq ᓕᑉᑕᐅᖅ
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stingy is stingy; won't share anniruhuktuq ᐊᓐᓂᕈᒃᑐᖅ
stingy is stingy, greedy qujanaitchuq ᖁᔭᓇᐃᑦᕤᖅ
stingy/ holding back refuses to give him/her/it, holds 

something back from someone
annirutiřaa ᐊᓐᓂᕈᑎᖭ

stinks stinks ti'jaaqtuq ᑎ'ᔮᖅᑐᖅ
stir stirs akuttuq ᐊᑯᑦᑐᖅ
stir punches dough; kneads dough; 

mixes something, stirs something
akutchiřuq ᐊᑯᑦᕠᖪᖅ

stir/ is stirring she/he/it is stirring ingulaqtuq ᐃᖑᓚᖅᑐᖅ
stitched becomes unstitched kiluaqtuq ᑭᓗᐊᖅᑐᖅ
stomach stomach aqiaruq ᐊᕿᐊᕈᖅ
stomach ache stomach ache (I have a ...) naarliuqtunga ᓈᕐᓕᐅᖅᑐᖓ
stomach ache has stomach ache, see 

mirianguřuq
naarliuqtuq ᓈᕐᓕᐅᖅᑐᖅ

stomach/ action s/he is taking the stomach out aqiaruijaiřuq ᐊᕿᐊᕈᐃᔭᐃᖪᖅ

stomach/ action s/he takes the stomach out of it aqiaruijaqtaa ᐊᕿᐊᕈᐃᔭᖅᑖ

stomach/ duodenum curved, thick part of stomach that 
connects to intestine

itiqhiniq ᐃᑎᖅᓂᖅ

stomach/ membrane membrane of lower part of the 
abdomen, caribou and seal also 
have this membrane

aqiaviniq ᐊᕿᐊᕕᓂᖅ

stomache layer of fat around the stomache qiharuaq ᕿᕈᐊᖅ

stone, rock stone; rock ujaraq ᐅᔭᕋᖅ
stones stones; gravel tuapak ᑐᐊᐸᒃ
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stop sign stop sign nutqarvik ᓄᑦᖃᕐᕕᒃ
stops it stopped nutqaqtuq ᓄᑦᖃᖅᑐᖅ
stops stop! (You stop, to one person) nutqarit ᓄᑦᖃᕐᕆᑦ

store store niuvirvik ᓂᐅᕕᕐᕕᒃ
store closed (The store is...) niuvirvik ukkuaqtuq ᓂᐅᕕᕐᕕᒃ ᐅᒃᑯᐊᖅᑐᖅ
store corner store niuvirvinnuaq ᓂᐅᕕᕐᕕᓐᓄᐊᖅ
storm storm piqtuq ᐱᖅᑐᖅ
story story; legend unipkaaq ᐅᓂᑉᑳᖅ
story telling tells a legend; tells a story unipkaaqtuq ᐅᓂᑉᑳᖅᑐᖅ
stove stove ignirvik  ᐃᒡᓂᕐᕕᒃ
stove/primus primus stove; gas stove hiurřuk ᐅᕐᖪᒃ
straight straight (go...) hangutaililutit ᖑᑕᐃᓕᓗᑎᑦ
straight straight forward tukimut ᑐᑭᒧᑦ
straight/ makes something to help with making 

straight, precise, orderly.
kitqithaut ᑭᑦᕿᒃᐅᑦ

strait narrow passage; strait ikirahak ᐃᑭᕋᒃ
street street, road, trail, path apqut ᐊᑉᖁᑦ
street/ road street, road, trail, path apqut ᐊᑉᖁᑦ
stretch stretch them (command) tahilugit ᑕᓗᒋᑦ
stretch he/she/it stretches it tahiřaa ᑕᖭ
stretches stretches something tahitiriřuq ᑕᑎᕆᖪᖅ
string game/ playss plays string games ajaraaqtuq ᐊᔭᕌᖅᑐᖅ
string games string made for a string game,  

e.g.cat’s cradle
ajaraaq ᐊᔭᕌᖅ

string games string games ajarauhit ᐊᔭᕋᐅᓯᑦ
strong/is is strong hangngiřuq ᖕᖏᖪᖅ
stuck is stuck ajuqhittuq ᐊᔪᖅᑦᑐᖅ
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stumbles stumbles, tripped ukpitaqtuq ᐅᒃᐱᑕᖅᑐᖅ
subject/ topic in regards to, in the matter of, 

subject, topic 
mikšaanut ᒥᒃᓄᑦ

submerging something alive is submerging in 
water

pulaliqtuq ᐳᓚᓕᖅᑐᖅ

sucking sucking on something miluktaa ᒥᓗᒃᑖ
sucks sucks milukaqtuq ᒥᓗᑲᖅᑐᖅ
sufficient is enough; is sufficient; is all right; 

is fine
naammaktuq ᓈᒻᒪᒃᑐᖅ

suffocates suffocates; smothers ipiřuq ᐃᐱᖪᖅ
sugar sugar, comes from 'something that 

melts'
aukhiriaq ᐊᐅᒃᕆᐊᖅ

sugar use sugar (I take ... with my coffee/tea) aukhirialiqattaqtunga ᐊᐅᒃᕆᐊᓕᖃᑦᑕᖅᑐᖓ

sugar use Do you take sugar with your 
coffee?

kaapimut aukhirialiqattaqpit? ᑳᐱᒧᑦ ᐊᐅᒃᕆᐊᓕᖃᑦᑕᖅᐱᑦ

sugar use sugar (I do not take ...) aukhirialiqattangngitchunga ᐊᐅᒃᕆᐊᓕᖃᑦᑕᖕᖏᑦᕤᖓ
sugar use sugar (Do you take...?) aukhirialiqattaqpit? ᐊᐅᒃᕆᐊᓕᖃᑦᑕᖅᐱᑦ
suitable is correct; is right; is comfortable, 

is suitable, it is O.K.
iłuaqtuq ᐃᖢᐊᖅᑐᖅ

suitcase suitcase qiřuqut ᕿᖪᖁᑦ
summer summer auřaq ᐊᐅᖬᖅ
summer camp summer camp (skin tents)  itchaq ᐃᑦᕦᖅ
summer/ all summer all summer auřaq naallugu “auraa” ᐊᐅᖬᖅ ᓈᓪᓗᒍ “ᐊᐅᕌ”
summer/ every summer every summer auřaqtamaat ᐊᐅᖬᖅᑕᒫᑦ
summer/ it is it is summer time auřaqtuq ᐊᐅᖬᖅᑐᖅ
summer/ spending summer goes to spend the summer auřijaqtuqtuq ᐊᐅᖨᔭᖅᑐᖅᑐᖅ
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summer/ spending summer spends the summer auřiřuq ᐊᐅᖨᖪᖅ
sun sun hiqiniq ᕿᓂᖅ
sun is dazzled by the sun's reflection qi'ngaqtuq ᕿ'ᖓᖅᑐᖅ

sun dogs there are two rim pieces, one on 
either side of the sun

ajagutchiqtuq ᐊᔭᒍᑦᕠᖅᑐᖅ

sun/ conditions when it has been storming, a sign 
of clearing is when the sun has 
like a spreading ring surrounding it 
that resembles the fur of a 
sunburst (on parka) 

ujamiřriqtuq ᐅᔭᒥᖮᖨᖅᑐᖅ

sun/goes down sun is setting, sun is sinking down hiqiniq nipiliqtuq ᕿᓂᖅ ᓂᐃᓕᖅᑐᖅ

Sunday Sunday ubluriřuq ᐅᑉᓗᕆᖪᖅ
sunk something sunk in the water, (e.g. 

seal),  or pants have fallen down
kiviřuq ᑭᕕᖪᖅ

sunny/it's... sunny (it's...) hiqinniqtuq ᕿᓐᓂᖅᑐᖅ
sunny/not sunny (It is not ...) hiqiningngitchuq ᕿᓂᖕᖏᑦᕤᖅ
sunset sunset, also means stuck to ice 

e.g licking frozen ice 
nipittuq ᓂᐱᑦᑐᖅ

supervisor manager; supervisor, boss ataniq ᐊᑕᓂᖅ
sure/ question are you sure? also, what are you 

doing?
hulivit ᓕᕕᑦ

surely surely, it is for sure ijjammarik ᐃᔾᔭᒻᒪᕆᒃ
swallows swallows something iihiřuq ᐄᖪᖅ
swallows swallows it iiřaa ᐄᖭ
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swan Swan qugřuk ᖁᒡᖪᒃ
sweater sweater nuviqšaaq ᓄᕕᖅᖅ
sweats sweats (person) ipiliqtuq ᐃᐱᓕᖅᑐᖅ
sweats sweats (he...) kiniutiřuq ᑭᓂᐅᑎᖪᖅ
sweaty an expression: makes one feel 

sweaty, puihunnaqturaaluk - makes 
one feel very sweaty

puinaqtuq ᐳᐃᓇᖅᑐᖅ

sweeps sweeps hanniqtuq ᓐᓂᖅᑐᖅ
sweeps/ broom broom hanniut ᓐᓂᐅᑦ
sweet/sour is sweet; sweet food, or sour hiirnaqtuq ᕐᓇᖅᑐᖅ
swells swells; is swollen puvittuq ᐳᕕᑦᑐᖅ
swims is swimming naluktuq ᓇᓗᒃᑐᖅ
swims he/she is swimming, having fun naluuřaqtuq ᓇᓘᖬᖅᑐᖅ

table table ikpat ᐃᒃᐸᑦ
taibone tip of the tailbone pamiaq ᐸᒥᐊᖅ
tail tail of land mammals (see papik , pamiuq ᐸᒥᐅᖅ
tail/ bird tail of a bird, see papiruq (fish 

tail), pamiuq (animal tail) 
papik ᐸᐱᒃ

tail/ fish tail of fish, see papik (bird tail), 
pamiuq (animal tail)

papiruq ᐸᐱᕈᖅ

tail/ of clothing tail piece of clothing; aku ᐊᑯ
tailbone tailbone; coccyx pamialluk ᐸᒥᐊᓪᓗᒃ
tailpeice/ short has a short tailpiece, word for 

Greenland because they have short 
tailpieces

akukitchuq ᐊᑯᑭᑦᕤᖅ
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taken away/ he/she/it has had something 
taken away in a forceful manner

aqhaaqtauřuq ᐊᖅᖅᑕᐅᖪᖅ

takes away from s/he/it takes it away from s/he/it aqhaaqtaa ᐊᖅᖅᑖ
talk go talk to him uqaqatigigguuk ᐅᖃᖃᑎᒋᒡᒎᒃ
talk talks with him/her/it uqaqatigiřaa ᐅᖃᖃᑎᒋᖭ
talk talks about him/her/it uqauhiriřaa ᐅᖃᐅᕆᖭ
talkative s/he is talkative uqalluriktuq ᐅᖃᓪᓗᕆᒃᑐᖅ
talks speaks; talks uqaqtuq ᐅᖃᖅᑐᖅ
talks talks to him/her about it uqarvigiřaa ᐅᖃᕐᕕᒋᖭ
talks told him/her/it something uqautiřaa ᐅᖃᐅᑎᖭ
talks a lot talks a lot uqaratchaqtuut ᐅᖃᕋᑦᕦᖅᑑᖅ
talks/ type they tend to talk on and on uqamajaihinnaqtuq ᐅᖃᒪᔭᐃᓐᓇᖅᑐᖅ
tall/ is taller taller (he/she/it is...) angitqiřauřuq ᐊᖏᑦᕿᖬᐅᖪᖅ
tall/ taller taller angitqiřaq ᐊᖏᑦᕿᖬᖅ
talurřuaq origional place name was 

Paalliarřuk ,referring to an inlet that 
is further out to the main water 
than the other inlet,Taluarřuaq 
refers to the caribou blinds located 
at the end of the inlet

talurřuaq ᑕᓗᕐᖪᐊᖅ

tangled is tangled ilaktuq ᐃᓚᒃᑐᖅ
tanned s/he is tanned qirniqtittuq ᕿᕐᓂᖅᑎᑦᑐᖅ
tape glue, tape nipiut ᓂᐱᐅᑦ
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tarp/ made from itchaviniq an itchaviniq  used to be an 
itchaq / skin tent and is used  like 
a large tarp for packing things on 
a sled, -the itchaviniq  is placed 
skin side down and the items are 
placed on the fur, and then items 
are covered, fur side down,  
wrapped securely,  and tied down 
(skin side on outside)

itchaviniq ᐃᑦᕦᕕᓂᖅ

tarp something used on sled to put 
things on. It is folded over the 
load and tied down with ropes.

inguriq ᐃᖑᕆᖅ

target a moving object falls short of its 
target

tungauttuq ᑐᖓᐅᑦᑐᖅ

taste Do you like the smell/taste of it? mamariviuk? ᒪᒪᕆᕕᐅᒃ?

taste I like the smell/taste of it. mamaruhuktunga ᒪᒪᕈᒃᑐᖓ
taste fish tastes like nuna, see nivguq nivgunnitchuq ᓂᕝᒍᓐᓂᑦᕤᖅ

tastes good I like the taste of it. mamariřara ᒪᒪᕆᖬᕋ
tatoo tattoo kakiniq ᑲᑭᓂᖅ
tea tea tii ᑏ
tea conversation The tea is very hot. tii uunarluaqtuq ᑏ ᐆᓇᕐᓗᐊᖅᑐᖅ
tea conversation makes tea tiiliuqtuq ᑏᓕᐅᖅᑐᖅ
tea conversation place to make tea tiiliurvik ᑏᓕᐅᕐᕕᒃ
tea conversation kettle/teapot tiiliut ᑏᓕᐅᑦ
tea conversation drinks tea tiituqtuq ᑏᑐᖅᑐᖅ
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tea conversation tea (I would not like...) tiiturumangngitchunga ᑏᑐᕈᒪᖕᖏᑦᕤᖓ
tea conversation tea (I would like...) tiiturumařunga ᑏᑐᕈᒪᖪᖓ
tea conversation Would you like tea? tiiturumavit? ᑏᑐᕈᒪᕕᑦ
teacher teacher ilihaiři ᐃᓕᐃᖨ
teaches teaches ilihaiřuq ᐃᓕᐃᖪᖅ
teaches/ teaches it to.. teaches him/her/it ilihautiřaa ᐃᓕᐅᑎᖭ
team family,  team ilagiit ᐃᓚᒌᑦ
team family,  team ilagiit ᐃᓚᒌᑦ
tear tear (from eye) quřvik ᖁᖮᕕᒃ
tear/ in seam A tear in the seam is called 

kiluarniq . A hole or tear,e.g in 
clothing, is called angmarniq.

kiluarniq ᑭᓗᐊᕐᓂᖅ

tear/ opening tear  e.g.in a tear in clothing. A 
tear in the seam is called 
kiluarniq.

angmarniq ᐊᖕᒪᕐᓂᖅ

tears it tears easy, paper, fabric, leather alikharaitchuq ᐊᓕᒃᕋᐃᑦᕤᖅ

tears s/he, it; tears it aliktaa ᐊᓕᒃᑖ
tears started having tears  quřvlliqtuq ᖁᖮᕕᓕᖅᑐᖅ
teases teases, mocks mitaaqtuq ᒥᑖᖅᑐᖅ
teenage girl teenage girl niviaqhiaq ᓂᕕᐊᖅᐊᖅ
teenager teenager inuuhuktuq ᐃᓅᒃᑐᖅ
teeth teeth kigutit ᑭᒍᑎᑦ
teeth/ brushes brushes his/her/its teeth kigutigikhaqtuq ᑭᒍᑎᒋᒃᖅᑐᖅ
teeth/ has none has no more teeth kigutaitchuq ᑭᒍᑕᐃᑦᕤᖅ
telephone bell; alarm; buzzer; phone hivajaut ᕙᔭᐅᑦ
telephone/ command Call me. (command) hivajarviginga ᕙᔭᕐᕕᒋᖓ
telephone/ what number What's your phone number? huna hivajautivit naahautaa? ᓇ ᕙᔭᐅᑎᕕᑦ ᓈᐅᑖ
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telephone/question Do you want him to call you 
back?

hivajaquviuk? ᕙᔭᖁᕕᐅᒃ

telephones/I…her/him calling him (I am...) hivajarvigiřara ᕙᔭᕐᕕᒋᖬᕋ
telling stories is telling stories uqarahaktuq ᐅᖃᕋᒃᑐᖅ
temper tantrum temper tantrum with loud stamping 

of feet
tukkattukaqtuq ᑐᒃᑲᑦᑐᑲᖅᑐᖅ

temper tantrum temper tantrum with fast stamping 
of feet (not loud)

tukkattukauřaqtuq ᑐᒃᑲᑦᑐᑲᐅᖬᖅᑐᖅ

temple/human head temple (on human head) iqšak ᐃᖅᒃ
ten ten qulit ᖁᓕᑦ

tender is tender or soft aqittuq ᐊᕿᑦᑐᖅ
tendon tendon nukiruaq ᓄᑭᕈᐊᖅ
tends to she/he/it pays attention to, looks 

after, he/she /it
kamagiřaa ᑲᒪᒋᖭ

tent tent canvas tupikšaq ᑐᐱᒃᖅ
tent tent tupiq ᑐᐱᖅ
tent has set up a tent tupiqtuq ᑐᐱᖅᑐᖅ
tent tent site tupirvik ᑐᐱᕐᕕᒃ
tent camp (she/he has a tent...) tupiqhimařuq ᑐᐱᖅᒪᖪᖅ
tent frame tent frame tupiqpak ᑐᐱᖅᐸᒃ
tent pole/ upright upright tent pole, rocks piled up 

for drying rack
napariaq ᓇᐸᕆᐊᖅ

tent/ poles vertical tent poles (3+) qanait ᖃᓇᐃᑦ
tent/ poles vertical pole of canvas tent qanak ᖃᓇᒃ
tent/ ridge pole the tent's long ridge pole qimirut ᕿᒥᕈᑦ
tent/ rocks rocks for securing a tent (piruq for 

one rock)
pirut ᐱᕈᑦ

tent/ ropes ropes for securing a tent nuqarut ᓄᖃᕈᑦ
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testicle testicle igřuk ᐃᒡᖪᒃ
than you than you (comparison) ili'niunganit ᐃᓕ’ᓂᐅᖓᓂᑦ
than you two than you two ilipti'niunganit ᐃᓕᑉᑎ’ᓂᐅᖓᓂᑦ
thankful he/she/it is very thankful and 

excited 
hatuqtuq ᑐᖅᑐᖅ

thankful is thankful to him/her/it qujagiřaa ᖁᔭᒋᖭ
thanks thanks, expression of general 

appreciation
qujanaqquq ᖁᔭᓐᓇᖅᖁᖅ

thank-you thank you, you are gracious, I 
appreciate you e.g qujanaqqutit 
nirigama  -thank for the meal, 
qujanaqqutit qauřiti'na'ma – thank 
you for letting me know, 
qujanaqtuq - is grateful, 
qujanaqturaaluk  - Thank you very 
much.

qujanaqqutit ᖁᔭᓇᖅᑯᑎᑦ

that that one there taamna qailugu-
pass that to me

taamna ᑖᒻᓇ

that one that one down there kanna ᑲᓐᓇ
that one that one (whose name isn't 

remembered); remote in place or 
time

taimna ᑕᐃᒻᓇ

that one that one over there tai'na ᑕᐃ'ᓇ
that one that one too tařvalu ᑕᖮᕙᓗ
that/ there now, that one, there it is tařva ᑕᖮᕙ
thawed bleeds, or thawed (it is) auktuq ᐊᐅᒃᑐᖅ
thaws thawing out aukhiqtuq ᐊᐅᒃᖅᑐᖅ
thaws is thawed out aumařuq ᐊᐅᒪᖪᖅ
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thaws bleeds, or thawed auktuq ᐊᐅᒃᑐᖅ
thaws/ completed is already thawed out auktuqtaaqtuq ᐊᐅᒃᑐᖅᑖᖅᑐᖅ
thaws/ completely is completely thawed aukhiqtaatchiartuq ᐊᐅᒃᖅᑖᑦᕠᐊᕐᑐᖅ
thaws/ partial is not completely thawed, or 

aukhitchiaqhimaiitchuq
aukhitchiaqhimangngitchuq ᐊᐅᒃᑦᑎᐊᖅᒪᖕᖏᑦᕤᖅ

theirs belonging to them piqutaat ᐱᖁᑖᑦ
them all of them tamaita ᑕᒪᐃᑕ
them/ two both of them (there are only two) tamarmik ᑕᒪᕐᒥᒃ

themselves doing things by themselves, talking 
about themselves

inminik ᐃᓐᒥᓂᒃ

there over there taavani ᑖᕙᓂ
there to the farther area, more over 

there
taavungavaalliq ᑖᕗᖓᕚᓪᓕᖅ

there around there (it is...) tahamaniitchuq ᑕᒪᓃᑦᕤᖅ
there you are there! tařvaniitutit ᑕᖮᕙᓃᑦᑐᑎᑦ
there right there tařvunga ᑕᖮᕗᖓ
there out there tatqaani ᑕᑦᖄᓂ
these these two ukuak ᐅᑯᐊᒃ
these these (more than two) ukuat ᐅᑯᐊᑦ
these What are these? (three or more) ukuat hunauvat ᐅᑯᐊᑦ ᓇᐅᕙᑦ

thick thick ivřuřuq ᐃᕝᖪᖪᖅ
thickens a liquid that thickens by itself kiniqtittuq ᑭᓂᖅᑎᑦᑐᖅ
thigh leg; thigh, qukturak - dual form of 

thighs
qukturaq ᖁᒃᑐᕋᖅ

thin thin, e.g thin ice, thin paper haatuq ᑐᖅ
thin is flat, is thin haattuq ᑦᑐᖅ
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thinks he/she is thinking, 
ihumařunga /ᐃᒪᖪᖓ, I am thinking, 
I thought 

ihumařuq ᐃᒪᖪᖅ

thinks/ abouthim/her/it thinks about him/her/it ihumagiřaa ᐃᒪᒋᖭ
thirsty is thirsty imiruktuq ᐃᒥᕈᒃᑐᖅ
this annoying one this annoying little one unaphuatłuk ᐅᓇᑉᐊᑦᖢᒃ
this bothersome one this bothersome one, or one who 

should know better
unanaluk ᐅᓇᓇᓗᒃ

this one this one too unalu ᐅᓇᓗ
this one this terrible one unatłuk ᐅᓇᑦᖢᒃ
this one here this one here una ᐅᓇ
those those taapkuat ᑖᑉᑯᐊᑦ
thought thought; idea ihuma ᐃᒪ

thread/ thread ivalukšaq ᐃᕙᓗᒃᖅ
thread/ spool spool for thread ivalukšaut ᐃᕙᓗᒃᐅᑦ
threads threads a needle nuvihiřuq ᓄᕕᖪᖅ
threads threads it (a needle) nuviřaa ᓄᕕᖭ
three does something three times e.g 

shooting three times in a row
pingahuiqtuqtuq ᐱᖓᐃᖅᑐᖅᑐᖅ

three catches, gets three of something pingahuraaqtuq ᐱᖓᕌᖅᑐᖅ

three three pingahut ᐱᖓᑦ
throat throat iggiaq ᐃᒡᒋᐊᖅ
throw/ command command, you throw it away igillugu ᐃᒋᓪᓗᒍ
throws throws it away igitaa ᐃᒋᑖ
throws throwing objects iqqaiřuq ᐃᖅᖃᐃᖪᖅ
throws throws something at it miluqtaa ᒥᓗᖅᑖ
thumb thumb kuplu ᑯᑉᓗ
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thunder thunder kalluk ᑲᓪᓗᒃ
thunders it is thundering, there is thunder kalliqtuq ᑲᓪᓕᖅᑐᖅ

Thursday Thursday hitammiut ᑕᒻᒥᐅᑦ
tickling gives a tickling sensation; makes 

flesh crawl
quinangnaqtuq ᖁᐃᓇᖕᓇᖅᑐᖅ

ticklish someone is ticklish, squeamish quinaktuq ᖁᐃᓇᒃᑐᖅ
tide tide is rising uliliqtuq ᐅᓕᓕᖅᑐᖅ
tide tide (it's high...) ulinngařuq ᐅᓕᓐᖓᖪᖅ
tide tide is up, uliliqtuq -tide is going ulittuq ᐅᓕᑦᑐᖅ

tide a small tide, e.g. in the gulf of 
Boothia the mid day tide goes 
only half way up, and it goes 
down again

uliqšuqtuq ᐅᓕᖅᖅᑐᖅ

tide/ down tide is down, tinilliqtuq , tide is 
going down

tinittuq ᑎᓂᑦᑐᖅ

tide/ low tide is out; low tide tininngařuq ᑎᓂᖓᖪᖅ
tide/ up tide is up, uliliqtuq -tide is going 

up, also, ulittuq-is put inside out 
ulittuq ᐅᓕᑦᑐᖅ

tidy very neat and tidy pimmariktuq ᐱᒻᒪᕆᒃᑐᖅ

tie two strings tying sides of parka 
hood together below the chin

pituutaq ᐱᑑᑕᖅ

tie men's tie qunguhirut ᖁᖑᕈᑦ
ties ties it up (a package) qilaktaa ᕿᓚᒃᑖ
tight is tight hukattuq ᑲᑦᑐᖅ
tight there is little room nirukitchuq ᓂᕈᑭᑦᕤᖅ
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tightener something used to tighten 
something, a tightener

hukatirut ᑲᑎᕈᑦ

tightening a person is tightening  a srcew, 
twisting top etc. (anything that 
tightens and loosens by twisting)

hukatirriřuq ᑲᑎᕐᕆᖪᖅ

time today uplumi ᐅᑉᓗᒥ
time morning uplaaq ᐅᑉᓛᖅ
time two years ago ukiup aippaani ᐅᑭᐅᑉ ᐊᐃᑉᐹᓇ
time next year ařraagut ᐊᖮᕌᒍᑦ
time/ at what at what time? (in the future) humungngaqpat ᒧᖕᖓᖅᐸᑦ?
time/ what where did she/he/it go? What 

time is it?
humungngaqpa ᒧᖕᖓᖅᐸ

tiny tiny one, hardly, scarcely mikiřunnuaq ᒥᑭᖪᓐᓄᐊᖅ
tip tip; point nuvuk ᓄᕗᒃ
tired is very physically tired;  see 

uinngaqtuq , is very sleepy
minnguqtuqtuq ᒥᓐᖑᖅᑐᖅᑐᖅ

tired is tired; , see uinngaqtu q, sleepy minnguqtuqtuq ᒥᓐᖑᖅᑐᖅᑐᖅ
tired tired (Is she/he ...?) qituhukpaa ᕿᑐᒃᐹ
tired tired, weary. qituhuktuq ᕿᑐᒃᑐᖅ
tired /in process of mentally or physically getting tired, 

getting low energy
qituhuliqtuq ᕿᑐᓕᖅᑐᖅ

tiring It is tiring qituhungnaqtuq ᕿᑐᖕᓇᖅᑐᖅ
tissue tissue; kleenex kakkiut ᑲᒃᑭᐅᑦ
toboggan sled; toboggan hituraut ᑐᕋᐅᑦ
today today uplumi ᐅᑉᓗᒥ
today today uplumi ᐅᑉᓗᒥ
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toe or finger nail/ flesh the flesh under one toe or finger 
nail

maunaq ᒪᐅᓇᖅ

toe/ big big toe putuguq ᐳᑐᒍᖅ
toilet toilet; bathroom; washroom, see 

quijaqturvik
anarvik ᐊᓇᕐᕕᒃ

toilet paper toilet paper iquutikšaq ᐃᖂᑎᒃᖅ
tomcod tomcod uugaq ᐆᒐᖅ
tomorrow tomorrow aqagu ᐊᖃᒍ
tomorrow/ evening tomorrow evening aqagu unnukpat ᐊᖃᒍ ᐅᓐᓄᒃᐸᑦ
tomorrow/ in two days day after tomorrow aqagua'ni ᐊᖃᒍᐊ'ᓂ
tomorrow/ morning tomorrow morning aqagu ublaatkut ᐊᖃᒍ ᐅᑉᓛᑦᑯᑦ
tomorrow/ question about What day is it tomorrow? aqagu hunau'niamat? ᐊᖃᒍ ᓇᐅᓂᐊ’ᒪᑦ
tomorrow/ question about What is she doing tomorrow? aqagu huniaq? ᐊᖃᒍ ᓂᐊᖅ
tomorrow/ question about What about tomorrow? aqaguli? ᐊᖃᒍᓕ
tongue tongue uqaq ᐅᖃᖅ
tongue/ sore has a sore tongue uqarluktuq ᐅᖃᕐᓗᒃᑐᖅ
tonight What are you doing tonight? unnuk huniaqpit? ᐅᓐᓄᒃ ᓂᐊᖅᐱᑦ
tonight when it becomes night unnukpat ᐅᓐᓄᒃᐸᑦ
tonsils tonsils qiniqhiut ᕿᓂᖅᐅᑦ
took along email attachment, a person took it nakhiuřauřuq ᓇᒃᐅᖬᐅᖪᖅ
tool/ anvil anvil kaugvik ᑲᐅᒡᕕᒃ
tool/ hammer hammer kautauřaq ᑲᐅᑕᐅᖬᖅ
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tool/ kakivak a two pronged fishing spear, with 
two curved outer prongs, and one 
centre sharp point to keep fish 
stabilized.  Muskox horn was often 
used to form the two curved outer 
prongs due to its pliable nature. 
naulinngiut  is the term for the 
straight fishing spear that is 
thrown.

kakivak ᑲᑭᕙᒃ

tool/ scoop/ ice fishing scoop to remove ice from a fish ilaut ᐃᓚᐅᑦ
tool/ seal skin scraper seal skin scraper haliguut ᓕᒎᑦ
tool/ seam ripper a seam ripper, something to cut a kiluaqtirut ᑭᓗᐊᖅᑎᕈᑦ
toola/ axe axe ulimaut ᐅᓕᒪᐅᑦ
tools tools hanařrutit ᓇᖮᕈᑎᑦ
tools/ air pump air pump, rising agent such as puplakhaut ᐳᑉᓚᒃᐅᑦ
tools/ file file; tool used in carving agiaq ᐊᒋᐊᖅ
tools/ fire starter a container, with a mixture of 

dried plants, used to start a fire 
by blowing the embers once a 
spark lands on the plant mixture. 
The spark could be caused by 
using stones or striking a piece of 
steel with the appropriate type of 
stone.

huppivik ᑉᐱᕕᒃ

tools/ fishing, hunting a big single hook attached to a nikhik ᓂᒃᒃ
tools/ gun gun, rifle hiqquqtiřřut ᖅᑯᖅᑎᖮᖪᑦ
tools/ hacksaw hacksaw uluutauřaq ᐅᓘᑕᐅᖬᖅ
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tools/ handle its handle tigummivia ᑎᒍᒻᒥᕕᐊ
tools/ harpoon harpoon unaaq ᐅᓈᖅ
tools/ ice chisel ice chisel tuuq ᑑᖅ
tools/ iglu building metal stick to measure the depth 

of snow, or the consistancy of 
hardness in the snow layers 

havgut ᕝᒍᑦ

tools/ knife woman's knife, wide curved cutting 
edge that has many uses, i.e. for 
cutting, scraping, cleaning meat, 
fish and skins, ulua /ᐅᓗᐊ  her/his 
ulu

ulu ᐅᓗ

tools/ pliers pliers kiipkaqhit ᑮᑉᑲᖅᑦ
tools/ pliers pliers tiggut ᑎᒡᒍᑦ
tools/ pliers pliers, also see kiipkaqhit tiggutik ᑎᒡᒍᑎᒃ
tools/ razor razor umngijaut ᐅᒻᖏᔭᐅᑦ
tools/ saw saw uluut ᐅᓘᑦ
tools/ screw a person is tightening  a srcew, hukatirriřuq ᑲᑎᕐᕆᖪᖅ
tools/ screw driver screw driver qi'řaqhit ᕿ'ᖬᖅᑦ
tools/ sharp edge of... sharp edge of knife, axe; cutting tuquuraq ᑐᖂᕋᖅ
tools/ sharpener sharpener ipikhaut ᐃᐱᒃᐅᑦ
tools/ stapler stapler kikiakhit ᑭᑭᐊᒃᑦ
tools/ ulu making where there is plenty of material 

to make ulus; traditional name for 
Holman Island Ulukhaqtuuq

ulukšaqtuuq ᐅᓗᒃᖅᑑᖅ
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tools/ unscrew a person is loosening a srcew, 
twisting top etc. (anything that 
tightens and loosens by twisting)

qi'řaaqhiřuq ᕿ'ᖭᖅᖪᖅ

tools/ winter seal hunting a small  piece of swan skin 
containing the small down  used 
for winter seal hunting when there 
is a layer of snow over the ice 
and seal holes. The one single 
little piece of down  is attached to 
an instument that indicates the 
movement of the water as the 
seals are coming up to breathes

qivviutaq ᕿᕝᕕᐅᑕᖅ

tools/ winter seal hunting a tool similar to the qivviutaq. It is 
a thin metal rod, with a piece of 
muskox horn attached on the top 
that a piece of string is attached 
to.  The movement of water as 
the seal rises to breathe causes 
the rod to wiggle back and forth. 
When the rod is pushed up,  the 
hunter harpoons the seal. 

illaq ᐃᓪᓚᖅ
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tools/ winter seal hunting A winter seal hunting instrument 
used to determine the centre of a 
seal hole that is covered with ice 
amd snow. It is also used for 
indicating a layer of ice crystal in 
water, or if the hole is fresh from 
a seal breathing not long ago.

havgutauřaq ᕝᒍᑕᐅᖬᖅ

tools/ winter seal hunting a piece of rope made from seal 
skin with two ends connected 
together ( about 6" diameter.) 
When the seal is caught, the 
folded rope end is inserted 
between the inner lip and teeth 
(following a knife cut ) and 
continues under the skin to the 
eye. The folded rope is looped 
through the other end and this is 
used to securely pull the seal  out 
of the seal hole. 

urhiq ᐅᕐᖅ

tools/ winter seal hunting Two pieces of wood or antler that 
have inserts on the top filled with 
artctic cotton. these are used to 
hold the harpoon while waiting for 
a seal. The arctic cotton muffles 
any sound. 

na'maktaq ᓇ'ᒪᒃᑕᖅ
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tools/ winter seal hunting A bag for seal hunting tools about tutiriaq ᑐᑎᕆᐊᖅ
tools/skinning knife skinning knife aaktuut ᐋᒃᑑᑦ
tooth (see pl. kigutit) tooth kigut ᑭᒍᑦ
tooth/ pulled pulls out his/her/its tooth kigutaijaqtaa ᑭᒍᑕᐃᔭᖅᑖ
tooth/incisor tooth; front incisor hivuaq ᕗᐊᖅ
toothache has a toothache kigu'liuqtuq ᑭᒍ'ᓕᐅᖅᑐᖅ
toothbrush toothbrush kigutigikhaut ᑭᒍᑎᒋᒃᐅᑦ
top on the top, vamp of shoe/boot qaanga ᖄᖓ

top on its top; above qaangani ᖄᖓᓂ
top on top (it is...) qaanganiittuq ᖄᖓᓃᑦᑐᖅ
top they are on top qaanganiittut ᖄᖓᓃᑦᑐᑦ
touches touches him/her/it aktuqtaa ᐊᒃᑐᖅᑖ
towards towards mikšaani ᒥᒃᓂ
towards towards it, e.g. mikšaanut ᒥᒃᓄᑦ
towards/ faces faces toward me hanmiřuq ᓐᒥᖪᖅ
towel towel allarut ᐊᓪᓚᕈᑦ
tows it he/she towing it kalitaa ᑲᓕᑖ
toy toy ulapqiuřaq ᐅᓚᑉᕿᐅᖬᖅ
toys things to play with ulapqutit ᐅᓚᑉᖁᑎᑦ
traces /dogteam traces (dog team) ipiuttat  ᐃᐱᐅᑦᑕᑦ
trachea trachea tuqłuk ᑐᖅᖢᒃ
track track; footprint tumi ᑐᒥ
tracks tracks (of an animal) tumiit ᑐᒦᑦ
tracks follows tracks tupřaqhiřuq ᑐᑉᖬᖅᖪᖅ
tradition habit; custom; tradition, see also 

ilitquhiq
pitquhiq ᐱᑦᖁᖅ

trail walking trail, walkway pihugvik ᐱᒡᕕᒃ
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trail/ path street, road, trail, path apqut ᐊᑉᖁᑦ
trains trains him/her/it ajuruiqhaqtaa ᐊᔪᕈᐃᖅᖅᑖ
translator interpreter; translator uqaqti ᐅᖃᖅᑎ
trap trap naniriaq ᓇᓂᕆᐊᖅ
trap line trap line naniriaqturvik ᓇᓂᕆᐊᖅᑐᕐᕕᒃ
travelling on land the hunter has been out for quite 

some time  maqqailiqqamiiqtuq- 
the hunter has been out for quite 
some time now.

maqqaitchuq ᒪᖅᖃᐃᑦᕤᖅ

travelling on land/ look around going to a high place to have a 
good look around, where one can 
see well and far in all directions 

nahitchaqtuqtuq ᓇᑦᕦᖅᑐᖅᑐᖅ

travelling/ on land/ crossed 
paths

they crossed each other, traveling 
in opposite directions,  but did not 
see each other  e.g two people 
crossed each other while travelling 
but did not see each other due to 
a hill between them. In the game 
of kipuktaaq the two weights cross 
each other, moving in opposite 
directions, but do not touch

kipuktuk ᑐᐳᒃᑐᒃ

travels travels from the land to the sea atauřuq ᐊᑕᐅᖪᖅ
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travels/ long distance someone travels a long distance aulařuq ᐊᐅᓚᖪᖅ

tree upright; tree napaaqtuq ᓇᐹᖅᑐᖅ
tree/ bark peel of fruit, vegetable; skin of a amiraq ᐊᒥᕋᖅ
tree/ branch branch of a tree iharutaq ᐃᕈᑕᖅ
triangle triangle pingahunik tiritqualik ᑎᕆᑦᖁᖅ
trim material trim/design on outer 

parka (made from material)
hinikšaq ᓂᒃᖅ

trips trips (he...) naattuq  ᓈᑦᑐᖅ
trout trout iłuuraarřuk ᐃᖣᕌᕐᖪᒃ
trout/ big big lake trout iłuuq ᐃᖣᖅ
truth/ tells tells the truth huliřuq ᓕᖪᖅ
tuberculosis tuberculosis (he has...) puvagluktuq ᐳᕙᒡᓗᒃᑐᖅ
Tuesday Tuesday aippiut ᐊᐃᑉᐱᐅᑦ
Tuniit people from long ago, the Tuniit, 

they were said to be tall, strong  
and gentle

tuniit ᑐᓃᑦ

turns turns his/her/its back to tunutaa ᑐᓄᑖ
turns turns his/her/its back tunuttuq ᑐᓄᑦᑐᖅ
tusk tusk tuugaaq ᑑᒑᖅ
twelve twelve qulillu mařruk ᖁᓕᓗ ᒪᖮᕉᒃ
twenty fingers and toes, phalanges, also 

the word for twenty
avatit ᐊᕙᑎᑦ

twice does it twice mařruiqtuq ᒪᖮᕈᐃᖅᑐᖅ
twins twins mařriak ᒪᖮᕆᐊᒃ

twins/ has has twins mařriřuq ᒪᖮᕆᖪᖅ

twisted is twisted qipingařuq ᕿᐱᖓᖪᖅ
twisted twisted qipittuq ᕿᐱᑦᑐᖅ
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twisty something is twisty or winding, like 
a road

hangungařuq ᖑᖓᖪᖅ

two two mařruk ᒪᖮᕈᒃ
ugly is ugly; is unattractive iniqunaitchuq ᐃᓂᖁᓇᐃᑦᕤᖅ
ulu making where there is plenty of material 

to make ulus; traditional name for 
Holman Island Ulukhaqtuuq

ulukšaqtuuq ᐅᓗᒃᖅᑑᖅ

um a place holder sound, also used 
for  saying ummmm

pi ᐱ

unattractive is ugly; is unattractive iniqunaitchuq ᐃᓂᖁᓇᐃᑦᕤᖅ
uncle/ father's side uncle (father’s brother) akkak ᐊᒃᑲᒃ
uncle/ mother'ss side uncle on mother's side; mother's 

brother
angak ᐊᖓᒃ

uncomfortable does feel right; not right; 
uncomfortable; concerning

iłuitchuq ᐃᖢᐃᑦᕤᖅ

under/ passes under passes under him/her/it ataaguuqtaa ᐊᑖᒎᖅᑖ
underclothing underrshirt/underwear,  also see 

uvinařuq
ilupaaq ᐃᓗᐹᖅ

underneath underneath ataani ᐊᑖᓂ
underneath underneath (it is) ataaniittuq ᐊᑖᓃᑦᑐᖅ
understand understand (I don't...) tukihingngitchunga ᑐᑭᖕᖏᑦᕤᖓ
understand understand (I...) tukihiřunga ᑐᑭᖪᖓ
understand understand (Do you...?) tukihivit? ᑐᑭᕖᑦ
underwear underwear, also see ilupaaq uviniruq  ᐅᕕᓂᕈᖅ
undress/ action of undresses; takes off his/her (own) 

clothes
a'nuraangijaqtuq ᐊ'ᓄᕌᖏᔭᖅᑐᖅ
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undress/ state of is naked; has undressed; see 
uhiqtuq

a'nuraangiqtuq ᐊ'ᓄᕌᖏᖅᑐᖅ

undressed is undressed is naked uhiqtuq ᐅᖅᑐᖅ
undressing in the process of taking off 

his/her clothes
uhiqtiqtuq ᐅᖅᑎᖅᑐᖅ

uninhabited uninhabited place; place where 
nobody lives

inuilaq ᐃᓄᐃᓚᖅ

unison in unison; all together atautchikkut ᐊᑕᐅᑦᕠᒃᑯᑦ
unison are doing somthing at the same 

time
atautchikkuuqtut ᐊᑕᐅᑦᕠᒃᑰᖅᑐᑦ

unloads unloads uhiijaqtuq ᐅᔭᖅᑐᖅ
unlocks is unlocking it palangngaktaa ᐸᓚᖕᖓᒃᑖ
unpleasant is unpleasant, grievous quvianaitchuq ᖁᕕᐊᓇᐃᑦᕤᖅ
unties unties it qillaiqtaa ᕿᓪᓚᐃᖅᑖ
up goes up; ascends qu'muktuq ᖁ'ᒧᒃᑐᖅ
up up qu'mut ᖁ`ᒧᑦ
up upward qu'mut ᖁ'ᒧᑦ
up went up, ascended in the air, e.g. qangattaqtuq ᖃᖓᑦᑕᖅᑐᖅ
up river goes up river e.g. fish majuqtuq ᒪᔪᖅᑐᖅ
up/ I am I am up makittunga ᒪᑭᑦᑐᖓ
up/ not laying down person is up, not laying down makitařuq ᒪᑭᑕᖪᖅ
upright sets it upright; stands it up makitaa ᒪᑭᑖ
upright gets up from a prone or sitting 

position;
makittuq ᒪᑭᑦᑐᖅ

upright puts it upright nappaqtaa ᓇᑉᐸᖅᑖ
upright upright; tree napaaqtuq ᓇᐹᖅᑐᖅ
upset/ unknown I don't know what she/he/ is qanurittułukiaq ᖃᓄᕆᑦᑐᖢᑭᐊᖅ
upside down object is upside down, e.g.vehicle puhinngařuq ᐳᓐᖓᖪᖅ
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upstream upstream qu'muuřuq ᖁ'ᒨᖪᖅ
urinates urinating quiřuq ᖁᐃᖪᖅ
urine urine quq ᖁᖅ
urine smells like urine quqhungnitchuq ᖁᖅᖕᓂᑦᕤᖅ
urine/ strong strong urine itiruq ᐃᑎᕈᖅ
us all of us, 3+ tamapta ᑕᒪᑉᑕ
used It is used (passive) atuqtauřuq ᐊᑐᖅᑕᐅᖪᖅ
useful it has been used aturnilik ᐊᑐᕐᓂᓕᒃ
uses uses it; sings it atuqtaa ᐊᑐᖅᑖ
uses uses atuqtuq ᐊᑐᖅᑐᖅ
uterus uterus; womb igliaq ᐃᒡᓕᐊᖅ
vacation vacation; holidays (she/he/it is 

resting...)
minnguiqhiqtuq ᒥᓐᖑᐃᖅᖅᑐᖅ

vagina vagina utchuk ᐅᑦᕤᒃ
valley valleys naqŝait ᓇᖅᐃᑦ
valley valley naqšaq   ᓇᖅᖅ
vapour vapour that rises from open water 

as the weather gets cold in the 
fall time, (qihuktuq is the term for 
salt water), forming dark clouds in 
the distance over the water.  Also 
used to describe the fog that is 
created from the chimney heat of 
the houses in a community when 
it is very cold

pujuuqtuq ᐳᔫᖅᑐᖅ
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vehicle ski-doo, snow machine, or generic 
word for vehicle

akšaluut ᐊᒃᓘᑦ

vehicle motorized vehicle akšaluut ᐊᒃᓘᑦ
vehicle goes by ski-doo/vehicle akšaluutituqtuq ᐊᒃᓘᑎᑐᖅᑐᖅ
vehicle/ driver driver; captain of a boat aquti ᐊᖁᑎ
vehicle/ drives drive (she is able to...) aquttuŋnaqtuq ᐊᖁᑦᑐᖕᓇᖅᑐᖅ
vehicle/ steering wheel steering wheel or handle bars, aqut ᐊᖁᑦ
vehicle/ steers drives a vehicle; pilots a plane; aquttuq ᐊᖁᑦᑐᖅ
vehicle/ via via snowmobile/truck/car/vehicle akšaluutitkut ᐊᒃᓘᑎᑦᑯᑦ

vertabrae the vertebrae at the base of the pikuk ᐱᑯᒃ
vertebrae the vertebrae right next to the tip qamniq ᖃᒻᓂᖅ
via/ by where who (more than two people); also, hutkut ᑦᑯᑦ
visibility weather with low visibility niptaitchuq ᓂᑉᑕᐃᑦᕤᖅ
visible shows up; is visible; is showing e.g. 

the seal's head is staying up (is 
visable above the water)

nuitařuq ᓄᐃᑕᖪᖅ

visible it is visible tautungna`mat ᑕᐅᑐᖕᓇ`ᒪᑦ
visible is invisible; is not visible tautungnaitchuq ᑕᐅᑐᖕᓇᐃᑦᕤᖅ
vision cannot see well; sees very little takpiittuq ᑕᒃᐲᑦᑐᖅ
vision sees well; has good vision takpiktuq ᑕᒃᐱᒃᑐᖅ
visits/ relatives has gone to another community to 

visit relatives
inniaqtuq ᐃᓐᓂᐊᖅᑐᖅ

visits visitors (I have...) pulaaqtauřunga ᐳᓛᖅᑕᐅᕈᖓ
visits visits pulaaqtuq ᐳᓛᖅᑐᖅ
visits visiting pulaaqtuq ᐳᓛᖅᑐᖅ
visits he/she/ has gone visiting uglauřuq ᐅᒡᓚᐅᖪᖅ

voice/ sound a sound made for calling someone 
really far

quuqšuqtiqtuq
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vomits vomits miriaqtuq ᒥᕆᐊᖅᑐᖅ
wades s/he it is (the dog is) being 

chained up, also a person is 
wading in water

ipiqtuq ᐃᐱᖅᑐᖅ

waist waist; middle qitiq ᕿᑎᖅ
waiter waiter in restaurant, piřitchiqtuq, 

he/she /it is helping, or serving
piřitchiqti ᐱᖨᑦᕠᖅᑎ

waits waits for someone to come home aitchiiřuq ᐊᐃᑦᕢᖪᖅ

waits waits for him/her/it utaqqiřaa ᐅᑕᖅᑭᖭ
waits waits utaqqiřuq ᐅᑕᖅᑭᖪᖅ
waits repeatedly stays put and waits 

patiently for him/her/it
utaqqivaktaa ᐅᑕᖅᕿᕙᒃᑖ

wakes wakes him/her/it up tupaaqtaa ᑐᐹᖅᑖ
wakes wakes up early tupakhiuqtuq ᑐᐸᒃᒃᑐᖅ
wakes he/she/it wakes up tupaktuq ᑐᐸᒃᑐᖅ
walks s/he it is walking pihuktuq ᐱᒃᑐᖅ
walks s/he is walking around pihuumařuq ᐱᒪᖪᖅ
walks she/he/it went for a walk pihuuřaqtuq ᐱᖬᖅᑐᖅ
wall wall  (ava`lu is fence) aki’naq  ᐊᑭ’ᓇᖅ
walrus s/he got a walrus aivaktuq ᐊᐃᕙᒃᑐᖅ
walrus walrus aiviq ᐊᐃᕕᖅ
walrus walrus hunting (s/he has gone...) aiviqhiuqtuq ᐊᐃᕕᖅᐅᖅᑐᖅ

want/ what what [do you want] humik ᒥᒃ
wants does not want...; refuses pijumangngitchuq ᐱᔪᒪᖕᖏᑦᕤᖅ
wants wants it pijumařaa ᐱᔪᒪᖭ
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wants it is wanted pijumarauřuq ᐱᔪᒪᖬᐅᖪᖅ
wants wants; desires pijumařuq ᐱᔪᒪᖪᖅ
wants wants more piphaarumařuq ᐱᑉᕈᒪᖪᖅ
warm is getting warm, e.g. kettle is 

getting warm
uunalliqtuq ᐆᓇᓪᓕᖅᑐᖅ

wart wart, different than boil, abscess-  
ajuaq

u'nguq ᐅ'ᖑᖅ

washes washes something uaqhiřuq ᐅᐊᖅᖪᖅ
washes washing machine uaqhit ᐅᐊᖅᑦ
washes washes him/her/it uaqtaa ᐅᐊᖅᑖ
washes (see uaqtiqtuq) washes uaqtuq ᐅᐊᖅᑐᖅ
washing mashine washing machine a'nuraanut uarvik ᐊ’ᓄᕌᓄᑦ ᐅᐊᕐᕕᒃ
watch wrist watch; bracelet ařgau'miaq ᐊᖮᒐᐅ’ᒥᐊᖅ
watches watches; is in an audience 

watching something
qunngiaqtuq ᖁᓐᖏᐊᖅᑐᖅ

watches watches; looks at tautuktuq ᑕᐅᑐᒃᑐᖅ
water water (for drinking), also an 

expanse of water
imaq ᐃᒪᖅ

water condition the water is like glass, no wind uqšuaqtuq ᐅᖅᐊᖅᑐᖅ

water/ creatures creatures that live in water imarmiutait ᐃᒪᕐᒥᐅᑕᐃᑦ
water/ devivery person water delivery person imiqtaqti ᐃᒥᖅᑕᖅᑎ
water/ dont't want water (I don't want ...) imirumangngitchunga ᐃᒥᕈᒪᖕᖏᑦᕤᖓ
water/ fell in fell in water imaaqtuq ᐃᒫᖅᑐᖅ
water/ fetches fetches water imiqtaqtuq ᐃᒥᖅᑕᖅᑐᖅ
water/ fresh good fresh water imatchiavak ᐃᒪᑦᕠᐊᕙᒃ
water/ I would like water (I would like ...) imiruktunga ᐃᒥᕈᒃᑐᖓ
water/ in water (in the...) imarmi ᐃᒪᕐᒥ
water/ lives in lives in water imarmiutat ᐃᒪᕐᒥᐅᑕᑦ
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water/ making fetches snow to make water aniutaqtuq ᐊᓂᐅᑕᖅᑐᖅ
water/ melted has turned to water; has melted 

(ice or snow)
imaruqtuq ᐃᒪᕈᖅᑐᖅ

water/ question water (would you like...?) imirukpit? ᐃᒥᕈᒃᐱᑦ
water/ truck water truck imiqtaut ᐃᒥᖅᑕᐅᑦ
water/snow for snow used for making water aniuvak ᐊᓂᐅᕙᒃ
waterfall waterfall qurluqtuq ᖁᕐᓗᖅᑐᖅ
wave wave malik ᒪᓕᒃ
waves/ ocean ocean swell; wave tařřaaq ᑕᖮᖭᖅ
waves/ ocean there are swells; there are waves tařřaaqtuq ᑕᖮᖭᖅᑐᖅ

wavey it is wavey, rough water malliqtuq ᒪᓪᓕᖅᑐᖅ
we (2) we; the two of us, both of us uvaguk ᐅᕙᒍᒃ

we (3+) we; the three or more of us uvagut ᐅᕙᒍᑦ

weak/is is weak; is not strong hangngiitchuq ᖕᖐᑦᕤᖅ
wears/ footware has his/her/its boots or shoes on kamiktuq ᑲᒥᒃᑐᖅ

weasel weasel; ermine (also tiriřřak) tiriaq ᑎᕆᐊᖅ
weasel young weasel; young ermine tiriaraq ᑎᕆᐊᕋᖅ
weather ouside; weather; atmosphere hila ᓚ
weather/ bad is bad weather, (stormy weather is hilattaungngittuq ᓚᑦᑕᐅᖕᖏᑦᑐᖅ
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weather/ checking Itchuq  refers to the process of 
teaching a child about the weather 
by sending them out first thing in 
the morning to report on all 
aspects of the weather. Ittuq, 
means grandfather. Ittuq is a word 
that is pronounced with a double 
t,( not with "tch" as in itchuq)

itchuk ᐃᑦᑐᖅ

weather/ checking go out to check the weather !  
(imperative form) , itchuqtuq - 
she/he went outside to check on 
the weather so he could come 
back and give detailed oral report. 
(Young children were traditionally 
trained to do this as a way to 
become more and more observant 
about the weather)

itchurit ᐃᑦᕤᕆᑦ

weather/ clear clear skies niptařuq  ᓂᑉᑕᖪᖅ
weather/ clearing the weather is clearing up allalaqivalliařuq ᐊᓪᓚᓚᕿᕙᓪᓕᐊᖪᖅ
weather/ clearing when it has been storming, a sign 

of clearing is when the sun has 
like a spreading ring surrounding it 
that resembles the fur of a 
sunburst (on parka) 

ujamiřriqtuq ᐅᔭᒥᖮᖨᖅᑐᖅ
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weather/ cloud cloud nuvuja ᓄᕗᔭ
weather/ cloudy it got cloudy nuvujalaqiřuq ᓄᕗᔭᓚᕿᖪᖅ
weather/ cloudy it is cloudy nuvujařuq ᓄᕗᔭᖪᖅ
weather/ cold the weather is very cold i'řililaqiřuq ᐃ'ᖨᓕᓚᕿᖪᖅ
weather/ cold the weather is extremely cold i'řiraaluk ᐃ'ᖨᕌᓗᒃ
weather/ cold the cold temperature i'ři ᐃ'ᖨ
weather/ conversations cold (Are you ...?) uunaihukpit ᐆᓇᐃᒃᐱᑦ
weather/ conversations cold (I am not...) uunaihungngitchunga  ᐆᓇᐃᖕᖏᑦᕤᖓ
weather/ dawn dawns; it is daylight qauřuq ᖃᐅᖪᖅ
weather/ expression expression: it's very cold uunai ᐆᓇᐃ
weather/ expressions it is cold (not extreme) uunaiřřariktuq ᐆᓇᐃᖮᖬᕆᒃᑐᖅ
weather/ extreme cold a term to describe the extreme 

cold 
qapiřřaq ᖃᐱᖮᖬᖅ

weather/ fog fog takhiq ᑕᒃᖅ
weather/ fog is foggy takhiqtuq ᑕᒃᖅᑐᖅ
weather/ freezing keeps freezing qiqiřaqtuq ᕿᕿᖬᖅᑐᖅ 
weather/ freezing keeps freezing qiqiqattaqtuq ᕿᕿᖃᑦᑕᖅᑐᖅ
weather/ freezing freezes; is frozen qiqiřuq ᕿᕿᖪᖅ

weather/ frost frost, e.g frost formed inside a patuk ᐸᑐᒃ
weather/ gusting winds when there are gusting winds on 

top of water, you can see dark 
spots of ripples

qirniqtittaaqtuq ᕿᕐᓂᖅᑎᑦᑖᖅᑐᖅ

weather/ instrument something intended for measuring 
the environment/weather; 
barometer or weather instrument

hilahiut ᓚᐅᑦ

weather/ melting snow snow is melting mahaktuq ᒪᒃᑐᖅ
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weather/ mild mild, travelable weather conditions 
e.g. Hila atuqšauřuq

atuqšauřuq ᐊᑐᖅᐅᖪᖅ

weather/ nice the weather is really nice  (not 
cold, clear and no wind)

hilattiavak ᓚᑦᑎᐊᕙᒃ

weather/ question What's the weather like? hila qanuritpa? ᓚ ᖃᓄᕆᑦᐸ
weather/ question How's the weather where you are? hilakhi qanuritpa taikani? ᓚᒃ ᖃᓄᕆᑦᐸ ᑕᐃᑲᓂ

weather/ rainbow rainbow katauraq ᑲᑕᐅᕋᖅ
weather/ rim around moon, the sun, or moon,  has a full ava'luruhiqtuq ᐊᕙ'ᓗᕈᖅᑐᖅ
weather/ rough water it is wavey, rough water malliqtuq ᒪᓪᓕᖅᑐᖅ
weather/ seasons spring upinngaaq ᐅᐱᓐᖔᖅ
weather/ snow blowing snow, ground wind natiruviaqtuq ᓇᑎᕈᕕᐊᖅᑐᖅ
weather/ snows it snows qanniqtuq ᖃᓐᓂᖅᑐᖅ
weather/ sunny sunny (it's...) hiqinniqtuq ᕿᓐᓂᖅᑐᖅ
weather/ tide tide is rising uliliqtuq ᐅᓕᓕᖅᑐᖅ

weather/ tide tide (it's high...) ulinngařuq ᐅᓕᓐᖓᖪᖅ
weather/ tide tide is up, uliliqtuq-tide is going 

up, also, ulittuq-is put inside out 
ulittuq ᐅᓕᑦᑐᖅ

weather/ tide a small tide, e.g. in the gulf of 
Boothia the mid day tide goes 
only half way up, and it goes 
down again

uliqšuqtuq ᐅᓕᖅᖅᑐᖅ

weather/ visibility weather with low visibility niptaitchuq ᓂᑉᑕᐃᑦᕤᖅ
weather/ warm weather warm weather hila nirumiktuq ᓚ ᓂᕈᒥᒃᑐᖅ
weather/ water the water is like glass, no wind uqšuaqtuq ᐅᖅᐊᖅᑐᖅ

weather/ wind no more wind anuraiqtuq ᐊᓄᕋᐃᖅᑐᖅ
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weather/ wind wind anuri ᐊᓄᕆ
weather/ wind not much wind anurikittuq ᐊᓄᕆᑭᑦᑐᖅ
weather/ wind wind; is breezy; is drafty anurilik ᐊᓄᕆᓕᒃ
weather/ wind is getting windy anuqŁilaqiřuq ᐊᓄᖅᖠᓚᕿᖪᖅ
weather/ wind in summer cannot travel due to 

the heavy winds causing rough 
water. 

anuqłillaqu'řauřuq  ᐊᓄᖅᖠᓪᓚᖁ’ᖬᐅᖪᖅ

weather/ wind is windy anuqłiqtuq ᐊᓄᖅᖠᖅᑐᖅ
weather/ wind there is a light breeze anuraaqtuq ᐊᓄᕌᖅᑐᖅ 
weather/ wind direction wind is blowing from north pika'naqtuq ᐱᑲ'ᓇᖅᑐᖅ
weather/ wind direction wind is blowing from the east niggiqtuq ᓂᒡᒋᖅᑐᖅ
weather/ wind direction wind is blowing from south kana'ngaqtuq ᑲᓇ'ᖓᖅᑐᖅ
weather/ wind direction wind coming from west, west wind ua'naqtuq ᐅᐊ'ᓇᖅᑐᖅ
weather/ wind direction main wind, north-northwest wind ua'naqłiqtuq ᐅᐊ'ᓇᖅᖠᖅᑐᖅ

weaves knits; weaves nuviqhaqtuq ᓄᕕᖅᖅᑐᖅ
website website qaritauřakkut takugiarviat ᖃᕆᑕᐅᕋᒃᑯᑦ ᑕᑯᒋᐊᕐᕕᐊᑦ
wednesday See you on Wednesday. pingatchiu'mi takuniaqpagit ᐱᖓᑦᕠᐅ’ᒥ ᑕᑯᓂᐊᖅᐸᒋᑦ
wednesday Wednesday pingatchiut ᐱᖓᑦᕠᐅᑦ
week next week aqaguaniviannuaq ᐊᖃᒍᐊᓂᕕᐊᓐᓄᐊᖅ
week week pinahuaruhiq ᐱᓇᐊᕈᖅ
week last week pinahuaruhiugaluaqtumi ᐱᓇᐊᕈᐅᒐᓗᐊᖅᑐᒥ
week next week pinahuaruhiuniaqtumi ᐱᓇᐊᕈᐅᓂᐊᖅᑐᒥ
weekend/question What are you doing this weekend? hivataarvingmi ubluriřaanilu 

huniaqpit?
ᕙᑖᕐᕕᖕᒥ ᐅᑉᓗᕆᖭᓂᓗ 
ᓂᐊᖅᐱᑦ

weight gains weight puvallaqtuq ᐳᕙᓪᓚᖅᑐᖅ
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welcome/ feeling "at home" makes decisions on their own, 
does what they please. A host 
may say ihumaqšuqtutit , you are 
to do as you please, look after 
yourself, be welcome

ihumaqšuqtuq ᐃᒪᖅᖅᑐᖅ

well thought of be well thought-of ihumagiřautchiaqtuq ᐃᒪᒋᖬᐅᑦᕠᐊᖅᑐᖅ
well/ unwell I don’t feel well iłurringngitchunga ᐃᖢᕐᕆᖕᖏᑦᕤᖓ
well-made well processed, well made, e.g.  

trim sewn on very nice and parallel 
to the edge. precise, clear, orderly, 
straight

kitqittuq ᑭᑦᕿᑦᑐᖅ

westward westward ua'naqłiq ᐅᐊ'ᓇᖅᖠᖅ
wet wet almost draining kinittuq ᑭᓂᑦᑐᖅ
wet we got wet qauhiqtugut ᖃᐅᖅᑐᒍᑦ
wet wet, soaked with liquid qauhiqtuq ᖃᐅᖅᑐᖅ
wet/ boots infected (it is...) (also means boots 

got wet inside)
immaktuq ᐃᒻᒪᒃᑐᖅ

whale skin edible part of whale skin; not 
blubber

maktaaq ᒪᒃᑖᖅ

whale vertebrae whale vertebrae kujapigaq ᑯᔭᐱᒐᖅ
whale/fluke tail of a whale, fluke haqpiaq ᖅᐱᐊᖅ
what what (is it)? huna ᓇ
what what huva ᕙ
what what do you want/what can I do 

for you? Or what did he/she say 
(or mean?)

huvaguuq ᕙᒎᖅ

what What do you think? qanuq ihumavit? ᖃᓄᖅ ᐃᒪᕕᑦ
what what do you call it? qanuq taiřauva ᖃᓄᖅ ᑕᐃᖬᐅᕙ
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what What did you say? qanurilivit? ᖃᓄᕆᓕᕕᑦ
what What are these two things? ukuak hunauvak ᐅᑯᐊᒃ ᓇᐅᕙᒃ
what is this What is this? una hunauva? ᐅᓇ ᓇᐅᕙ
what/ about you? what about you? iřvilli ᐃᖮᕕᓪᓕ
what/ don't know I don’t know what it is. hunalikiaq ᓇᓕᑭᐊᖅ
what/ eat What would you like to eat? hunaturumavit? ᓇᑐᕈᒪᕕᑦ
what/ name Can I get your name? hunaugavit ᓇᐅᒐᕕᑦ
what/ that what is it? hunauva ᓇᐅᕙ
what/that What is it? What was that? huna? huna taimna? ᓇ ᓇ ᑕᐃᒪ
when when? (in future) qanga  for when? 

(in past)
qaku ᖃᑯ

when when (in future)e.g qakugu 
utirniaqpa? When will she be 
back?,  qakugu nalliutiniaqpit  
When is your birthday?  

qakugu ᖃᑯᒍ

when see you sometime qakuguptauq ᖃᑯᒍᑉᑕᐅᖅ
when anytime (in future) qakugutuinnaq ᖃᑯᒍᑐᐃᓐᓇᖅ
when when (in past) e.g. qanga iqaluinut 

nuktiravit ?  When did you move to 
Iqaluit? qakugu when (in future)

qanga ᖃᖓ

where where nauk ᓇᐅᒃ
where where is she/he/it [that thing] nauk taimna ᓇᐅᒃ ᑕᐃᒻᓇ
where Where exactly is it? The first word humimmarik?/ hukutchianiitpa? ᒥᒻᒪᕆᒃ/ ᑯᑦᕠᐊᓃᑦᐸ

where/ direction where to; in which direction humut ᒧᑦ
where/ from from where humit ᒥᑦ
where/ he/she/it where is he/she/it humiitpa ᒦᑦᐸ

where/ in where; in what place humi ᒥ
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where/ unknown I don't know where it is humiittukiaq ᒦᑦᑐᑭᐊᖅ
where/ you Where are you? humiitpit? ᒦᑦᐱᑦ
which which one (of two) nalliak ᓇᓪᓕᐊᒃ
which which one (of many) nalliat ᓇᓪᓕᐊᑦ
whip/ dogteam whip (dog team) ipirautaq ᐃᐱᕋᐅᑕᖅ
whispers speaks with a low voice; quietly; 

whispers
ihivřuktuq ᐃᕝᖪᒃᑐᖅ

whistles whistles uvingngiaqtuq ᐅᕕᖕᖏᐊᖅᑐᖅ
white turns white qakuqhiřuq ᖃᑯᖅᖪᖅ
white white qakuqtuq ᖃᑯᖅᑐᖅ
white pure white qakkuriktuq ᖃᒃᑯᕆᒃᑐᖅ
whitecaps waves are cresting; whitecaps qagaaqtuq ᖃᒑᖅᑐᖅ
whitefish whitefish; a fish that has scales kavihilik ᑲᕕᓕᒃ

whitefish/ young young whitefish aannaakłiq ᐋᓐᓈᒃᖠᖅ
White-fronted Goose White-fronted Goose nirlivik ᓂᕐᓕᕕᒃ
who/ dual who (two people) hutkuk ᑦᑯᒃ
who/ plural who (more than two people); also, 

by where, which part?
hutkut ᑦᑯᑦ

who? who? huna? ᓇ
whole is whole; is complete iluitchuq ᐃᓗᐃᑦᕤᖅ
whose whose huup ᑉ
whose/ these Whose are these? huup ukua? ᑉ ᐅᑯᐊ
whose/ this Whose hat is this? huup una nahaa? ᑉ ᐅᓇ ᓇ
whose/ this Whose is this? huup una? ᑉ ᐅᓇ
why what for, why hu'mat 'ᒪᑦ
why why, what for? hu’mat 'ᒪᑦ
why? how many? qaphit ᖃᑉᑦ
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wick/installed the installed wick that is ready to 
light in either qulliq or other 
lanterns

ipiraq ᐃᐱᕋᖅ

wide wide e.g lake, rope hiliktuq ᓕᒃᑐᖅ

wide wide (object is…) ikiqtuuq ᐃᑭᖅᑑᖅ
widow widow uiřgahuk ᐅᐃᖮᒐᒃ
widower widower (man who has lost his nuliangiqtuq ᓄᓕᐊᖏᖅᑐᖅ
wife wife nuliaq ᓄᓕᐊᖅ
wildlife/ young young bird; young fowl, young 

wildlife
piaraq ᐱᐊᕋᖅ

willow willow uqpik ᐅᖅᐱᒃ
win always wins akiqattaqtuq ᐊᑭᖃᑦᑕᖅᑐᖅ
win wins it akiřaa ᐊᑭᖭ
win wins a game, wins a prize, (that's 

the) price 
akiřuq ᐊᑭᖪᖅ

wind is getting windy anuqŁilaqiřuq ᐊᓄᖅᖠᓚᕿᖪᖅ
wind in summer cannot travel due to 

the heavy winds causing rough 
water. 

anuqłillaqu'řauřuq  ᐊᓄᖅᖠᓪᓚᖁ’ᖬᐅᖪᖅ

wind a breeze outside interferes with 
the lighting of a stove/qulliq

anuqŁiuqtuq ᐊᓄᖅᖠᐅᖅᑐᖅ

wind very little wind, see anurikittuq anuraakitchuq ᐊᓄᕌᑭᑦᕤᖅ
wind there is a light breeze anuraaqtuq ᐊᓄᕌᖅᑐᖅ
wind wind anuri ᐊᓄᕆ
wind not much wind, see anuraakitchuq anurikitchuq ᐊᓄᕆᑭᑦᕤᖅ

wind there is wind anurilik ᐊᓄᕆᓕᒃ
wind pants wind pants qarlivik ᖃᕐᓕᕕᒃ
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wind/ downwind someone is downwind from 
something

ařguani ᐊᖮᒍᐊᓂ

wind/ headwind headwind ařgu ᐊᖮᒍ
wind/ travels against travels against the wind ařguqtuq ᐊᖮᒍᖅᑐᖅ
wind/lack of no more wind anuraiqtuq ᐊᓄᕋᐃᖅᑐᖅ
windbreak windbreak, shelter from wind uquutaq ᐅᖂᑕᖅ
window window igalaaq ᐃᒐᓛᖅ
windy is windy anuqłiqtuq ᐊᓄᖅᖠᖅᑐᖅ
wing bird wing; plane wing iharuq ᐃᕈᖅ
wing/ long long feather of tail or wing huluk ᓗᒃ
winter spends the winter ukiiřuq ᐅᑮᖪᖅ
winter year; winter ukiuq ᐅᑭᐅᖅ
winter all winter ukiuq naallugu ᐅᑭᐅᖅ ᓈᓪᓗᒍ
winter every winter ukiuqtamaat ᐅᑭᐅᖅᑕᒫᑦ
winter winter has arrived ukiuqtuq ᐅᑭᐅᖅᑐᖅ
wipes wipes something allaqhiřuq ᐊᓪᓚᖅᖪᖅ
wipes wipes him/her/it allaqtaa ᐊᓪᓚᖅᑖ
wipes she/he wipes something down, 

also, clear sky
allaqtuq ᐊᓪᓚᖅᑐᖅ

wipes/ object that wipes something to wipe something down 
with

allarutikšaq ᐊᓪᓚᕈᑎᒃ

wolf wolf amaruq ᐊᒪᕈᖅ
wolf/ cub young wolf; wolf cub amaruaq ᐊᒪᕈᐊᖅ
wolverine wolverine qa'vik ᖃ'ᕕᒃ
woman woman arnaq ᐊᕐᓇᖅ
woman/ old old woman;  (in Natchilik ningiuq  

means grandmother. 
arnatquaqšaaq  is old woman) 

arnatquaqšaaq ᐊᕐᓇᑦᖁᐊᖅᖅ
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womb uterus; womb igliaq ᐃᒡᓕᐊᖅ
women/ clothing woman's clothing arnaqhiut ᐊᕐᓇᖅᐅᑦ
women/ three or more ladies ( three or more) arnait ᐊᕐᓇᐃᑦ
wonder/ why I wonder why; I don't know hu'matkiaq 'ᒪᑦᑭᐊᖅ
wonderful/ feeling it’s wonderful, very thankful haturnaqtuq ᑐᕐᓇᖅᑐᖅ
wood wood qiřuk ᕿᖪᒃ
wood fetches wood qiřuktaqtuq ᕿᖪᒃᑕᖅᑐᖅ
word word; language; speech uqauhiq ᐅᖃᐅᖅ
work / won't be working working (he won't be...) hananiangngitchuq ᓇᓂᐊᖕᖏᑦᕤᖅ
work/ are you? working (are you...?) hanavit? ᓇᕕᑦ?
work/ goes to she/he/it is going to place of 

work..
hanajaqtuqtuq ᓇᔭᖅᑐᖅᑐᖅ

work/ when I finish When I am done work. hanataaruma ᓇᑖᕈᒪ
work/ where Where do you work? humi hanavit? ᒥ ᓇᕕᑦ
work/odd jobs odd jobs hanaugakšaraluit  ᓇᐅᒐᒃᕋᓗᐃᑦ
work/when you finish when you are done work hanataaruvit ᓇᑖᕈᕕᑦ
worker worker; employee hanaři ᓇᖨ
workplace/ supervisor manager; supervisor, boss ataniq ᐊᑕᓂᖅ
works/ working he/she is working hanařuq ᓇᖪᖅ
works/finished working has finished working hanataaqtuq ᓇᑖᖅᑐᖅ
world skies; world hilarřuaq ᓚᕐᖪᐊᖅ
worm worm qupiřruq ᖁᐱᖮᕈᖅ
worn out/ clothing wears out; is worn out (clothes); is 

skinned, a peice of skin comes off
amiiqtuq ᐊᒦᖅᑐᖅ

worn/ sole sole is worn out (shoe) aluiqtuq ᐊᓗᐃᖅᑐᖅ
worries worries; is concerned ihumaaluktuq ᐃᒫᓗᒃᑐᖅ
worsening is getting worse ingattaqtuq ᐃᖓᑦᑕᖅᑐᖅ
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wound open wound iki ᐃᑭ
wound/ has is wounded; has a wound ikilik ᐃᑭᓕᒃ
wrench wrench qi'řaahit ᕿ'ᖭᑦ
wrestles/ two people are they're wrestling (two are wrestling) hanmitiřuk ᓐᒥᑎᖪᒃ

wrings wrings it out hivvuqtaa ᕝᕗᖅᑖ
wrings/it out wrings something out hivvuqtuqtuq ᕝᕗᖅᑐᖅᑐᖅ
wrinkles wrinkles (on face...) imuniq ᐃᒧᓂᖅ
wrist wrist (human) ařgaut ᐊᖮᒐᐅᑦ
wrist/ article of wrist watch; bracelet ařgau'miaq ᐊᖮᒐᐅ’ᒥᐊᖅ
writes writes it titiraqtaa ᑎᑎᕋᖅᑖ
writes writes titiraqtuq ᑎᑎᕋᖅᑐᖅ
writes writing to him (I am...) titirarvigiřara ᑎᑎᕋᖅᕕᒋᖬᕋ
writing letters; correspondence; papers 

with writing (mail), written 
documents

titiqqat ᑎᑎᖅᑲᑦ

writing letter; document titiraq ᑎᑎᕋᖅ
writing instrument pen or pencil, writing instrument titiraut ᑎᑎᕋᐅᑦ

writing instrument my pen titirautiga ᑎᑎᕋᐅᑎᒐ
writing instrument two pens (or pencils) titirautiik ᑎᑎᕋᐅᑏᒃ
writing instrument my two pens titirautikkak ᑎᑎᕋᐅᑎᒃᑲᒃ
writing instrument my pens titirautikkat ᑎᑎᕋᐅᑎᒃᑲᑦ
writing instrument your two pens titirautikkik ᑎᑎᕋᐅᑎᒃᑭᒃ
writing instrument I don't have a pen. titirautiqangngitchunga ᑎᑎᕋᐅᑎᖃᖕᖏᑦᕤᖓ
writing instrument do you have a pen? titirautiqaqpit? ᑎᑎᕋᐅᑎᖃᖅᐱᑦ
writing instrument I have a pen. titirautiqaqtunga ᑎᑎᕋᐅᑎᖃᖅᑐᖓ
writing instrument your pen titirautit ᑎᑎᕋᐅᑎᑦ
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writing instrument several pens (or pencils) titirautit ᑎᑎᕋᐅᑎᑦ
writing instrument writes to him/her/it titiravigiřaa ᑎᑎᕋᕕᒋᖭ
writing system writing system titirauhiq ᑎᑎᕋᐅᖅ
wrong way goes the wrong way kiglukkuuqtuq ᑭᒡᓗᒃᑰᖅᑐᖅ
wrote I wrote them titiraqtatka ᑎᑎᕋᖅᑕᑦᑲ
yawns yawns aittauqtuq ᐊᐃᑦᑕᐅᖅᑐᖅ
year all year ařragu naallugu ᐊᖮᕋᒍ  ᓈᓪᓗᒍ
year next year ařragut ᐊᖮᕋᒍᑦ
year every year ařraagutamaat ᐊᖮᕌᒍᑕᒫᑦ
year the year after next ařraangutqitpat ᐊᖮᕌᖑᑦᕿᑦᐸᑦ
year last year ařraani ᐊᖮᕌᓂ
year last year ařraani ᐊᖮᕌᓂ
year this year ukiurmi  ᐅᑭᐅᕐᒥ
year year; winter ukiuq ᐅᑭᐅᖅ
years ago two years ago ukiup aippaani ᐅᑭᐅᑉ ᐊᐃᑉᐹᓇ
years to come next year ařraagut ᐊᖮᕌᒍᑦ
yeast baking soda, yeast puplaut ᐳᑉᓚᐅᑦ
yeast a rising agent such as yeast 

baking powder, baking soda
puplakhaut/puplaut ᐳᑉᓚᒃᐅᑦ/ ᐳᑉᓚᐅᑦ

yellow yellow quqhuqtuq ᖁᖅᖅᑐᖅ
yellow-billed Loon Yellow-billed Loon; Common Loon 

(see qaqšauq, kaglulik )
tuu'lik ᑑ'ᓕᒃ

yes yes, yes indeed ii ᐄ
yesterday yesterday itpakšaq ᐃᑦᐸᒃᖅ
you you (singular) iřvit ᐃᖮᕕᑦ 
you all of you, 3+ tamaphi ᑕᒪᑉ
you two the two of you iliptik ᐃᓕᑉᑎᒃ
you/ 2/ question what about you two? iliptigli? ᐃᓕᑉᑎᒡᓕ
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you/ 3+/ for emphasis you (plural) iliphi ᐃᓕᑉ
you/ 3+/ question what about you all ? (3+) iliphili? ᐃᓕᑉᓕ
you/ for emphasis you (as the object of a sentence); 

by yourself; on your own
ili'nik ᐃᓕ'ᓂᒃ

you/ two both of you iliptik ᐃᓕᑉᑎᒃ
yours yours piit ᐲᑦ 
zip/ command Zip up your jacket. (command) atigit aliktaqturlugu ᐊᑎᒋᑦ ᐊᓕᒃᑕᖅᑐᕐᓗᒍ
zipper zipper aliktaqtuq ᐊᓕᒃᑕᖅᑐᖅ
zipper Zip up your jacket. (command) atigit aliktaqturlugu ᐊᑎᒋᑦ ᐊᓕᒃᑕᖅᑐᕐᓗᒍ
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